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TRAVEL TIME WORKING GROUP REPORT

The following report of the Travel Time Working Group represents the culmination of a
2 year effort to establish the information needs of the CAS necessary to monitor travel
time, ensure that the CAS database contains the requisite information, define the
criteria by which travel time should be monitored and draw preliminary conclusions
regarding the impact of exam partitions on travel time, if possible.

The Executive Council and Board of Directors discussed this report at several meetings
during the third and fourth quarters of 1994 and the first quarter of 1995. At its
February, 1995 meeting the Board of Directors adopted the data collection and data
monitoring recommendations in the report and authorized distribution of the report to
the CAS membership through publication in the CAS Forum.

In discussing the report, the Board acknowledged that the statistics included in the
report are inconclusive at this time vis-&is travel time. Even if travel time was
changing, the Board agreed that it might not be possible to isolate the effect of exam
partitioning on travel time. Finally, the Board re-affirmed  its earlier decision to take no
further partitioning steps at this time.
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I. Backaround

Partitioning of the examinations required for membership in the Casualty

Actuarial Society began with Part 3 in May, 1987 in coordination with the

implementation by the Society of Actuaries of their Flexible Education

System (FES). Subsequently, the CAS Board of Directors requested that the

Education Policy Committee address the issue of whether the CAS should adopt

a Flexible Education System.

The Education Policy Committee report was presented to the Board of Directors

in September, 1988. That report, in the form of a “White Paper” was distributed

to the membership in March, 1989 and was accompanied by a letter from the

President requesting that the membership carefully consider the contents of the

“White Paper” and provide comments on the recommendations contained

therein.

Subsequent to the September, 1988 Board meeting, the Partitioned Exam Task

Force (PETF) was created to determine whether an implementation plan could

be developed which would address the issues contained in the “White Paper”.

The PETF submitted its report to the Education Policy Committee in

October, 1990.
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The recommendations of the Education Policy Committee and a supplemental

analysis made by the Vice President - Admissions was presented to the Board of

Directors at its November 11, 1990 meeting. After consideration of the reports of

the PETF and Vice President - Admissions, and substantial discussion and

debate the Board decided to partition Part 4 effective with the May, 1992 exam

administration and Part 5 effective with the November, 1993 administration.

Each of these exams began being offered twice a year coincident with their

partitioning. The Board also decided that Parts 6 and 7 would not be partitioned

and consideration of ‘partitioning of the Fellowship exams would be deferred for

at least three years. The EPC “White Paper”, PETF Report and various letters

to the membership on partitioning are contained in the Winter 1991 edition of the

CAS Forum on pages 189-467.

The Travel Time Working Group was created in February, 1993 in response to

the Board of Directors’ desire to ensure that the database structure, reports and

analytical tools necessary to monitor the impact of partitioning on travel time

would be established before post-partitioning candidate performance information

became available. The assignment included:

- A determination of the information required to monitor travel time.

- An opinion regarding the sufficiency of the CAS database to evaluate

the impact of partitioning on travel time.
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- Conclusions, if any, which can be drawn at this time regarding the

impact of partitioning on travel time.

The working group did not consider its charge to include, nor did it examine the

question of whether partitioning has been successful in better educating

actuaries.

II. Workina Grout  Deliberations

In the course of its deliberations, the working group met via teleconference on

March 26, August 30, October 7 and October 21, 1993 and March 17, 1994 as

well as at meetings at the CAS office on April 22, 1993 and June 6, 1994.

During the course of those meetings, the group identified a number of key

concepts for monitoring travel time and additional information that needed to be

included in the CAS database in order to develop the necessary statistics.

The Working Group realized that it is not possible to separate partitioning from

other factors affecting travel time. Any evaluation of travel time includes the

impact of both partitioning and all other factors. Changes in the frequency of

exam administration, the number of candidates entering the system, candidate

taking CAS exams for SoA  and CIA credit and the passing standards set by the
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Examination Committee are all examples of phenomenon that can affect travel

time. Therefore, it may be impossible to isolate the impact of partitioning on

travel time.

Ill. Recommendations for Monitoring Travel Time

The Working Group makes the following recommendations regarding the

monitoring of the effect of partitioning on travel time.

l Assign primary responsibility for monitoring and interpreting travel time

statistics to the Education Policy Committee. See Section IX.

l Identify candidate cohorts so that travel time can be compared from

one group of candidates to the next. See Section V.

. Establish historical baselines before drawing any conclusions

regarding the impact of partitioning on travel time.

. Define travel time to membership as the number of years from the first

time any exam (or part thereof) in the sequence 3 through 7 is passed

through the attainment of Associateship.
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. In order to gain early insight into any impact of partitioning on travel

time, monitor travel time for the exam sequence 3 through 5.

. Consider monitoring travel time from ACAS to FCAS, although this is

not relevant to partitioning.

. Start with the May, 1987 cohort. See Section V.

. If a longer historical period is needed, evaluate the cost/benefit of

obtaining the necessary information from the SoA. See Section VI.

l Using cohort success information as displayed in Appendix A, focus

on changes in the time necessary for a common success level to be

reached. The Working Group believes success levels of 20%, 35%

and 50% are useful benchmarks. See Section V.

. Do not monitor travel time for an individual exam. With the advent of

partitioning the entire dynamic interplay between various exams has

changed. Travel time through individual exams could lengthen while

total travel time does not. See Appendix C.

. Monitor student exam strategy and performance on partitioned exams

It is important to know if students are taking fewer exams and how

their performance is related to exam load. See Sections V and VIII.
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IV. Initial Observations

The Working Group made the following initial observations:

l Travel time appears to have been increasing prior to partitioning of

Parts 4 and 5. The exception appears to be with the early percentiles

(1 O%,  20%) for the 3 through 7 exam group. See Appendix A for an

example of the success level of 35%.

. Although it is too early to make a definitive statement, it appears that

travel time has increased subsequent to partitioning of Parts 4 and 5.

l A significant percentage of candidates are opting to take just a single

exam subpart even though there are other subparts which they still

need. See Appendix B. As a group, these candidates are not as

successful (as measured by passing percentages) as the candidates

who take a fuller exam load.
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V. Kev ConceDts  Identified

Four key concepts emerged:

. Measurement bv Cohort: Candidates must be grouped so that

performance comparisons can be made. The working group defined a

cohort as the set of candidates in an exam period who first took any

exam in a group of exams for which travel time is to be measured. For

example, if travel time from Part 3 through ACAS is to be measured,

the cohort for each exam session would be those candidates who first

took any exam in the sequence 3 through 7 during that exam session.

Candidates who first took any exams in the 3 through 7 sequence in

May, 1990, would be members of the May, 1990 cohort and so on.

Once a candidate is assigned to a cohort he or she remains in that

cohort.

. Establishment of Base-Line: In order to evaluate whether partitioning

is having any impact on travel time it is necessary to know what the

.trend in travel time was prior to partitioning. In other words, a

baseline, or history, would have to be created. Because of the

possible impact on travel time of changes in the number of exams in

the early 1970s and the difficulty in obtaining candidate registration
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information on Part 3 prior to 1987, the working group decided that

any baseline evaluation should start with the May, 1987 cohort if

Part 3 is to be included in the analysis. If Part 3 is to be excluded, the

baseline evaluation should start with the November, 1982 cohort,

which is when Part 4 became a CAS only exam.

. Measurement of Travel Time: The working group believes that travel

time should be measured and changes in travel time monitored from

the perspective of the number of years it takes cohorts to reach

various completion levels for the same series of exams. Since most

cohorts do not attain 100% completion, measurements of travel time

cannot be made on that basis. Consequently, the Working Group

examined travel time at various percentile completion points and

concluded that 20%, 35% and 50% are useful benchmarks.

Student Exam Strateqy: While not directly related to the

measurement of travel time, observing candidate exam load (partial

exams vs. full exams) for each sitting and the relative success of

students under different strategies can provide an in.dication  of why

any change in travel time is occurring. The working group developed

a report (see Appendix B) which provides information on what parts or

sub-parts students are taking and their success on these parts of

sub-parts.
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VI. Database Enhancements

During the course of the Working Group’s deliberations, needs for

enhancements to the database were identified. These included:

. Update of Exam Histories: For pre-1991 Fellows, the exam history on

the database was incomplete in that the record would contain the fact

that an exam had been passed but not the date that it had been

passed. In addition, the dates for passing or failing jointly sponsored

exams were neither included in the paper records nor the database.

Since the date of passing an exam was critical for measuring travel

time and failure dates for Part 3 are also needed to assess candidate

exam strategies the database records had to be updated for the

missing dates.

Because the SoA  has electronic records back only to 1987, the

database could not easily be updated for Part 3 prior to 1987.

Information on earlier administrations are contained in paper files

maintained by candidate, not exam administration. In order for the

CAS to obtain the necessary information, a manual review of

these files would be required, which could prove to be costly and time

consuming with no guarantee of complete accuracy.
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. Attainment of ACAS Status: Records for many Fellows did not

include the date (month/year) that ACAS status was attained. In’order

to establish a historical baseline for travel time to ACAS, this

information was obtained and entered.

. Attainment of FCAS Status: Records for many Fellows included only

the year of fellowship. In order to establish a baseline for travel time

to fellowship, the month is required as well. This information was

obtained and entered. These tasks required a painstaking search of

old yearbooks, SoA pass lists and other paper records. The

necessary information has been obtained and recorded by the CAS

office staff.

VII. Adjustments to Cohorts

Once the concept of cohorts had been defined the Working Group was

concerned with changes in the ultimate success rate caused by:

- SoA  credit being granted for some CAS exams. .

- SoA  members who took joint exams many years ago and are

now returning to pursue membership in the CAS.
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In order to minimize the impact of these phenomena, edits were instituted to

remove from the database any candidates who could be identified as fitting into

either of these groups.

The Working Group also considered removing from the database candidates

who ceased taking exams before reaching ACAS status or took exams

intermittently. The database was edited to remove candidates who:

- Did not sit for a CAS exam in the most recent exam period (11193);

- Did not sit for a CAS exam in at least 50% of the exam periods since

the cohort was formed and who had not yet attained ACAS status.

The Working Group rejected these adjustments because they would eliminate

different segments of the original cohort depending on the maturity of the cohort

For example, if we are trying to evaluate if there has been a change in what

percentage of a cohort had successfully completed a series of exams within 3

years of the cohort being defined, then the database adjustments that were

rejected by the Working Group would impact a cohort that had matured 6 years

since its formation much more than a cohort that had just reached 3 years

maturity. \
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Appendix D summarizes the number of candidates from each cohort that would

be removed by each of these edits as of the 11193 exa’m  administration as well

as the number that would be eliminated by the application of both criteria (the

intersection of both sets).

VIII. Modeling of Travel Time

What should be expected to be seen in the travel time charts? To address this,

the working group considered the negative binomial model. The negative

binomial distribution gives the probability of k failures before n successes. From

this distribution it is possible to get the distribution of travel time by dividing the

sum of k and n by the number of exams taken per year

In Appendix E. we show that a consequence of the negative binomial model is

that we should not expect an increase in travel time if exams are partitioned and

students continue to take “full exams” at the same rate.

However, if students pass all but one of the subparts in a range of exams, they

cannot take the remaining exam at the same rate, although, in reality, they

could be taking exams outside the range. In Appendix E we show that this effect

could add as much as 0.75 years to the observed travel time. We call this effect

the “last exam effect”.
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We now turn to actual results. Appendix A, Sheets 3 8 4 gives the most recent

travel time plots for Parts 3 through 5. As a point of information, it should be

noted that the partitioning of Part 3 was introduced in 1987, the partitioning of

Part 4 was introduced in 1992 and the partitioning of Part 5 was introduced in

1993. It is clear that lower passing percentages are happening after the

introduction of partitioning. How much of this can be attributed to the last exam

effect is not clear from this exhibit.

Additional preliminary observations can be made by examining exam-taking

patterns. Appendix B, Sheet 1 provides a summary of exam-taking patterns for

recent exams through May, 1994. As can be seen from this exhibit, the number

of students that take only one part of a partitioned exam has been on an upward

trend. Also, Appendix B suggests that students who take just a partial exam do

not perform any better than the rest of the student population, as measured by

pass ratio.

IX. Ongoing  Monitoring of Travel Time

Travel Time is a diagnostic concept relative to the admission of members to

associateship and fellowship status in the Casualty Actuarial Society. As such, it

demands the awareness of CAS general management and is a specific

responsibility of the Vice President -Admissions. While the concept is simple,

measuring the time and effort it takes to get through actuarial exams, fact

gathering and interpretation is an elusive endeavor.
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One thing is clear, basic tracking information must be available in a form that

allows consistent time series performance observations of the candidate

universe. The CAS office has established a data base and has begun to support

this performance obsen/ation  process. The CAS office should retain this

responsibility and make whatever changes are deemed appropriate by the

leadership of the CAS.

The Vice President -Admissions delegates various responsibilities to the

Education Policy Committee, Syllabus Committee and Examination Committee.

The Syllabus Committee is responsible for determining the content, depth,

breadth and jurisdictional flavor of the learning materials on which candidates

are to be tested. The Examination Committee has direct control over the amount

of material reflected in each exam, the difficulty of questions to be answered and

exam specific measurement of candidate performance. The Education Policy

Committee is responsible for the practice emphasis, education techniques

(exams vs. papers or academic work, on the job training vs. formal, continuing

education vs. on time qualification), alternative qualifications and educational

liaison with other actuarial bodies throughout the world. The Education Policy

Committee must also deal with the general motivation and preparedness of the

candidate universe.

While each of the Admissions Committees has an impact on the travel time of

candidates, the primary responsibility for monitoring and interpreting travel time

statistics should rest with the Education Policy Committee which can draw on the

expertise of the other Admissions Committees for assistance.
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APPENDIX  A

Important  Note

The Parts 3-7 and 3-5 exhibits  were produced

from the database at different  points  in time. In

the time interval  between the production  of these

exhibits the database was updated  for the results

of the May, 1994 exam administration  as well as

the results of the ongoing  project to complete  the

exam histories of past exam takers. Therefore,  the

two exhibits may be inconsistent with regard to

the identification  of cohort  membership.
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Appendix B
Sheet 1

Summary of Candidate Exam Strategy

Percentage of Candidates Taking a Single Subpart
But Needing Additional Subparts

Mav 1992 November 1992 May 1993 November 1993# Mav 1994
-!J- A

Part 3B 27.6% 28 0% 27.2% 35.1% 41.0% 45.4%

Part 4A 25.6% 23.9% 34.5% 29.1% 33 7% 43.4%

Part 4B 19.5% 29 4% 26.4% 43.0% 48.2% 45.4%

Pan 5A 17.8% 22.0% 23.1%

Pan 5B 14.9% 18.0% 24.5%

# First administration of Part 5 as a partitioned exam. For consistency with previous exam
administrations, the percentages are displayed unadjusted (U) and adjusted (A) for
ineffective candidates. All subsequent exam administrations will reflect the adjustment
for ineffective candidates.
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Appendix B
Sheet 2

1. Success on 3B

Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers

- Needed only 3B
- Needed other sub-parts

Total

2. Success on 4A

Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers

- Needed only 4A
- Needed other sub-parts

Total

3. Success on 4B

Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers

- Needed only 4B
- Needed other sub-pans

Total

M a y  1 9 9 2

1041268  = 38.8%

o/o =
431102  = 42.2%

431102  = 42.2%

2431664 = 36.6%

010 =
72l228  = 31.6%

721228  = 31.6%

302/707  = 42.1%

010 =
371171 = 21.6%

371171 = 21.6%
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I. Success on 3B

Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers

- Needed only 3B
- Needed other sub-parts

Total

2. Success on 4A

Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers

- Needed only 4A
- Needed other sub-parts

Total

3. Success on 4B

Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers

- Needed only 4B
- Needed other sub-parts

Total

Appendix B
Sheet 3

November 1992

27

1691364 = 46.4%

3z43  = 74.4%
451158  = 28.5%

77l201  = 38.3%

1311394 = 33.2%

5130  = 16.7%
28/133  = 21.1%

331163  = 20.2%

1561386 = 40.4%

38157  = 66.7%
691180  = 38.3%

107l237  = 45.1%



1. Success on 3B

Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers

- Needed only 3B
- Needed other sub-parts

Total

2. Success on 4A

Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers

- Needed only 4A
- Needed other sub-parts

Total

3. Success on 4B

Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers

- Needed only 48
- Needed other sub-parts

Total

Appendix B
Sheet 4

May 1993

1481324 = 45.7%

38164  = 59.4%
371145  = 25.5%

751209  = 35.9%

124/395  = 31.4%

30166  = 45.5%
891243 = 36.6%

I 191309 = 38.5%

I Ill445 = 24.9%

461157  = 29.3%
1011196  = 51.5%

1471353  = 41.6%
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.Appendix B
Sheet 5

November, 1993
(Unadjusted for ineffective candidates)

I. Success on 3B
Multiple Exam Takers 1211299  = 40.5%

Single Exam Takers
- Needed only 3B
- Needed other sub-parts

20124  =  8 3 . 3 %
691175  =  3 9 4 %

Total 891199  = 44.7%

2. Success on 4A
Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers
- Needed only 4A
- Needed other sub-parts

1601349 = 45.8%

19121 = 90.5%
571152  = 37.5%

Total

3. Success on 4B
Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers
- Needed only 4B
- Needed other sub-parts

Total

4. Success on 5A
Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers
- Needed only 5A
- Needed other sub-parts

Total

5. Success on 5B
Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers
- Needed only 5B
- Needed other sub-parts

761173  =  4 3 . 9 %

1151363  = 31.7%

18133  =  5 4 . 5 %
981299 = 32.8%

1161332  = 34.9%

1271359  = 35.4%

13129  = 44.8%
12184  = 14.3%

251113  = 22.1%

ll2/331 = 33.‘8%

16158 = 27.6%

Total 16158 = 27.6%
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November, 1993

Appendix B
Sheet 6

(Adjusted for ineffective candidates)
1. Success on 3B

Multiple Exam Takers 1081222 = 48.1%

Single Exam Takers
- Needed only 3B
- Needed other sub-parts

Total

23130  =  1 6 . 1 %
791204 = 38.7%

1021234 = 43.6%

2. Success on 4A
Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers
- Needed only 4A
- Needed other sub-parts

Total

1391250 = 55.6%

18124  =  7 5 . 0 %
791176  = 44.9%

971200 = 48.5%

3. Success on 48
Multiple Exam Takers 1031250 = 41.2%

Single Exam Takers
- Needed only 4B
- Needed other sub-parts

Total

17136 = 41.2%
1081335  = 32.2%

1251371 = 33.7%

4. Success on 5A
Multiple Exam Takers 1191273  = 43.6%

Single Exam Takers
- Needed only 5A
- Needed other sub-parts

Total

10129  = 34.5%
231104  = 22.1%

331133  = 24.8%

5. Success on 5B
Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers
- Needed only 5B
- Needed other sub-parts

981260  = 31.7%

213 = 66.7%
28170 = 40.0%

Total 30173 = 41.1%
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Appendix B
Sheet 7

May, 1994
(Adjusted for ineffective candidates)

I. Success on 3B
Multiple Exam Takers 1021196  = 52.0%

Single Exam Takers
- Needed only 3B
- Needed other sub-parts

16145  =  3 5 . 6 %
681200 = 34.0%

Total 841245 = 34.3%

2. Success on 4A
Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers
- Needed only 4A
- Needed other sub-parts

1301221  = 58.8%

15154  =  2 7 . 8 %
66/2ll + 31.3%

Total 811265  = 30.6%

3. Success on 4B
Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers
- Needed only 4B
- Needed other sub-parts

1421322  = 44.1%

411163  = 25.2%
128/403  = 31.8%

Total 1691566 = 29.9%

4. Success on 5A
Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers
- Needed only 5A
- Needed other sub-parts

85ll81 = 45.5%

19189 = 21.3%
31183 = 31.3%

Total

5. Success on 5B
Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers
- Needed only 5B
- Needed other sub-parts

Total

31

501172  = 29.1%

891216  = 41.2%

l2l43 = 27.9%
25184 = 29.8%

371127 = 29.1%
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Appendix C

DO NOT FOCUS ON TRAVEL TIME FOR INDIVIDUAL EXAMS

The question was raised as to how has travel time changed on Part 4 subsequent to

partitioning of the exam in May, 1992. While it is possible to calculate any change in

travel time for Part 4 using the concepts of cohorts and travel time developed by the

Working Group, we could not understand the relevance of such a calculation.

The ultimate goal of the CAS is to educate actuaries as measured by the successful

completion of a series of exams. With the relationship between individual exams

radically altered by partitioning, focusing on individual exams could lead to the

conclusion that travel time is expanding while what is actually happening is that travel

time through the entire series of exams is unchanged.

An example may prove to be illuminating. On Exhibit 1 attached are the examination

records for two hypothetical candidates. By looking at the entire exam sequence we

see that both candidates took 10 exam sessions to make it through the 5 exam

sequence. But because of the way Candidate 2 could mix and combine exam subparts,

take a partial exam for the first time while repeating another partial exam, the travel

time for individual exams is markedly different.

Despite the Working Group’s conclusion that focusing on travel time for individual

exams is not appropriate, Exhibit 2 attached sets forth the results for Part 4.
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Appendix C

Exhibit 1

Examination  Records  for Hypothetical  Candidates

Candidate 1

5105 Fail 3

1 l/65 Pass 3

5166  Fail 4

11/66  Fail 5

5167  Fail 4

11187 Pass 5

5188  Pass 4

11188 Fail 7

5189 Pass 6

11189 Pass 7

Part 3 2 exam sessions

Part 4 5 exam sessions

Part 5 3 exam sessions

Part 6 1 exam session

Part 7 3 exam sessions

Parts 3-7 10 exam sessions

Candidate 2

11191 Pass 3A,C

5192 Fail 4A

1 l/92 Fail 4A, Fail 48

5193 Pass 4A, Fail 48

11193 Pass 48, Pass 38

5194 Pass 5A, Fail 5B

11194 Pass 5B. Fail 7

5/95  Fai l  6

11195 Pass 7

5196 Pass 6

Travel Time

5 exam sessions

4 exam sessions

3 exam sessions

3 exam sessions

3 exam sessions

10 exam sessions
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Appendix D

May 77 2
Nov 77 3
May 78 5
Nov 78 6
May 79 12
Nov 79 5
May 80 5
Nov 80 17
May 81 7
Nov 81 29
May 82 9
Nov 82 28
May 83 34
Nov 83 33
May 84 39
Nov 84 31
May 85 25
Nov 85 29
May 86 30
Nov 86 25
May 87 35
Nov 87 23
May 88 33
Nov 88 32
May 89 87
Nov 89 42
May 90 56
Nov 90 35
May 91 26
Nov 91 20
May 92 42
Nov 92 24
May 93 0
Nov 93 0

CANDIDATES ELIMINATED

Did not sit for at Did not sit
112Least in November ‘93

3
2
6

10
6
3

IO

17
8

50
22
26
28
26
20
25
I7
23
27
24
33
43
59
S?
79
59
48
38
81
54
43

0

Both Cases

0
0

0

2
3
0

2
II

16
II

9
9

I5
8

I2
9
6
8

II
I9
I9
23
IO
I2
16
22
14

0
0
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Appendix E - Prior Expectations of the Effect of Partitioning on Travel Time

The Neqative Binomial Model

The working group considered the question as to how one should expect travel

time to change as exam partitioning is introduced. To address this, the negative

binomial model was introduced.

Let: n = the number of subparts to be passed;

K = the number of failures before passing n subparts (random);

p = the probability of passing a given subpart; and

m = the number of subparts taken in a year.

Then K has a negative binomial distribution with:

Pr[K=k]  = ‘r~+~’
( 1

P”(l-PI’

We then have: 4 1 -P)E[K] = -
P

and Var[K]  = v

We define the travel time, T, as: Q+n-
In

Then: E[T]=$ and

If we use the negative binomial distributron  as a model for the effect of

partitioning, we obtain the following consequence. There should be no increase

in the expected travel time due to patiitioning  if the student takes all exam

subparts a rafe corresponding to the original pre-patiitioned  fate.
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Appendix E Sheet 2

To see this, suppose that n parts are partitioned into a*n subparts. Suppose

also that the student takes a*m-subparts  per year. Then:

New Expected Travel Time= -% = L &Id expected Travel Time.
amp v

However, the negative binomial model is not a perfect analogy to the actual
exam process. Consider, for example, the student who takes all three subparts

of part 3 on the first sitting. Suppose the student passes 3A and 38. It will be
impossible to take the equivalent of “one part” on the next sitting. It will have to
take either 516 of a part (3C and 4A) or 413 of a part (3C, 4A and 48).

The Last Exam Effect

Suppose the student can keep up a reasonable approximation to taking “one
part per sitting.” In the actual exam process, we should expect to observe a
small increase in the travel time in the Travel Time Charts of Appendix A.

To see this, consider a travel time chart for Parts 3 to 5. Suppose the student

takes exams at a rate of two subparts per sitting (i.e. 4 subparts per year). Once
the student has passed all but Part 58, it can only continue taking Part 5B at a

rate of two subparts per year. While the student may actually be taking Part 6 or
7, we will observe a longer travel time for passing Parts 3 to 5. This effect is
called the “last exam effect.”

The increase in travel time due the last exam effect can be estimated. Suppose
the student takes two subparts per sitting, or four subparts per year. Suppose
further that the student’s pass probability is 0.40. According to the negative
binomial model, the student’s expected travel time for the seven subparts is:

7
- = 4.375 years.
400.40

If instead, the student were to take six subparts at a rate of four per year, and
one additional subpart at a rate of two per year, the student’s expected travel
time would be:
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Appendix E Sheet 3

6 1
-+- = 5.00 years
400.40  200.40

The second travel time estimate is an overestimate of the expected travel time of
the actual exam process since it ignores the possibility that the student might
have passed the last two subparts on a single sitting. From this example, it

would appear that 0.625 years is a reasonable upper bound for the last exam
effect.

It should be noted that the last exam effect is a function of the student’s
probability of passing, p. Since p=O.40  is an overall average probability, we
should check to see if the last exam effect holds when the student population is

diverse. To do this suppose that the student population consists of students with
p=O.20,  0.40 and 0.60 in equal proportions. One can then work out an expected

last exam effect of 0.764 years.

If the effect of partitioning is measured on the Part 3 through the Part 5 range, it
is most likely that the last exam effect holds when the student is finishing Parts 4

or 5. Thus it seems reasonable to expect a raise no larger than 0.75 years.

What this all means is that we should not conclude that the travel time is

increasing due to patiitioning  of exams 3 to 5 unless we observe an increase in
the mean travel time of (conservatively) greater than 0.75 years. This is due to
the last exam effect, which is a property of the way we measure travel time.
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September 1994
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REPORT OF THE CAS LONG-RANGE PLANNING COMMITTEE

Abstract

The CAS Long-Range Planning Committee prepares a report to the CAS Board each year regarding
issues the Committee believes will be of importance to the evolution of the CAS over the next several
years. This report was originally prepared in 1994 but reflects some changes based on input from the
Board at its February, 1995 meeting. The recommendations are those of the Committee and have
not been adopted by the Board at this time.
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LONG RANGE PLANNING COMMITTEE
1994 REPORT TO TEE BOARD

(As revised based on Board input in 2/95)

The discussions and recommendations contained in this report represent the collective efforts of the
1994 Long Range Planning Committee (LRPC) to identify those issues which will be of critical
importance to the evolution of the CAS during the next decade.

In order to assure as broad a context as possible for our deliberations, we retied on the following
sources of information:

1) An historical review of prior LRPC activity;

2) Minutes of the 1994 Committee Chairpersons Meeting regarding the topic of CAS Long
Range Planning;

3) 1993 CAS Membership  Survey;

4) Personal discussions with non-actuarial professionals both within and outside the
Property/Casualty  insurance area, and;

5) Informal discussions at LRPC meetings with prominent industry figures.

The remaining portion of this report summarizes our comments and recommendations regarding the
following issues:

. . .
A. E

* Dynamic Fiiancial Analysis
l Health Care Delivery Costs
l MegaRisk
* Coordination With Other U.S. and Canadian Actuarial Organizations
l International Activity
. Data Reporting
l Actuarial Input to Public Policy Issues
. Accounting Principles and Practices
l Basic and Continuing Education
l Committee Structure and Management

. .
B. y
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In the 1993 Long Range Planning Committee Report to the Board, “Solvency” was identified as one
of our highest priority issues. It was our belief that the CAS has a meaningful  role to play in the
measurement and maintenance of solvency for both traditional insurers and alternative risk transfer
mechanisms.

Since that report, the NAIC has approved a risk-based capital formula to be applied to property and
casuaky &u-ers  beginn&  in 1995. Continued high levels of property catastrophe losses have called
into question the solidity of some insurers which, only a few years ago, were considered models of
efficiency and strong capitalization. Some states (notably Florida and Hawaii) have formed
alternative risk transfer mechanisms to deal with the inevitable lack of availability of essential
catastrophe coverages. Also, legislation authorizing the formation of a federal disaster insurance fund
BS recommended by the Natural Disaster Coalition is slowly generating congressional support.

Over a five to ten year planning horizon, we believe that this issue will continue to be among the
highest priorities of the actuarial proftion Fmancial  data alone cannot provide the definitive answer
to the question of insurer solvency since no financial reporting requirement captures the range of
potential dynamic variables affecting solvency. The insuring public and insurance regulators at both
the state and federal level have become increasingly strident in their criticisms of the industry for the
absence of meaningful progress toward a credible solvency monitoring standard. Industry analysts
will continue to probe and criticize the industry for failing to provide leadiig  indicators of solvency
impairment for weak insurers.

Against this backdrop, the CAS has a number  of efforts which collectively address many of these
concerns. Through our Appointed Actuary Advisory Committee, we have monitored initiatives in
solvency regulation, guaranty fimd  reform, catastrophe exposure funding, and dynamic solvency
testing.

From a broad perspective,  the CAS, the SOA, the CIA and other actuarial groups have been working
in the area of the Vahx&on  Actuary and the Appointed Actuary. The discussions on this topic have
ranged from a narrow focus on requirements that the “Actuary” opine on the continued viabiity of
an insurer to the broader oversight of management performance. The CAS committees that have
been working in this area have focused on “Dynamic Financial Analysis” (DFA) as a title more
descriptive of this field. We believe that this reference is much more in line with the more expansive
financial management roles which actuaries will perform in the near fiature. It is our opinion that a
more unifom use of the term “Dynamic Financial Analysis” in place of “Appointed Actuary” will be
more descriptive of the type of activity we wish to promote.

W -mmendatims

l Establish DFA as a preferred approach for our clients. To accomplish  this task, the CAS cannot
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rely solely on intm-actuarial  publications to establish recognition and acceptance of actuarial DFA
work. The actuarial profession as a whole must aggressively establish leadership roles in the
insurance, self-insurance and risk management industries in order to solidii a position of
expertise for DFA types of analysis and the evaluation of the financial implications of risk
decisions.

l An important first step in this initiative would be to change the name of the Appointed Actuary
Advisory Committee to the Dynamic Financial Analysis Committee. As is the case today, this
group would be charged with coordinating  all pertinent CAS activities, maintaining a close
working relationship with other organizations (both  actuarial and non-actuarial) and providing
regular reports to the CAS membership.
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In 1991 the CAS issued a Health Issues Policy Statement largely in response to external pressures
on health costs. This statement focused primarily on health issues as they relate to casualty
coverages.  Also in 1991, the CAS LRPC expressed concern that the syllabus, as then constructed,
was not adequate for future FCASs to be su5ciently qualified to address evolving issues such as 24-
hour coverage and other managed care products.

Now, in 1994, we see that these concerns were on target. The importance of this issue was
dramatically reinforced by a recent IS0 study which showed that over 20% ($29 Billion) of the U.S.
PropertyXasuahy  industry’s losses were Health Care related. It is especially interesting to note that
almost Soo/o  of Workers’ Compensation losses arise 6om medical costs and that this percentage has
been rising over time.

The syhabus  has been updated in the last few years to include more relevant and modem readings on
health  insurance. However, additional efforts are needed in other areas ifthe future FCAS is to have
a significant impact on the Health Industry. While this may not have been a major consideration in
the past, as the lines between casualty insurance and accident and health insurance become blurred
we are faced with the alternatives of either widening our scope and expertise or being letI in the wake
of market/coverage realignments.

l CAS Continuing Education and Program Committees should see that meeting content reflects the
impact of these changes on our members.

l The CAS should take the necessary steps to ensure that casualty actuaries are full participants in
the AAA working groups studying various aspects of health care reform.
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The property-casualty industry continues to be reminded of the actual and potential impact of Mega
Risks on the tinancial strength of individual companies and the entire industry. Natural catastrophes
and mass tort liabiies pose as much a threat  to solvency as do underpricing, under-reserving or poor
management.

While they caused huge losses and the insolvency of several companies, it is obvious that neither
Hurricane Andrew nor the Northridge earthquake represents the maximum magnitudes of loss which
could result from these types of catastrophic events. Similarly, the emerged costs  of asbestos,
environmental, and other mass tort claims are believed to be only a portion of the ultimate losses.
Recently, A.M. Best published an analysis of asbestos and environmental liability wsts which
suggested that the range of ultimate costs  from these perils would endanger the solvency of many
sizable carriers and may even exceed the capital of the insurance industry as a whole. Other mass
torts, such as lead paint, electromagnetic radiation and tobacco  claims could total many biions of
dollars as well.

Audiences such as the SEC, state and federal regulators, shareholders, rating agencies and the
accounting profession are urging insurers and insureds to quantify the potential risks of these events
as well as the liabiities  they may have already incurred. There is a distinct possibility that others will
dictate how these liabilities must be quantified, ifthe  actuarial profession does not take a leadership
role in establishing appropriate methodologies and standards.

The actuarial ramilications  of these catastrophic risks are many, includiig dynamic financial  analysis,
pricing, and reserving, as well as the public policy issues to which the actuarial profession should
contribute. It is, therefore, not surprising that the Long Range Planning Committee again includes
“Mega  Risks” as one of the CA% key issues.

!

I

.
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The  Committees on Reserves and Reinsurance Research should stimulate papers on appropriate
methodologies for primary and reinsurance companies to use in quantifying their mass tort
liabilities.

The Committee on Ratemaking  should continue to encourage research on methods of pricing
natural catastrophe risks on both a macro and a micro level.

The Appointed Actuary Advisory Committee should assure that mega risks be given sufficient
recognition within model actuarial reports on dynamic financial analysis.

The CAS leadership must work with the AAA and its Casualty Practice Council to assure that
the ASB completes its Standards of Practice on catastrophic loss provisions and unquantif%ble
liabilities in a timely fashion.
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The ‘Role of the AAA” has been a “monitoring” issue of the LPPC  for the past three years. LBPC
was concerned that AAA efforts have not been adequate (1993) and observed that CAS members
expect that the CAS will monitor the AA4 efforts on their behalf.

The CAS needs to take steps to be sure that the Academy is accomplishing the important objectives
of CAS members and is functioning appropfiately  for other disciplines. If the Academy fails to
achieve its objectives for other disciplines, it could weaken  the Academys role as a coordiiting body
among US actuarial organizations.

As the public voice for all actuaries in Canada, the CIA has been actively promoting actuarial
standards and issues. The CAS needs to ensure that the current formal and informal links between
the CIA and CAS continue  to address the educational needs of Canadian members in a timely and
effective  manner.

The SGA is subject to increasing stresses of various types. The market for health benefit systems
actuaries is very strong but the market for pension actuaries is declining. The number of students
taking SOA examinations is falling, and this will create budget pressures.

Since the SOA is so large, it is difficult for the CAS to avoid the effect of SOA efforts. The CAS
needs to monitor the areas of CAS/SOA  coordination to be sure that activities are consistent with
overall CAS objectives. Some of the areas of importance are the following:

1. Research - general principles

2. Education - casualty content on SOA exams.

3. Continuing Education - coordination on asset and 6nance  education.

4. Standards - dealing with standards that cross boundaries.

5. Health Coverages - monitor developments that affect casualty coverages.

l The CAS President and/or President-Elect should monitor the overall performance of the
Academy and provide regular reports to the Board.

l SOA areas cross CAS function (VP) boundaries so monitoring the overall consistency of our
approach can be difScult. The Executive Council should assign the responsibility of developing
and maintaining a list of CAS/SOA  areas of interaction to one individual or committee.
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Given the broad scope of this topic, it would prove helpful to review the issue gem an historical
perspective.

In 1991 the LRPC identified international activity as a high priority issue based upon four distinct
opportunities: (I) the growth of P/C business outside North America, (2) lack of general insurance
requkements  in actuarial education outside the U.S., (3) the European Community need for consistent
practice and (4) projected demand for actuaries in the rapidly developing Pacitic  Rim and the
privatization of Eastern Europe.

The LBPC identified six obstacles to CAS worldwide involvement as follows: (I) university
education, rather than examinations, is a very common qualification route, (2) national actuarial
organizations  might resist CM involvement, (3) the Institute of Actuaries is the role mode for most
English speaking countries, (4) the CAS is perceived by its members and others as a U.S./Canadian
organization, (5) CAS education and practice are U.S./Canada oriented and (6) our practices are
based on data collection procedures not common in other countries.

In its report, the LBPC recommended the following:

1. The CAS Board evaluate whether the CAS should establish goals such as the following:

Short Term: Actively assist in providing education to aspiring general insurance actuaries
worldwide.

Mid-Term: Be recognized as the leading source of general insurance basic and continuing
education.

Long Term: General insurance actuaries worldwide should aspire to Fellowship in the CAS in
addition to satisfying national accreditation requirements.

2. CAS stal%ommittees  should compile a compendium of information on actuarial practice for
major countries such as the following: (I) nature of actuarial education, (2) degree of general
insurance education, (3) existing orgtitions and membership requirements, (4) number of
actuaries (total and general insurance), and (5) size and growth of local general insurance market
and number of insurers.

1992 the CAS Board discussed international policy alternatives prepared by a CAS Task Force. The
Board’s conclusions were the following:

1. The CAS should not view itself as solely a North American organimtion  and should move beyond
the status quo of limited international involvement.
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2. The CAS should take the foUowing  steps:

a. Move forward in establishing diplomatic relations with other orgtitions.

b. The Syllabus Committee should explore the availability of international materials for adding
international content to the syllabus.

c. The Continuing Education Committee should invite overseas actuaries to CAS seminars and
look into joint sponsorship of seminars on general insurance topics.

d. The Cti should continue  high level counterpart discussions.

e. The CAS should contimue  to explore methods to involve itselfworldwide.

1993  - hsau

Since that time the CAS activities include the following:

I. CAS Presidents-Elect continued their annual visits to the general insurance study group of the
Institute of Actuaries.

2. CAS Presidents have made-other visits to English speaking organizations in the UK and Ireland.

3. CAS Presidents and Presidents-Elect have been involved with the ‘T&Crown  Group” over the
past several years.

4. The Working Agreement Task Force including the CAS President-Elect has been involved in
elements of the NAFTA implementation process.

5. The International Relations Committee established the Hachmeister ASTIN Prize.

6. The Syllabus Committee and the Continuing Education Committee have been pursuing the Board
directives. The Syllabus Committee work renku  utinished.  CAS seminars and programs have
had regular international participation but there have been no efforts at international joint
sponsorship of seminars on general insurance topics.

7. Exam waiver programs have been developed with the Institute of Actuaries for UK and
Austtalian  actuaries. In addition, an exam waiver policy for university education was approved
by the Board of Directors. -

8. An exchange of publications program has been expanded to twenty-one countries.

In 1993 the LRPC  observed the CAS activity in examination waiver policies and “McCrossan  Croup”
efforts related to standards of practice and codes of conduct. The LRPC identified the need to (1)
focus on education and research in international interactions and (2) relate pro-actively to Eastern
Europe and developing nation education needs.
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e o n -.

Wtth  the passage of time we have additional  perspectives  on potential  CAS roles  outside of the U.S.
and Canada.

A casualty (general) discipline has developed in the U.S., UK and Canada where (1) the actuarial
community ovedl is reasonably large and (2) the general insurance market is large enough to support
a critical mass of general  insurance  specialists. The general  insurance  issues in those countries  are
relatively similar. Japan has a general insurance committee within its actuarial organization.

An actuary% professional focus might typically be prioritized as follows: (1) national organizations,
(2) specialty (pension, general life, finance, health, etc.) and (3) type of employer (primary insurer,
reinsurer, consultant, other). Alternatively, first priority might go to accrediting organization,
generally the national organization (the CAS being an exception) and second priority to practice area.

Examinations are the standard route of qualification in the English-speaking world and in parts  of
Asia. The university degree is a common form of professional training in Europe and Mexico. In
some countries the organization is simply a voluntary association, with or without a method for
demonstrating competence.

The two primary models for examination - based education are the Institute of Actuaries  program
(which includes all actuarial  disciplines) and the Society of Actuaries program (which includes all but
general insurance material).

There is also some use of mixed university/examination qutication  processes

The following trends for the future are suggested as reasonable possibilities:

I. Emerging countries are looking for an actuarial professional model for their countries. They are
likely to choose an examination process to supplement university education.

No emerging country is likely to adopt the U.S. model of separate organizations for different
specialties. The separation represents an inefficient use of their resources and is not responsive
to their current market needs.

The SOA program is at a disadvantage relative to the Institute of Actuaries program because the
SOA program does not include a general insurance segment.

2. General insurance specialty groups will develop 88 required by national market places. The
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general insurance study group within the UK now numbers approximately 300 people and has
grown to that size at a growth rate faster than the CAS growth rate. Japan has a general
insurance sub-group.

3. Combination of university training and professional examinations may become more and more
common,

The CAS member interest in international developments might be summarized as follows (m order
of importance):

1. Recognition of value in FCAS designation to:

a. U.S. and Canadian “employers” and regulators

b. Foreign owners of U.S. and Canadian companies

c. Foreign (non-US.  and non-Canadian) regulators and government bodies involved with U.S.
and Canadian companies.

2. Easy to obtain recognition of qualification  to work in near-by countries

Canada/US.
Bermuda
MCXiW

3. Avoiding rules that preclude work in any country.

4. Recognition of general insurance as specialty of actuarial work requiring some specific technical
knowledge.

5. Good “image” of actuaries worldwide.

The CAS international activities that would support these interests include the following:

1. Maintain  our strong U.S. and Canadian role.

2. Cooperate in research and continuing education with general insurance specialty subgroups of
non-US. actuarial organizations.

This inchrdes  both (I) invitiig non-U.S. help on issues of U.S. importance, for example, the loss
reserve uncertainty Theory of Risk project and (2) offering to provide CAS-member assistance,
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through committees or otherwise, on non-U.S. issues.

3. Cooperate with the SOA in its efforts to integrate casualty material in a “complete”
education program suitable for countries without a casualty specialty.

4. Seek methods of cooperating with other non-U.S./Canadian organizations to strengthen
basic and continuing, education of general insurance specialists.

Organizational

I. Continue to develop and strengthen high level contacts between the CAS and the general
insurance groups in actuarial organizations in other countries.

2. Strengthen the role of the International Relations Committee (IRC) so it can participate
and monitor these efforts. The IRC Committee chair should be a past-officer (President
or Vice President) or recognized as a senior international actuary.

3. Identify a CAS Officer/Committee chair to monitor and report on all CAS international
activities--research, admissions, continuing education, programs, etc.
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The issue of data reliabiity  for use by regulators has recently become  a major concern. Some believe
that since the data is compiled by statistical agents controlled by the insurance industry, it is
necessarily  suspect. In addition, wncerns have been expressed that insurance data is insu9icient  to
examine certain public policy issues such as availability of insursnce  in urban  areas. Congress is
considering legislation that requires potentially wstly  data compilation by insurers.

Actuaries are uniquely qualified to provide the expertise that is demanded in these debates. They are
trained to compile and analyze insurance statistics and can advise regulators on data quality and
usefulness of information for the purposes intended.

The profession has a key role to play in this area and the means to do it through the work of the CAS
Data Management and Information  Committee, the American Academy of Actuaries, the Canadian
Institute of Actuaries and the Insurance Data Management Association (IDMA).

The issues should be carefUlly monitored by the CAS since reliable data is an essential resource for
the casuahy  actuary.

l The Committee on Management Data and Information should monitor developments in this area.

l The CAS wuld consider serving as a repository of data where traditional mechanisms are not able
to function (e.g., Alternative Market). It would be prudent to wait for a specific oppott-mity  or
need arises before wnsidering involvement of the CAS in calls for data.
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TJTTOP-

Today’s insurance industry is one that is constantly in the public eye. Consumer issues of affordabii
and availability wmbiied with a high level of interest at the Federal level will hold the nation’s
interest, at least for the foreseeable future. Actuaries will be required to speak out and explain
insurance phenomena and trends. As these issues become more cornpI% actuaries will be
increasingly called upon for their expertise.

Our responsiiities  include not only quantifying and projecting system costs, but also identifying the
causes and ‘drivers” behind these costs.  Pressures on insurance costs  include the economy, the legal
environment, the regulatory climate and judicial decisions. Specific examples may include changes
in interest rates, fraud,  the imposition of Federal regulation and health care reform legislation. Cost
drivers can impact on the frequency and/or  severity component of losses and on investment yields
which wuld have an impact on ultimate costs. As such we see that cost drivers may either increase
or decrease total losses and costs.  We cannot hope for a single, unique solution to the quantigcation
of cost drivers since their sources and impacts can vary by many factors, such as: line of insurance,
individual company procedures, and state/geographic location of risks. In addition, even if one is able
to quantify the cause it is not necessarily controllable.

The abiity of the private sector to adequately address broad social policy issues is generally limited.
The CAS, in a public policy role, should consider whether it wishes to be proactive in this area.
Among the topics to be addressed are health care reform, pay at the pump auto insurance, mandatory
insurance wverages,  private sector subsidies (e.g., assigned risk plan), public sector subsidies (e.g.;
insurance stamps), urban enterprise zones to encourage reinvestment in urban areas. and stripped
down policies, among others.

l The CAS should assist the AAA Casualty Practice Council to make sure the current mechanism
for public policy involvement works.

* The CAS. through the Continuing Education Committee, should encourage the submission of
papers on this topic, including possibly a bibliography of data sources.

l The Program Planning Committee should provide sessions on this issue at CAS timctions.

l The CAS should coordinate with the regional af6liates  to include this in their programs.



In the last decade, actuaries have become  increasingly iniluenced  by accounting rules and practices.
In certain situations actuaries have taken strong positions on such issues as discounting and risk
transfer, while in other cams the actuarial profession has remained relatively silent on issues that are
ambiious such as the use of a range of results. From time to time a CAS task force or committee
has responded to the NAIC, FASB, SEC, AICPA and other groups that deal with accounting. In
partiahr,  the Academy Committee on Property and Liabii Facial Reporting is charged with this
responsibiity.

The implications of various accounting principles and practices have had a greater impact on actuarial
work than was anticipated. In many cases the actuarial point of view has not been suSiciently
considered in accounting. The wnsequence  of this has been con&ion and, in some cases, misuse
in 6nancial  reporting.

Because of the snucture  of the rule-making bodies for eccourbing and financial reporting, it is diGcult
for the act&al  profession to become proactive and influential. Whether or not the CAS can change
the status of our profession in the accounting realm, it has become clear that the actuarial profession
is not generally recognized as being an integral part of the designing of accounting practices or
principles in the areas normally associated with actuaries.

l The CAS should promote activities that give actuaries a stronger voice in both the accounting
rules that are established and the interpretations and guides for compliance as they impact areas
of actuarial import.

a The CAS should direct its research activities to identify problems both within and outside the
insurance arena where actuarial approaches could be used to solve or manage such problems.

l The CAS should direct the appropriate wmmittees to identify current accounting or financial
reporting rules or practices that are ambiguous, vague or difficult to comply with corn an
actuarial viewpoint and pursue the development of solutions in those areas.
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Two of the primary responsibiities  of the CAS are to provide bssic actuarial education to its students
in order to qualify them as Fellows of the CAS, and to provide sufficient continuing education
opportunities to its members to meet professional standards,  keep knowledge current and provide for
individual growth.

In order to meet these responsibiities aggressive measures have been taken over the past several
years. The basic education limction  has been under intense scrutiny as it relates to the effect of
partitioning of exams and the ongoing review of the syllabus.

The Executive Committee was charged with developing parameters measuring the success or failure
of partitioning for a decision in 1994. A conclusion to the study of this issue should be reached in
1994-5.

The syllabus wmmittee has been reviewing the input corn the 1993 membership survey and should
be very responsive to member comments.

The wntinuing education program has been expanding each year. The post-fellowship course,
“Principles of Finance in Property Casualty Insurance”, received high praise and is a step towards
alternative methods of providing education to Fellows of the CAS. More opportunities for education
of members in the areas of asset management and dynamic solvency testing should be pursued. The
1995 syllabus will address these topics for fellowship candidates.

The CA.5  is at a point in its development where a distinction must be made between “core” and
“specialized” education. The next ten years will likely introduce more heterogeneity into our
professional lives and we need to establish a flexible, yet identifiable, basic educational curriculum.

* Partitioning should continue to be studied and preliminary conclusions and recommendations
made in 1995.

l The  CM should formally study the definition of the core learning necessary to become an FCAS
and relegate other topics to continuing education.

l The role of universities in the educational process, including using universities as a source for
continuing education opportunities, should be explored.

l The CAS through liaison with regional at%liates should take a more active role in supporting
exam preparatory courses.
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The CAS has always  taken great pride in the active involvement of its members. The willingness of
the members to volunteer large amounts of their time has enabled the organization to sta5a.n  ever
growing number of committees and to carry out its administrative functions, thereby sIlowing the
CAS to keep its dues at a very low level. Indeed it is only in the last few years that the emerging. .
adrmruswtive burden resuhing  from the burgeoning membership has dictated the need for a full time
Executive Director and a larger, though still modest-sized, office staff

New CAS members still are imbued with a feeling of responsibility to their profession and to the
CAS, which they express by giving of themselves in volunteering their time to the CAS and its
committees. At this point there is little or no evidence of a shortage of volunteers although any
change in this would greatly impact the CA%  ability to carry out its activities. In addition, there is
a question as to whether certain administrative activities could be better handled by professionals in
the CAS office and thereby ease the burden on some committees and make volunteering somewhat
more attractive. The CAS o5ce has already done an outstanding job in this regard for the
Examination and a number of other wmmittees.

As the number of issues facing the CAS grows, so do the number of committees and subcommittees.
While the great majority of committees do sn excellent job, the key to the effectiveness of a
wmminee  remains the Chairpersons, and those individuals are increasingly burdened by the number
of issues with which they must deal and the number of subcommittees they must manage. Other
approaches must be considered to organiring and managing the Committee work while still fostering
the valuable culture of volunteerism which has played a significant role in the success of the CAS.

l The Executive Director should study the committee workings and recommend additional areas
in which the CAS office could take over or support the non-technical responsibilities of the
committee.

l The CAS Executive Council should continue to monitor the supply of volunteers to identify any
emerging shortfalls.

l The CAS should consider utilizing Working Croups of interested members to undertake specific
studies or issues. These Working Croups would cease to exist when their assignment is
completed.
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Many m forces have had, and will continue to have. a profound influence on CAS members and
their careers.

l The development of m (such as Options, Derivatives and Fihancial Insurance)
has caused many professionals both inside and outside theP/C i&stry to re-evaltie the purpose
and effectiveness of traditional insurance coverage. It is clearly within the ti domain to
play a major role in the creation and pricing of these instruments as well as providing valuable
input to the appropriate regulatory and accounting authorities. We encourage the Continuing
Education Committee to keep the membership abreast of these issues.

l The general Consolidation  of the P/C Industry, in concert  with the significant growth of
A&m&&&& mechanisms has dramstically  changed the career opportunities available to our
members. The CAS must carefully monitor these developments and provide information which
will allow for prudent and professional decisions on both a corporate and personal level.

From an arpanizational  perspective,  the LRPC  felt that the CAS should continue to monitor a number
of signilicant  tictors:

l Although there has been noticeable improvement recently, the general characterization of an. . .
a c t u a r y  i s  s t i l l  t h a t  o f  a  t e c h n i c i a n  w h o  l a c k s - and an appreciation of a
Business Our abiity to lead our profession into the next century will largely be
based on the credibility we earn as wmnnmicators  who can blend technical knowledge with
business instinct. The recent Call Paper topic on this issue was a positive sign that the problem
has been identified. However, the CAS must continue to promote these qualities through
seminars, regional afiiliate meetings and general programs.

. The CAS membership witnessed its Srst public disciplinary action this year. As unfortunate an
event as this wss, it should promote a higher awareness of our Principles, Standards of Practice
and the Discipline process. As we seek to gain more prestige among our peers in the next
century, the CAS must demonstrate a high level of Professionalism. In this regard the LRPC
believes it is appropriate to create a Committee on Professionalism. Not only would this
Committee assume responsibility for the practical aspects of the Course on Professionalism, but
it would also coordinate the distribution of all educational material to the membership in a
uniform and focused manner.

. . . . .. m and v will serve as two crucial sources of intellectual
resources to the CAS during the next ten years. Role models and successfbl  experiences will
invariably lead to greater involvement of each of these groups.

.
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ABSTRACT

In 1994, the Committee on Property and Liability Financial Reporting of the

American Academy of Actuaries (COPLFR) surveyed actuaries representing 26 property-

casualty insurance companies to determine what factors contributed to adverse reserve

development in individual companies’ total loss and loss adjustment expense reserves. The

survey results indicated that the major causes of adverse reserve development during the

period covered by the survey were: (1) environmental and asbestos liabilities; (2) loss

development tail factors; (3) involuntary pool reserves; and (4) unwinding of discount.

COPLFR concluded that some recently adopted changes to the annual statement and

other regulatory initiatives under consideration can help identify and/or reduce the impacts

of some of these elements. However, COPLFR also concluded that the actuarial profession

needs to engage in further work on the appropriate treatment of reserves for environmental

and asbestos losses and possibly in the estimation of loss development tail factors.

The American Academy of Actuaries is the public policy voice of the actuarial profession,
providing the actuarial profession’s expertise to policy makers. This report was produced
under the direction of Jean K. Resales.  Assistant Director of Public Policy.
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Causes of Reserve Deficiencies among Property-Casualty Insurers:

A Survey

INTRODUCTION

It is the appointed actuary’s job to evaluate a company’s claims reserves. The

Statement of Actuarial Opinion (SAO), signed by the appointed actuary, is the document that

attests to the reasonableness of the company’s reserves.

“Adverse reserve development” indicates that the company did not set aside

sufficient reserves to meet its claims.

Adverse reserve development in any one year does not indicate that a company is in

financial trouble. Nonetheless, repeated problems with adverse reserve development could

signal the beginnings of financial distress. It is important, therefore, for the financial health

of the company that the analysis and evaluation of reserves in the SAO be as accurate and

dependable as possible.

SURVEY BACKGROUND

In the summer of 1994, the Committee on Property and Liability Financial Reporting

of the American Academy of Actuaries (COPLFR) undertook a survey of 52 property-

casualty insurance companies to better understand the causes of companies’ adverse reserve

development in the three-year period beginning year-end 1990 and ending year-end 1993.

The thought was that a greater understanding of the causes of adverse’reserve development

would help determine where improvements could be made. Possible areas of improvement
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might include enhancements to the SAO or more education of actuaries in the areas causing

adverse reserve development.

The survey was initiated because COPLFR observed that some industry analysts

concluded that industry reserves were deficient by lo%-15%  (on an undiscounted basis)

despite the fact that few companies received adverse SAOs. Beginning at year-end 1990,

most companies bad SAOs signed by qualified actuaries (members of the American Academy

of Actuaries and the Casualty Actuarial Society). Thus, concern developed that the overall

reserve deficiency of the property-casualty insurance industry asserted by some industry

analysts might indicate a credibility gap for actuaries signing SAOs.

It was not the intent of the COPLFR survey to test or validate studies of reserves by

industry analysts, nor were those observers’ conclusions accepted as fact by COPLFR.

However, the initial premise was to accept those conclusions and determine whether the

observations that industry reserves were deficient could be consistent with non-adverse

SAOs for the vast majority of companies. It was considered possible that h&.t  could be right

and that the adverse reserve development might be related to items outside the purview of

the SAO. Should that be true, the.recommendation might be to expand the areas covered

by the SAO.

Alternatively, if the adverse reserve development were determined to be related to

items already within the purview of the opining actuary, the recommended solution might

be to improve the training and education of the opining actuary. Courses of action might

include recommending changes to the opinion instructions and developing an explanatory

article for outside audiences.
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DESCRIPTION OF COMPANIES SURVEYED

Attached as Appendix A is the survey form used by COPLFR, which was mailed to

52 selected companies. Of these, 40 were chosen because they had the greatest adverse

reserve development in the industry during the three years, 1991 through 1993, measured

as a percent of surplus, percent of reserves, or dollar amount. Twelve companies that did

not demonstrate adverse reserve development were also included in the survey. Their size

or other unique characteristics led COPLFR to believe that their responses to questions on

reserve ranges and level of analysis, as well as their ideas on improving the SAO, would be

of value to tbe study.

As shown in Table 1, of the 26 survey responses, 20 came from the 40 companies

that had demonstrated adverse reserve development in the three-year period. Six of the

twelve companies selected for the other reasons responded. As shown in Table 2, the 26

companies responding held 61% of the total reserves at year-end 1993 for the 52 surveyed

companies. Those 52 companies,

in turn, accounted for 69% of

1993 total industry reserves.

Thus, 42% of total industry

reserves were represented by

respondents to the survey. Fifty-

seven percent of the total 1993

year-end reserves held by survey

respondents were attributable to

Table 1

Response Rates of Companies Surveyed

Companies Companies
Responding Surveyed

Adverse
Reserve
Development 20

Other
Companies

TOTAL

6

26

40

I2

52
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Tahle 2

1993 Reserves of Respondents Compared to
1993 Reserves of Companies Surveyed & Industry

Reserves of Companies Surveyed as a
Percent of Total Industry Reserves

69%

Respondents’ Reserves as a
Percent of Reserves of Companies Surveyed

61%

Respondents’ Reserves as a
Percent of Total Industry Reserves

42%

the 20 companies with adverse reserve development; the six other companies represented

43%.

Of the 40 companies surveyed that had adverse reserve development, 19 had 1990

SAOs signed by consultants and 21 had SAOs signed by company employees. The ratio of

responses from consultants to those from company employees parallels that of companies

surveyed overall. The consultant/non-consultant split is shown in Table 3

Table 3

Use of Consultants & Non-Consultants by Companies

Adverse Reserve Develapment Other Companies
Respondents Surveyed Respondents Surveyed

Consultants 9 19 I 4

Other Opiners 1 1 21 5 8
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Survey results follow, grouped by topic in the same order as the survey itself.

Causes of adverse reserve development are discussed first, followed by reserve ranges, cash

flow testing, and general respondent comments.

CAUSES OF ADVERSE RESERVE DEVELOPMENT

Of particular interest to COPLFR was the identification of the causes of adverse

reserve development. If causes could be identified, it might be possible to analyze the

treatment of those factors in SAOs  and to consider whether current reserving techniques are

adequate or whether further research is needed in this area.

Section l/Sheet 2 of the survey listed 24 possible causes of adverse reserve

development and asked respondents to allocate by percent (adding to 100%) the major causes

of their firms’ adverse reserve development. Nineteen of the 20 survey respondents with

adverse reserve development responded to this part of the survey.

Table 4 summarizes the responses to Section l/Sheet 2; Appendix B provides a more

detailed summary. Even though the total industry adverse reserve development from year-

end 1990 to year-end 1993 was approximately $9 billion, the 40 surveyed companies that

demonstrated adverse reserve development had over $14 billion of adverse reserve

development in the three-year period studied. Favorable reserve development exists for

many companies which caused the total adverse reserve development for the selected

companies to be greater than the industry total. The 19 companies responding to this

question had $7 billion of adverse reserve development in that period.

It should be noted that the survey focused on causes of adverse reserve development

over a three-year period. Should year-end 1990 reserves evaluated as of December 1993
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Table 4

Mqjor  Causes of Adverse Reserve Development

Per nt of
Qezxmm

Pollution, environmental,
asbestos, toxic
materials and other
similar items 12 70%

Loss development tail
factor underestimation 9 10%

Involuntary pool reserve
strengthening 8 8%

Unwinding of disclosed
discount 8 6%

All other listed causes N/A 17%

Write-ins 9 14%

All beneficial development 8 -25%

still not represent ultimate costs, further adverse reserve development might ensue.

Table 4 shows the major causes of adverse reserve development as identified by

survey respondents. Twelve of the 19 companies listed pollution, environmental, asbestos,

toxic materials, and other similar items as a major cause of adverse reserve development.

This category accounted for 70% of the total adverse reserve development for the 19

companies responding to this question.

The second greatest contributor to adverse reserve development was underestimation

of loss development tail factors. This cause, identified by nine of the 19 companies,
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represented 10% of total adverse reserve development.

The thud largest category, identified by eight companies, was reserve strengthening

in involuntary pools and associations and represented 8% of total survey development.

Unwinding of disclosed discount was the fourth largest category, noted by eight companies,

representing 6% of total development.

Nine companies used the “write-in” line to identify other sources of adverse reserve

development. Emergence of construction defect losses was identified by three companies.

Other areas mentioned as causes by one or two companies were changes in economic

conditions, poor stratification of data, and the impact of court or regulatory actions.

Another cause noted was booking reserves  at the low end of a reserve range.

Seventeen of the 19 companies experiencing adverse reserve development responded

to this question with one or more lines of business identified as the source of adverse reserve

development. The two lines of business most frequently identified with adverse reserve

Table 5

Companies’ Lines of Business

Number  of Co oarnq
J.ine of Buti Identify?&

Workers’ Compensation (apparently only 4 are WC only) 13

General Liability (including products and treaty casualty excess) 12

Medical Malpractice (specialty company) I

No line of business identified 2
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development were Workers’ Compensation and General Liability. Thirteen companies listed

Workers’ Compensation as a major source of development, Twelve listed General Liability,

Summary information on adverse reserve development by line of business is shown in

Table 5.

Summarv

Although COPLFR presented respondents with a list of 24 possible sources of

adverse reserve development, the companies surveyed demonstrated substantial consistency

in identifying what had led to this outcome. The causes most frequently mentioned were

pollution, environmental, asbestos, toxic materials and other similar items; loss development

tail factors; reserve strengthening in involuntary pools and associations; and unwinding of

disclosed discount. A discussion of ways the actuarial profession can follow up on this

information appears in the “Concluding Observations and Recommendations” section below.

LEVEL  OF RESERVE ANALYSIS

Section 2/Sheet  1 of the survey asked respondents to identify the level of actuarial

analysis performed for the reserves established in December 1993. Appendix C summarizes

the responses from all 26 survey

respondents on the level of analysis of

company reserves. As shown in Table

6. 88% of reserves for all companies

surveyed, and 82% of reserves for the

20 companies with adverse reserve

development were analyzed using

Table 6

Percentage of Reserves Analyzed Using
Standard Actuarial Techniques

All Respondents 88%

I Adverse Reserve
Development Respondents 82%
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standard actuarial techniques. The only other major categories of levels of analysis

mentioned were “involuntary pools” (7% of reserves) and “inestimable” (5% of reserves).

Responses for “other” are shown in Appendix D.

The identification of “invohnnary  pools” as amounts not subjected to standard

actuarial techniques is of interest, since eight companies identified this as a source of adverse

reserve development. Similarly, the “inestimable” amounts may relate to other items -

such as environmental and asbestos claims and the impact of court or regulatory actions -

mentioned in the previous section as causes of adverse reserve development.

RESERVE RANGES

In performing their reserve analysis, actuaries may elect to develop a range of

estimates for reserves. Section 2/Sheet  2 asked respondents to identify whether they used

a range and to provide

details on their use of

ranges.

Append ix E

summarizes the responses to

the questions on range

methodology and cash flow

analysis. Table 7 shows

that, of the 26 survey

respondents, 15 estimated

ranges as part of their

Table 7

Use of Ranges

Adverse
De eloow
CQiumks

qumber  using ranges 12 3

>ercentaee

itraight average 60% 50%

weighted’ average 77% 26%

Weighted based on held reserves by company.
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1

7

Number of respondents 13

Straight average 14%

Weighted’ average -
adverse development companies 16%

Weighted’ average - all companies 16%

‘Weighted based on held reserves by company

7

12 12

44% 49%

64% 47%

61% 44%

reserve analysis. Most of the companies with larger adverse reserve development used

Table 8

Range Methodology Used by Companies

ranges: 60% of these companies used ranges, representing 77% of the carried reserves

On average , the reserve width for the respondents was 16% of carried reserves, and

61% of surplus (Table 8). On average, carried reserves were between the 40th and 50th

percentile of the reserve range. Table 9 shows the stratification of reserve range widths.

Seven of the respondents had a range width representing 10% of carried reserves, two had

a range width representing 11% of carried reserves, one was 15 % of carried reserves, one

was 16%. one was 23%, and one was 30%. Many of the 13 companies appear to be using

a probabilistic criterion in their analysis rather than developing ranges based on alternative

methods.
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Table 8 also includes a column

representing the range as a percent of

surplus for the 12 companies that

responded to this question. For them,

the reserve range as a percent of surplus

went from a low of 7% to a high of

122%,  with a straight average of 44%

and a weighted average of 61%,

indicating that larger companies have a

/’

Table 9

Number of Companies by
Range to Carried Reserves

lh.l& Number of
m,arrte eserve m

10% . 7
11% 2
15% 1
16% 1
23% 1
30% 1

larger range relative to surplus. Most company-carried reserves are near the middle of the

range, perhaps because the range was established around a selected point estimate. One

company indicated that its carried reserves were 32% above the top of the reserve range.

Section 2ISheet 2 asked respondents whether actuaries should be required to include

a range in the SAO. Most respondents felt that including a range in the reserve opinion

would be more harmful than helpful, fearing misuse or lack of understanding on the part of

the reader and concern that the range might be used as a warranty or guaranty that acrual

results won’t develop outside the range. Further, respondents felt that there is at present a

lack of standards on the use of reserve ranges. They also believe that more research needs

to be done by the actuarial profession regarding the determination and understanding of a

reserve range.

Respondents also identified benefits of including a range in the reserve opinion

including: (1) publicizing the issue of the uncertainty in reserve estimates, (2) highlighting

the relative strength of the carried reserves, and (3) possibly leading to more adequate
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reserves.

CASH FLOW TESTING

In reviewing @e written responses to the questions on cash flow testing, COPLFR

members could not draw many conclusions. Only nine of the 26 respondents indicated that

they do some form of cash flow testing. Some respondents felt it was only an issue if a

company discounted reserves. A better definition of cash flow testing, or clearer phrasing

in the survey questions, was needed. (Perhaps this can be addressed in any future surveys.)

COMMENTS BY SURVEY RESPONDENTS

Section 3 of the survey form requested suggestions for strengthening the SAO, for

better educating actuaries, and other items. The responses to these questions provided useful

information to COPLFR. Summarizing and analyzing these responses is beyond the scope

of this report. Members of COPLFR have compiled the written responses and will be

communicating them to the Board of Directors of the Casualty Actuarial Society for their

use in furthering the education of casualty actuaries.

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The treatment of discounting, involuntary pools, and environmental and asbestos

liabilities within the SAO appear to be the major areas that account for the differences

between industry analysts’ perceptions of deficiencies in industry reserves and the generally

favorable SAOs issued by actuaries. Some recently adopted changes in these areas to the

annual statement and other regulatory initiatives under consideration can help identify and/or
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reduce these differences.

After studying the responses to its survey of the causes of reserve deficiency,

members of COPLFR identified the following observations and recommendations:

Pollution. Asbe-. Toxic Matetils. and other slrmlar This

item was cited most frequently as the cause of adverse reserve development. Estimating

required reserves for environmental and asbestos exposures is a major challenge for the

actuarial profession. Such exposures will likely continue as major contributors of adverse

development unless there are significant changes in federal or state legislation. Members

of COPLFR recommend that research efforts in estimating such reserves continue to be a

priority for the Casualty Actuarial Society.

Lpss Develw A second cause of adverse reserve development was

underestimation of loss develbpment  tail factors. More focus on methods for estimating loss

development tail factors estimation may be useful, as would surveys of historical data. This

should be considered by the Casualty Acruarial  Society Loss Reserve Committee and would

be an appropriate topic at the Casualty Loss Reserve Seminar. Discussion paper programs

could include tail factor estimation, and other industry studies and educational possibilities

for this topic area should be encouraged. The American Academy of Actuaries may wish

fo consider developing a practice note on tail factor esrimation methodology and testing.

EQQls  and Assoclatlons. The fact that strengthening of reserves of pools and

associations was cited as a cause of adverse reserve development leads members of COPLFR

to conclude that statements of actuarial opinion on reserves for pools and associations would

be helpful. Some major pools have recently begun developing SAOs and providing them

to members, but this is not required of most pools. However, COPLFR is working with the
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Casualty Actuarial Task Force of the National Association of Insurance Commissioners on

developing instructions for opinions for voluntary and involuntary pools and it is possible

that such opinions will become more common in the future.

p Although the unwinding of disclosed discount was

mentioned fairly frequently by survey respondents as a cause of adverse reserve

development, its impact on one important data source will be eliminated by the recent

change to record Schedule P - parts 2 and 4 gross of all discount, both tabular and non-

tabular.

Use of rm Review of the wide variation in use of ranges among survey

respondents and analysis of respondents’ comments regarding the use of ranges leads

members of COPLFR to conclude that development of definitions, procedures and practice

standards regarding range methodologies may be needed.

COPLFR wishes to thank the staff of the American Academy of Actuaries for their

help in putting the survey results together, and the respondents themselves for their time and

effort in responding to the survey.
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APPENDIX A

August 18, 1994

TO: Survey Recipients

The American  Academy of Actuaries Committee on Property and Liability
Financial Reporting (COPLFR) has previously  surveyed signers of
statements of actuarial opinion for large  insurers,  seeking to determine
the causes of runoff and suggestions for improvement to the statement of
opinion. A summary of the findings appeared in the May 1991 issue  of The
Actuarial  Review.

The Committee is again performing  this survey and we are seeking your
help. This survey has rhree  goals:  (1) determine the causes of runoff of
the 1990 reserves; (2) determine the degree of analysis applied by
actuaries in establishing  reserves;  and (3) obtain suggestions to improve
the loss reserve opinion document and other general suggestions to aid
in the establishment  of reasonable reserves.

The Committee's  motivation  for this survey results from the potential
impact of the following factors on actuarial credibility:

1. Industry analysts e s t i m a t e  that reserves were
deficient by 10% - 15% as of 12/90  and 12/91.

2. Since 1990, in most cases, loss reserve opinions
must  be signed by qualified  actuaries. Most of
these opinions have been interpreted  as
unqualified.

The Committee is attempting to determine (Section  1) the causes of past
runoff, believing  this would help explain the perceived  deficiency  in
recent reserves.  Also, the Committee wants to identify areas where
current procedures and requirements can be improved (Sections  2 and 3).

Companies were selected to participate  in this survey in two ways.

Using the NAIC data  base, the Committee identified forty company groups
that had adverse runoff, after 12/90, which was a large  dollar amount or
large percent of carried reserves.  Actuaries for these  40 company groups
are being asked to complete all three sections of the survey. The
Committee decided to send the survey to the signer of the 1993 Opinion
believing  this individual would best  understand  what has occurred since
1990 to cause the runoff.  In completing Section 1, it could be helpful
to discuss this with the signer of the 1990 Opinion,  if different.

Additionally, twelve  large  national company groups,  small  companies and
specialty  companies, whose runof f  d id  not  f i t  the  a b o v e  cr i ter ia  were
selected. These companies are being asked to complete the latter two
sections. These companies were selected to assure a broad sample of the
industry was included.
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APPENDIX A

Attached  are the 1990 reserves and runoff for your pooled companies and
the companies the NAIC data  base includes in the group. Similarly,
attached  are the 1993 reserves.  Please  verify that the data is correct.
If not, please explain in Attachment 2 the likely reasons for the
difference.

We do want to hear from you so that we can further improve the statement
of actuarial opinion, improve actuarial procedures and enhance the
credibility  of actuaries. Our findings will  not identify a company or
individual. Responses will  be kept  confidential  and will  be destroyed
after the results are tabulated.  Attachment  1 explains the procedure  the
Committee will  use to collect information, respect confidentiality  and
provide for contact of respondents if needed.

If you wish to discuss any portion of the survey,  please feel free  to
contact David Bryant (AAA staff) or me.

We are asking that the surJey be completed by September 15, 1994.

Sincerely,

Patrick J. Grannan
COPLFR Chairperson

Milliman & Robertson,  Inc.
259 Radnor-Chester  Road
Suite 300
Radnor. PA 19087
Phone (215) 975-8026
Fax (215) 687-4236

Return Survey To:

David Bryant
American  Academy  of Actuaries
1100 Seventeenth  Street,  NW
7th Floor
Washington, D.C. 20036
Phone  (202) 223-6196
Fax (202) 872-1948
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Survey Procedure

1. The survey will be returned to the American Academy of
Actuaries office.

2. Each response will be assigned a code and entered onto a
master list. The master list will be retained in the AAA
office. The AAA office will also retain Attachment 2, the
company group 12/90 Reserves, Runoff as of 12/93 and
12/93 Reserves.

3. Company names, logos, addresses, and other identification
will be deleted from the response. The response  will
then be forwarded to the Committee on Property and
Liability Financial  Reporting (COPLFR) for review.

4. If the Committee has questions regarding a response, AAA
staff will relay the questions to the respondent.
Respondents can discuss these questions  with AAA staff,
or with the Committee  chairperson, on a confidential
basis.

5. Summarization of company responses  (determining  averages
for all companies) will be done in the AAA office.

6. On December 15, 1994, approximately 3 months after
receipt, the AAA will destroy all survey forms submitted
to them.
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APPENDMA

Attachment2

(From NAIC Data Base)

Company Group
Name

Code (AAA use)

12/90 Reserves

Runoff as of 12/93

12/93 Reserves

The amount of reserves  and runoff have been determined from the
NAIC data base. Explain if the NAIC numbers are incorrect and write
in the correct amounts.
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APPENDIXA

Section 1
Sheet 1

Section 1: Contribution to Runoff Since 1990 (for Accident Years
1990 and prior).

JLnstructions:  Identify the sources of the adverse runoff for
accident  years 1990 and prior which has occurred since 12/90. The
amount of reserves carried at 12/90 and runoff have been determined
from the NAIC data base and are shown on a separate sheet. It is
likely that portions of runoff are caused by two or more factors
(such-as Involuntary  Pool Strengthening and-unwinding of Discount
within the Pool). Select the predominant cause. Include in the
Comment section whether any portion of the runoff could have been
identified at 12/90 if current types of data bases and procedures
were available  at 12/90. Please quantify the percent of total
runoff to the extent possible  and provide your best judgment where
not quantifiable.
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APPENDIX A

Section 2
Sheet 2

Comnanv Code (A?AA to comnlete)

1. Is a range of reasonable  estimates  determined for the total
carried reserves? If no, go to question 6.

2. How wide is the range (from low point to high point) as
a percent of carried reserves?

3. How wide,is the range as a percent of surplus?

4. Where in the range are the carried reserves  at 12/93?

5. Would it be helpful/harmful to require a range to be
shown in the loss reserve opinion (and why)?

6. a. Do you perform cash flow testing? Yes - No -

b. If yes, how are the results used in the actuarial  opinion
process, specifically in determining whether or not the
opinion is qualified?
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APPENDMA

S e c t i o n  2
S h e e t  1

Comoanv Code (AAA to comolete)

Section 2: Identify the level of analysis performed for the
reserves  established at 12/93. In the following, the term standard
techniques includes development of losses, lae, counts and average
amounts, Bornhuetter-Ferguson  or other methods you apply on a
regular basis. Attachment 2 provides the 12/93 reserves  shown in
the NAIC data base.

Level of Analvsis % of Reserves

1. Reviewed by an actuary but ultimate liability
deemed to be inestimable.

2. Not analyzed by the actuarial  area as too
variable or liability is in litigation.

3. Not analyzed with standard techniques  as
volume is too low.

4. Not analyzed with standard techniques as
line of business is new.

5. Amounts assigned by Involuntary Pools and
not analyzed.

6. Amounts assigned by Voluntary Pools and
not analyzed.

7. Foreign exposure  and not reviewed or limited
review.

8. Analyzed with standard actuarial  techniques.
9. Other (describe)

Total (should add to 100%)
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APPENDIX A

Section 3 >

Comnanv Code (AAA to comdete)

Section 3: In completing section 3, please consider the causes of
runoff you may have identified in Section 1.

Please provide suggestions to a) improve the statement  of actuarial
opinion, b) to aid in the establishment of reasonable reserves and
c) to improve actuarial  knowledge and procedures.  (Please suggest
areas in which you would like more guidance from the Actuarial
Standards Board.)

B)
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APPENDMA

Companv Code (AAA to comolete) Section 1
Sheet 2

Cause of Runoff b of Total Runoff

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

a.

9.
10.

11.

12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

18.

19.

20.

21.
22.

I 23.

Pollution, Environmental, Asbestos, toxic
materials or other similar items.
Other long tail, shock type situations  such as
landmark  court decisions  or new area of liability.
Reinsurance (Commutation or Insolvency).
Involuntary Pools strengthening.
Timing of the release of Involuntary
Pool information.
Voluntary Pools strengthening.
Timing of the release of Voluntary
Pool information.
Unwinding of disclosed discount  (including
tabular).
Unwinding of undisclosed discount.
Result of loss responsive  programs where
future premiums  were netted against future losses.
Management or Company Reorganization (other
than Claims Department).
(explain)
Claims Department  reorganization or changes in
practice.
Result of financial pressures.
Change in reserve procedures.
Data base detail deficient  or incomplete.
Data base error.
Other system problems.
(explain)
New area, where insufficient  historical
information was available.
Low volume line, where estimation
was difficult.
Catastrophic line (umbrella, excess)- -
too variable.
Area was not reviewed.
Tail factors were too low.
Other (explain).

24. All beneficial  runoff.

Total (should add to 100%)

Which lines contributed the most to the adverse runoff?

Other Comments:



RESPONSES TO SURVEY SECTION 1 SHEET 2

COMPANY CODES

CAUSE OF RUNOFF ANALYSIS APPENDIXq

Percent Responding
( 4SXI 52x1 4sXI 4SXI

Number 01 Companies -LOB Analysis

&@ Number No(es
W C 11 Four apparenlly  WC only, one company had (4)invol pool strengthening and (8)unvindmg  of discount  w/o  WC noted.
GL 12 Included products and treaty cas IS
Med Mal 1 Specialty company
None ID 2
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RESPONSES TO SURVEY SECTION 2 SHEET 1

LEVEL OF ANALYSIS

COMPANY CATEGORY NUMBER

APPENDIX C

NUMBER 1 2 5. e SUM

Remanding
RUNOFF

50%
53%
41%
50%

&
50%
53%
47%
61%
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APPENDIX D

RESPONSES TO SURVEY SECTION 2/SHEET  1

LEVEL OF ANALYSIS - CATEGORY 9 DETAIL

1. A loss ratio method technique was used, not considered to be a standard

actuarial technique by the respondent;

2. The reserve for asbestos was set by reserving at policy limits with a reduction

for the probability of not exhausting high layers and including a provision for

expense outside limits;

3. A non-standard technique was used for some areas including a limits

available method or a limits exposed method;

4. A method was used for ULAE other than standard techniques, known as the

“Wendy Johnson technique”;

5. Reserves were analyzed using other techniques due to substantial case reserve

strengthening in the most recent two years.
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RESPONSES TO SURVEY SECTION 2 SHEET 2

RANGE AND CASH FLOW ANALYSIS

(IN COLUMN  2 ORDER)

COMPANY ITEM NUMBER

APPENDIX E

LETTER 6 COMMENT ON 6

Not in opin.,in dynamic solvncy

Reserves undisc, no impact
+
+
i-l-

WC discountI+

lo?
tl--

I
0
0
0
1 A
0
0
I A
0
0
0
0
1
1 D
0
0
0
1 N

I
J
K
L 1 1 10% 1 7%1 132%

1 I lO%l I 20% s a check

t beginning stage

M
N
0

1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

P

Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

lisclosed disc. in opinion

lot used.

PERCENTAGE RESPONDING
RUNOFF ALL

0 . 3 5 50% 50%

53% 53%
47% 47%
50% 61%
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CHAPTER 1

PURPOSE

The purpose of this report is to discuss and provide guidance on the important issues and

considerations that confront actuaries when designing, building or selecting dynamic financial

models of property-casualty risks. It has been prepared by the Subcommittee on Dynamic

Financial Models of the Casualty Actuarial Society’s Valuation and Financial Analysis Committee.

It constitutes part of the Society’s ongoing educational efforts on issues affecting actuaries

responsible for the strategic and dynamic financial analysis of insurers.’

In writing this report, the Subcommittee has intentionally avoided placing requirements on

actuaries or the models used by actuaries. These requirements have been and will continue to be

addressed by the Actuarial Standards Board.

’ Other sources of information regarding dynamic financial models is included in Appendix A.
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CHAJI-BR 2

INTRODUCllON  AND BACKGROUND

What is Dynamic Financial Analysis?

One of the early references to dynamic financial analysis comes from Jay W. Forrester in

Industrial Dynamics. He defines it as “. . a way of studying the behavior of industrial systems

to show how policies, decisions, structure, and delays are interrelated to influence growth and

stability. It integrates the separate functional areas of management -- marketing, investment,

research, personnel, production and accounting. Each of these functions is reduced to a common

basis by recognizing that any economic or corporate activity consists of flows of money, orders,

materials, personnel, and capital equipment. These five flows are integrated by an information

network.“2

Models are the key tools in dynamic financial analysis. Such models are ‘I. . , a systematic way

to express our wealth of descriptive knowledge about industrial activity. The model tells us how

the behavior of the system results from the interactions of its component parts. “’

The Actuary’s Need for Dynamic Financial Models

Historically, casualty actuaries have focussed primarily on rates and loss and loss adjustment

expense reserves. As the portion of insurers’ liabilities arising from casualty insurance has

increased, their use of reinsurance has decreased and actuarial valuations of liabilities have

become increasingly important. Property-casualty actuaries, and in particular members of the

Casualty Actuarial Society, have had increasing responsibility to provide opinions on the loss and

2 MIT Press, 1961, p. vii.

’ Ibid.
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loss adjustment expense reserves of propertycasualty insurance companies in the U.S. since 1980,

when the first state introduced such requirements.

In more recent years, regulatory and competitive pressures, as well as the desire for a more

holistic understanding of the insurance process, have led and continue to lead to expansions of the

casualty actuary’s role. It is anticipated that, with the emergence of the Appointed Actuary

concept for property-casualty insurers in the United States, actuaries will be responsible for

understanding insurance company assets, cash flows and investment risks as well as liabilities.

Propertycasualty actuaries are expected to place increased reliance on dynamic financial models

similar to the mandated use of dynamic financial models in emerging standards for life insurers.

As such, it is becoming increasingly important that casualty actuaries become familiar with

dynamic financial models.

Concurrent with the changing role of the property-casualty actuary have been changes in computer

power and software ease that have made the use of dynamic financial models more practical.

Specifically, models that would have taken days to code a decade ago can now be implemented

in minutes and results can now be. expressed graphically using standard software, easing

interpretation.

Why Use Dynamic Financial Models?

Dynamic financial models generally reflect the interplay between assets and liabilities and the

resultant effects on income and cash flows. This explicit recognition of all of the insurer’s’

operations gives dynamic financial models the power to illustrate the links between strategies and

results. Therefore these models make a unique contribution to the actuary’s set of tools for

financial analysis.

’ Throughout this report, the application of dynamic financial models to insurers is discussed.
These models are equally useful for captives, risk retention groups, self-insurance pools and large
self-insureds.
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Dynamic financial models are characterized by the projection of both income and cash flows over

a period of time. The time delays between occurence  of claims and their payment in the property-

casualty insurance business make it difficult or impossible to evaluate strategies and decisions

without explicit consideration of their effects on flows of funds. Indeed, the results of

management decisions or the effects of outside forces may often be counter-intuitive unless a

dynamic financial model has clarified the situation.

A scenario is a set of assumptions about the,environment  in which the insurer’s operations will

take place. Scenarios are used to illustrate the implications of strategies and decisions in the

context of information about the risks that confront the insurer. The explicit consideration of

scenarios gives a dynamic financial model a unique role in helping management in identifying

profit opportunities and encouraging investment in the company. Such explicit consideration also

assists regulators in understanding problems before they grow to crisis size. Management can

often identify potential problems earlier, and regulators can distinguish short-term problems that

do not warrant intervention from long-term problems that require action.
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CHAFI’ER  3

USES, USERS AND RESOURCES

The design and/or selection of a dynamic financial model will depend heavily upon the purpose

of the engagement (use of the model), the users of the model and its results, and the available

resources.’

Dynamic financial models have many uses, including:

0

l

0

0

Determining the value of an insurance company or block of policies to a

potential buyer or seller.

Assessing how an insurer might fare in a range of future economic

environments.

Strategic planning, including asset-liability management, tax planning,

reinsurance planning and costing, and market strategy.

Feasibility studies.

Tactical decision-making, including product pricing. (Although dynamic

financial models are not yet widely used to price property-casualty

insurance products today, they are already widely used to price life

insurance products.)

’ These considerations, along with the others identified in this report, are summarized in
Appendix B.
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0 Identifying the kinds of risks that most threaten the solvency of the insurer.

The use of the model will be a key determinant of many of its requirements. Examples include:

(1) Model input and output depend.on  the use. For example, if modelling a

worst-case scenario for solvency testing, a complex tax module is not

important because the insurer is unlikely to pay substantial income taxes,

at least under current federal income tax laws,

(2) The use of the model helps determine the time frame and accounting basis.

For example, if regulators ask the actuary to model solvency over a two-

year time horizon and ensure that risk-based capital requirements are met,

then a minimum of two years of future statutory accounting statements is

required.

(3) The use of the model may determine whether a deterministic or stochastic

model is more appropriate. This decision in turn will greatly affect the

resources and data needed. the model structure and the form that output

will take. As an example, if the goal is to develop probability distributions

of results, then an actuary will be more likely to use a stochastic model.

Users

Future Appointed Actuaries and insurers that wish to anticipate the results of the Appointed

Actuary’s work are the users who are driving the CAS’s educational efforts on dynamic financial

analysis. Other users of dynamic financial models include consulting firms and insurers that

employ such models as tools for tactical and strategic decision-making, including pricing

decisions. Third-party users of the results of dynamic financial models can include regulators,
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reinsurers, investment bankers, financial intermediaries, institutional investors, securities rating

organizations, and financial analysts.

The intended users’ needs are a consideration in designing and selecting the model. The type of

model used and its structure depend on customers (users) and their needs. As an example,

regulators may focus mainly on the insurer in total. Company management may focus on the total

corporation or on each individual product.

Resoums

The choice of dynamic financial model will depend on the available resources, whether these

resources are people available for system design and programming, data from which to derive

assumptions and with which to initialize the model, money available to purchase an existing

software package, or computer architecture.

Detailed dynamic financial models require a significant investment of time for research to

determine assumptions, as well as for maintenance to keep the model’s logic current and to revise

assumptions in light of new data. Such models also require a significant expenditure of time in

interpreting the results.

The choice of computer architecture is often determined by the purpose of the analysis and the

level of detail of the projections. A simple spreadsheet might be appropriate if the purpose of the

study is to highlight the effects on financial results of one particular risk, such as adverse

development of loss reserves. At the other extreme, complex, report-generating software with

a user-friendly front-end and efficient coding of the detailed calculations might be appropriate if

the model is intended to cope with a wide range of different problems and be used by a wide

range of users.
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CHAPTER 4

RISKS OF THE PROPERTY-CASUALTY INSURANCE BUSINESS

The evaluation of risk is the focus of dynamic financial models. The relative importance of each

type of risk will determine the detail of assumptions and analyses built into any model. In this

chapter, the risks of the propertycasualty industry are described and the related modelling

considerations addressed.

Property-casualty insurance risks can be divided into many categories. In this paper, we will

follow the definitions originated by the Committee on Valuation and Related Matters of the

Society of Actuaries and will discuss these risks in the following four categories:

C-l risk - Uncertainty surrounding cash flows from invested assets other

than from uncertainty regarding interest rate risk.

C-2 risk - Uncertainty surrounding cash flows from the obligation or

underwriting aspects of an insurance company.

C-3 risk - Uncertainty surrounding cash flows from interest rate

fluctuations in the presence of a mismatch of assets and liabilities and the

risk of disintermediation caused by embedded options that are sensitive to

changes in interest rate.

C-4 risk - Uncertainty emanating from mismanagement, i.e., making -

incorrect or fraudulent actions in light of the available information.
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As do many discussions of insurance risks, this paper will focus on the first three of these risks.

At present, measuring the risk of mismanagement is beyond the scope of most actuarial

engagements.

Asset Risk

Asset risk, also known as C-l risk, is the risk that the amount or timing of items of cash flow

connected with assets will differ from expectations or assumptions as of the valuation date for

reasons other than a change in interest rates. It encompasses uncertainty regarding:

0 Default rates.

0 Future’market value of equity assets.

0 Liquidity of assets.

In addition to these inherent asset risks, there is also the risk that the character of the assets will

not be evident from their general descriptions. This problem is increasing as capital markets

develop a greater range of non-equity investments that have many of the risk characteristics of

equity investments.

Appropriate data and methods are critical to the development of ranges of assumptions to reflect

asset risk in the projected performance of the insurer. Historical data developed for investment

managers is readily available, including time series of default rates of various classes of assets as

a function of age.

Dynamic financial models can be used  to estimate the effects of these risks alone on the projected

performance of the insurer and can also be used to estimate the interrelationships between these

risks and other risks. In modelling, asset risks may be assumed to correlate with inflation or some

other variable or to be autoregressive.
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Obligation Risk

Obligation risk, also known as C-2 risk, is the risk that the amount or timing of items of cash flow

connected with the obligations considered will differ from expectations or assumptions. For

property casualty companies, obligation risk encompasses:

Reserve risk - the risk that the actual cost of losses for obligations incurred

before the valuation date will differ from expectations or assumptions.

Premium risk - the risk that premium for future obligations will differ from

expectations or assumptions.

Loss projection risk - the uncertainty regarding assumptions about future

loss costs.

Catastrophe risk - the uncertainty regarding the costs of natural disasters

and other catastrophes.

Reiitance  risk - the uncertainty regarding the cost, value, availability and

collectibility of reinsurance.

Expense risk - the risk that expenses and taxes will differ from those

projected.

Dynamic financial models can be used to estimate the effects of these risks individually on the

projected performance of the insurer and to evaluate the interrelationships between these risks and

other risks.
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Re33rve  risk may be a function of:
I

Inflation in medical costs and other determinants of claims costs.

The legal environment in which claims will be resolved, including the

environment in which claims are pursued by policyholders or third parties.

The possibility of a breakdown in some basic premise underlying the

reserves for a particular coverage (such as has occurred with environmental

impairment liability).

Past patterns of pricing adequacy which affect case reserves or financial

reserves.

Corporate culture, training, and incentives that affect the payment of claims

or the adequacy of case reserves.

Currency fluctuations which affect the costs of losses when expressed in

local currency.

The randomness of the claims process itself.6

Incompleteness of data bases.I

6 The randomness of the claims process itself can be studied by modelling the patterns of loss
development or by more detailed analysis of the claims process. Inevitably, however, data for
such models always include the effects of other factors affecting the claims process.
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Premium risk may be a function of:

a Competitive pressures that do not allow the insurer to achieve assumed

levels of exposure and/or rate adequacy.

0 Regulatory intervention that restrains premium increases or decreases or

that requires business to be underwritten that would not be underwritten in

the absence of such intervention.

0 Premiums for involuntary business underwritten at premium rates and in

volumes that differ from assumptions.

a Retrospective premiums or dividends that differ from assumptions.

0 Amounts collectible from agents that differ from assumptions.

If premium risk is expected to arise from a cyclical pattern of premium adequacy in the

competitive market, a cyclical component could be incorporated into the model or into the

premium adequacy assumptions.

Ines projection risk is a function of the factors that affect reserve risk and also of the uncertainty

regarding:

0 Changes in loss costs and exposures from the historical experience period.

0 Loss costs for the mix of new policies being underwritten, including the

effect of adverse selection.
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l Loss adjustment practices in the future that may differ from those in the

past.

Catastrophe risk can be considered a component of loss projection risk. It is a function of:

l The coverage being written.

l The concentration of insured values in specific geographic areas or legal

jurisdictions.

l Uncertainty regarding the frequency, seventy and nature of catastrophic

events.

Computerized models of the damage arising out of certain types of catastrophes are available

which may be of value in determining assumptions about the probabilities and sizes of catastrophic

losses. Output from these catastrophe models may be used as input to a dynamic financial model

or a link between the models may be established so as to include the impact of catastrophe risk

in dynamic financial models.

Reiimnce risk is a function of changes in the price and availability of desired reinsurance, and

of uncertainty regarding the collectibility of reinsurance recoverables arising from the financial

condition of the reinsurer or ambiguity about the coverage provided. Reinsurance risk exists in

each of the four obligation risks identified thus far. In many models, projections are made on a

net of reinsurance basis. Such projections incorporate implicit assumptions regarding reinsurance

risks, whereas projections made on a gross of reinsurance basis require explicit instructions

regarding the reinsurance mechanism. Reinsurance risk recognizes how reinsurance responds

under stress, such as a large catastrophe or other strain on collectibility, aggregates,

reinstatements and other reinsurance parameters.
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Expense risks, those associated with expenses (other than loss adjustment expenses) and taxes,

include uncertainty regarding:

l Contingent commissions to agents.

l Marginal expenses of adding new business.

l Overhead costs, including the risk that overhead costs will be changed by

regulatory intervention and the risk that there may be periods of changing

premium during which overhead costs will not change in proportion to

premium.

l Assigned risk overburdens, second injury funds and other assessments.

l Federal and local income taxes, both in interpreting the current Internal

Revenue Code and in anticipating changes in the code.

These lists of uncertainties regarding the major components of obligation risk are illustrative.

Other factors may affect obligation risk.

Interest Rate Risk

Interest rate risk, also known as C-3 risk, is the risk that net cash flows will depart from

expectations or assumptions as the result of interest rate fluctuations. Interest rate risk

encompasses uncertainty regarding cash flows from assets, including bond yields, mortgage

interest rates, real estate income, and dividends on equity investments. It also encompasses

uncertainty regarding cash flows related to borrowing, such as the interest rate on any loans taken

out by the company or cost of capital.
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Reinvestment risk is uncertainty regarding yields that will be. available on reinvestment of

proceeds from investments that are currently held. In many dynamic financial models, a set of

assumptions must be made about the yields that will be earned on future investments. Often in

practice the apparent solvency or insolvency of the enterprise will be sensitive to the choice of

interest rate (“reinvestment rate”).

Another component of C-3 risk is the uncertainty regarding the market value of any fixed-income

asscts  that must be sold prior to maturity to meet cash flow needs. C-3 risk includes market value

uncertainty related only to changes in interest rates; market value uncertainty related to changes

in perceived credit or default risk is a component of C-l risk. The reinvestment rates, discussed

above as being determinants of reinvestment risk, also determine market value risk for fixed-

income assets. Thus, the reinvestment rate can have a significant impact on the results of the

model, resulting in an under- or over-statement of risks because of an inexact choice of

reinvestment rate.
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CHAPTER 5

RISKS INHERENT IN THE MODELLING  PROCESS

Once the risks to be incorporated in the model have been identified and the model built, there are

a number of risks inherent in the modelling process to consider, including:

0 The range of scenarios may not reflect the user’s intent.

0 The model may be incorrectly or incompletely specified for the intended purpose.

0 The model’s results may be inappropriately interpreted.

Importance of Scenario Testing and Selection of Assumptions

Proper use of a model depends on the selection of appropriate scenarios to evaluate and the

development of consistent assumptions within each scenario. The purpose of the model will

influence the data and methods used to provide assumptions for understanding the projected

performance of the insurer. Scenarios permit links between assumptions for various parts of the

model. For example, a high interest rate scenario might include assumptions of high bond yields,

low common stock values with high dividends, high inflation in medical costs, and a low level of

unemployment.

Scenarios provide an especially relevant tool for determining the implications of risks on the

projected performance of an insurer. Observing the results for a variety of scenarios yields

information about the company’s response to risk. Careful selection of scenarios is essential.

One of the reasons for using dynamic financial models is that they can provide information about

the interactions among risks. Dynamic financial models can indicate the extent to which

components of the company interact with one another. Depending on the purpose of the model,

the actuary may have a responsibility to describe the ways in which several components appear
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to be interacting, particularly if they alter the risk that arises from uncertainty about the

assumptions or logic for a single component.

In many situations, the actuary will k constrained with respect to the choice of scenarios. At this

time, life insurance regulatory authorities specify certain scenarios to be modeled by the actuary,

at a minimum. Similarly, Canadian regulations provide general guidance regarding the choice

of scenarios. This kind of regulatory requirement may expand to U. S. property-casualty

actuarial work in the future. Sometimes the scenarios to be studied will be specified by company

management rather than by the actuary. However the range of scenarios is selected, its choice

will impact the results that the model  produces. It may be appropriate to observe the model under

scenarios other than those specified by regulators or management to adequately understand the

implications of the scenarios that were specified.

When the range of scenarios has been selected using only retrospective tests as a guide, the model

may be prone to be over-determined. For example, the risk that the probability distributions in

a stochastic model are incorrectly specified can be minimized by choosing probability distributions

that have greater uncertainty (central tendency, dispersion, and skewness) than historical data.

Model Specification

The risk that a model is incorrectly or insufficiently specified can be minimized by validation,

i.e., matching the model to the insurer’s own history over some period of time. A well-specified

model will reasonably reproduce past actual results. Actual results varying from projections may

not be an indication of a poor model. Rather, it is generally appropriate to investigate such

differences and reconcile the model’s results with the actual results. This process of reconciliation

may identify weaknesses in the model, or it may clarify ways in which the enterprise’s activities

departed from what would have been reasonably expected (e.g., writing more, rather than less,

unprofitable business to cover up poor experience).
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Interpreting the Resulta for a Range of Scenarios

Summarizing a range of outcomes includes development of measures of the performance of the

insurer, as well as description and explanation of anomalous results. Measures of performance

include:

0 Risk-adjusted present value of future cash flows.

0 Management-defined objectives.

0 Probability or cost of “ruin.”

l Option-adjusted pricing.

Other measures may also be appropriate. The method of summarizing results will depend on the

purpose of the model.

Under the first approach, value is calculated as the risk-adjusted present value of the future cash

flows. Calculations of risk-adjusted present value may include separate risk adjustments for

stochastic or process risk (random variation) and scenario or parameter risk (variation among

scenarios). This approach allows for specific consideration of the cost of risk, Similar results

may be obtained by observing the model’s results under a set of assumptions that are conservative

in light of the uncertainties indicated by the model and computing the present value of the

resulting flows of funds at a risk-free rate.

An insurer’s modeled performance may also be measured in terms of objectives defined by

company management. For example, management may set objectives such as maintaining

acceptable risk-based capital results, failing no more than two IRIS tests or maintaining a

combined ratio less than 100%.  The insurer’s performance relative to these benchmarks can be

measured by using a model that calculates these statistics.
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In the third of these measures, the probability and expected value of each outcome is estimated.

The actuary may decide on a threshold characterized as “ruin,” and use a stochastic model to

estimate the probability of ruin for a given set of assumptions. Alternatively, the actuary may

establish a cost of ruin (and perhaps establish nominal values for certain other types of outcomes

as well), and compute an average of the adjusted financial outcomes over a range of assumptions.

The actuary may also select a threshold much closer to the current financial condition, such as a

decline in financial rating by one level, and estimate the probability of such an outcome.

Under the fourth measure, the total value of the insurer is summarized as the current market price

of a set of investments available in the capital markets which has the same risk characteristics as

the model indicates for the insurer. Such a set of investments almost always includes a large

proportion of options because the insurer’s cash flows are typically inflows first and outflows

second, so the resulting value is called the option-adjusted price of the insurer’s assets and

liabilities. This value reflects the insurer’s strategies for investment and for handling unexpected

shortages of cash, at least as far as those strategies are reflected in the model.

There is an ongoing dialogue among actuaries about the appropriate basis for summarizing the

results of a model. The Combination of Risks Task Force of the Society of Actuaries’ Committee

on Valuation and Related Problems concluded that the appropriate basis for summarizing the

results of a dynamic financial model is the cash basis.’ According to this school of thought, the

other accounting bases (statutory, GAAP, and tax) are important only insofar as they serve to

identify constraints on the enterprise’s operations (e.g., tax payments).

On the other hand, the Actuarial Standard of Practice for Appraisals, promulgated by the

Actuarial Standards Board, suggests that statutory accounting is the appropriate basis for

measuring financial results. In this school of thought, the statutory and tax accounting rules place

real constraints on the cash flows that can be realized by the investor.

’ Transactions of the Society of Actuaries, 1991-92 Reports, p. 45 I.
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Depending on the purpose of the model, the actuary may need to describe anomalous results

indicated by the model. The results of the model may suggest that-either some assumptions are

incorrect (in which case the assumptions will likely be revised before results are presented) or that

the insurer’s strategies could be improved. As an example of the latter, the results of the model

may suggest that the insurer is particularly at risk due to one or more sources of risk.

The risk of inappropriate interpretation can be minimized by communicating the limited extent

of variation among scenarios compared to the potential range of variation in the results of the

insurer’s operations.
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CHAPTER 6

OTHER MODEL CHARACIWUSTICS

However simple or sophisticated, a model is no more than a metaphor for the insurer. Dynamic

financial models differ in the types of risks they are effective at measuring. A key consideration

in the selection of a dynamic financial model is its ability to evaluate material sources of solvency

risk for the case at hand.

Generalized vs. Tailor-Made

Generalized models, such as those developed by several consulting firms and software vendors,

usually permit the user to specify several different types of insurance products, or lines of

business, and a range of different investments. Other models are often tailor-made, such as one

that addresses the unique characteristics of a company or because a simple model is sufficient.

If a generalized model is used, it is important to consider whether results may be distorted by

features inapplicable to a particular application or because a characteristic of the particular

company is not addressed. For example, if a general purpose model is used for an insurer that

plans to invest only in bonds and cash equivalents. the model does nor need to include a strategy

that involves investment in other assets. If it does, the ramifications of that logic should not

distort the projections.

Logic vs. Input

Whatever computer hardware and software may be used to implement the model, there are always

tradeoffs between the coding of logic versus the selection of parameters. Dynamic financial

models differ in the choices the developers make about which assumptions will be represented by

variables and which will be fixed by the software or hardware. Also, the user will be able to

determine the values of certain variables used by the model, whereas others will have been pre-set
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by the developer. The mix between input and logic will be determined in part by the users of the

model (both the operator and the decision-maker), as models with extremely large numbers of

variables can be daunting to use and difficult to interpret.

In selecting or building a dynamic financial model, decisions must also be made about the level

of detail to be captured about the insurance coverage (by broad product group, statutory line of

business, individual form, etc.), the factual context (including the level of detail about accounting

and tax rules), and the precision with which strategies will be defined.

Strategies are inevitably a part of the logic of a model. The strategies incorporated in the model

should be reasonably consistent with its purpose. Some software allows the user to build in

explicit recognition of management strategies. Other software assumes certain strategies, even

to the extent of letting presumptions about strategies affect the architecture or modular design of

the model.

Time Frame

The time frame for the analysis is an important consideration in the choice and design of dynamic

financial models. For example, it may be appropriate to use a time frame of 24 months to

evaluate strategies for a property insurer (although a longer time frame may be needed to address

recovery from a large catastrophe), whereas a time frame of 24 years may be more appropriate

to evaluate the solvency of an underwriter of products’ liability. The choice of time frame will

also be a reflection of whether the model includes only the run-off of current business, a going

concern for some state,d  period, or a going concern in a long-range projection valuation.

In addition to the time horizon of the model, the model also reflects a choice about the length of

time intervals under study. While annual time intervals may be appropriate for some purposes,

quarterly or even monthly time intervals might be appropriate for other purposes.
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Comprehensive dynamic financial models of the corporate insurance enterprise usually include

accounts on at least four bases simultaneously: cash, statutory, GAAP, and tax’.  Doing so is the

only way to reflect the details of the interrelationships among constraints imposed by investment

opportunities, underwriting commitments, laws and regulations, generally accepted accounting

principles, and income tax laws. Less comprehensive models may be appropriate, however, for

some purposes.

Relationship between Parent and Subsidiaries

Parents and subsidiaries have a number of different effects on an enterprise. A consolidated

model of the entire organization can be developed, or the existence of the parent and subsidiaries

might simply show up as assumptions about flows of funds, tax calculations, and income. A

model  may explicitly reflect a range of scenarios regarding the availability of or drain on surplus

due to external influences. Alternatively, each entity may be modeled separately, with output

from one model serving as input for other models.

Feedback I,oops

Dynamic financial models may employ feedback loops (automatic conditional decisions) which

are algorithms that make calculations for each modeled time period dependent on values calculated

for earlier periods. Feedback loops provide for reactions to specific conditions. Models without

feedback loops may be underdetermined, showing excessive income under favorable scenarios and

excessive loss under unfavorable scenarios. Models with feedback loops, however, may be

overdetermined, showing little risk regardless of the scenario because the model builder often

assumes that management will respond quickly to increased risk with appropriate strategic or

operational responses.

’ Financial reporting, and therefore modelling, may be more complex for international users.
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stochastic Risk

Purely random fluctuations in the modelled  variables may be important for a particular

application. Stochastic features surrounding input assumptions can be added to a model. Random

fluctuations around projected losses, for example, may be incorporated into a model by

introducing probability distributions about loss costs or loss ratios, by modelling the collective risk

process, or by modelling the underlying claim settlement process.

A simple model of the collective risk process may assume, only a probability distribution for the

frequency of losses as a function of some assumptions and a probability distribution of the sizes

of losses as a function of other assumptions. A more complicated model of the collective risk

process may include estimates of the uncertainty of the parameters of frequency and size-of-loss,

and may include a number of different kinds of losses, each with its own frequency and size-of-

loss assumptions. A model of the underlying claim settlement process may be a multi-state

Markov chain model or some other appropriate model.

The importance of identifying and modelling the interactions among risks increases when

stochastic models are used. When assumptions are stochastically generated, a model that does not

reflect these interactions may produce meaningless results in certain scenarios. At best, the results

of such models would be difficult to interpret.
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CHAPTER 7

FORCES FOR CHANGE

Thus far, this report has focused on the state of art and practice at this time. There are sweeping

changes underway that may affect modelling in the future.

Proliferation of Insurance Products

Although regulation and custom tend to slow the creation of insurance products by entrepreneurs,

changes in the markets served by insurance enterprises constantly press for new products and

services. Dynamic financial models may need to be refined to adapt to these changes.

Competitive Pressures

In the past, pressures were perceived to arise from competition at the point of sale of the

insurance product. From at least as long ago as 1970,  competitive pressure has increasingly come

to mean competition at the point that capital is being raised. Dynamic financial models are

playing an increasingly visible role in corporate decisions regarding purchases and sales of

business units, means to tap capital markets, and trade-offs between capital and reinsurance. This

trend might reasonably be expected to continue.

~~ovatioo  in Assets

Recent innovations in asset design make it difficult to understand the riskiness of many

investments by looking at their designations for accounting purposes. For example, some bonds

have the risks of stock investments or mortgages and mortgages are backed by a wide range of

security. Existing accounting classifications may be misleading to tabulate information about

assets for input into dynamic financial models.
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New types of asset classes are emerging, some with purposes other than purely generation of

invistment  returns. For example, some assets, such as catastrophe futures, can hedge risks

undertaken by the insurer’s underwriting activities. More innovation can be expected, along with

the need to model these kinds of investments.

Regulatory, Accounting, and Tax Requirements

Dynamic financial models may need to be revised from time to time to reflect the latest

developments in regulation. Such changes may be as simple as adding a set of calculations, or

they may require modelling of the corporate response to the impact of the regulations (e.g., a shift

in marketing or investment strategy to accommodate surplus constraints of risk-based capital).

Projections of cash flow may react to changes in these constraints differently from projections of

statutory results, and dynamic financial models with feedback loops may react differently from

static models.

Hardware

Although changes in computer hardware over the past twenty years have in some ways increased

the speed with which tasks get done, they have had a fundamental and irreversible effect on the

kinds of problems that people address. For example, before data processing was available that

could prepare an extensive Schedule D (details of assets of insurers), regulators simply prohibited

and restricted investments outside a few narrow categories; today, they attempt to monitor

insurers’ investments. Models of corporate financial results were not considered to be important

tools for actuaries until computer hardware existed on which such models could be run, The

actuary can expect that the changes in hardware will transform both the problems the actuary will

be expected to address and the nature of actuarial work.

One major change on the horizon is distributed processing. In the future, the actuarial tool kit may

consist of essentially instant communication with a large number of models of a given insurance
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enterprise, each being updated with new information essentially in real time. Between that future

and to&y lies a time of rapid change in the power and distributions of hardware, software, and

data.

I Life Insutance  Models

Dynamic financial models of a high degree of sophistication now exist for life insurance

enterprises. These models are being used for product pricing and corporate valuation as well as

for strategic and tactical (e.g. tax) planning. These models, and the experiences of their users,

may have an important effect on the direction of development of models of property-casualty

insurance companies. Life insurance models affect the perceptions and expectations of regulators,

many of whom have responsibility for both life insurance regulation and property-casualty

insurance regulation.

I
Other Countries

The increasing degree of globalization of the national economies, and the long-standing trend to

lower economic borders between countries, suggest that actuarialwork  in the United States will

be affected by innovations developed outside the United States and vice versa.

For example, Canada recently introduced solvency regulation for property-casualty insurance

companies. All companies are required to designate an appointed actuary who is a Fellow of the

Canadian Institute of Actuaries (CIA). In addition to performing the valuation of loss reserves,

unearned premium reserves and deferred acquisition expenses for a company, the appointed

actuary is required to report to the Board of Directors at least once a year on the current and

expected future solvency of the company. To make this report, the appointed actuary is expected

to perform dynamic solvency testing in conformance with the standards of,practice  set by the CIA.

In cases in which a company is thought to be in difficulty, federal regulators can require that the
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appointed actuary submit a report on the results of a dynamic solvency test of the company’s

business plan over a planning horizon of one year.
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APPENDIX B

CHECKLIST OF CONSIDERATIONS

1. Is the model appropriate for the intended use?

2. Are the model and related communications appropriate for the expected users of its results?

3. Can the model be developed, purchased, maintained and/or used within the personnel, time,

hardware, software and budget resources available?

4. Does the model contain input, output and processing regarding each of the risks to be

evaluated in appropriate detail? Are the available historical data regarding these risks

sufficient to use to derive the assumptions needed by the model? These risks include:

0 Asset risk

0 Obligation risk

0 Reserve risk

0 Pricing risk

0 Loss projection risk

l Catastrophe risk

0 Reinsurance risk

0 Expense risk

l Interest rate risk

5. Is the range of scenarios broad enough to reasonably address the questions at hand?

6. Is the model specification accurate and appropriately complete?
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10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Are the measures used to summarize and interpret the range of results reasonable for the

application?

Have the limitations of the model and range of scenarios been communicated clearly to

reduce the risk of misinterpretation?

Is a generalized model reasonable for the application or would a tailor-made model better

address specific issues?

Does the model have a reasonable balance between input assumptions and hard-coded logic?

Is the model’s time horizon appropriate to the application?

Are the accounting bases upon which the model makes forecasts of appropriate breadth to

the application?

Does the model provide sufficient detail (input and output) with respect to interactions with

parents, subsidiaries and affiliates?

Will the value of the model results be enhanced enough by the presence of feedback loops

(automatic conditional decisions) to warrant a model with such features?

Is a deterministic or stochastic model better suited for the application?
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A SIMULATION PROCEDURE FOR COMPARING
DIFFERENT CLAIMS RESERVING METHODS

Teivo Pent&linen and Jukka Rantala

Abstract

The estimation of outstanding claims is one of the important aspects  in the management  of

the insurance business. Various metbods  have been widely dealt with in tie  actuarial literature.

Exploration of the inaccuracies involved is traditionally based on a post-J&to  comparison of the

estimates against the actual outcomes of the settled claims. However, until recent years it has not been

usual to consider the inaccuracies inherent in claims reserving in the context of more comprehensive

(risk theoretical) models, the purpose of which is to analyse the insurer as a whole. Important parts

of the technique which will be outlined in this paper can be incorporated into over-all risk theory

models to introduce the uncertainty involved with technical reserves as one of the componentF  in

solvency and other analyses (PENTWANEN  et al (1989)).

The idea in this paper is to describe a procedure by which one can explore how various

reserving methods react to fictitious variations, fluctuations. trends, etc. which might influence the

claims process, and, what is  most important, how they reflect on the variables indicating the financial

position of the insurer. For this purpose, a claims process is first postulated and claims are simulated

and ordered to correspond to an actual handling of the observed claims of a fictitious insurer. Next,

the simulation program will ‘mime’ an actuary who is calculating the claims reserve on the basis of

these ‘observed’ claims da!a.  Finally, the simulation is further continued thus generating the settlement

of the reserved  claims. The  difference between  reserved amounts and settled  amounts gives the

reserving (run*,Ff)  error in this  particular simulated case By repeating the simularion  numerous times

(Monte Carlo method) the distribution of the error can be estimated as well as its effect on the total

outcome of the insurer:

By varying the assumptions which control the claims process the sensitivity of Ihe  reserving

method visa-a-vis  the assumed phenomena can be tested. By applying the procedure to several

reserving methods in parallel a conception of their properties can be gained, in particular, how robust

they are against various variations and irregularities in the claims process.

It is useful to recognize and classify error sources which give rise to the reserving

inaccuracies (cf. PENTIKAINEN  et al (1989) item 2.4b):

I) Tbe model (often simply called reserving rule or formula or method) can be only a mure

or less idealized description of the real world and of the actual claims settlemems:  the deviations give

rise 10 what can be termed model errors.

2) The parameters used in calculations are subject  to parameter errors owing IO the fact lhar

they are 10 be estimated  from various data statistics or found from other rn,,re  or less uncertain

sources.

3) The actual claims and claims settlements are subject  10 stochastic tluctuations  causing
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deviations from the estimates, sfocbasfic  errors, even in those (theoretical) cases where the model atid

its parameters would be precisely correct.

The above procedure enables us to examine the effects of all these three errors, in fact, it is

very general, not being restricted to any specific reserving model or assumptions on the claims

process. It is intended for studies of the properties of the reserving methods on a general level.

However, it is not meant for post-facto analyses, i.e. in the investigation and estimation of the

inaccuracies in reserveS  in particular concrete cases, for those purposes well-known actuarial and

statistical approaches are needed.

It is still worth noting that the approach can find application to other estimations as well. We

have, for instance, also treated premiunis in an analogous way, although limited to simple examples

in this paper.

Afier having first described our method in general terms a number of numerical examples will

be given to illustrate some of its relevant features.  They are based oh some well-known elementary

reserving rules and simple assumptions on the claims process. Also some conclusions on the

properties of the reserving rules are derived therefrom. They should be understood merely as

examples of the use of our model, not as any real analyses of the reserving methods. Even though

our method is aimed at making such conclusions and comparisons between methods, their pertinent

performance would require quite extensive studies. Such have been fully beyond the possibilities in

this context.

KEYWORDS

Claims reserving. run-off errors, chain ladder, model errors, parameter errors, simulation

1. Basic concepts

1.1. References to related works. A summary of the c/aim reserving rechniques  was compiled by

VAN  EEGHEN (1981). Furthermore, the monograph by TAYLOR (1986) is referred to as is the recent

Claims Reserving Manual (1989) of the UK Institute of Actuaries. Enhanced methods for analyses,

among others regarding the above listed sources of errors, have been recently proposed, for example,

by ASHE  (1986),  NOWERG  (1986), SUNDT (1990) and WRIGHT  (1990).

The run-of-errors, as a source of uncertainty in solvency considerations, were dealt with by

the British Solvency Working Party in a series of reports: DAYKIN  & al (1984). . . . . DAYKIN  and

H E Y  ( 1 9 9 0 ) .  STANARII  (1986), R E N S H A W  (1989), V E R R A L L  (1989),  ( 1 9 9 0 )  h a v e  a n a l y s e d  t h e

properties of the chain ladder method.

The stochastic claim run-off error was analysed  by PENT~K~~INEN  and RANTALA  (1986) to

which this paper is a continuation. The results were incorporated as a suhmodel into the application-

orientated risk theoretical over-all model in PENIY~~INEN  et al (1989).

We are going to use, as far as possible, the notations and concepts used in the above-referred

papers. However, the terminology adopted in the Manual of IA (1989) is also taken into account. For
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the convenience of the reader the main features are recapitulated.

1.2. Claims cohorts. In order to clarify the terminology and the notation it is useful to note that the

claim process includes the following elements:

1) the event (accident) which causes a claim in year t.

2) The claim is reoorted  to the insurer in year t or later.
3) The claim is w in year t+s (~20) or possibly in several parts in years t+s,.  t+s2.  . .

4) If the claim is reported by the end of the accounting year but not yet fully settled, it is

called been and a provision is made to meet  the outstanding liability either as a case estimate or by
using some statistical technique.

5) The claims which are incurred  but not yet repotted by the end of the accounting year are

YBNR-claims’.

Following the terminology of Manual of IA (1989) (A 5.1) outstandinp  claims is an umbrella

concept for open and IBNR claims.

It is appropriate to group the claims originating in the same accident year, t, as a “a”.

The year t is also called the year of origin. Fig.1.l  illustrates the structure of a cohort and its

development.

FIG. I. I. The development of a claims cohort.
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The accumulated amount of settled claims from development years t, t+ I,  t+2,...,t$s

supplemented by the provision of the open claims at the end of year t+s is called, still following the

terminology of Manual of IA (1989),  p. A5.2, the incurred loss and is denoted by

(1.1) X(t;O,s) = claims originating from year t and paid in years t,t+ I,...,t+s  on settled or

partially settled claims plus reserve held for the open claims at the end of year t+s.

A notation for the increments of X is also needed:

(1.2) X(t;s,,s,) = X(t;O,d  - X(t;O,s,-I)

and especially

(I.31 X(t;s,s)  = X(t;O,s) - X(t;O,s-1)

which is the increment in the development year t+s (by convention, X(t;O,-l)=O).

It is assumed that after some period s, all claims of the origin year t are settled. The

parameter s, characterizes a feature of the portfolio which is called the length of the run-off tail.

Hence, the development time variable s can have values O.l....,s,.  and,

(I .4) X(t;O,Q  = is the final  total amount of claims of the cohort t.

It is also called the loss related to the cohort

1.3. The reserve for IBNR  claims of the cohort t at the end of year t+s is defined as:

(1.5) C(t,s)=  Estimate for (X(t;s+ 1,s-J).

Various methods, ‘reserving rules’, can be applied in this estimation. The purpose of this paper is to

find methods and measures for the evaluation of the uncenainry  involved with the rules.

Concept (I 5) is in conformity with the “London market” definition presented in the Manual

of IA (1989),  p. A5. I where the IBNR-reserve is defined to be equal to the estimated ultimate loss

on all outstanding claims less  the reserve at the accounting date for open claims. Hence, the

uncertainty in the reserve of open claims is included within that of the IBNR-reserve, as thus defined.

As stated in the next paragraph, this type of definition seems to be convenient in this context, because

it allows the collective handling of all kinds of uncertainties in claims process. Note that this

definition is different from the common accounting practice according to which the provisions for both

the open claims and IBNR’s  are included in the claims reserve. No safety margins are assumed to he

included in the reserve.
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I .4. Claims process. The model lo be employed is based on the facl  that tie increment X(t;s,s)  ‘is

made up of the sum of changes in the  status of individual claims. II is helpful to classify “drange-

causing events” as follows:

I) A claim is reported and added to the paid and/or  open claims.

2) An open claim, k, is fully or partly settled in year t+s, the amount being S,(t,s).  For it

(possibly) a reserve (case estimate) C,(t,s-I)  was made at the end of the  preceding year and now can

be released. Then

(I .6) X,&s) = S,(t,s) - C&-l) (s 2 I)

contributes to the change of the cohort’s aggregate loss X(t;s.s). If C,  were exactly correct, then X,

would, of course, be zero, but in practice it will often be non-zero (+).

3) The provision C, for an open claim is changed (possibly without any payment action), for

instance, if new information has been obtained.

Both 1) the number of evenrs  and 2) the amounf  of the changes involved in, &(t,s) above,

are random variables. Our techniques, both  simulation and others (PEKTIK~~NEN  and RANTALA

(1986)). are based on utilizing probability distributions for both of them. Note that the approach is

analogous to that of risk theory. Thanks to F~LIP  LUNDBERG ,  HARALD  CRAMER  and others the

collecrive  approach replaced the earlier “individual risk theory”. The number of claims and their size

are handled as a “risk process” without reference 10 the tiles of the individual policies which actually

are behind the claims. The philosophy proved enormously fruitful notwithstanding that the theory can

also be built on the individual bases.

As in general collective risk theory and even still more in the context of claims cohort

processes it is crucially important to account for the correlations between the development cells of

the cohorts as well as the correlations hetween consecutive cohorts.

Furthermore, note that the claim size variable X, may also be negative. This can be the case

particularly in classes 2) and 3) ahove. This feature should be kept in mind when the risk theory

formulae and distributions are built up (cf. BEARD et al (1984). Section 1.3 p, 7).

For illustration of the approach numerical examples will be exhibited in section 4, therefore,

some basic features of the claims process need to be specified. This is done in the  Appendix. We

recall that irrespective of which approach is applied in defining the concept of claim development the

technique we are going to present can, with obvious modifications, also be applied to claims processes

defined otherwise than the collective one. For example, the procedure allows for the use of  the

booKtrapping  technique for claims simulation (a$ was remarked by one of the referees of this paper),

1.5. The aggregate loss process related to the whole business of thk insurer cnnsists  of a the

sum of the cohort variables  X.

Following the practice adopted by NORBERG (1986) a diagram of the Lexis type is constructed

in Fig. I .2.  The data array representing a cohort develops az an ascending diagonal. The informarion

which the actuary, or in our simulation the computer, ha5 available for the reserve calculation is in
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the “run-off trapezium” (in the diagram the vertical pillar at the accounting year t and the area l&t

therefrom). The claims to be estimated for the  reserve for outstandings  are inherent in all of the still

open cohorts and are located in the “triangle of outstandings” right from the column at t:

(1.7) C(f) - c C(r-s.s).
,i,

FIG. I .2.  Claims process as a sum of cohorts. The current accounting year is denoted by t and the

cohort originating in the accident year t-s is represented by an ascending diagonal.

NOTE.  The problem in premium rating is basically the same as is the claims reserving. An

estimate for the amount of claims ofbrurc  cohorts is required. The difference in the claims reserving

is that only present and past cohorts are considered and that  a number of the earliest notified claims

are already known and the estimation is focused to the remaining ones only. It is a bit surprising that

the methods developed for premium rating are only little utilized in claims reserving.
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2. Run-off error

2.1. Run-off error, break-up consideration. The run-off error is the remainder (&) which is left

of the reserve C(t) when all the outstanding claims are ultimately settled:

,--I
(2.1) R(f) - C(r)- c X(r-s;s+l,s-).

,-0

In practice, of course, R can be determined only when the settlement of (practically) all of the

outstandings is completed. Our approach is to compute it by continuing the simulation until all of the

terms of the sum in (2.1) are obtained.

2.2. Going-concern consideration. Further, the effect of the runoff error on the  aggregare  loss

X(t) is examined. This  variable is the conventional entry for the total amount of the claims in the

profit and loss accounts of the  standard annual reports. In the terms of the definitions and notations

introduced in item 1.3 it is

(2.2) X(r)  - ‘gx(l-s;s,s)  + C(l)-C(r-1).

As was noted in item 1.3. in our considerations the provision for open claims is included in the X

terms, not in C, notwithstanding that this  does not accord with  the common accounting practice.

2.3. Properties of o good reserving melhod.  For the appreciation of the efficiency of the reserving

methods a great variety of optimality criteria are proposed in actuarial literature. From the point of

view of the company’s management the following features might be the  most important:

(I) Probability of insufficiency of the reserve should be small (E), more exactly

(2 .3 ) Prob(R + L < 0) S E

where L is a safety loading. (In practice it can either  be included in the claims reserve C(t) in addition

to the unbiased estimate (1.5) as an extra margin or e.g. as an equalisation provision or it can be

available otherwise as a part of the insurer’s solvency margin).

(2) The safety loading L should be as small as possible.

(3) The variation of the aggregate claims in the  profit and loss accountshould be as small as possible

(particularly in the going-concern approach).

In the next item some potential measures will be proposed for the comparison of different

reserving methods having regard for the  above criteria (I) - (3).
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2.4. Measures of uncertainty. The runoff error R and its impact on X depend self-evidently on

the reserving method. This  dependence varies with the different claims processes. We shall use as

primary measures in describing these effects both the direct values of R and X and their ratios and

the standard deviations ee and ex of these variables together with the ratios

(2 .4 ) o,lC,  aalP.  ox/P and oxlu,

where P is the premium income corresponding to the relevant X (more in item 3.3). Furthermore,

crO  is the standard deviation of h(t)  which is the incurred aggregate loss from which the runoff error

is removed. This is obtained from the simulated data, in terms of our notations, &d(t)  = X(t;O,sJ

(= the total loss related to the cohort t).  Hence, the difference ux-u,  is to be credited to run-off error.

Let us also recall that indicators based on the distribution of extreme deviations or confidence

intervals, are good candidates as measures (cf. PENTIKAINEN  and FCA~VTALA (1986)). but at this stage

of work we mainly used the standard deviations. They need less simulations, but involve the drawback

that the effect of skewness of the distributions is partly lost.

Note that when we in the following illustrate the comparison of two or more reserving rules,

the very same  cluim  partern X(t;s,s) is used  for all of them. Therefore, it can be expected that the
differences revealed in results can be credited to the differing structures of the rules. This is still

further verified by repeating the test after a change of the seed of the random generator.

3. Reserving methods used in the case studies

3.1. Chnin Ladder method. This well-known method is chosen as the first of our test examples. It

operates auxiliary development coefficients

(3 .1 ) d (s )  =  A , (s ) /&(s ) .

Where the A’s represent the sums of all X(t-u;v,v)  located in the areas marked by the same symbols

in Fig.3. la.
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I,

‘a) A,(s) is the parallelogram shaded in the

diagram, and A,,(s) is obtained by removing the

top-most row from A,.

b) Development of a cohort.

F1c.3.  I. Derivation of the Chain Ladder rule.

The claim sums to be estimated for the remaining parts of the cohorts are now obtained by

assuming that the cohorts grow in the same proportion as the parallelograms A, i.e.

X(t-s;O,s+  I) = X(t-s;O,s)  ad(s)

X(t-s;O,s+Z)  = X(t-s;O,s+  I) .d(s+ 1) = X(t-s;O,s)ad(s).d(s+  1)

etc. Hence. the claims reserve for the cohort t-s is

(3 .2 ) C(t-s,s)  = x(t-s;o,s)~c,.,(s),

where

P”“.l

(3 .3 ) c..,(s)  = II d(s +u)  - I
u-0

and the total claims reserve at the end of the accounting year t is

%..-1

(3 .4 ) c(t) = E qt-s,s)
1-o

Note that c,,(s) should be recalculated in each accounting year t (hence,  a notation c,.,(t,s)  would,

perhaps, be more advisable).

The Chain Ladder rule is at its best in the cases where the so-called structural (also called

mixing) variation is large. This is a well-known feature and is again confirmed by the numerical

example to be set out later as well as also in PENTIK~NEN  and RAKTALA  (1986. Appendix I). This
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is because the Chain Ladder assumes that the structure variation affects the total claims amount of

each cohort but no longer how these claims are distributed during the runoff of the cohort for

consecutive development years.

3.2. A variant. The chain ladder method can be amended by broadening the “runoff triangle” to a

trapezium from which the parallelograms A are cut, if this is available. The dotted line associated

with a “broadening parameter” T, (see Fig. 1.2 and 3. I) refers to this variant. Its effect will be tested

in Section 4.4 below.

3.3. The premium-based method is chosen as the second example for testing:

(3 .5 ) C(t-s,s) = P(t-s)  *c&s)

where P is the unloaded net premium applied for the cohort and the coefficient c, is an estimate for

the ratio of the still outstanding IBNR claims of the cohort to the total amount of the claims. This rule

theoretically is suitable for pure Poisson claims processes (see PEKTIKLINEN  and RANTALA  (1986),

Appendix 1).

The premium income P(t-s) in our simulation example was calculated by a simple formula of

the moving average type, determining P on the basis of the latest settled and open claims which are

known at the year of origin of the cohort t-s:

(3.6) P(f-s) - CX’iTA
1

where the sum stands for all of the simulated claims amounts X’ located in the rectangle A shadd

in Fig.3.2, and the amounts X’ are the claims increment variables X(t;s,s),  (see (1.3)). transformed

to match the value of money and business volume of the accounting year t having regard for the

simulated inflation and presumed growth of the business volume (details in Appendix).

In practice, the coefficients cs can either be fixed in advance or be derived from the pattern

of the known claims. We used a simple rule defining these coefftcients  as the ratios of the simulated

sums of the above X’ located in the rectangles B and A in Fig.3.2:

(3.7) c,(w) - ~x*/~x+.

F1o.3.2.  Derivation of the Premium-based reserving formula.
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3.4. The mixed method is constructed as a combination of the Chain Ladder and the Premium-based

reserves:

The idea is to assign to the coefficients z(t.s) such values that the premium-based C,, is predominant

at the beginning of the runoff of the cohort (s small)  and later, when s is approaching s,, the weight

moves to the chain ladder rule.

The intended purpose can be achieved by taking z to be the same as the premium-based

coefficient in (3.7):

(3 .9 ) Z(Q)  = c&s).

This formula was proposed by BENKTANDER  (1976). The logic is analogous to the BORNHUFITER-

FERGU~ON  (1972) approach, but it is applied to a different variable.

An alternative formula for z(t,s)  could be derived by using credibility considerations (see

PE~v~K~UNEN  and F~ANTALA (1986),  p. 127).

In order to keep the paper within reasonable limits we have restricted the application examples

to these simple rules, the more so because our purpose is to describe the test and comparison method,

not to arrive at any analysis of the reserving rules and their properties.

4. Numerical examples

4.1. Single realisations. We used the same  numerical basic data as in PEKTI~~NEN  and

kANTALA  (1986). For convenience of reading they are recapitulated in the Appendix. The run-off tail

s, is alternatively either 12 (long) or 3 (short) years (cf. Section 3.4 of the referred paper).

The model is programmed to give outputs both in tabular and graphic forms. Table 4.1

provides an example. The long-tailed claims pattern is simulated for 25 consecutive accounting years

t by using, in parallel, the three reserve methods specified above (C-L=Chain Ladder, Pr=Premium-

based, Mix=Mixed  Method, formulae (3.8) and (3.9)).
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TABLE 4. I. Simulated run&f  errors R and the aggregate losses X.

11 p XOJPI x-r-o, C(I) I P(f) I P(C),C(I,X  , X(f)/PI 1
, C-L PC "1" , C-L Pr "i" , C.L PT "i" , C-L PT "I" ,

..I _____.____.___.__.__.,.....................,...................,...................  ! ..'..'...'."'...'...,

0 65.7 81.8 ,756 I.%.L 109.8 ,&a.‘ 8.8 IL.2 12.8 Is.0 7.5 6.0 n.9 9s.1 77.0
I t-30  98.6 187.3  196.1 WI.,  19‘  2 0.8 10 0 6.9 L.5 5 1 3.6 98.6 92.5 90.0
2 71.0 89.6 195.0 186.4 205.2 19J.2 -8.6 10.2 . . .1.8 -‘.6 5.0 .9 65.1 89.9 77.1
3 73.L Pp.2 204.7 183.3 213.1 1 9 8 . 0  ,ZJ.L 6.G .8.6 -12.8 3.0 -‘.& 79.1 PG.0 BP.8

L 75.8 107 6 225.3  209.8 221.0  21L.I  -15.‘ -L., .1o.a -7.3 1 .P -5.0 110.1 93.5 lW.8
5 e-o.&  12O.L 2‘8.9 237.6 230.8  227.1 -11.2 .I.¶.! -21.2 -(.I .7.8 -9.3 125.6 10X.2 107.‘
6 85.0 loL.5 257.5 260.0 2‘1.5 Z‘J.3 2.6 -16.0 -1c.2 1.0 .6.6 -5.8 120.8 107.0 112.7

7 90.~ 117.9 2w.o  2nd 254.1  258.8 .IO.I -29.2 -25.2 .,.I .11.5 .9.7 103.9 103.3 105.8
a 96.6  100.1 2aa.2 271.6 270.1 279.8 3 . 3 -10.1 -1.5 1.1 .6., -3.0 114.I 111.6 117.‘

9 104.6 117.1 ,I,.‘  328.6 2e.s.9 300.0 11.2 .28.6 -17.5 3.h -9.9 .s.a 124.5 107.1 108.4
10 11L.5  11L.1  350.0 560.‘ 311.0 326.0 IO., -30.2 .21.0 2.9' .lZ.J -6.1 113.‘ lOI., 111.0

1'1 l2l.7 95.9 361.1 XL.1 3x.3 349.5 3.1 .25.8 -11.6 .8 -7.7 -3.3 89.9 106.1 10,.6
12 130.2 101.9 380.5 365.11 WI., ,70.9 -22.7 -20.3 .I,.6 -6.2 .,.a -&., 82.1 100.0 97.3

13 !‘S.Z  101.3 ‘15.9 345.9 JW.4 ,a,.& .*0.1 -25.6 -32.5 .1,.7 .6.5 -8.5 a.2 103.2 PO.9
1L 1 5 1 . 2  98.1 435.7 ‘31.‘ L23.8 a2.3 -c., -11.9 -3.‘ .I.0 -2.8 -.a 127.9 107.5 ,I,.,

15 169.2 98.2 ‘61.9 c.9.1 ‘5.9.‘ ‘t4.3 .0.9 -8.6 -3.6 -1.9 .I.9 -.a 95.5 100.2 98.1
16 ,a,., P,.‘ 491.7 ‘29.1 t&9., ‘85.5 -68.6 1.6 .12.2 -16.0 .3 -2.5 60.9 98.9 a.5.I

17 190.0 95.9 512.7 502.2 541.0 s1.7 .,O.L 0.b .P -6.1 1.6 -.2 115.1 99.3 101.5

10 z12.2  96.3 571.‘  577.1  535.0 5a6.a .7 13.6 15.‘ .I 2.1 2.6 113.0 100.8 106.0

19 220.9 1w.7 634.6 631.7 626.7  63J.5 -Z.P -8.0 .,.2 ..I -1.3 Y2 103.1 95.0 97.3
20 2n.9 0.0 652.0 x2.a t&.6 699.8 110 8 x.7 67-a 1L.P 5.2 9.7 136.7 106.3 117.5

21 2CI.P 950 681.3 69,.3 708.3 711.1 12.0 27.0 29.8 1.7 ,.a ‘.2 55.0 92.7 80.‘
22 256.7 89.3 695.8 713.1 7L5.9 7‘2.9 11.3 50.1 47.1 2 L 6.7 L., 91.) 98.3 96.0

73 275.2 100.6 7&L 3 727.9 788.0  75L.7  '16.‘ ‘3.7 10.L. .2.J 5.5 1.‘ ea.3 90.3 87.3
2‘ 284.0 M.G 762.8 7bL.6 828.8 793.8 1.a be.0 31.0 .2 8.0 3.9 94.8 96.2 95.6
25 2pI.J 92.9 786.3  817.0 865.0 822.3 ,0.7 78.7 3&o 3.8 9.1 L.‘ 102.T 91.2 PC.6

.._............___.........___..........._....

The variables P, R, X and C are given in monetary units (= $ million) and the ratios as percentages.

The growth of premium income P and other monetary quantities is due to inflation (average 5%) and

real growth (1%). Claims pattern is long-tailed. X-r-o is the *true”  value of the outstandings, i.e. the

simulated sum term in (2. I).

The loss ratios of columns 3 and 14 are plotted in Fig. 4.1. as well as the ratio R/P

corresponding to col. I I (Chain Ladder method) but expressed as a ratio to premium P.
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F I G .  4 .  I, The  ra t ios  X,,/P  ( -o - ) ,  X /P  ( - - )  and  R /P .  Cha in  Ladder  ru le .

The ratio R/P and the deviation of X/P from X.JP  are shaded in order to show the strong correlation

between them. When R is increasing, it worsens (increases) the loss ratio and vice versa. Note that

X/P ftuctuates  more than ‘original’ X,JP.

Fig.4.2 depicts the premium income P and the aggregate “no-runoff  affected” loss X, from

which P is derived according to (3.6) as a moving average with the range IO years and with a

necessary time lag. For clarity, the effect of inflation and growth is stripped away from the time

series by operating the variables in the initial value of money and volume (at t=O).

I00

9 0

I30

70
/ “/

\“f ---

60 A”’ p

5 0

401
0 5 IE IS 2 0 2 5

FIG. 4.2. The premium income P, deflated into the monetary value of the initial time point, as a

(delayed) moving average of the loss X,,.
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All the loss ratios X/P of Tahle 4. I and the ratios R/P  are plotted in Fig.4.3.

-.5(
I

0 5 I0 I5 20 25

FIG. 4.3. Loss ratios X/P and RIP calculated hy using Chain Ladder (marked hy c), Premium-based

(p) and Mixed (m) melhods,  respectively. The thick line represents XJP.

A smoother flow of X/P can be achieved at the expense of larger reserve errors R/P.

Simulations confirm the well-known fact (STANARD  (1986) and ZEHNWIRT’S  article in the

Manual of the IA (1989).  Vol. If) that the Chain Ladder method has a tendency to show a greater

v~olutility than the other rules compared.

4.2. Monle  Carlo simulations. In order IO get hroader insights into the hehaviour of the target

variables  the simulations exemplified  in Figures 4. I and 4.3 were repeated 50 times for each of the

three rules. “A stochastic hundle”  is generated in this way in Fig. 4.4.
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.5 Chain  Ladder

Premium-based

I

t
M i x e d

F1c.4.4. Monte Carlo simulation of loss ratios X/P and run-off errors d/P for the three reserve rules.

Short tail (S,= 3). Premium rule stochastic moving average (3.3 above). Sample size 50.

The breadth of the bundle of the simulated realisations  gives an idea of the volatility involved

with the reserving methods.
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A useful observation, seen in Fig.4.4, is that the bundles are stabilized at about a state of

equilibrium, i.e. the breadth of the bundles is approximately constant. This feature appeared to be

common in those cases we experimented with apart from some extreme situations (premiums defined

deterministically and kept unchanged for a long period), where the bundle could have some tendency

to diverge. If a reasonably satisfactory attainment of the equilibrium state can be achieved, then it is

possible to record the values of the relevant variables, X/P, etc. at each time point t of the run, and

to compute the required standard deviations as “steady-state” characteristics from the set of all of

them. This procedure greatly reduces the number of simulations needed compared with approaches

which might require a new simulation for each variable value.  Table 4.2 is obtained from Fig.4.4

in this way.

TABLE 4.2. Standard deviations of the simulated ratios.
- - - - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _

Chain Ladder  Premium-based Mixed

0 0 . 1 2 6 0.061 0 . 1 0 2

d% I . 7 4 9 0.851 I . 4 1 4

U,lP 0 . 0 7 9 0.062 0 . 0 6 6

Similar data will be given for a long-tail pattern in the next item. Therein the obviously

characteristic features of the methods are more clearly seen.

4.3. Error distributions. The X/P and R/P values simulated, as shown in Fig.4.4, can he recorded

and plotted, as is exhibited in Fig.4.5a  and in Fig.4.5h  which set out the critical tails of distributions.
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FIG. 4.5a. The cumulative distributions F(x) and F(r) for the ratios x=X/P and r=RIP,  respectively,

are obtained from the simulated patterns of these ratios. For clarity, F is plotted for  the left-hand tail

of the distributions and I-F for the right-hand tails in a semi-logarithmic scale. The number of sample

points is 15600 for each curve. Long tail s,-- 12. Premium method stochastic.

Confidence limits can be directly read from the picture. For instance, the limit which the

Chain Ladder ratio X/P exceeds by I % probability, is 1.57. Similarly, the limit, which the Premium-

based R/P falls  below by 1% probability, is -..58.

FlG.4.5b.  The tails of the distributionsof Fig.4.5a
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Note that the distributions exhibited in Fig.4.5 are based on the development tail of I2 years

which is rather long and, on the other hand, on the portfolio which is relatively small, the average

number of claims being 10000.

For a comparison of the exemplified reserving methods, the standard deviations derived from

the same simulation as Fig.4.5 are shown in Table 4.3.

TABLE 4.3. The b&sic  characteristics related to the distributions of Fig.4.5

r;=

i=====-=;==------=~===========~=====

Variable “mm Sf .dev Rcl.st.d.

i, . . . . ..-.......~...._._-__._______________~__  6 a/a0

) :yr:;:; 1.003 1.001 .087 ,240 2.7.59 1.000

I

X;pre/P .9&l ,065 .?I,5
X;mixlP .W3 .125 1.631
R;c-I,P -.002 .259 2.979
R;pre/P .039 .267 3.066
R:mixlP ,004 .221 2.53L

The mean values are shown in the table to verify that they are, as they theoretically should

be, close to unity for X/P’s and zero for RIP’s  (in order IO check thar  the simulation variahility and

programming are under control).

In extreme cases the skewness of the distribution may be considerable and might suggest that

it should be seriously regarded in order to avoid the caveat of understating the run-off risk. Some tests

(not set out in this paper) also indicated rather great volatility in the development of the tails. We had

to leave further studies on this problem for later work.

A feature of interest is the smoothing effecr  of rhe premium-based rule. The Premium-based

rule, in fact, reduces the range of flucmation  of the loss ratio X/P compared with the case XJP from

which the run-off error is eliminated. This happens, of course, at the expense of larger run-off errors

R/P,  as seen in Figures 4.3 - 4.5 and Table 4.3 when comparing the premium based rule to the mixed

one. The adverse tops of the fluctuation of X are spread over a lengthy period.

As expected, the performance of the chain ladder in these examples proved to be rather poor

in regard to both the loss ratio and run-off error.

4.4. Stability profiles. The tools developed in the preceding sections  are now readily available  for

the comparison of different reserving melhods.  We exemplify the idea by applying it to the three

methods which were specified in Section 3. For the purpose, the standard  deviations L$.  fla and 0,

are calculated in parallel. Fig.4.6 exhibits an example. The rclrvant indicators are ploued  as

columns in order to provide a clear view of their magnitudes. Varillus  patterns of the claim process

are simulated for all the three reserving methods. They are constructed from the standard data by

allowing options and inserted special variations, as explained in the captions of the figures. The
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standards are the same as we had in PEKTIK&NEN  and GALA (1986) and a summary is given ‘in

the Appendix below.

The left-hand displays of Fig.4.6 represent the relevant standard deviations as ratios to the

premium income P. In order to show more clearly the role of the run-off inaccuracy the 0,‘s are also

given as ratios to the “no-runoff standard deviation u, in the right-hand section of the figure.

0,/P

3

F IG .  4.6. Stability profiles. The numbered claims process options processed in parallel are as

follows:

1) Short tail, stochastic premium rule (the same as Fig.4.4 and Table 4.2)

2) Short tail, deterministic premium rule

3) Long tail, stochastic premium rule

4) Long tail, deterministic premium rule

5) Long tail, stochastic premium rule. Chain Ladder with trapezium T,,=5  (see Fig.l.2 and 3.la).

Fig. 4.6 gives rise to the following observations and comments:

* As expected, the short-tail portfolios (I and 2) are less vulnerable IO run-off inaccuracies than are

the long-tail patterns.

*The premium-hased rule reduces the fluctuations in the loss ratio below even that level which would

prevail if the run-off errors were stripped away, i.e. from the level which is shown by the “no-ro”

columns in the figure. But this may happen at the expense of the run-off error being buried in the loss

reserve (in particular the option 4 in the figure!).
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* The use of a stochastic premium basis reduces the volatility, especially, for the premium method

as seen in,comparing  the option 1 against 2 and the option 3 against 4 in the left-hand displays. The

remarkable differences in the magnitudes of these outcomes indicate that the premium calculation basis

is likely of primary concern and possibly its effect often outpaces  that of the run-off inaccuracies

inherent in the reserving method itself.

* The extension of the conventional runoff triangle of theChain  Ladder methods to a trapezium,

as expected, improved the stability, as seen by comparing the options 3 and 5 of the Chain Ladder

and Mixed columns.

* Note that in the cases 1, 3 and 5 the stochastic variation of the premium income also is involved.

4.S.Sensitivity  testings. The effects of various impulses, shocks and disturbances on these processes

can be studied by the same model outlined above.

As an example of these kinds of sensitivity testing an extra increment was given to the

structure variable q(t) in accounting years 3 and 4 as shown in Fig.4.7. The outcomes are simulated

as ‘single shots”, first without this extra increment, and then with it. The changes in the relevant

variables are shown by shading the area between the original and changed curves.

Both the ratios X/P and R/P are plotted for the three reserving methods as depicted in Figures

4.7 and 4.8. The effect is channeled in two ways: 1) via the premium income P, which was simulated

to be the moving average (3.6) and 2) via the reserve calculations. The change in &, of course,

wholly arises via the premium channel and the continued effect after the cease of the impulse at t=4

is due to the moving average rule of P which is based on a retroactive account for claims from a

lengthy period preceding the accounting year t.

Note that expectedly the q-impulse has (nearly) no effect on in R(t) in the case of the Chain

Ladder method. This is due to the well-known fact that the changes in both terms of the run-off error

formula (3.1) offset each other, i.e. the Chain Ladder method automatically adjusts for the change

in the level of X.
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Structure variable q(t)

X /P  Cha in  Ladder X /P  Premium-based X / P  M i x e d

R/P  Cha in  Ladder R/P  Premium-based R / P  M i x e d

F1c.4.7. The effects provoked by an impulse of magnitude 0.1 exerted on the structure function q(r)

in years 3 and 4.

Fig.4.8 displays the effects which are brought about when an extra shock is given to the

simulated flow of inflation, represented hy variable l,(t) The technique is the same as in Fig. 4.7.
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\

The rate of inflation index = I.(t)/l,(t-I)-1

X/P Chain Ladder

R/P Chain Ladder

.>
. I I.

X/P Premium-based X / P  M i x e d

R/P  I’remrum-based R / P  M i x e d

F1c.4.8. The effects provoked by an extra impulse of magnitude 0.14 exerted on the simulated rate

of inflation in years 2 and 3.

5 .  D iscuss ion

5.1. Reservation. Let us recall that this paper is intended to dcscrihe a simulation-hased  approach

of how to analyse  the various kinds of unccrtainries which are involved with claims reserving

methods. The numerical examples are only intended to illustrate the method and do not claim IO have

universal validity in the evaluation of the merits and demerits nut even of the exemplified rules,

though some observations can be made on the particular portfolios studied. However, we hope that
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the ideas outlined above might prove useful  and inspire further research efforts in acquiring insights

into the properties of the most common and often sophisticated reserving methods and, perhaps, to

find guidance for their future development.

5 . 2 .  O u r  p r i m a r y  nppraisal of the applicnbility  of the outlined testing procedure is positive.

Here, as quite commonly in many other contexts, the simulation approach seems to be flexible and

susceptible to extension also into the realm of very complex problems and models which otherwise

are beyond the tractability of conventional (rigorous) treatment. Obviously the simulation method can

compliment the conventional practices which are based on the post-facto recording and analyzing of

the observed runoff errors. This approach provides possibilities to separarely  reveal the effects of

specified background factors, such as inflation, catastrophes, changes in the portfolio, claims

handling, legislation, etc. Even circumstantial irregular impulses can easily be examined. These are

useful additional features to the conventional methods which are fully or, at least to a great degree,

restricted to deal with the data of total loss as a bulk, and seldom occurring events or combinations

of events may not appear at all.

5.3. The purpose of the procedure (when further experience on its usefulness is acquired) may

be to test the commonly used or proposed reserving techniques and qualify such on&  which prove

to be reasonably immune against variations in the structures of background factors, for instance, in

claims process, inflation, etc. and against the three sorts of errors referred to above. Possibly a

roughly scaled measure to rate the quality of the reserving methods can be found? Furthermore, the

testings can provide advance knowledge about reactions of the methods to adverse impulses such as,

for example, abruptly increasing inflation.

5.4. Discounting of the fulure claims settlements is another feature to be incorporated into the

analyses. It introduces the effects of the fluctuations and risks related to the investment income, which

can be substantial  particularly if the business is long-tailed (see DAYKIN et al(1987b)).

5.5. Effects to be credited to human bebaviour A comment, sometimes heard, is that the

reserves may have a tendency to excessive growth during the profitable phase of business cycles and,

on the other hand, to be largely reduced in years when the profitability is poor (see for example

Hewitt (1986)). Self-evidently, such kinds of “fluctuations” are beyond the scope of our testing

methods which presume a strict and consequent application of some specified reserving formula.

However, the possibility of the “human behaviour fluctuations” should be kept in mind as one of the

potential determinants of observed phenomena for instance in the cases where actual reserve

inaccuracies have been discovered.
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Appendix: Technical details

Abreviation: P&R = PEKTI~~NEN  and RANTALA  (1986)

1. Definitions and assumplions. We first simulate the “actual” claims in the areas depicted in Fig.

I .2. A random number representing the increment variable (cf. (I .3))  X(t;s.s)  is generated for each

cell, i.e. for all relevant pairs oft and s values.

The random number generator is the same as is represented in BEARD et al (1984). Section

6.8.3, however, using instead of the  NP-generator (BEARD et al (1984).  item 6.8.3b)  the so-called

WH-(WILSON-HILFERTY) generator, which is described in P&R, section 5.6. The generator is built

up on the assumption that the variable X to be simulated is of the (conditional) compound Poisson

type. It requires as input parameters the mean, standard deviation and skewness of X(t;s,s).  They can

be computed when the mean claim number and the lowest moments (not necessarily the whole

specified distribution function) of the individual claims are available, for instance, as estimates from

observed data or being suitably assumed. Though, in the cases where the number of claims is very

small both the number of claims as well as their individual sixes preferably can be directly generated.

For brevity, the formulae of mean  value only are outlined in what follows, because they reveal the

most relevant background factors and their formulation.

The mean of the increment X(t;s,s)  is defined, as in P&R, as the product of mean claim

number and mean claim size:

I (Al) E(X(t;s,s))  = n(t;s,s)  * m(t;s,s)

The first factor on the RHS stands for the expected number of the claims in the target cell:

W) nks,s) = n - I.(t) * q(t)  -g,(s)

where

- n is the mean claim number at the initial time t=O,

- I, is a function representing the growth (k) of the business volume,

- q is the structure (mixing) variable introducing into the model the stochastic fluctuation of the mean

claim number controlled by a (first  order) time series (see (A4) below), and

-g,  distributes n(t) to the development years I, tt I,...,tts-,  n(t) being the mean of the total claim

number of the cohort obtained as the product of the first three factors in (A2).

The mean claim size, the second factor in (Al), is ohtained from

I
( A 3 ) m(t;s,s)  = m * I,(t+s)  * g,(s)

where

- m is the mean claim size at t=O,
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- I, an index representing the changes of the mean claim sizes owing to inflation and possibly also to

other reasons. It is calibrated to be = 1 at t=O.

- Finally, g, allows the possibility to take into account changes in claim sizes which cannot be

explained by the index I,, for instance, if it is observed that the average value of delayed claims (s

large) has a tendency to differ from that of early paid claims.

Note: Instead of employing two development distributors g, and g, an alternative approach

is to build the model on the basis of their product g.=g:g, which represents the distribution of the

total claim swns  betweenthe cohort cells (cf. P&R, Section 1.7).

2.SpecXcations.

Porffolioparamerers:  Expected annual number of claims n= 10000 (see eq.(AZ))

Claim size distribution: the lowest moments about zero a,=0.006, +=O.OOl,  a,=O.OOOl  (Unit

suitably fmitlion,  then the average claim she is $6000).

StrucrurefLncfion  (also called mixing function):

(A4) q(t) = a&-l) + u,c(O

where a,=0.6, u,=O.O5  and E is a normally distributed (0,I)  random number (white noise).

7&e rate of inflation:

6-W i , ( t )  =  l,(t)fl,(t-1)-l  =  & +  a&(t-I)-&)  +  u&t)  2 V&

+ (an optional manually inserted) “shock”

where &,=  0.05, 4=0.7 and u,=O.OlS.

Real growrh  of fhe portfolio L(t)  = (I + i)’ with 4 = 0.0 I.

Developmetu disrriburion  g,(s) for s=O,  I.  2,... (see eq. (AS) and P&R. Section 3.4)

Short tail 0.6, 0.2, 0.15, 0.05

Long tail 0.15, 0.25, 0. IS,  0.15, 0. IO, 0.05, 0.05, 0.02, 0.02. 0.02, 0.02, 0.01. 0.01.

Formulae of the basic characteristics, see P&R, Section 5.1.

Random number generafor  is described in P&R, Section 5.6 and Pentikainen  et al (1989).

Appendix A

77re rransfomwd  amounr of loss (claims) in a development cell s of the cohort of the origin t-s (Item

3.3, eq. (3.6) and (3.7)).
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(A6) X’(t,s)  = X(t-s;s,s) * V(O)/V(t-s)

where V is an auxiliary variable representing the volume of the business with reference to simulated

inflation and assumed real growth of the portfolio:

647)  V(t) = UO~UO.

3. Discussion. The following features of our numerical simulation might be worth some special

comments:

* Parameter n introduces into the model allowance for changes in business volme.

* The structure variable q is stochastic and is generated as a first order time series (see

Appendix). Hence, the n-vahtes obtained for consecutive years are not independent (contrary to what

is mostly the case in the traditional risk theory). This correlation is one of the factors which can

crucially affect the range of fluctuations (cf. PENIX~INEN  et al (1989),  2.2).

* InjIarion  is stochastic and generated by using first order time series (AS).

* Also other backgound processes as the  structure variation and inflation could be assumed

to be srochasric.  in particular, the return ou investments.

* The model can be extended by introducing return on investments and discounting of the

future payments. Then a new component of stochasticity is incorporated into the model probably

having a significant effect in long-tailed business. However, we had to postpone this to later works.

Hence, in what follows, discounting is not performed.

* The portfolio of general insurers mostly consists of numerous lines and sublines,  and

reserves need to be made up for all of them. This feature is not dealt with in this paper, the

approaches, which are described, handle the claims as one single block which can either be any of

the lines separately or two or more of them combined. The multi-line problem is considered in

PENTIK~INEN  et al (1989).  Section 3.1.la,  p.27 and BEARD et al (1984) Section 3.7.
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When the Wind Blows:
An Introduction to Catastrophe Excess of Loss Reinsurance

by D.E.A. Sanders
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THE STORY OF A TILE

On 25th January 1990 a tile blew off my house  - luckily I managed to get a handyman in
who replaced  it - for f75.00 This may be exorbitant but they were busy and, in any case,
insurers  were paying claims up to f 1,000 without question.

I put in an insurance claim, and received f75.00.  By this time khe insurer - my own
company - had breached their deductible.  They themselves put in a claim totalling f67.50
(10% of the risk was retained). This cover was placed  with over 100 reinsurance
companies,  including  Munich Re. M 8 G Re and Syndicates  with Lloyds. By this lime these
reinsurers  had breached their limits and were passing  their excess  (f60.75)  to their
reinsurers.  The trail is now more difficult  to follow.  This f60.75 was passed  from Reinsurer
to Reinsurer  (including  Eagle Star’s  own reinsurance  operation) time and time again.

For convenience I will assume  it went 10 times round the system,  and generated some
f500 in transaction.  It then ended up at a Whole Account  protection programme  and went
into the Marine  market as an “incidental non-marine loss”. This went round the system  yet
again - and is still moving. My tile has been involved in over 20 financial transactions,  with
total amounts in excess  of El ,000.

If that storm  happened today, the situation  would be different  - there would possibly be only
two transactions since the secondary market has completely disappeared. The challenge
for the Actuary is to estimate the total cost  of this simple  transaction and to assist  in the
pricing of the products.  As the old age dies, and a new one arises,  I hope it is useful to put
down some of the methods  used in the past  to solve the problem  of tracking  the claim.
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THE POLICY

Excess  of Loss Policies  are split  into two distinct  types - Risk XL’s or working covers and
CATXL  or catastrophe covers.

A Risk XL covers the cost  of individual losses  above a certain specified  sum up to a
maximum  amount. The lower level is the deductible and the difference between the lower
level and the maximum  amount is the cover or line. Cover is sometimes expressed as a
number of lines which  equals cover/deductible, but this is more appropriate to surplus
treaties. The losses  may be unlimited  in amount or limited  by aggregate  amount.
Generally today policies  have limited aggregate amounts,  i.e. a reinsures exposure is
limited.

CATXL’s  covers the cost  of the aggregate claims  (after deduction of other reinsurance
recoveries) in excess of a specific  amount,  up to a maximum.  The type of risk and cover is
specified. For example the policy may cover losses  in excess of f5 million up to f25
million. The cover is called into play, and the insured  may receive up to f20 million. This
may be achieved by one loss of f25 million or 20 losses  of f6 million.

In the event of a loss, the cover is normally reinstated on a pro-rata basis  by the payment of
a reinstatement premium.  (The calculation may also be pro-temp I.e. related to remaining
exposure period).  Thus, in our example, a loss  of fl0 million will mean a f5 million payout,
less a reinstatement premium  of 5/20 x initial premium.

In general in Non-Marine Insurance  one reinstatement is given, and in Marine  insurance
two reinstatements are given. In effect,  the aggregate covers  are two and three times  the
stated  cover.  The policy may be specific  to the type of risk (e.g. UK windstorm) or general.
(All  losses  world-wide).

Other specific  considerations are two loss warranties (Le. for the cover to come into force
there must  be two losses).  Thus a single  vessel sinking  may be excluded.

Another important feature is the “hours clauses”. Under  this, in respect of most losses,  an
event is defined as a 72 hour period.  Thus  as a hurricane  hiis one part of the US causing
damage, and then another part four days later, this is categotised as two catastrophe
losses  and hence two deductibles apply. However,  if two separate events occur within a
specific  72 hour period,  each eyent is separate, despite the hours  clause,  and two
deductibles apply.

The exception is winter freeze losses  which apply over a 156 hour period. The art form in
this case is to pick the 7 days which  maximises  the loss - and hence the reinsurance
recoverable.

In 1990, it was difficult  to differentiate the losses  arising  from two storms  on 25th January
and 27th January. The market took a pragmatic view of this.
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THE PLACING OF CATASTROPHE REINSURANCE

Catastrophe Reinsurance is generally  placed  by Brokers  in the National and International
Reinsurance Market via a slip system.  Under  a slip system  a specific  percentage of the risk
is underwritten. For example, lf the risk Is for El0 million in excess of f2 million (i.e. to
cover losses  above f2 million up to an aggregate of f 10 million) an Underwriter may place
a line of 10%.  This gives him an initial exposure off 1 million (excluding reinstatement).

The Broker aims to try and place more than 100% of the risk. In the Non-Marine market,
the insured  normally retains 10% of the risk - but for the purpose of what follows this will be
ignored.  For Marine  risks 100% can still sometimes be placed.

If a Broker writes so the total “signings”  exceed lOO%,  then the slip is signed  down. In the
case  of the Broker placing 125%, the 10% line is signed down to 8%, and the exposure is
reduced  to f800,OOO.

If the Broker places 75% of the risk, there is no increasing  the line - the reinsurers’  limits are
set and the residual 25% is unplaced and hence retained by the insured.  Brokers  like
continuity, in that they always aim to place more than 100% of the risk,  and the renewal
business  is always given to the existing reinsurers  as a ftrst  refusal.  An example of a slip,
with the stamps  and lines Is attached as Appendix 1.

Now consider a major UK insurer. The exposure to property is astronomical. The
reinsurance it wishes to purchase  is f175  million In excess  of f25 million. It is extremely
difficult  - indeed impossible - to place such a risk in one tranche.  The largest reinsurer
would only want a small (2.5%)  line, and the very smallest would be writing  decimal point
lines. Note in the real slip some individuals are writing  only 0.15% of 95% of $25 million.

A Broker  would  spend an eternity trying to place the risk.  What  happens is that the
reinsurance is structured  into a placeable programme.  The f175  million over f25 million
could be structured  into, say, four separate categories:-

0) f25 million xs f 25 million

(ii) f25 million xs f 50 million

(iii)  f50 million xs f 75 million

(iv) f75 million xs f 125 million

The consequences of this are three fold:-

4 The business  has a greater possibility of being placed.  The smaller company which
only wants an exposure of f250,OOO  can write a 1% line on programme (i) or (ii).

b) Different reinsure6  like different types of risk.  Specialists  can be identified for each
contract.

c) The cost  of the programme theoretically  reduces.
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A simple  example will explain this last point (again reinstatements are ignored). Let us
consider a company with the following loss:-

0) 1 Loss of f60 million (4
(ii) 1 Loss of f40 million (B)
(iii) 3 Losses  of f 30 million (Ch (D) and (El

Under  the one policy structure  the insurer  received f35 million from A, f 15 million from B
and f5 million each from  C, D and E - a total of f65 million. Under  the new structure  he
receives f35 million from  A, (f25 million from the first  policy and f 10 million from the
second)  and nothing from B. C, D and E. If one reinstatement is allowed, he will also
receive f 15 million from  B, f5 million from  C and D and nothing from  El As the expected
receipt is lower,  so should  the theoretical premium.

The consequences of the above restructuring  lead to innovative  products  which  increase
the exposure of the actual programme.  These  include cascade programmes and top and
drop, where unused  parts  of the vertical programme (i.e. the higher value programme) is
used to cover a horizontal exposure (more losses  of lower value). Under  the example, an
insurers  cover (say f 50 m xs f 150 m) can be used to cover the losses  in (iii).

The important issue to note is that the price for CATXL  has changed radically in the last
three years.  This is due to recent  major losses.  Losses  in the CATXL  market are usually
given a name (e.g. Hurricane  Andrew)  or a CAT code (e.g. 87J). This is the ‘J’th  event of
year 1987. This storm  is .the event of 15th October when Michael  Fish,  the Weatherman,
got it all wrong!  Illustrations  of how, for example, Sevenoaks became one oak can be
found in [S].

The storm  of 1990 on 25 January is 90A. This is followed by 9OD  and 90G - 9OB  was an
aviation loss. Recent  losses  are given in the graphs  attached to this section.  Catastrophe
cover costs  have jumped by a factor of nearly 4.

The policy is rated on Premium  Income  i.e. as a percentage of premium  income of the
cedant company. There is normally a Minimum and Deposit  premium  which relates to the
expected premium income of the cedant.  However,  this premium  is usually expressed as a
Rate on Line, the Line being the exposure. The graphs  following this section illustrate the
point. In the rating  section  the issues  will be explained in greater depth.  The following
graphs  indicate the cost  as a mid point in a spread  of layers,  and indicate how the cover,
expressed as a percentage of premium  income,  has changed.

A company with a premium  income  of f 100 million wanting cover from f10 million to f30
million would, therefore, expect to pay a price above the 20% of premium  income on this
graph.  In 1990 this would have been about 5% (5% x f20 million line gives f 1 million). In
1992 this would be 25% on f 5 million.

This massive increase in rates  has created  new problems  for insurers.  When rates  were
cheap the philosophy was to place as much as you can. Why have rates increased
substantially?
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THE RETROCESSION  MARKET AND THE SPIRAL

Although pronounced dead, the spiral  and retrocessionary (reinsurance of reinsurance)
markets  are just alive - prices  have increased  tenfold.  The key phrase is LMX; which is
Excess  of Loss placed on London Market Excess  of Loss business.  The pnnciples  of
writing this business  are simple.

I have a series  of risks for which  I received a premium  of (say) f 100. If I can place these
risks with someone for (say) f98, I will have a guaranteed profit  of f2l Also,  in direct
reinsurance. the higher up the programme the cheaper per unit the risk. It was thought that
the same applied to Retrocessionary market,  this led to considerable misprlcing.  As long
as I could  sell my book of business  cheaper than I bought it. the basic  reinsurance product
itself was being priced too cheaply.

Take two reinsurers. Let us assume  both have fl0 million of inwards  reinsurance
exposure. Insurer  A reinsures  its whole portfolio with B and vice versa.  Both now,
individually, have f20 million of gross  exposure of which f 10 million is reinsured. (The first
program is f 10 million xs f0 million). They then place this second  level (f 10 million xs 810
million) with each other.

Their individual total exposure is f30 million of which  f20 million is reinsured. We  continue
this for, say 10 times,  giving us a comfortable f 110 million exposure of which f 100 million is
reinsured.  Of course,  the higher levels of reinsurance  are more remote for the loss and
accordingly are cheaper!  The Broker takes 10% of each placing  as brokerage.

A loss of f 10 million occurs  to each insurer. Insurer  A passes  f 10 million to Insurer  B. A
has f 10 million loss which he recovers. B has f 20 million loss, which  he recovers from A;
A has f30 million loss, f 10 million of which  is recovered, so he asks B for f20 million and
so on. An initial loss of fl0 million for each company produces  payments for A of fll0
million - and a net loss off 10 million.

This example is simplified.  In practice  there were hundreds  of companies and Lloyds
syndicates playing the game.

The rules of the game were quite simple  - understand  the total aggregate  exposure and
make sure you had more reinsurance than your rival. For example, if A had written one
more reinsurance its exposure would be f 110 mlllion with reinsurance of f 110 million, and
B would be f 120 million with reinsurance off 100 million. In the case  of no loss B would be
the winner - the premium  from A would be its profit. In the event of a claim, however A
would be the winner.  Several syndicates at Lloyds were the B players - reporting profit  to
names.  Since  the top layer was misprtced,  when a catastrophe occurred  the results  for
company B would be bankruptcy.

How would a prudent reinsurer have behaved in the Spiral  market? I will assume the
aggregate exposure is flO0  million (i.e. the total of all reinsurance written).  It would be
inefficienVimpossible  to reinsure  the total exposure. A prudent reinsurer should  have
purchased f60 million excess of f5 million. This would have cost  a considerable amount of
the incoming premium.

This gives a perceived retention of f 5 million and a “hidden” retention of f35 million (f 1 OO-
f60-f5).  In practice  what was happening was that either insurers  were not aware of their
aggregate  exposure or were being imprudent.  They were reinsuring  f25 million excess of
f2 million. The hidden retention was f73 million (i.e. an unreinsured exposure of f73
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million). A series  of losses  would devastate the market - which turned  out to be the case.
A lot of the criticisms  by Lloyds have been the lack of understanding of aggregate.

The turning  events for the market were the following losses:-

(1) Pber Abha

Press reports  regarding major professional  reinsurers  indicate  how they got their
reserves and recoveries wrong.

1999 Losses

Hugo, Exxon Valdez. Phillips Petroleum  and Arco  Platform.  Their  losses  are not yet
fully developed.

(3)

1989 was also hit by smaller losses  such the San Francisco  Earthquake (17.1099)
and Newcastle  (Australian)  Earthquake  (28.1299).

The European  Storms of 1990

For further details of this topic see either the “C.A.S.  Loss Reserving  Talk” [S] or
read Cathy Gunn’s  excellent book “Nightmare on Lime Street” 1111.
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There  are three basic  methods of assessing  ratios  for the rlsks:-

(1) Some form  of simulation relating storms  to a portfolio of risks.  The risks are usually
categorised by type (Household,  Property,  Shops,  Offices  etc.)  by value and by
postal code.  Old storms  or hypothetical new storms  are then simulated on the
portfolio.

Examples of this type of estimation may be found  In the GISG paper “Storm  Rating
in the Nineties”  (8). This type of method is often revealing about the area by area
exposure, but the estimation of losses  Is extremely  subjective. A windstorm loss
may vary between 0.5% to 2% of Sum Insured  and the uncertainty is enormous.
Key factors  are often excluded from the databases, for example, construction type.
On ordinary household policies,  no account is taken of the square footage and
number of stories.  We  rate policies  by Sum Insured  (a linear type rating),  yet
Danish  experience  indicates storm  exposure increases  with increased square
footage (square  footage is a rating  factor in Danish  household policies).

The information given by such simulations should  not, however, be discounted.

(2) Rumina Cost Rating

(3)

Under  Burning  Cost  Rating actual  losses  incurred  are used to determine the cost.
The keys to assessing  these rates are:-

(a) Loss Freauency

A burning  cost  method  is only suitable if there are a sufficient  number of
losses  to obtain a suitable loss frequency.

08 lndexatlon

Losses  should  be revalued into current terms.  This involves both inflation
and the increase In number of policies.  A suitable index could  be premium
income adjusted for any rate changes.

(4 Chanaes  In Policv  Conditions

(d) Changes  In Retentions

Emosure  Rating

Simulation is one fom of Exposure Rating. Normally,  exposure rating  is intended to
provide a comparison with the burning cost  rate - particularly if changes to the
portfolio have taken place.

Exposure rating is used to rate areas and covers with little or no loss experience.
There are three stages:-

(1) Establish  a Catastrophe Estimated  Maxlmum  Loss (E.M.L.).
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(2) Establish  a Catastrophe Premium  - this is normally From The Ground  Up -
(F.G.U.).

(3) Establish  a suitable Loss Distribution  Curve. In the example I will use a
Pareto type distribution.

As an alternative  to this type of approach,  formula could be used. In my ASTIN  paper,  I
use formulae from  Financial  Mathematics and Option  Pricing (Black-Scholes)  to derive
consistent price  rating  for certain classes  of loss. This involves the estimation of three
parameters, the return  period if an event being one of them and implied volatility  is another.
A similar approach is made by using Pareto formulae. These methods involve difficult
mathematics and are beyond the scope  of this paper.

Set out below is an example of a calculation for a UK direct writer requiring  a quote of f25
million excess of f50 million. Reinstatements and brokerage are ignored.

The estimated Gross  Premium  income  for 1992 is f 230 million and the data is as follows:-

1991

1990

1989

1988

1987

1986

Premium

220,000.000

200,000,000

180,000,000

170,000.000

160.000,000

155000.000

Losses
F.G.U.

Nil

95,000,OOO (90A)
22,000,OOO (90G)

Nil

Nil

65,000,OOO (87J)

Nil

Indexed

Nil

109,250,000
25300,000

Nil

Nil

96.451,612

Nil

1985 150,000.000 Nil Nil

1984 145,000,000 6500,000 10,310,344

1983 120,000,000 Nil Nil

1982 100,000,000 Nil Nil

We  first  calculate the Maximum  Possible  loss.  This is taken as twice  the 90A Loss Indexed
i.e. f220  million (2 x 109.250).  Thls is the current  market practice.

Next, we calculate a loss for a specific  layer. I use 90% xs of 10% of the largest loss
(109,250.OOO)  say f 90 million xs f 10 million.

The losses  are larger and in this treaty today would be f90 million + f15.3 million +
f86.451 million + fO.310 million = f 192.151 million. (This Is similar to the burning cost).
The average cost  is f19.215 million per annum.
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This cost, from  the Pareto curve,  represents  about 50% of the total cost.  This is taken from
the size of loss curve looking at the size of loss  of 10 (giving 20%) and 50 giving 70%).
Therefore,  the total catastrophe programme  should cost  f38.42 million.

The f50 million point represents  about 22.5% of the E.M.L. of f220.000.000  and f75
million (i.e. f25 million xs of f50 million) is about 34% of E.M.L. Using the lower graph
22.5% is about 45% of loss cost, 34% is 60% of loss cost  and so the premium  is 15% of the
total cost  of f38.42 million or f5.73 million (before  expense, commission  and safety
loading).

The basic  problem  is that the market is not applying this type of rating, and reinsurance
costs  are substantially higher than those derived by the above calculations or any pure
exposure basis. They are trying to recover the rest  of the early losses  to re-establish
capital.

The Capacity of Reinsurance  has been devastated. Lloyds names  have ceased to be
members  of syndicates and Reinsurers  have ceased  to trade.  Accordingly,  premium  rates
are substantially above the theoretical calculated  rate, due to demand exceeding supply
and the absence of any real retrocession  or spiral market.

Let us consider the need.  I will relate everything to 90A as this is the market norm
(remember PML is 2x Indexed 90A loss).

I will consider nine companies,  A-l. These  are all UK composite insurers.  In the first  graph
90A losses  are expressed as a proportion of Premium  Income.  Thus for Company A, 90A
loss F.G.U.  represents 40% of its total property premium  income.

The next graph represents the deductible as a proportion of premium.  The average
deductible is about 10% of property premium,  although there is wide fluctuation.

Finally, I give the cover purchased  From The Ground  Up. Thus Company A purchased
reinsurance between about 12.5% and 87.5% of its premium  income,  90A accounted for
about 40% of its premium  income,  so in an event which is twice as damaging it should  still
have protection.  Company B, however is only purchasing  up to its 90A cover and it is,
therefore, more exposed to possibly higher losses.  The rate on Line, as a Proportion  of
90A, is given for 1992 reinsurance costs.

In the example I calculate a premium  for f25 million xs f50 million at f5.73 million or about
23% rate on line.

Based on this, we have exposure from 45.5% (5OHO9.25)  to 68.6% (75HO9.25).  This has
an average of 57.2. From the graph for 1992, the Market  would be charging  a rate on Line
of slightly more than 30% or f7.5  million.

There are clearly many considerations that need to be taken into account:-

(4 If the actual price is loaded by 25% to 40% over expected values should  the cover
be bought? The answer to this depends  on the shareholders resources  and/or
future employment prospects  for the Managers.  Should  an event occur  what would
be the impact  on the P 8 L account.

04 What  should  be done about the retention? If only 75% of the business  is placed,
how should  the reinsurance  of the 25% be planned for. Losses  need to be
financed. Should  the “loaded” or “real” premium  be transferred  to the Internal
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Funding  mechanism,  if that route is chosen. The loading represents brokerage
(10%) and safety margins  (15%).

(c) What  about losses  below the retention? In previous years retentions were set as
low as 2%-3% of premium  income.  Freeze and other losses  were reinsured  as part
of the overall programme.  How should  they be financed or planned?

In simulations made for the ASTIN  paper it is not unusual  to find the catastrophe
attrition losses  (i.e. those below the deductible) to be. on average, a factor of
between 100% and 150% of the deductible.  The reasons for this are as follows:-

0) We  have a considerable number of small losses  (e.g. floods,  freeze etc.)
below the catastrophe. The recent 1993 January storms  and floods have
cost  many insurers  f 10 million or more.

(ii) When the big catastrophe hits,  a prior charge of the deductible is made
before any reinsurance  can be recovered.

These issues  need careful  planning.

Finally, pre 1990, the cost  of reinsurance  for the UK property account was small compared
with the premium  income  and deductibles were considerably lower.  Premiums  were based
on gross  experience, and profit  made on reinsurance.  Nowadays, the cost  of catastrophe
claims  via catastrophe premium,  deductible,  retained percentage of programme and so on
is considerably higher.

The basis  for premium  rates  should  be the larger of:-

(0 Gross  premium.

0) Net premium  plus catastrophe costs.

I believe the rating  basis  has switched  i.e. (ii) is larger than (i); yet the insurance market has
not reacted.  I also believe that the UK property account could be suffering  because the
market has not addressed this problem.  The reinsurance or catastrophe costs  are not yet
fully costed  in the premium  basis.
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RESERVING FOR CATASTROPHES

It is normal to review a book of Excess  of Loss Reinsurance  Business  in two parts:-

1. The attrition losses  arising  from working covers.

2. The individual (main)  catastrophes separately.

For the catastrophe, the losses  can be reviewed either in aggregate or the cover to which
they relate (Reinsurance,  Retrocession  business,  Spiral business,  Specific,  International,
Whole  Account).

1 The purpose  of reserving is hvo-fold:-

1. To ensure adequate  reserves are placed,  and the account is not under or over
reserved.

2. To provide management  information at specific  points  of time.

This management  information may be used to purchase  additional reinsurance
cover.

The method I use is curve fitting  a three parameter curve to the paid and incurred  claims:-

Y = A (l-EXP (-t/B)  c,

This is a monatonic increasing  curve.

The parameters are:-

A = Anticipated ultimate loss.

B = Parameter for slope of the curve.

c = Parameter for the shape of the curve.

t = Period  (in days).

For pre 1992 catastrophes B was in general about 600 and C = 2. For modem
catastrophes (Typhoon 19 and Hurricane  Andrew)  B is much lower.

Reserving is not just curve fitting. Several other factors  need to be taken into account

0) Estimation  is based on Paid Claims and Incurred  (i.e. Paid plus Reported
Outstanding Claims).

In most  catastrophes there is a gap between these paid and incurred.  The first
three graphs attached to this section  show  the gaps for Hurricanes  ALICIA,  GLORIA
and GILBERT.  The amounts have been normalised  so that today’s incurred  claims
are f 100.000.000.

The most  developed  is ALICIA  when a gap of about f10.000,000  has been
apparent for a number of years.  The possible  explanation  is that there are a
residual  amount of outstanding losses  reported by Brokers,  which  have not been
released as the catastrophe claims are made. These  are possibly redundant.
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When reserving, one needs to be aware of this 5%-10% gap. The incurred  position
should  unwind as these reserves are released. ALICIA  occurred  in 1983; GLORIA
In 1985 and GILBERT  in 1987. Gilbert  is primarily a Jamaican loss and reporting
standards for Caribbean countries  may reflect  the wider gap. All the losses  are
expressed in one currency.
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(ii) Curve fitting  is statistical  by nature,  and one should  be aware of standard errors.
The best  fit curve may give an Ultimate  below the current  paid or incurred.  This
feature should  be taken into account  when undertaking the reserves Whereas
incurred  unwinds,  paid claims increase.

(iii) The use of a single curve may not be appropriate. Certain  loss payments come in
two distinct  surges.  The first is normally the physlcal  damage (Loss  of Rig - Piper
Alpha;  Loss of Aircraft - Japanese 747; Earthquake - San Francisco  - Plant
Destruction  - Phillips).

This is followed by liability or business  interruption losses:-

Employers Liability - Piper  Alpha

Passengers  Liability - Japanese747

Architects  Liability San Francisco  Earthquake

Business  Interruption - Phillips

It may be appropriate to superimpose  a second  (later)  curve for this final surge.
Examples are clearer in the development  curves  at the end of this section.

(iii) Underwriters  judgement  and exposures should  be taken into account.  although
based  on crude  estimates,  the exposure multiplied  by a probable maximum  loss
(80% say) may be the only guidelines available.

Attached is a typical exposure for Hurricane  Andrew:(Amounts  are artificial).
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(iv) The difference  between  Marine  end Non-Marine  Losses

In general a Non-Marine loss such as Hurricane  Hugo will rise rather rapidly in the
-Non-Marine account.  As the Non-Marine  Specific  reinsurance is absorbed the

Whole  Account protections (with associated spiral) come into play. Non-Marine
losses  are normally settled  first  and the CAT  developments  reach  a stable position
fairly early. Marine  Excess  of Loss and Whole  Account claims  then take up.

My estimation for parameter S for Hugo is 232 days Non-Marine and 744 days
Marine.

Marine  Gross  Losses  also tend to be substantially higher than Non-Marine  Gross
Losses.  This Is due to the more effective spiral (no 10% retention). A 30 times
spiral (i.e. gross  to net) is not unusual.

(4 The Special  Impact  of 1999

In 1969 there were a number of losses  which  have had a substantial impact on the
CATXL  market - particularly the Marine  market.  There  are only three large losses
allowed for on most  treaties - yet we have four major losses  - Hurricane  Hugo,
Exxon Valdez, Phillips Petroleum (an explosion) and Arcc  Platform  (a dtilllng rig).
For a large number of reinsurers  one of these three is redundant - and the smallest
is Arco  Platform.

To put these figures  into perspective the Marine  Market losses:  Hurricane  Hugo
(total $4 billion of which about $2.4 million is non Marine  and the Marine  losses  are
likely to be $1.6 billion) $1 billion Exxon Valdez,  $1 billion Phillips and $0.4 billion
Arco  Platform.  A consequence of this is that in the book of incurred  claims there is
likely to be some double counting (i.e. the sum of all the notified  losses  per cedant is
likely to exceed the aggregate exposure). The paid losses  are controlled by
physical  checks  on amounts recovered under treaties, but aggregate  exposures are
not. As a result  the smallest losses  are likely to have higher than average
redundancy as the incurred  position  unwinds.

Secondly, Phillips Petroleum is a very confusing  loss In that it is one of the few
losses  which  the model fails to fit. The reason is that it is , in reality, three different
types of loss which behave differently - namely a material damage loss, a business
interruption loss and a US liability loss.  It is, in practice  slower to develop than its
peer losses.

On the attached sheets I calculate the factors  for these losses.  I have nom-talised
the losses  so that today’s incurred  losses  are flO0 million.

Note that Non-Marine Hugo has stopped  and Marine  Hugo has nearly completed its
development,  and Arco  and Exxon are near complete development.  Considerable
uncertainty surrounds  Phillips so an alternative method  may be required.

The figure in brackets  is the standard  error.
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CATASTROPHE

HUGO NON-MARINE

HUGO NON-MARINE

HUGO MARINE

HUGO MARINE

E
ARC0 MARINE

ARC0 MARINE

EXXON MARINE

EXXON MARINE

PHILLIPS MARINE (PHIL) INCURRED 211.421 (9.678)

PHILLIPS MARINE (PHIL) PAID 95.57 (3.610)

(NMHUGO)

BASIS

INCURRED

A

100.050 (0.323)

s
232 (2.03)

(NMHUGO) PAID 94.763 (1.532) 429 (10.58)

(HUGO) INCURRED 102.508 (1.721) 744 (11.08)

(HUGO) PAID 90.833 (1.055) 786 (6.81)

(ARCO) INCURRED 105.419 (3.259) 960 (21.44)

(ARCO) PAID 80.514 (1.887) 933 (15.5)

(EXXON) INCURRED 108.97 (5.628) 897 (43.19)

(EXXON) PAID 83.93 (7.284) 988

1,341

995

(62.21)

(404.80)

(22.73)

CATS OF 1989

C

1

1.8

3

3.4

3.0

3.4

2.0

2.9

2.0

3.0

(0.19)

(0.08)

(0.08)

(0.08)

(0.14)

(0.15)

(0.15)

(0.30)

(0.4

(0.7)
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Finally,  I set out some further examples of Windstomt  Losses. Note how different the
Development of Typhoon 19 (Merielle) is when compared with the other losses.

Hurricane  Andrew also has the same features.  The amounts in the brackets  are standard
errors  to the parameter  estimation.

Several points  need to be noted:-

0)

(ii)

(iii)

04

In Lloyds and many London Market Companies Reserves are only reviewed
annually. This leads to a lack of ongoing  data. Furthermore,  accounts  are not
finalised until three years’ losses  have occurred.  The lower the number of data
points,  the less information is available. This leads to a large error potential  in the
parameter estimations. Frequent data points  are needed for better estimations.

The estimation process  is only the first  stage of establishing the reserves.  The
estimate may exceed the aggregate exposure and special features may need to be
brought into consideration.

The reserves are gross  reserves.  Net reserves are calculated by super-imposing
the reinsurance programme on anticipated ultimate loss to obtain the net reserves.

There is no need to fit the curve over the whole period. Recent developments  can
also be fitted  to highlight any local shot-l  term variation in the data. Errors  may occur
due to information not being put in the database in a uniform  manner which  can
distort the picture.
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CATASTROPHE

GILBERT (1987)

GILBERT (1992)

GLORIA (1988)

GLORIA (1989)

MERIELLE  (1991)

g MERIELLE  (1991)

STORM 90A

STORM 90A

STORM 90D

STORM 90D

STORM 90G

MARINE/
NON
MARINE

(NM)

(NW

V-W

(NM)

VW

VW

(W

(W

(Ml

(Ml

04

BASIS

INCURRED

PAID

INCURRED

PAID

INCURRED

PAID

INCURRED
(STSOM)

PAID
(STSOA)

INCURRED
(STSOD)

PAID
(STSOD)

INCURRED
(STSOG)

LOSSES

A

101.363

96.537

124.837

161.726

97.204

93.717

106.823

(0.781)

(4.110)

(7.822)

(31.326)

(1.359)

(1.059)

(6.163)

B

405

1063.2

1555

3091

762

81.2

810

(7.08)

(53.04)

(184.6)

(777.6)

(2.59)

(1.90)

(26.78)

C

1

1.5

1

1

3.1

3.7

4.0

91.079 (2.217) 841.7 (9.79) 4.7

113.690 (6.156) 464 (46.42) 1.0

69.796 (1.092) 521.8 8.21 2.8

110.001 (4.456) 567 (29.0) 2.0

(0.019)

(0.04)

(0.05)

(0.1)

(0.40)

(0.39)

(0.28)

(0.15)

(0.07)

(0.12)

(0.07)



STORM

STORM

STORM

STORM

5 STORM

STORM

STORM

STORM

STORM

90G

87J

87J

90A

90A

90D

90D

90G

90G

(4

I I

(NM)

VW

(NM)

(NM)

PAID
(STSOG)

INCURRED

PAID

INCURRED

PAID

INCURRED

PAID

INCURRED

PAID

85.566

96.516

89.377

100.163
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(0.045)
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(1.721)

(3.211)

(1.055)

(4.317)

(6.994)

798.9 (66.39)

320.1 (4.39)

512.1 (11.15)

331 (4.44)

439 (8.92)

402 (22.64)
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589 (29.42)

799 (52.83)

2.3 (0.13)

1.4 (0.04)

1.6 (0.06)

2.0 (0.06)

3.3 (0.02)

1 (0.08)

2.8 (0.12)
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SOME THOUGHTS ON THE FUTURE;

What  type of losses  should  we look for in the future? There is a time bomb of potential
losses  out there,  and I will try and give an indication of the magnitude:-

a) Meteorite Hit

These  events are not rare. It is possible  that once every 65 million years a
meteorite large enough hits the earth and causes  mass extinctions.  A large meteor,
big enough to devastate a substantial  part of Europe  is expected once every million
years.  We  have no recent experience of such events. An underwriter said that they
gave the cover for free!

b) Earthauaka

The potential for “big ones” are:-

Tokyo - due any time.

Los Angeles

San Francisco/Hayward  Fault

Central  Europe  - about one every 10,000 years

The Market has not had a significant  earthquake in recent times. The Loma Prieta
(San Francisco)  earthquake insurance  was largely retained in the US and very little
found  its way to London.  A Tokyo earthquake on the scale of the one In 1923 is
anticipated to cost  $400 billion and reduce  world  GNP.  The Japanese have insured
for thls event by buying assets  outside Japan (e.g. Manhattan) and the reallsation
of these assets  and the impact  on the Yen are difficult  to assess  [see 121.

A Californian earthquake will not be as expensive, the main factor of loss being the
wind speed and direction  at the lime and its effect  on the fires. The maximum  cost
is of the order of $60 billion. California  has tried to create an earthquake  fund to
finance this cost, but realised  that the cost  of payments would break the State if any
event should  occur.

A Central/North European earthquake would be devastating because construction
standards do not take into account earthquake exposures.

c) Hurricanes

Saffir - Simpson Hurricane Scale:-
Index 0 Winds less than 74 m.p.h.

Index 1 Winds 74-95  m.p.h.

Index 2 Winds 96-l 10 m.p.h.

Index 3 Winds 111-130 m.p.h.

Index 4 Winds 131-155 m.p.h.

Index 5 Winds over 155 m.p.h.

All measurements are standard anemometer  elevations.
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Whilst  the number of storms  seems to be fairly consistent,  the number of powerful
Hurricanes  and Windstorms  has increased.  On the graphs  appended to this section I set
out details on an annual basis, of the number of Storm  and Hurricanes  per annum over
period of 120 and 105 years respectively. Details  are found in [g]. These  indicate a steady
number of storms,  but a cyclic  frequency (80 year cycle)  in Hurricanes. Local  fluctuation
could  possibly be attributed to El Nino events.

We  are seeing an increase in storm intensity.  Hunicanes Hugo and Andrew were given
Index 5 (although the Andrew damage seemed to indicate it was about Index 3.5). Index 5
storms  are due to occur  only once in 100 years.  In the UK we have seen our once in 300
year storm  twice  in the past  few years. The actual  number of storms  appear  to be constant
(see [a]). Is this the impact of Global Warming7  Has the new volcanic dust  from Mount
Pinatoba affected  weather  for a short  period - particularly as It came  with an El Nino event.
Have we been lucky? Certainly if Andrew had struck  Florida  10 miles further North, the
cost  of the loss is estimated to have been $40 billion as opposed to the current estimate of
$12 billion (and rising!).

The cost of such storm  damage has been increased by two factors:-

(i) The inflationary value of property.

(ii) The population wishing  to live in more exposed areas (e.g. sea fronts).

Buildings  have been constructed  to inadequate standards for the newer weather  patterns’
energy.

For more details see [7), [8] and [lo].

If the Thames barrier falls, what would be the consequence?

If the Thames banter  doesn’t fail, what happens to Essex?1

The Future

It is clear from the above that reserves need to be built out of current income to provide for
the cost  of these events. The Revenue puts the UK Market at a potential disadvantage  to
its European competitors by taxing such reserves.

CATXL  is accordingly becoming  more and more difficult  to purchase.  Alternative forms  of
insurance  are being introduced  to meet the shortfall.  These  fall into the stable of Financial
(or Finite)  Reinsurance.  A classic  example Is a “spread loss”  contact when losses  from one
event are spread forward over many years. Actuaries  are becoming.more  involved with
such contracts  because of the need to get future cash flows  correct to minimise  loss. How
long will it be before such contracts  are traded and a “spread  loss”  spiral  is created?

Other insurers  are using quota share  as a form of catastrophe cover.  The Proportional
Treaty Reinsurer is waking up to this,

Actuaries will become more involved with Catastrophe Reinsurance  as a result of the new
alternative.
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CONCLUSIONS

The Catastrophe XL Market  is one of the most  interesting  and stimulating  markets  open to
Actuaries.  This paper briefly touches the surface  of many of the issues involved. The
greater challenge is to find methods  of managing the uncertainty and profitaglity  of a
market where demand exceeds supply, and where profits,  though great,  can be just as
easily blown away with the wind.

I have kept this paper brief for two reasons.  The first is a personal one in that I have no
intention of giving all my secrets  away. The second  is to stimulate interest  in the expanding
role of the Actuary in Non-life  Insurance.

Next time a major catastrophe event occurs,  many UK insures may be exposed to
considerable toss.  The challenge is to find methods  of managing and funding  for these
potential losses. If the tile should  fall today, the claim paid by the direct  insurer  is going to
impact  more substantially on the Profit  and Loss Account.  In addition,  the cost  to the
individual can only increase  as the impact  of storm damage is felt by UK. insurers.
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Which Stochastic Model is Underlying the Chain Ladder Method?
by Thomas Mack, Ph.D.
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W H I C H  S T O C H A S T I C  M O D E L  I S  U N D E R L Y I N G  T H E  C H A I N  L A D D E R  M E T H O D ?
\

BY THOMAS  MACK. PH.D.,  hlUNlCH KE

Editor’s Note: This  paper wns  presented to the XXIV ASTIN Colloqrrim. in Cambridge in
1993.  Also. this  paper  wns  mvarded the first-ever  CA.5 Chnrles  A. Huchemeisrer  Prize in
November 1994.

Abstract:

The usual  chain  ladder metlwd is a deterministic claims  reserving method.  In the last  years.
o stochastic  loglineor  approximation  to the chain ladder method  hav  been u~rl  by several
authors especially  in order  to quantify the variability  of the estimated  claims  reserves.
Although  the reserves  estimated  by both  merAo&  are clenrly diflerent.  rk logknenrapproxi-
mation has been  called “chain ladder.”  too.  by these  nrcthors.

In this  note,  we  show  that D different  distribution-free  stochusric  model i.v underlying the

chain ladder method; i.e. yie1d.s  exactly  the some claims  reserves  as the usual  chain ladder
method.  Moreover.  D comparison  of this  stochavic  model with the above-mentioned lo-
glinear  approximation  reveals  that the nvo models  rely on dtrerent philosophies on the
claims  process.  Because  of these  fundamental  diflercnces  the loglinear  approximation
deviates  from  the usual  chain  ladder method in LI decisive  way  and should therefore not be
called “chain  ladder”  any  more.

Finally,  in the appendi.r  it is shon:n  that the loglinear  approximation  is much  more volatile
than  the usual  chain ladder method.

I. The USI& dererministic  chain /odder method

LCI C;k dcnok Lhc accumulated claims amoum of accidcnl  year i. I 5 i 5 n. cilhcr  paid or incurred up IO

dcvclopment  year k. 1 2 k I n. The values of C,r:  for i + k 5 n + I arc known IO us (run-off uianglc)  and we

wan1 to cstima1e  1hc  values  of Cik for i + k > n + I, in particular 1hc  uhimatc  claims amount Ci,  of each

accident  year i= 2. _... n.

The chain ladder method consis  of cslimating  lhc unknown amounts  C,k. i + k > n + I, by

(1)

whcrc

n-k n-k

(2) fk = z Cj. k+ 1 / z cjk, 1 2 k 5 n - 1.
j= I j= I

For many years this has ken used as a self-explaining  dcrcrminisk  algorithm which was no1 derived
from a s1ochastic model.  In order  10 quantify Ihe  variability of 1hc  cstimatcd  ultimate claims amounts. thcrc
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UNDERLYING ‘TIC+  CHAIN LADDER METHOD?

have been several attempts to find  a stochastic model underlying the chain ladder method. Some  of these wiU
be reviewed in the following chapter. I

2. Some srocharric models  related  to the chain ladder  method

In order to find a stochastic model underlying the chain ladder method we have to cast the central equation
(1) of the chain ladder method into stochastic terms. One way of doing this runs along the following lines:
We conclude from (I) that

lhis  is generafizd  IO the stochastic model

(3 ) E(Ci, k + 1) = E(Cik)  JL lSkSn-1,

where all Cn am considered IO be random variables and!),  . . ..f.,-t  to be unknown  parameters.

Introducing the incremental amounts

with the convention Cio  = 0. one can show that model (3) is equivalent to the following model for S& :

(4 ) E(Sik)  = xiyk. 1 I i. k 5 n,

with unknown parameters  Xi* 1 2 i 4 n. and yk, lSk5n,withyt+...+y,=l.

Proofof  the equivalence of (3) and (4):

(3)==> (4): Successive application of (3) yields

E(Cin)=E(Cik)  fkx ... Xfn- I

Because

Wd = E(Ci.d - E(Ci, k - I)

=ycjn)((fkx...xfn-,)-'-(fk-,x...xfn-I)-')

we obtain (4) by defining
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I-

yk=(fkx...Xfn-l)-l-(fk_,X...Xfn-,)-l,  21;kSn-1.

yn= 1 -(fn- I)-‘.

lhisdefinition  htLfiUsyt  + . +y,,= 1.

(4) => (3): we have

=&@I+  +yd

and therefore

E(~~~,~l)_Yl+...+Yk+yk+l=:fk,  ,<k,n-,,

1 Yl + . +Yk

The stochastic model (4) clearly has %I-1  free parameters Xi.  yk. Due to the equivalence of (3) and (4)

one concludes that also  model (3) must have 2n - 1 parameters. One immediately sees n - 1 parameters

fi, . . .f,,-  t. The other n parameters become visible if we look at the proof (3) => (4). It shows that the

level of each accident year i. here measured by Xi = E (C&.  has to be considered a parameter, too.

Now, one additionally assumes that the variables Sk,  1 5 i. k 5 n. arc independent. Then  the parameters

xi, yk of model (4) can be estimated (e.g. by the method of maximum likelihood) if we assume any distribution

function for Sp;  e.g.. a one-parametric one with expected value x& or a twoparametric one with the second

parameter being constant over all cells (i.k). For example, we can take one of the following possibilities:

(49 & = Normal (X&.  0’)

W Sa = Exponential (I/(x&))
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(Observe that (4a) and (4~) introduce even a further parameter 2).  Possibility (4a) has been introduced
into the literature by de Vylder 1978 using least squares estimation of the parameters. The fact that claims
variables are usually skewed to the right is taken into account by possibilities (4b) and (4c) but at the price
that all incremental variables gik must be positive (which is not the case with the original chain ladder method

and ohen  restricts the use of (4b)  and (4c) to triangles of paid amounts).

Possibility (4b) has been used by Mack 1991. Possibility (4c) was introduced by Kremer 1982 and
extended by Zehnwirth 1989 and 1991. Renshaw 1989, Christofides 1990. Vernll  1990 and 1991. It has the
advantage that it leads to a linear model for log(&).  namely to a two-way analysis of variance, and that the

patameters  can therefore be estimated  using ordinary regression analysis.

Although model (4c) seems to be the most popular possibility of model class (4). we want to emphasize
that it is only one of many different ways of stochastifying mode.1  (4). Moreover, possibilities (4a), (4b).  (4c).
yield different estimators for the parameters Xi. yk, and for the claims reserves and ah of thcsc arc different

from the result of the original chain ladder method. Therefore this author finds it to be misleading that in the
papers by Zehnwirth  1989 and 1991.  Renshaw 1989. Christotides  1990. Vcrrall 1990  and 1991 model (4~)
explicitly or implicitly is called  “rhe scholastic model underlying the chain ladder”  or even directly “chain
ladder model.” In fact, it is something different. In order  to not efface this difference.  model (4c) should better
lx caUed”loglinearcross-classified  claims reserving mcthod.“ln  the next chapter we show that this difference
does not only rely on a different parametric assumption or on different estimators but stems from a different
underlying philosophy.

3. A distribution-free  stochastic  modelfor  the original  chain ladder method

lhe stochastic models (4a). (4b).  (4c) described  in the last chapter did not lead us to a model which yields
the same reserve formula as the original chain ladder method. But we will now dcvclop  such a model.

If we compare model (3) with the chain ladder projection (I). we may get the impression that the transition

6% E.1.11+2-f-.-C. 3t.n+l-I n+l-i

in (1) from the most recent observed amount Ci, “+ t -i to the estimator for the first unknown amount

Ci.n+l-i has not been captured very well by model (3) which uses

W ~i.n+Z-i=E(Ci..+,-i)f,+l-i.

The crucial difference between (A) and (B) is the fact that (A) uses the actual observation C,. ,, + t - i

itself as basis for the projection whereas (B) takes its expected  value.  This  means that the chain ladder method
implicitly must use an assumption which states that the information contained in the most recent observation

Ci,n+l-i is more relevant than that of the average E(Ci,  ,, + t _ , ,) This is duly taken into account by the

model

(3 E(Ci.k+lICiI.....C,k)=Cikfk. l<iSn,  l<kSn-I
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which is (due to the iterative rule for expectations) more restrictive than (3). Moreover, using (5) we ate able
to calculate the conditional expectation E(CikID),  i + k > n + I , given the data

observed so far, and knowing this conditional expectation is more useful  than knowing the unconditional

expectation E(Cik)  which ignores the observation D. Finally,  the following theorem shows that using (5) we

additionally need only to assume the independence  of the accident years, i.e. to assume that

(6) {Cit. . . . . Gin}. (Cjl, . . . . Cjn), i *j,

are independent, whereas under (4a),  (4b). (4~)  we had to assume the independence of both. the accident
years and the development year increments.

Theorem: Under assumptions (5) and (6) we have fork > n + 1 - i

(7) E(CikID)=Ci,,+t-if”+t-iX...xfk-t.

Proof:  Using the abbreviation

E;(x)  = E(XICit,  ...I Ci, n+ t -i)

we have due to (6) and by repeated application of (5)

E(C,K’)  = E,(cik)

=&(E(CiklCil.  . . . . ci.k-  I))

=Ei(C,,k-I)  fk-  I

= etc.

=WCi,n+2-d fn+2-ix..,xfk- I

The theorem shows that the stochastic model (5) produces exactly the same reserves as the original chain
ladder method if we estimate the model  paramctersfk  by (2). Moreover. WC see that the projection  basis

Ci,n+l-8 in formulae  (7) and (1) is not an estimator  of the paramctcr  E$Ci,  ,, + t -i) but stems  from working

on condition of the data observed so far. Altogcthcr. m&cl  (5) employs  only n-l parameters f,. . . . . f+,. The
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price for having less parameters than models (3) or (4) is the fact that in model (5) we do not have a good
estimator for E(Ca)  which are the additional parameters of models (3) and (4).

But even models (4) do not use E(CJ as estimator for the ultimate claims amount because this would

not be meaningful in view of the fact that the knowledge of E(Ct,)  is completely useless (because we already

know Ct, exactly) and that one might have E(Ci,)  < Ci, n + t _ r (e.g. for i = 2) which would lead to a negative

claims reserve even if that is not possible. Instead models (4) estimate the ultimate claims amount by
estimating

i.e. they estimate the claims resctve  Ri = Gin - Ci. n + t - i = Si, n + 2 - i + + Sin  by estimating

E(Ri)=E(Si.“+2-;+...  +SiJ-

lf we assume that we know  the true parameters Xi,  yk of model (4) andfk  of model (5). we can clarify tbe

essential difference between both  models in the following way: The claims reserve for model  (4) would then
be

E(Ri)=xion+2-i+  . . +YJ

independently of the observed data D. i.e.  it will  not change if we simulate diffcrcnt  data sets D from the
underlying distribution. On the other hand, due to the above theorem, model (5) will each time yield a different

claims reserve

E(RiID)=Ci..+t-i Vn+I-ix ,.. xfn-l-l)

asCi,n+l-i changes from one simulation to the next.

For the practice, this means that we should use the chain ladder method (I) or (5) if we believe that the
deviation

Ci,n+t-i-E(Ci.n+t-i)

is indicative for the future development of the claims. If not, we can think on applying a model  (4) although
doubling the number of parameters is a high price and may lcad to high instabiiity of the estimated reserves
as is shown in the appendix.

4. Final  Remark

‘lhe aim of this note was to show that the loglinear cross-classiticd model (4c) used by Renshaw.
Christotidcs. Vernll  and Zehnwirth  is nor a model underlying  the usual chain ladder method because it
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requires independent and strictly positive increments and produces different reserves. We have also shown
that model (5) is a stochastic model underlying the chain ladder method. Moreover, model (5) has only
n - 1 parameters-as opposed to 2, _ t (or even 2n)  in case of model (4c)-and  is therefore more robust than

model (4c).

Finally. one might argue that one advantage ofthe Ioglinearmodel(4c)  is the factthatit attows to catcufate
the standarderrors  ofthe reserveestimators  as has beendone  by Renshaw 1989. Christofides 1990 and Verrah
1991. But this is possible for model (5). too. as is shown in a separate paper (Mack 1993).
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A P P E N D I X

NUMERAL EXAMPLE WHICH SHOWS THATTHE LOGLINEAR  MODEL (4C) Is MORE VOLATILE THAN THE

USUAL CHAIN  LADDER MmoD

The data for the following example are taken from the “Historical Loss Development Study,” 1991
Edition, published by the Reinsurance Association of America (RAA).  There,  we fmd on page 96 the
following run-off triangle of Automatic Facultative  business in General  Liability (excluding Asbestos &
Environmental):

i=l

i=2

i=J

i=4

i=S

i=6

i=7

i=8

i=9

i= 10

Gil Cl7

5012 8269

106 4285

3410 8992

5655 I IS55

1092 9565

1513 a45

557 4020

1351 6947

3133 5395

2063

C#3 ci.4 G CO6 Gil Cd CA9 G O

10907 II805 13539 16181 IKKN 18608 18662 18834

5396 10666 13782 15599 15496 16169 16704

I3873 16141 18735 22214 22863 23466

IS766 2126.5 23425 26083 27067

15836 22169 25955 26180

11702 12935 15852

10946 12314

13112

The above figures are cumulative incurrcd case losses in 6 1000. WC have taken the accident years from
1981 (i=l) to  1990  (i=IO).  The  fo l low ing  tab le  shows  the  corresponding  incrementa l  amounts

S& = C& - Ci.  t-1 1

i=l

i=2

i=3

i=4

i=S

i=6

i=7

i=8

i=9

i= IO

&I

5012

106

3410

5655

1092

1513

557

1351

3133

2063

s9. s83
3257 2638

4179 1111

5582 488 I

5900 4211

8473 627 I

4932 5257

3463 6926

5596 6165

2262

x4

898

5270

2268

5500

6333

1233

1368

S 15

1734

3116

2594

2159

3786

2917

S 16

2642

1817

379

2658

22s

S 87

1828

-103

619

984

S 18 S 19 SilO

599 54 172

673 535

603

N o t e  t h a t  i n  d e v e l o p m e n t  y e a r  7  o f  a c c i d e n t  y e a r  2  w e  h a v e  a  n e g a t i v e  i n c r e m e n t

s2.7 = c2.7 - c2,6=  -103.  Because model (4~)  works with tOgatilhmSofthe  inCretIIentti  amounts~~it  can1101

handle the negative increments $7. In order to apply model (4c).  we therefore must change $7 artiticially

or leave it out. We have tried the following possibilities:
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(a) S2,7=1,i.e.C~~7=l5496+1~=lS6O.C2~s=16169+1~

= 16273,C?,9=  16704+ l&l=  16808

(h) C2.7  = 16OOO.i.c.  S2.7  = 401, S2.s  = 169

(bz) S2.7  = missing value.  i.e. C2.7  = missing value

When  estimating the msctvcs for thcsc possibilities  and looking a~ UIC  residuals  for model (4~).  WC will
identify S2.t = C2.t  = 106 as an outlicr. WC have thcrcforc also tried:

Cl like (bt) but additionally S2.t = C2.t  = 1500.  i.c. all CZJ:  arc augmentedby 1X0-  106 = 1394

C2 like  (b)  butadditionally S2.t = C2.1  = missing value.

This yields the following resuhs (the calculations for model (4~)  wcrc done  using Ben  Zchnwirth’s
ICRFS.  version 6.1):

Total Estimawd Rcscwcs

Possibiliw Chain  Ladder Lqlincnr Model  (4C)

unchanged  dam 52.135 no, p,ssihle

(2) 52.274 190.754

(bl) 51.523 IO2.065

(9) 52,963 107.354

(Cl) 49.720 69,9W

(q) 51.834 70.032

This comparison clearly  shows that the IWO mcrhods arc complctcly  diffcrcnt  and that the usual chain
ladder  method is much less volatile  than the loglincar cross-classified  method  (4~).

For the sake  of completcncss.  rhc following two rablcs give the results for the above calculations per
accident year:
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WHICH STocliASTlC  MODEL Is
WDERLYTNG  THE  CHAIN  UIDDER  bfET”OD7

CHAIN LADDER METHOI~ESTIMATU)  RESERVES PER ACCIDENT YEAR

Act. Ycllr Unchqcd--
1981 0

1982 154

1983 617

1984 1,636

I985 2,747

1986 3.649

1987 5.435

1988 10.907

1989 10.650

1990 16.339

1981-90 52.135

(4 (4)

0 0

I55 154

616 617

1,633 1.382

2.780 2,664

3.671 3593

5.455 5.384

10,935 10.838

10.668 10.604

16360A 16287L
52374 51523

(9, (Cl)

0 0

154 167

617 602

1,529 I ,348

2.964 2.606

3.795 3.S26

5568 5,286

11,087 10.622

10,770 10,322

I6 477L IS 242L
52.963 49.720

ccz,

0

154

617

1529

2.964

3.795

5568

11,087

10.770

15349A
51,834

LOGLINMR MEIHOD-ESTIMATED  RESERVES PER ACClDEh7  YEAR

Act. Year

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1981.90

(0)

0

309

2.088

6.114

3.773

6.917

9.648

24.790

36.374

100739I
190.754

k’d
0

249

949

2,139

2,649

4.658

6,312

IS.648

21.429

48 033A
102.065

0 (Cl)
0 0

313 282

893 749

2.683 I.675

3.286 2,086

5,263 3,684

6.780 4.968

16.468 12fKQ

22.213 15,545

49 454A 29 010L
107.354 699.999

(Cd
0

387

674

1.993

2.602

4,097

5.188

12.174

15.343

27575

70.032
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Using expected loss ratios in reserving

1. Introduclion

This paper  prcsrnts a method of using es-
petted  loss ratios. together with prior and paste-

rior  distributions. tn order IO estimate  loss rc-
serves.  This Bay&an method  is especially  useful
fur recent accident  years and lor lines of businesr
with slo\v  development. It incorporates. in a rig-
orous way. the degree  of rcliabillty  of the  cx-
petted  loss ratio  and of the loss development
ixrors. Estimates of ultimate  loss ratios for re-
cenr  accident years can bc important  factors in
undcnrriting  decisions.

A method  of using expected  loss ratios which
is nuw  well-known was prcxnted  by Bornhuetrer
and Ferguaon  (1972).  The ultimafe  losses of an
accident year are estimated by usmg  the prior
expectation  of ultimate losses (expected  lows) as
Well  a\ the reported lusses  and the selected dcvel-
opmcnt factor to ultimate. The  ultimate IOSSCS
are estimated  as

repor~cd  Iosw  + ( I - L )( expected  lows), (1)
where I is the reciprocal  of the development
factor to ultimate.

II is implicit in this method  of estimation  that
the  cxpecred development  for an accident year in
csch  future  year is independent of the reported
IOSKS.

If ‘developed losses’ is defined  as the product
of the rcportcd  losses  and the development factor
IO ultimate. then formula (I) can bc expressed  as

z( developed  losses) + (I - z)(expccted  losses).

(2)
Boinhuerter-Fcrguson  and Bayesian estimates

of loss reserves will be compared in an example
later in this paper.

2. The model

In a Bayesian approach, the prior expectation
of ultimate losses for an exposure period E may
bc an cstimatc  made several  years  after rhc be-
ginning of E. If ultimate loss ratios are estimated
for the same line of business for the insurer for
previous  periods.  and industry-wide data as well
as the insurer‘s changes in premium adequacy are
taken into accounl.  an estimate  of the ultimate
loss ratio for the  period E can be made prior to
considering the reported losses  for E.

The following direct application of Bayes’ the-
“rem is basic to this discussion. Let f(x) be the
probability density function of the distribution of
ultimate losses for exposure period  E prior to
considering the losses  for E. Let g(yJ  x) be the
probability density function of the  distribution of
y. the developed  losses defined previously, for E
as of I months, given that the ultimate losses are
x. Assume that this distribution has mean r. Let
/I(.v  I .v)  be the probability density function of the
distribution of the  ultimate lores given that the
developed losses  arc y, Then

In order to use the above proposition. it is
necessary to estimate g(y I x) and f(x). The mean
of the distribution given by h(x I y) will be the
estimate of ultimate losses.
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The variance of the distribution given by
gfylx)  can be estimated from a study of the
historical variability of developed loss ratios at
different stages of development. The variance of
the distribution given by f(x) can be estimated
from the differences between prior expectations
of ultimate losses for previous periods, based on
the current method of predicting, and the latest
developed losses for those periods. The estimated
variances between the latest developed losses and
the ultimate losses for those periods will also be
considered. Historical data of the above types
should be supplemented by judgement, experi-
ence, and related data.

If a method other than development factors is
used for projecting the loss data to ultimate,
Bayes’ theorem can still be applied as above with
g(y I x) defined as necessary.

In order to apply Bayes’ theorem to a set of
accident years, a single development factor to
ultimate for the period can be selected as follows.
Estimate the ratios between the ultimate losses
for each accident year by using the premium and
the estimated relative rate adequacy for each
year. Then use the reciprocal of the development
factor for each year to estimate the ratio of the
total ultimate losses for the period to the ex-
pected losses for the period at the stage of devel-
opment. See Biihlmann’s Cape Cod method
[Schnieper (1991),  Straub (1988)].

Biihlmann’s (1967)  formula for the least
squares line estimate of the Bayesian estimates
could be used to estimate the credibility of the
actual developed losses. [This credibility approxi-
mation is exact Bayesian in certain useful cases.
In the proof of formula (4).  below, we use a
special case of Jewell’s  result that credible means
are exact Bayesian for exponential families. See
Jewel1  (1974, 1975X1  This method has the advan-
tage of simplicity since ‘it does not require the
choice of particular distributions.

3. Lognormal  distributions

Let f(x), g(y I x), and h(x I y) be defined as
for formula (3).  For certain choices of f(x) and
g(y Ix).  an explicit formula for the mean of
hfr I y) is known. An important example is the
case in which f(x) and gfy I x) represent lognor-

mal distributions. This is a reasonably good  fit in
many cases.

Suppose that the prior probability distribution
of logs of ultimate losses has mean ~1 and vari-
ance u2.  Suppose that for all X, the distribution,
given ultimate losses x, of logs of actual devel-
oped losses has variance o*. Note that if x is the
mean of a lognormal distribution and m and s2
are the mean and variance of the distribution of
the logs, then log x = m + s2/2. Therefore, for
all x the distribution of logs of actual developed
losses has mean log x - aZ/2. Then the mean of
the distribution given by h(x I y) (and thus the
estimate of ultimate losses) is

w(p, + d/2),
where

(4)

/L, =(I  -2)/l +z(log  y+ti2/2). (5)

.:=u*z, (6)
2=“2/(u2+“2). (7)
The derivation is given in the appendix.

Example. Assume that, based on historical ex-
perience as described previously, the prior distri-
bution for an insurer’s overall ultimate loss ratio
for 1987-91  for medical malpractice has a mean
of 0.90 (i.e. 90%) and a variance of 0.16. Suppose
the selected development factor to ultimate for
1987-91 reported losses as of 12/31/91 is 2.065
and the probability distribution for the ratio of
the developed losses to the ultimate losses has a
variance of 0.075.

If both of the above distributions are lognor-
mal.  then p, Y’ and u2 in equations (5) and (6)
can be found by solving the following equations
for the mean and variance of lognormal distribu-
tions:

0.90 = exp(  F + “a/Z), (8)
0.16 = exp(2p  + u’)(exp(  va)  - I), (9)

1 .OO = exp(  m + 4’/2), (W

0.075 = exp(2m  + u2)(exp(u2)  - I). (11)

By squaring both sides of equation (8) and
then dividing by the corresponding sides of equa-
tion (9), we get

(0.90)2/0.16  = I/(exp(v’)  - 1). (12)
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Tnblc  I

Compariron  of methods of estimation.

developed of uhimatc estimate  of

loss  ratlo loss  ralio ultimate  loss  ratio

20% 32% 56%

40% 52% 66%
80% 85% 85%

16090 139% 124%

320% 229% 201%

Solving for Y* and p is then immediate. The
same method can be used for u2 and m. The
sol;tions  are 0.180, -0.195, and 0.072, respec-
tively, for Y’,  p. and (T*, so formula 4 becomes
exd-0.004  + 0.714 log y). So, if y = 20%. for
example, the estimated ultimate loss ratio is 32%.
Table I compares three methods of estimation.

Appendix: Derivation of formula  (4)

Tbe following lemma will be used.

Lemma. Suppose that an element is chosen at
random from a normal distribution for which the
value  of the mean 19  is unknown ( - m < 0 < m) and
the value  of the variance  u2 is known (a2 > 0).
Suppose also that the prior distribution of 0 ii a
normal  distribution with given ualues  of the mean
p and the variance v2.  Then the postenbr  distrtbu-
tion of 8, given  that thp element chosen equals  x,,
is a normal distribution for which the mean g, and

the uanance  vi are as follows:

p, = (&I + Y*x,)/(u*  + I?), (A.11
“f = (c7*“*)/(~*  + “2). (A4
See DeGroot  (1986) for the-proof of the above.

Proof of formula (4). The mean and variance of
the distribution, given ultimate losses x. of ~r’/2
+ log(developed  losses). are log x and c2,  re-
spectively. The prior distribution of logtultimate
losses) has mean p and variance Y’.  Therefore,
the posterior distribution of logtultimate  losses),
given (r’/2 + logtdeveloped  losses) = .tI, has
mean ~I and variance v: given in the Lemma,
where x, = 0*/2 + IogCdeveloped  losses). There-
fore, the distribution of ultimate losses has mean
exdp, + v:/2).
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Expected Loss Development: A Shift in Credibility

Christopher J. Poteet

This paper is a commentary on the previously published paper “Partial Loss Development Based
On Expected Losses For Workers’ Compensation Class Ratemaking”, Casualtv  Actuarial Societv
Forum. Special Edition. 1993 Ratemakine.  Call Papers.

This paper shows that expected loss development is equivalent to adjusting the full credibility
standard and applying credibility by policy period.

Copyright 0 1994 National Council on Compensation Insurance, Inc. All rights reserved.
Reproduction in whole or in pan of any text, graph or chart without prior written permission
is strictly forbidden.
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Expected Loss Development: A Shift in Credibility

Concerns with the current loss development method used in Workers’ Compensation class
ratemaking have been raised. If a class has zero losses at a first report, using a first to ultimate
loss development factor produces zero ultimate losses as well. One possible solution that has
been proposed is to use expected loss development. To simplify the illustration, assume that all
losses are at the same benefit level etc., so as to only look at loss development. The other
factors can easily be taken into account later. Also for simplicity assume that there is only one
policy period used and national pure premiums are not used. The following arguments will then
be extended to include more policy periods and the use of national pure premiums.

Workers’ compensation classification ratemaking relies on several estimates of class pure
premiums. One estimate is based on the latest available data for the class and state. This is
called the indicated pure premium. Another estimate is the pure premium underlying current
rates brought up to the level of the indicated pure premiums. This estimate is called the present
on rate level pure premium. A third estimate is a national pure premium which includes data
from other states adjusted to reflect conditions in the reviewed state. A formula pure premium
to be used in calculating rates, is obtained by credibility weighting these estimates.

Here is a brief description of expected loss development. Initially, expected losses E (present
on rate level pure premium times payroll in hundreds) is the estimate of ultimate losses used to
calculate the indicated pure premium. At a first report the actual losses A which have emerged
at that point can replace the losses that were expected to have emerged by then, namely (l/D)E,
where D is the first to ultimate loss development factor. This method relies less on actual losses
and more on expected losses than the current method. It is important to note that if the
development factor is less than one, the estimate of ultimate, losses might be negative.

Credibility weighting produces the losses used in the formula pure premium:

Expected Loss Development: Losses used in Formula Pure Premium

ZtA+(l-+)E] + (l;Z)E

= ZA + ZE - $E + E - ZE

Z=ZA--E+E
D
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zAD=-
D

+ (l-+,E

Current Method: Losses used in Formula Pure Premium

ZAD + (l-Z)E

These two formulas are equivalent where Z/D is substituted for Z. Using Z/D instead of Z is
equivalent to changing the full credibility standard which already limits fluctuations of formula
pure premiums to a desired amount. For example. if Z=(nlnJ”‘and  D=3. then Z/D=(n/9nJ”*.
The expected loss development method implicitly lowers credibility by l/D. when D> 1.
Expected loss development is a shift in credibility, giving less weight to actual losses and more
weight to expected losses.

The equation which shows that expected loss development is equivalent to changing the full
credibility standard can be expanded to include more policy periods and the use of national pure
premiums. The relationship holds if the credibility of indicated data is calculated by policy
period and the national credibility is allowed to remain unchanged as one switches from one
method to the other.

Attached is a detailed algebraic proof of the equivalence relationship (Attachment I). The proof
shows that the serious (or nonserious or medical) formula pure premium calculated using
expected loss development is equal to the serious (or nonserious or medical) formula pure
premium calculated by using credibility by policy period. where the credibility one would
normally use is divided by the policy period’s development to ultimate factor and multiplied by
a factor reflecting the contribution of the policy period’s exposure to the total. These individual
credibilities are then used as weights for the indicted pure premiums calculated separately for
each individual policy period.

Also attached is a specific illustration (Attachment 2) of the equivalence relationship which uses
the example from exhibit I of the paper “Partial Loss Development Based On Expected Losses
For Workers’ Compensation Class Ratemaking”. Casualty Actuarial Societv Forum. Snecial
Edition. 1993 Ratemakine Call Paners,  as well as the development factors listed in the paper on
page 321 (See attachment 3). Note that, as a separate issue, the state credibilities in the paper
are calculated using a square root rule instead of NCCI’s old two thirds rule so that the serious
state credibility of .67 is equal to .59 to the three fourths power [.67=(.593n)“2]. \

The illustration focuses on the calculation of the serious formula pure premium. More recent
years have higher development factors so credibility is lowered more for them. This could be
considered a reliability factor. Each year’s credibility also gets multiplied by a weight equal to
the year’s proportion of exposure to the total of all years. This could be considered a relevance
factor since more recent years would tend to have higher exposures due to wage inflation, all
else being constant.
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Expected loss development can be thought of as a shift in credibility from the indicated pure
premiums to the present on rate level pure premium (See table below). Note that expected loss
development relies heavily on the present on rate level pure premium to the extent that  the
indicated is not considered credible, whereas the new NCCI full credibility standard and partial
credibility formula give equal weight to the present on rate level pure premium and the national
pure premium.

NCCI now uses higher full credibility standards and a .4 power partial credibility formula to
recognize the need for stability. Note that the credibility given to the indicated data using the
new NCCI standard and formula is about the same as the credibility for expected loss
development, therefore limiting fluctuations by about the same amount as expected loss
development, An advantage to the expected loss development scheme is the consideration of
different credibilities by policy period.

Credibilities - Class 7600

Serious Pure Prem

Current
Loss Development

Expected
Loss Development

New NCCI
Standard
And Formula

Indicated National

.67 .16

.33 .16

.38 .31

PORL

.17

Sl

.31
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I

Attachment 1

A,=actual first report losses, A,=second  report, A,=third report
D, =fust  to ultimate loss development factor, D,=second  to ultimate, D,=third to ultimate
E, =ultimate expected losses for first report, $=second report, E3=third  report
E=E,+$+E,
P, =first report payroll in hundreds, P,=second  report, P, =third repon
P=P,+P*+P,
Z = state indicated credibility
Z,=national  credibility
N/P =national  pure premium
E/P=present  on rate level pure premium -
E,=(E/P)P,, &=(E/P)P,,  E,=(E/P)P,

Expected Loss Development: Formula Pure Premium

zr
(A,+(l-~)E,)+(A,+(l-~)EI)+(A,+(l-$)E,)

I 2 3
P

I +(1-Z-Z,) ($1 +z,rg,

Z(A,+A,tA,) +Z(E,+E2+E,)-$E,-SE,-$E,+E-ZE-Z,E+Z>
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Attachment 1

Current Method: Formula Pure Premium

z[ AlDl+A2D2+AIDq  +(1-Z-Z,) [$I tz,+
P
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Serious pure premium - class 7600

st cred 3rd rpt pay
0.67 42,616,748 3rd rpt cred

___---_-___-_ * -_---_--___--_-  = 0.15
1.417 135,892,859

3rd-ult  dev total pay

st cred 2nd rpt pay
0.67 49.728.462 2nd rpt cred

__-------_--- * _-_--------__--  = 0.12
I .993 135,892,859

2nd-ult  dev total pay

st cred 1st rpt pay
0.67 43,547,649 1st rpt cred

____------___ * _--------_----- z 0.06
3.773 135.892.859

Ist-ult dev total pay

nat cred nat pure prem
0.16 1.287

remaining
cred porl pure prem
0.51 1.203

Attachment 2

3rd rpt dev loss
393,906 3rd rpt ind pp

___-----_-____--_____ = 0.924
42.616,748/100
3rd rpt pay

2nd rpt dev loss
145,463 2nd rpt ind pp

-------__--_----_-___ = 0.293
49,728,462/  100
2nd rpt pay

1st rpt dev loss
1,731,862 1st rpt ind pp

-------____-----_----  = 3.977
43.547,649/100
1st rpt pay

form pure prem
0.15*0.924+0.12+0.293+0.06*3.977+0.16*1.287+0.51*1.203= 1.221

(float from the start to eliminate rounding difference)
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TRAVEL TIME WORKING GROUP REPORT

The following report of the Travel Time Working Group represents the culmination of a
2 year effort to establish the information needs of the CAS necessary to monitor travel
time, ensure that the CAS database contains the requisite information, define the
criteria by which travel time should be monitored and draw preliminary conclusions
regarding the impact of exam partitions on travel time, if possible.

The Executive Council and Board of Directors discussed this report at several meetings
during the third and fourth quarters of 1994 and the first quarter of 1995. At its
February, 1995 meeting the Board of Directors adopted the data collection and data
monitoring recommendations in the report and authorized distribution of the report to
the CAS membership through publication in the CAS Forum.

In discussing the report, the Board acknowledged that the statistics included in the
report are inconclusive at this time vis-&is travel time. Even if travel time was
changing, the Board agreed that it might not be possible to isolate the effect of exam
partitioning on travel time. Finally, the Board re-affirmed  its earlier decision to take no
further partitioning steps at this time.
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I. Backaround

Partitioning of the examinations required for membership in the Casualty

Actuarial Society began with Part 3 in May, 1987 in coordination with the

implementation by the Society of Actuaries of their Flexible Education

System (FES). Subsequently, the CAS Board of Directors requested that the

Education Policy Committee address the issue of whether the CAS should adopt

a Flexible Education System.

The Education Policy Committee report was presented to the Board of Directors

in September, 1988. That report, in the form of a “White Paper” was distributed

to the membership in March, 1989 and was accompanied by a letter from the

President requesting that the membership carefully consider the contents of the

“White Paper” and provide comments on the recommendations contained

therein.

Subsequent to the September, 1988 Board meeting, the Partitioned Exam Task

Force (PETF) was created to determine whether an implementation plan could

be developed which would address the issues contained in the “White Paper”.

The PETF submitted its report to the Education Policy Committee in

October, 1990.
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The recommendations of the Education Policy Committee and a supplemental

analysis made by the Vice President - Admissions was presented to the Board of

Directors at its November 11, 1990 meeting. After consideration of the reports of

the PETF and Vice President - Admissions, and substantial discussion and

debate the Board decided to partition Part 4 effective with the May, 1992 exam

administration and Part 5 effective with the November, 1993 administration.

Each of these exams began being offered twice a year coincident with their

partitioning. The Board also decided that Parts 6 and 7 would not be partitioned

and consideration of ‘partitioning of the Fellowship exams would be deferred for

at least three years. The EPC “White Paper”, PETF Report and various letters

to the membership on partitioning are contained in the Winter 1991 edition of the

CAS Forum on pages 189-467.

The Travel Time Working Group was created in February, 1993 in response to

the Board of Directors’ desire to ensure that the database structure, reports and

analytical tools necessary to monitor the impact of partitioning on travel time

would be established before post-partitioning candidate performance information

became available. The assignment included:

- A determination of the information required to monitor travel time.

- An opinion regarding the sufficiency of the CAS database to evaluate

the impact of partitioning on travel time.
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- Conclusions, if any, which can be drawn at this time regarding the

impact of partitioning on travel time.

The working group did not consider its charge to include, nor did it examine the

question of whether partitioning has been successful in better educating

actuaries.

II. Workina Grout  Deliberations

In the course of its deliberations, the working group met via teleconference on

March 26, August 30, October 7 and October 21, 1993 and March 17, 1994 as

well as at meetings at the CAS office on April 22, 1993 and June 6, 1994.

During the course of those meetings, the group identified a number of key

concepts for monitoring travel time and additional information that needed to be

included in the CAS database in order to develop the necessary statistics.

The Working Group realized that it is not possible to separate partitioning from

other factors affecting travel time. Any evaluation of travel time includes the

impact of both partitioning and all other factors. Changes in the frequency of

exam administration, the number of candidates entering the system, candidate

taking CAS exams for SoA  and CIA credit and the passing standards set by the
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Examination Committee are all examples of phenomenon that can affect travel

time. Therefore, it may be impossible to isolate the impact of partitioning on

travel time.

Ill. Recommendations for Monitoring Travel Time

The Working Group makes the following recommendations regarding the

monitoring of the effect of partitioning on travel time.

l Assign primary responsibility for monitoring and interpreting travel time

statistics to the Education Policy Committee. See Section IX.

l Identify candidate cohorts so that travel time can be compared from

one group of candidates to the next. See Section V.

. Establish historical baselines before drawing any conclusions

regarding the impact of partitioning on travel time.

. Define travel time to membership as the number of years from the first

time any exam (or part thereof) in the sequence 3 through 7 is passed

through the attainment of Associateship.
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. In order to gain early insight into any impact of partitioning on travel

time, monitor travel time for the exam sequence 3 through 5.

. Consider monitoring travel time from ACAS to FCAS, although this is

not relevant to partitioning.

. Start with the May, 1987 cohort. See Section V.

. If a longer historical period is needed, evaluate the cost/benefit of

obtaining the necessary information from the SoA. See Section VI.

l Using cohort success information as displayed in Appendix A, focus

on changes in the time necessary for a common success level to be

reached. The Working Group believes success levels of 20%, 35%

and 50% are useful benchmarks. See Section V.

. Do not monitor travel time for an individual exam. With the advent of

partitioning the entire dynamic interplay between various exams has

changed. Travel time through individual exams could lengthen while

total travel time does not. See Appendix C.

. Monitor student exam strategy and performance on partitioned exams

It is important to know if students are taking fewer exams and how

their performance is related to exam load. See Sections V and VIII.
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IV. Initial Observations

The Working Group made the following initial observations:

l Travel time appears to have been increasing prior to partitioning of

Parts 4 and 5. The exception appears to be with the early percentiles

(1 O%,  20%) for the 3 through 7 exam group. See Appendix A for an

example of the success level of 35%.

. Although it is too early to make a definitive statement, it appears that

travel time has increased subsequent to partitioning of Parts 4 and 5.

l A significant percentage of candidates are opting to take just a single

exam subpart even though there are other subparts which they still

need. See Appendix B. As a group, these candidates are not as

successful (as measured by passing percentages) as the candidates

who take a fuller exam load.
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V. Kev ConceDts  Identified

Four key concepts emerged:

. Measurement bv Cohort: Candidates must be grouped so that

performance comparisons can be made. The working group defined a

cohort as the set of candidates in an exam period who first took any

exam in a group of exams for which travel time is to be measured. For

example, if travel time from Part 3 through ACAS is to be measured,

the cohort for each exam session would be those candidates who first

took any exam in the sequence 3 through 7 during that exam session.

Candidates who first took any exams in the 3 through 7 sequence in

May, 1990, would be members of the May, 1990 cohort and so on.

Once a candidate is assigned to a cohort he or she remains in that

cohort.

. Establishment of Base-Line: In order to evaluate whether partitioning

is having any impact on travel time it is necessary to know what the

.trend in travel time was prior to partitioning. In other words, a

baseline, or history, would have to be created. Because of the

possible impact on travel time of changes in the number of exams in

the early 1970s and the difficulty in obtaining candidate registration
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information on Part 3 prior to 1987, the working group decided that

any baseline evaluation should start with the May, 1987 cohort if

Part 3 is to be included in the analysis. If Part 3 is to be excluded, the

baseline evaluation should start with the November, 1982 cohort,

which is when Part 4 became a CAS only exam.

. Measurement of Travel Time: The working group believes that travel

time should be measured and changes in travel time monitored from

the perspective of the number of years it takes cohorts to reach

various completion levels for the same series of exams. Since most

cohorts do not attain 100% completion, measurements of travel time

cannot be made on that basis. Consequently, the Working Group

examined travel time at various percentile completion points and

concluded that 20%, 35% and 50% are useful benchmarks.

Student Exam Strateqy: While not directly related to the

measurement of travel time, observing candidate exam load (partial

exams vs. full exams) for each sitting and the relative success of

students under different strategies can provide an in.dication  of why

any change in travel time is occurring. The working group developed

a report (see Appendix B) which provides information on what parts or

sub-parts students are taking and their success on these parts of

sub-parts.
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VI. Database Enhancements

During the course of the Working Group’s deliberations, needs for

enhancements to the database were identified. These included:

. Update of Exam Histories: For pre-1991 Fellows, the exam history on

the database was incomplete in that the record would contain the fact

that an exam had been passed but not the date that it had been

passed. In addition, the dates for passing or failing jointly sponsored

exams were neither included in the paper records nor the database.

Since the date of passing an exam was critical for measuring travel

time and failure dates for Part 3 are also needed to assess candidate

exam strategies the database records had to be updated for the

missing dates.

Because the SoA  has electronic records back only to 1987, the

database could not easily be updated for Part 3 prior to 1987.

Information on earlier administrations are contained in paper files

maintained by candidate, not exam administration. In order for the

CAS to obtain the necessary information, a manual review of

these files would be required, which could prove to be costly and time

consuming with no guarantee of complete accuracy.
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. Attainment of ACAS Status: Records for many Fellows did not

include the date (month/year) that ACAS status was attained. In’order

to establish a historical baseline for travel time to ACAS, this

information was obtained and entered.

. Attainment of FCAS Status: Records for many Fellows included only

the year of fellowship. In order to establish a baseline for travel time

to fellowship, the month is required as well. This information was

obtained and entered. These tasks required a painstaking search of

old yearbooks, SoA pass lists and other paper records. The

necessary information has been obtained and recorded by the CAS

office staff.

VII. Adjustments to Cohorts

Once the concept of cohorts had been defined the Working Group was

concerned with changes in the ultimate success rate caused by:

- SoA  credit being granted for some CAS exams. .

- SoA  members who took joint exams many years ago and are

now returning to pursue membership in the CAS.
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In order to minimize the impact of these phenomena, edits were instituted to

remove from the database any candidates who could be identified as fitting into

either of these groups.

The Working Group also considered removing from the database candidates

who ceased taking exams before reaching ACAS status or took exams

intermittently. The database was edited to remove candidates who:

- Did not sit for a CAS exam in the most recent exam period (11193);

- Did not sit for a CAS exam in at least 50% of the exam periods since

the cohort was formed and who had not yet attained ACAS status.

The Working Group rejected these adjustments because they would eliminate

different segments of the original cohort depending on the maturity of the cohort

For example, if we are trying to evaluate if there has been a change in what

percentage of a cohort had successfully completed a series of exams within 3

years of the cohort being defined, then the database adjustments that were

rejected by the Working Group would impact a cohort that had matured 6 years

since its formation much more than a cohort that had just reached 3 years

maturity. \
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Appendix D summarizes the number of candidates from each cohort that would

be removed by each of these edits as of the 11193 exa’m  administration as well

as the number that would be eliminated by the application of both criteria (the

intersection of both sets).

VIII. Modeling of Travel Time

What should be expected to be seen in the travel time charts? To address this,

the working group considered the negative binomial model. The negative

binomial distribution gives the probability of k failures before n successes. From

this distribution it is possible to get the distribution of travel time by dividing the

sum of k and n by the number of exams taken per year

In Appendix E. we show that a consequence of the negative binomial model is

that we should not expect an increase in travel time if exams are partitioned and

students continue to take “full exams” at the same rate.

However, if students pass all but one of the subparts in a range of exams, they

cannot take the remaining exam at the same rate, although, in reality, they

could be taking exams outside the range. In Appendix E we show that this effect

could add as much as 0.75 years to the observed travel time. We call this effect

the “last exam effect”.
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We now turn to actual results. Appendix A, Sheets 3 8 4 gives the most recent

travel time plots for Parts 3 through 5. As a point of information, it should be

noted that the partitioning of Part 3 was introduced in 1987, the partitioning of

Part 4 was introduced in 1992 and the partitioning of Part 5 was introduced in

1993. It is clear that lower passing percentages are happening after the

introduction of partitioning. How much of this can be attributed to the last exam

effect is not clear from this exhibit.

Additional preliminary observations can be made by examining exam-taking

patterns. Appendix B, Sheet 1 provides a summary of exam-taking patterns for

recent exams through May, 1994. As can be seen from this exhibit, the number

of students that take only one part of a partitioned exam has been on an upward

trend. Also, Appendix B suggests that students who take just a partial exam do

not perform any better than the rest of the student population, as measured by

pass ratio.

IX. Ongoing  Monitoring of Travel Time

Travel Time is a diagnostic concept relative to the admission of members to

associateship and fellowship status in the Casualty Actuarial Society. As such, it

demands the awareness of CAS general management and is a specific

responsibility of the Vice President -Admissions. While the concept is simple,

measuring the time and effort it takes to get through actuarial exams, fact

gathering and interpretation is an elusive endeavor.
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One thing is clear, basic tracking information must be available in a form that

allows consistent time series performance observations of the candidate

universe. The CAS office has established a data base and has begun to support

this performance obsen/ation  process. The CAS office should retain this

responsibility and make whatever changes are deemed appropriate by the

leadership of the CAS.

The Vice President -Admissions delegates various responsibilities to the

Education Policy Committee, Syllabus Committee and Examination Committee.

The Syllabus Committee is responsible for determining the content, depth,

breadth and jurisdictional flavor of the learning materials on which candidates

are to be tested. The Examination Committee has direct control over the amount

of material reflected in each exam, the difficulty of questions to be answered and

exam specific measurement of candidate performance. The Education Policy

Committee is responsible for the practice emphasis, education techniques

(exams vs. papers or academic work, on the job training vs. formal, continuing

education vs. on time qualification), alternative qualifications and educational

liaison with other actuarial bodies throughout the world. The Education Policy

Committee must also deal with the general motivation and preparedness of the

candidate universe.

While each of the Admissions Committees has an impact on the travel time of

candidates, the primary responsibility for monitoring and interpreting travel time

statistics should rest with the Education Policy Committee which can draw on the

expertise of the other Admissions Committees for assistance.
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APPENDIX  A

Important  Note

The Parts 3-7 and 3-5 exhibits  were produced

from the database at different  points  in time. In

the time interval  between the production  of these

exhibits the database was updated  for the results

of the May, 1994 exam administration  as well as

the results of the ongoing  project to complete  the

exam histories of past exam takers. Therefore,  the

two exhibits may be inconsistent with regard to

the identification  of cohort  membership.
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Appendix B
Sheet 1

Summary of Candidate Exam Strategy

Percentage of Candidates Taking a Single Subpart
But Needing Additional Subparts

Mav 1992 November 1992 May 1993 November 1993# Mav 1994
-!J- A

Part 3B 27.6% 28 0% 27.2% 35.1% 41.0% 45.4%

Part 4A 25.6% 23.9% 34.5% 29.1% 33 7% 43.4%

Part 4B 19.5% 29 4% 26.4% 43.0% 48.2% 45.4%

Pan 5A 17.8% 22.0% 23.1%

Pan 5B 14.9% 18.0% 24.5%

# First administration of Part 5 as a partitioned exam. For consistency with previous exam
administrations, the percentages are displayed unadjusted (U) and adjusted (A) for
ineffective candidates. All subsequent exam administrations will reflect the adjustment
for ineffective candidates.
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Appendix B
Sheet 2

1. Success on 3B

Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers

- Needed only 3B
- Needed other sub-parts

Total

2. Success on 4A

Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers

- Needed only 4A
- Needed other sub-parts

Total

3. Success on 4B

Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers

- Needed only 4B
- Needed other sub-pans

Total

M a y  1 9 9 2

1041268  = 38.8%

o/o =
431102  = 42.2%

431102  = 42.2%

2431664 = 36.6%

010 =
72l228  = 31.6%

721228  = 31.6%

302/707  = 42.1%

010 =
371171 = 21.6%

371171 = 21.6%
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I. Success on 3B

Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers

- Needed only 3B
- Needed other sub-parts

Total

2. Success on 4A

Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers

- Needed only 4A
- Needed other sub-parts

Total

3. Success on 4B

Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers

- Needed only 4B
- Needed other sub-parts

Total

Appendix B
Sheet 3

November 1992

27

1691364 = 46.4%

3z43  = 74.4%
451158  = 28.5%

77l201  = 38.3%

1311394 = 33.2%

5130  = 16.7%
28/133  = 21.1%

331163  = 20.2%

1561386 = 40.4%

38157  = 66.7%
691180  = 38.3%

107l237  = 45.1%



1. Success on 3B

Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers

- Needed only 3B
- Needed other sub-parts

Total

2. Success on 4A

Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers

- Needed only 4A
- Needed other sub-parts

Total

3. Success on 4B

Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers

- Needed only 48
- Needed other sub-parts

Total

Appendix B
Sheet 4

May 1993

1481324 = 45.7%

38164  = 59.4%
371145  = 25.5%

751209  = 35.9%

124/395  = 31.4%

30166  = 45.5%
891243 = 36.6%

I 191309 = 38.5%

I Ill445 = 24.9%

461157  = 29.3%
1011196  = 51.5%

1471353  = 41.6%
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.Appendix B
Sheet 5

November, 1993
(Unadjusted for ineffective candidates)

I. Success on 3B
Multiple Exam Takers 1211299  = 40.5%

Single Exam Takers
- Needed only 3B
- Needed other sub-parts

20124  =  8 3 . 3 %
691175  =  3 9 4 %

Total 891199  = 44.7%

2. Success on 4A
Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers
- Needed only 4A
- Needed other sub-parts

1601349 = 45.8%

19121 = 90.5%
571152  = 37.5%

Total

3. Success on 4B
Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers
- Needed only 4B
- Needed other sub-parts

Total

4. Success on 5A
Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers
- Needed only 5A
- Needed other sub-parts

Total

5. Success on 5B
Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers
- Needed only 5B
- Needed other sub-parts

761173  =  4 3 . 9 %

1151363  = 31.7%

18133  =  5 4 . 5 %
981299 = 32.8%

1161332  = 34.9%

1271359  = 35.4%

13129  = 44.8%
12184  = 14.3%

251113  = 22.1%

ll2/331 = 33.‘8%

16158 = 27.6%

Total 16158 = 27.6%
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November, 1993

Appendix B
Sheet 6

(Adjusted for ineffective candidates)
1. Success on 3B

Multiple Exam Takers 1081222 = 48.1%

Single Exam Takers
- Needed only 3B
- Needed other sub-parts

Total

23130  =  1 6 . 1 %
791204 = 38.7%

1021234 = 43.6%

2. Success on 4A
Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers
- Needed only 4A
- Needed other sub-parts

Total

1391250 = 55.6%

18124  =  7 5 . 0 %
791176  = 44.9%

971200 = 48.5%

3. Success on 48
Multiple Exam Takers 1031250 = 41.2%

Single Exam Takers
- Needed only 4B
- Needed other sub-parts

Total

17136 = 41.2%
1081335  = 32.2%

1251371 = 33.7%

4. Success on 5A
Multiple Exam Takers 1191273  = 43.6%

Single Exam Takers
- Needed only 5A
- Needed other sub-parts

Total

10129  = 34.5%
231104  = 22.1%

331133  = 24.8%

5. Success on 5B
Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers
- Needed only 5B
- Needed other sub-parts

981260  = 31.7%

213 = 66.7%
28170 = 40.0%

Total 30173 = 41.1%
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Appendix B
Sheet 7

May, 1994
(Adjusted for ineffective candidates)

I. Success on 3B
Multiple Exam Takers 1021196  = 52.0%

Single Exam Takers
- Needed only 3B
- Needed other sub-parts

16145  =  3 5 . 6 %
681200 = 34.0%

Total 841245 = 34.3%

2. Success on 4A
Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers
- Needed only 4A
- Needed other sub-parts

1301221  = 58.8%

15154  =  2 7 . 8 %
66/2ll + 31.3%

Total 811265  = 30.6%

3. Success on 4B
Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers
- Needed only 4B
- Needed other sub-parts

1421322  = 44.1%

411163  = 25.2%
128/403  = 31.8%

Total 1691566 = 29.9%

4. Success on 5A
Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers
- Needed only 5A
- Needed other sub-parts

85ll81 = 45.5%

19189 = 21.3%
31183 = 31.3%

Total

5. Success on 5B
Multiple Exam Takers

Single Exam Takers
- Needed only 5B
- Needed other sub-parts

Total

31

501172  = 29.1%

891216  = 41.2%

l2l43 = 27.9%
25184 = 29.8%

371127 = 29.1%
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Appendix C

DO NOT FOCUS ON TRAVEL TIME FOR INDIVIDUAL EXAMS

The question was raised as to how has travel time changed on Part 4 subsequent to

partitioning of the exam in May, 1992. While it is possible to calculate any change in

travel time for Part 4 using the concepts of cohorts and travel time developed by the

Working Group, we could not understand the relevance of such a calculation.

The ultimate goal of the CAS is to educate actuaries as measured by the successful

completion of a series of exams. With the relationship between individual exams

radically altered by partitioning, focusing on individual exams could lead to the

conclusion that travel time is expanding while what is actually happening is that travel

time through the entire series of exams is unchanged.

An example may prove to be illuminating. On Exhibit 1 attached are the examination

records for two hypothetical candidates. By looking at the entire exam sequence we

see that both candidates took 10 exam sessions to make it through the 5 exam

sequence. But because of the way Candidate 2 could mix and combine exam subparts,

take a partial exam for the first time while repeating another partial exam, the travel

time for individual exams is markedly different.

Despite the Working Group’s conclusion that focusing on travel time for individual

exams is not appropriate, Exhibit 2 attached sets forth the results for Part 4.
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Appendix C

Exhibit 1

Examination  Records  for Hypothetical  Candidates

Candidate 1

5105 Fail 3

1 l/65 Pass 3

5166  Fail 4

11/66  Fail 5

5167  Fail 4

11187 Pass 5

5188  Pass 4

11188 Fail 7

5189 Pass 6

11189 Pass 7

Part 3 2 exam sessions

Part 4 5 exam sessions

Part 5 3 exam sessions

Part 6 1 exam session

Part 7 3 exam sessions

Parts 3-7 10 exam sessions

Candidate 2

11191 Pass 3A,C

5192 Fail 4A

1 l/92 Fail 4A, Fail 48

5193 Pass 4A, Fail 48

11193 Pass 48, Pass 38

5194 Pass 5A, Fail 5B

11194 Pass 5B. Fail 7

5/95  Fai l  6

11195 Pass 7

5196 Pass 6

Travel Time

5 exam sessions

4 exam sessions

3 exam sessions

3 exam sessions

3 exam sessions

10 exam sessions
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Appendix D

May 77 2
Nov 77 3
May 78 5
Nov 78 6
May 79 12
Nov 79 5
May 80 5
Nov 80 17
May 81 7
Nov 81 29
May 82 9
Nov 82 28
May 83 34
Nov 83 33
May 84 39
Nov 84 31
May 85 25
Nov 85 29
May 86 30
Nov 86 25
May 87 35
Nov 87 23
May 88 33
Nov 88 32
May 89 87
Nov 89 42
May 90 56
Nov 90 35
May 91 26
Nov 91 20
May 92 42
Nov 92 24
May 93 0
Nov 93 0

CANDIDATES ELIMINATED

Did not sit for at Did not sit
112Least in November ‘93

3
2
6

10
6
3

IO

17
8

50
22
26
28
26
20
25
I7
23
27
24
33
43
59
S?
79
59
48
38
81
54
43

0

Both Cases

0
0

0

2
3
0

2
II

16
II

9
9

I5
8

I2
9
6
8

II
I9
I9
23
IO
I2
16
22
14

0
0
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Appendix E - Prior Expectations of the Effect of Partitioning on Travel Time

The Neqative Binomial Model

The working group considered the question as to how one should expect travel

time to change as exam partitioning is introduced. To address this, the negative

binomial model was introduced.

Let: n = the number of subparts to be passed;

K = the number of failures before passing n subparts (random);

p = the probability of passing a given subpart; and

m = the number of subparts taken in a year.

Then K has a negative binomial distribution with:

Pr[K=k]  = ‘r~+~’
( 1

P”(l-PI’

We then have: 4 1 -P)E[K] = -
P

and Var[K]  = v

We define the travel time, T, as: Q+n-
In

Then: E[T]=$ and

If we use the negative binomial distributron  as a model for the effect of

partitioning, we obtain the following consequence. There should be no increase

in the expected travel time due to patiitioning  if the student takes all exam

subparts a rafe corresponding to the original pre-patiitioned  fate.
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Appendix E Sheet 2

To see this, suppose that n parts are partitioned into a*n subparts. Suppose

also that the student takes a*m-subparts  per year. Then:

New Expected Travel Time= -% = L &Id expected Travel Time.
amp v

However, the negative binomial model is not a perfect analogy to the actual
exam process. Consider, for example, the student who takes all three subparts

of part 3 on the first sitting. Suppose the student passes 3A and 38. It will be
impossible to take the equivalent of “one part” on the next sitting. It will have to
take either 516 of a part (3C and 4A) or 413 of a part (3C, 4A and 48).

The Last Exam Effect

Suppose the student can keep up a reasonable approximation to taking “one
part per sitting.” In the actual exam process, we should expect to observe a
small increase in the travel time in the Travel Time Charts of Appendix A.

To see this, consider a travel time chart for Parts 3 to 5. Suppose the student

takes exams at a rate of two subparts per sitting (i.e. 4 subparts per year). Once
the student has passed all but Part 58, it can only continue taking Part 5B at a

rate of two subparts per year. While the student may actually be taking Part 6 or
7, we will observe a longer travel time for passing Parts 3 to 5. This effect is
called the “last exam effect.”

The increase in travel time due the last exam effect can be estimated. Suppose
the student takes two subparts per sitting, or four subparts per year. Suppose
further that the student’s pass probability is 0.40. According to the negative
binomial model, the student’s expected travel time for the seven subparts is:

7
- = 4.375 years.
400.40

If instead, the student were to take six subparts at a rate of four per year, and
one additional subpart at a rate of two per year, the student’s expected travel
time would be:
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Appendix E Sheet 3

6 1
-+- = 5.00 years
400.40  200.40

The second travel time estimate is an overestimate of the expected travel time of
the actual exam process since it ignores the possibility that the student might
have passed the last two subparts on a single sitting. From this example, it

would appear that 0.625 years is a reasonable upper bound for the last exam
effect.

It should be noted that the last exam effect is a function of the student’s
probability of passing, p. Since p=O.40  is an overall average probability, we
should check to see if the last exam effect holds when the student population is

diverse. To do this suppose that the student population consists of students with
p=O.20,  0.40 and 0.60 in equal proportions. One can then work out an expected

last exam effect of 0.764 years.

If the effect of partitioning is measured on the Part 3 through the Part 5 range, it
is most likely that the last exam effect holds when the student is finishing Parts 4

or 5. Thus it seems reasonable to expect a raise no larger than 0.75 years.

What this all means is that we should not conclude that the travel time is

increasing due to patiitioning  of exams 3 to 5 unless we observe an increase in
the mean travel time of (conservatively) greater than 0.75 years. This is due to
the last exam effect, which is a property of the way we measure travel time.
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Long-Range  Planning  Committee
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September 1994
(As revised based on Board input in 2/95)
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REPORT OF THE CAS LONG-RANGE PLANNING COMMITTEE

Abstract

The CAS Long-Range Planning Committee prepares a report to the CAS Board each year regarding
issues the Committee believes will be of importance to the evolution of the CAS over the next several
years. This report was originally prepared in 1994 but reflects some changes based on input from the
Board at its February, 1995 meeting. The recommendations are those of the Committee and have
not been adopted by the Board at this time.
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LONG RANGE PLANNING COMMITTEE
1994 REPORT TO TEE BOARD

(As revised based on Board input in 2/95)

The discussions and recommendations contained in this report represent the collective efforts of the
1994 Long Range Planning Committee (LRPC) to identify those issues which will be of critical
importance to the evolution of the CAS during the next decade.

In order to assure as broad a context as possible for our deliberations, we retied on the following
sources of information:

1) An historical review of prior LRPC activity;

2) Minutes of the 1994 Committee Chairpersons Meeting regarding the topic of CAS Long
Range Planning;

3) 1993 CAS Membership  Survey;

4) Personal discussions with non-actuarial professionals both within and outside the
Property/Casualty  insurance area, and;

5) Informal discussions at LRPC meetings with prominent industry figures.

The remaining portion of this report summarizes our comments and recommendations regarding the
following issues:

. . .
A. E

* Dynamic Fiiancial Analysis
l Health Care Delivery Costs
l MegaRisk
* Coordination With Other U.S. and Canadian Actuarial Organizations
l International Activity
. Data Reporting
l Actuarial Input to Public Policy Issues
. Accounting Principles and Practices
l Basic and Continuing Education
l Committee Structure and Management

. .
B. y
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In the 1993 Long Range Planning Committee Report to the Board, “Solvency” was identified as one
of our highest priority issues. It was our belief that the CAS has a meaningful  role to play in the
measurement and maintenance of solvency for both traditional insurers and alternative risk transfer
mechanisms.

Since that report, the NAIC has approved a risk-based capital formula to be applied to property and
casuaky &u-ers  beginn&  in 1995. Continued high levels of property catastrophe losses have called
into question the solidity of some insurers which, only a few years ago, were considered models of
efficiency and strong capitalization. Some states (notably Florida and Hawaii) have formed
alternative risk transfer mechanisms to deal with the inevitable lack of availability of essential
catastrophe coverages. Also, legislation authorizing the formation of a federal disaster insurance fund
BS recommended by the Natural Disaster Coalition is slowly generating congressional support.

Over a five to ten year planning horizon, we believe that this issue will continue to be among the
highest priorities of the actuarial proftion Fmancial  data alone cannot provide the definitive answer
to the question of insurer solvency since no financial reporting requirement captures the range of
potential dynamic variables affecting solvency. The insuring public and insurance regulators at both
the state and federal level have become increasingly strident in their criticisms of the industry for the
absence of meaningful progress toward a credible solvency monitoring standard. Industry analysts
will continue to probe and criticize the industry for failing to provide leadiig  indicators of solvency
impairment for weak insurers.

Against this backdrop, the CAS has a number  of efforts which collectively address many of these
concerns. Through our Appointed Actuary Advisory Committee, we have monitored initiatives in
solvency regulation, guaranty fimd  reform, catastrophe exposure funding, and dynamic solvency
testing.

From a broad perspective,  the CAS, the SOA, the CIA and other actuarial groups have been working
in the area of the Vahx&on  Actuary and the Appointed Actuary. The discussions on this topic have
ranged from a narrow focus on requirements that the “Actuary” opine on the continued viabiity of
an insurer to the broader oversight of management performance. The CAS committees that have
been working in this area have focused on “Dynamic Financial Analysis” (DFA) as a title more
descriptive of this field. We believe that this reference is much more in line with the more expansive
financial management roles which actuaries will perform in the near fiature. It is our opinion that a
more unifom use of the term “Dynamic Financial Analysis” in place of “Appointed Actuary” will be
more descriptive of the type of activity we wish to promote.

W -mmendatims

l Establish DFA as a preferred approach for our clients. To accomplish  this task, the CAS cannot
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rely solely on intm-actuarial  publications to establish recognition and acceptance of actuarial DFA
work. The actuarial profession as a whole must aggressively establish leadership roles in the
insurance, self-insurance and risk management industries in order to solidii a position of
expertise for DFA types of analysis and the evaluation of the financial implications of risk
decisions.

l An important first step in this initiative would be to change the name of the Appointed Actuary
Advisory Committee to the Dynamic Financial Analysis Committee. As is the case today, this
group would be charged with coordinating  all pertinent CAS activities, maintaining a close
working relationship with other organizations (both  actuarial and non-actuarial) and providing
regular reports to the CAS membership.
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In 1991 the CAS issued a Health Issues Policy Statement largely in response to external pressures
on health costs. This statement focused primarily on health issues as they relate to casualty
coverages.  Also in 1991, the CAS LRPC expressed concern that the syllabus, as then constructed,
was not adequate for future FCASs to be su5ciently qualified to address evolving issues such as 24-
hour coverage and other managed care products.

Now, in 1994, we see that these concerns were on target. The importance of this issue was
dramatically reinforced by a recent IS0 study which showed that over 20% ($29 Billion) of the U.S.
PropertyXasuahy  industry’s losses were Health Care related. It is especially interesting to note that
almost Soo/o  of Workers’ Compensation losses arise 6om medical costs and that this percentage has
been rising over time.

The syhabus  has been updated in the last few years to include more relevant and modem readings on
health  insurance. However, additional efforts are needed in other areas ifthe future FCAS is to have
a significant impact on the Health Industry. While this may not have been a major consideration in
the past, as the lines between casualty insurance and accident and health insurance become blurred
we are faced with the alternatives of either widening our scope and expertise or being letI in the wake
of market/coverage realignments.

l CAS Continuing Education and Program Committees should see that meeting content reflects the
impact of these changes on our members.

l The CAS should take the necessary steps to ensure that casualty actuaries are full participants in
the AAA working groups studying various aspects of health care reform.
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The property-casualty industry continues to be reminded of the actual and potential impact of Mega
Risks on the tinancial strength of individual companies and the entire industry. Natural catastrophes
and mass tort liabiies pose as much a threat  to solvency as do underpricing, under-reserving or poor
management.

While they caused huge losses and the insolvency of several companies, it is obvious that neither
Hurricane Andrew nor the Northridge earthquake represents the maximum magnitudes of loss which
could result from these types of catastrophic events. Similarly, the emerged costs  of asbestos,
environmental, and other mass tort claims are believed to be only a portion of the ultimate losses.
Recently, A.M. Best published an analysis of asbestos and environmental liability wsts which
suggested that the range of ultimate costs  from these perils would endanger the solvency of many
sizable carriers and may even exceed the capital of the insurance industry as a whole. Other mass
torts, such as lead paint, electromagnetic radiation and tobacco  claims could total many biions of
dollars as well.

Audiences such as the SEC, state and federal regulators, shareholders, rating agencies and the
accounting profession are urging insurers and insureds to quantify the potential risks of these events
as well as the liabiities  they may have already incurred. There is a distinct possibility that others will
dictate how these liabilities must be quantified, ifthe  actuarial profession does not take a leadership
role in establishing appropriate methodologies and standards.

The actuarial ramilications  of these catastrophic risks are many, includiig dynamic financial  analysis,
pricing, and reserving, as well as the public policy issues to which the actuarial profession should
contribute. It is, therefore, not surprising that the Long Range Planning Committee again includes
“Mega  Risks” as one of the CA% key issues.

!

I

.
I

.
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The  Committees on Reserves and Reinsurance Research should stimulate papers on appropriate
methodologies for primary and reinsurance companies to use in quantifying their mass tort
liabilities.

The Committee on Ratemaking  should continue to encourage research on methods of pricing
natural catastrophe risks on both a macro and a micro level.

The Appointed Actuary Advisory Committee should assure that mega risks be given sufficient
recognition within model actuarial reports on dynamic financial analysis.

The CAS leadership must work with the AAA and its Casualty Practice Council to assure that
the ASB completes its Standards of Practice on catastrophic loss provisions and unquantif%ble
liabilities in a timely fashion.
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The ‘Role of the AAA” has been a “monitoring” issue of the LPPC  for the past three years. LBPC
was concerned that AAA efforts have not been adequate (1993) and observed that CAS members
expect that the CAS will monitor the AA4 efforts on their behalf.

The CAS needs to take steps to be sure that the Academy is accomplishing the important objectives
of CAS members and is functioning appropfiately  for other disciplines. If the Academy fails to
achieve its objectives for other disciplines, it could weaken  the Academys role as a coordiiting body
among US actuarial organizations.

As the public voice for all actuaries in Canada, the CIA has been actively promoting actuarial
standards and issues. The CAS needs to ensure that the current formal and informal links between
the CIA and CAS continue  to address the educational needs of Canadian members in a timely and
effective  manner.

The SGA is subject to increasing stresses of various types. The market for health benefit systems
actuaries is very strong but the market for pension actuaries is declining. The number of students
taking SOA examinations is falling, and this will create budget pressures.

Since the SOA is so large, it is difficult for the CAS to avoid the effect of SOA efforts. The CAS
needs to monitor the areas of CAS/SOA  coordination to be sure that activities are consistent with
overall CAS objectives. Some of the areas of importance are the following:

1. Research - general principles

2. Education - casualty content on SOA exams.

3. Continuing Education - coordination on asset and 6nance  education.

4. Standards - dealing with standards that cross boundaries.

5. Health Coverages - monitor developments that affect casualty coverages.

l The CAS President and/or President-Elect should monitor the overall performance of the
Academy and provide regular reports to the Board.

l SOA areas cross CAS function (VP) boundaries so monitoring the overall consistency of our
approach can be difScult. The Executive Council should assign the responsibility of developing
and maintaining a list of CAS/SOA  areas of interaction to one individual or committee.
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Given the broad scope of this topic, it would prove helpful to review the issue gem an historical
perspective.

In 1991 the LRPC identified international activity as a high priority issue based upon four distinct
opportunities: (I) the growth of P/C business outside North America, (2) lack of general insurance
requkements  in actuarial education outside the U.S., (3) the European Community need for consistent
practice and (4) projected demand for actuaries in the rapidly developing Pacitic  Rim and the
privatization of Eastern Europe.

The LBPC identified six obstacles to CAS worldwide involvement as follows: (I) university
education, rather than examinations, is a very common qualification route, (2) national actuarial
organizations  might resist CM involvement, (3) the Institute of Actuaries is the role mode for most
English speaking countries, (4) the CAS is perceived by its members and others as a U.S./Canadian
organization, (5) CAS education and practice are U.S./Canada oriented and (6) our practices are
based on data collection procedures not common in other countries.

In its report, the LBPC recommended the following:

1. The CAS Board evaluate whether the CAS should establish goals such as the following:

Short Term: Actively assist in providing education to aspiring general insurance actuaries
worldwide.

Mid-Term: Be recognized as the leading source of general insurance basic and continuing
education.

Long Term: General insurance actuaries worldwide should aspire to Fellowship in the CAS in
addition to satisfying national accreditation requirements.

2. CAS stal%ommittees  should compile a compendium of information on actuarial practice for
major countries such as the following: (I) nature of actuarial education, (2) degree of general
insurance education, (3) existing orgtitions and membership requirements, (4) number of
actuaries (total and general insurance), and (5) size and growth of local general insurance market
and number of insurers.

1992 the CAS Board discussed international policy alternatives prepared by a CAS Task Force. The
Board’s conclusions were the following:

1. The CAS should not view itself as solely a North American organimtion  and should move beyond
the status quo of limited international involvement.
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2. The CAS should take the foUowing  steps:

a. Move forward in establishing diplomatic relations with other orgtitions.

b. The Syllabus Committee should explore the availability of international materials for adding
international content to the syllabus.

c. The Continuing Education Committee should invite overseas actuaries to CAS seminars and
look into joint sponsorship of seminars on general insurance topics.

d. The Cti should continue  high level counterpart discussions.

e. The CAS should contimue  to explore methods to involve itselfworldwide.

1993  - hsau

Since that time the CAS activities include the following:

I. CAS Presidents-Elect continued their annual visits to the general insurance study group of the
Institute of Actuaries.

2. CAS Presidents have made-other visits to English speaking organizations in the UK and Ireland.

3. CAS Presidents and Presidents-Elect have been involved with the ‘T&Crown  Group” over the
past several years.

4. The Working Agreement Task Force including the CAS President-Elect has been involved in
elements of the NAFTA implementation process.

5. The International Relations Committee established the Hachmeister ASTIN Prize.

6. The Syllabus Committee and the Continuing Education Committee have been pursuing the Board
directives. The Syllabus Committee work renku  utinished.  CAS seminars and programs have
had regular international participation but there have been no efforts at international joint
sponsorship of seminars on general insurance topics.

7. Exam waiver programs have been developed with the Institute of Actuaries for UK and
Austtalian  actuaries. In addition, an exam waiver policy for university education was approved
by the Board of Directors. -

8. An exchange of publications program has been expanded to twenty-one countries.

In 1993 the LRPC  observed the CAS activity in examination waiver policies and “McCrossan  Croup”
efforts related to standards of practice and codes of conduct. The LRPC identified the need to (1)
focus on education and research in international interactions and (2) relate pro-actively to Eastern
Europe and developing nation education needs.
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e o n -.

Wtth  the passage of time we have additional  perspectives  on potential  CAS roles  outside of the U.S.
and Canada.

A casualty (general) discipline has developed in the U.S., UK and Canada where (1) the actuarial
community ovedl is reasonably large and (2) the general insurance market is large enough to support
a critical mass of general  insurance  specialists. The general  insurance  issues in those countries  are
relatively similar. Japan has a general insurance committee within its actuarial organization.

An actuary% professional focus might typically be prioritized as follows: (1) national organizations,
(2) specialty (pension, general life, finance, health, etc.) and (3) type of employer (primary insurer,
reinsurer, consultant, other). Alternatively, first priority might go to accrediting organization,
generally the national organization (the CAS being an exception) and second priority to practice area.

Examinations are the standard route of qualification in the English-speaking world and in parts  of
Asia. The university degree is a common form of professional training in Europe and Mexico. In
some countries the organization is simply a voluntary association, with or without a method for
demonstrating competence.

The two primary models for examination - based education are the Institute of Actuaries  program
(which includes all actuarial  disciplines) and the Society of Actuaries program (which includes all but
general insurance material).

There is also some use of mixed university/examination qutication  processes

The following trends for the future are suggested as reasonable possibilities:

I. Emerging countries are looking for an actuarial professional model for their countries. They are
likely to choose an examination process to supplement university education.

No emerging country is likely to adopt the U.S. model of separate organizations for different
specialties. The separation represents an inefficient use of their resources and is not responsive
to their current market needs.

The SOA program is at a disadvantage relative to the Institute of Actuaries program because the
SOA program does not include a general insurance segment.

2. General insurance specialty groups will develop 88 required by national market places. The
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general insurance study group within the UK now numbers approximately 300 people and has
grown to that size at a growth rate faster than the CAS growth rate. Japan has a general
insurance sub-group.

3. Combination of university training and professional examinations may become more and more
common,

The CAS member interest in international developments might be summarized as follows (m order
of importance):

1. Recognition of value in FCAS designation to:

a. U.S. and Canadian “employers” and regulators

b. Foreign owners of U.S. and Canadian companies

c. Foreign (non-US.  and non-Canadian) regulators and government bodies involved with U.S.
and Canadian companies.

2. Easy to obtain recognition of qualification  to work in near-by countries

Canada/US.
Bermuda
MCXiW

3. Avoiding rules that preclude work in any country.

4. Recognition of general insurance as specialty of actuarial work requiring some specific technical
knowledge.

5. Good “image” of actuaries worldwide.

The CAS international activities that would support these interests include the following:

1. Maintain  our strong U.S. and Canadian role.

2. Cooperate in research and continuing education with general insurance specialty subgroups of
non-US. actuarial organizations.

This inchrdes  both (I) invitiig non-U.S. help on issues of U.S. importance, for example, the loss
reserve uncertainty Theory of Risk project and (2) offering to provide CAS-member assistance,
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through committees or otherwise, on non-U.S. issues.

3. Cooperate with the SOA in its efforts to integrate casualty material in a “complete”
education program suitable for countries without a casualty specialty.

4. Seek methods of cooperating with other non-U.S./Canadian organizations to strengthen
basic and continuing, education of general insurance specialists.

Organizational

I. Continue to develop and strengthen high level contacts between the CAS and the general
insurance groups in actuarial organizations in other countries.

2. Strengthen the role of the International Relations Committee (IRC) so it can participate
and monitor these efforts. The IRC Committee chair should be a past-officer (President
or Vice President) or recognized as a senior international actuary.

3. Identify a CAS Officer/Committee chair to monitor and report on all CAS international
activities--research, admissions, continuing education, programs, etc.
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The issue of data reliabiity  for use by regulators has recently become  a major concern. Some believe
that since the data is compiled by statistical agents controlled by the insurance industry, it is
necessarily  suspect. In addition, wncerns have been expressed that insurance data is insu9icient  to
examine certain public policy issues such as availability of insursnce  in urban  areas. Congress is
considering legislation that requires potentially wstly  data compilation by insurers.

Actuaries are uniquely qualified to provide the expertise that is demanded in these debates. They are
trained to compile and analyze insurance statistics and can advise regulators on data quality and
usefulness of information for the purposes intended.

The profession has a key role to play in this area and the means to do it through the work of the CAS
Data Management and Information  Committee, the American Academy of Actuaries, the Canadian
Institute of Actuaries and the Insurance Data Management Association (IDMA).

The issues should be carefUlly monitored by the CAS since reliable data is an essential resource for
the casuahy  actuary.

l The Committee on Management Data and Information should monitor developments in this area.

l The CAS wuld consider serving as a repository of data where traditional mechanisms are not able
to function (e.g., Alternative Market). It would be prudent to wait for a specific oppott-mity  or
need arises before wnsidering involvement of the CAS in calls for data.
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TJTTOP-

Today’s insurance industry is one that is constantly in the public eye. Consumer issues of affordabii
and availability wmbiied with a high level of interest at the Federal level will hold the nation’s
interest, at least for the foreseeable future. Actuaries will be required to speak out and explain
insurance phenomena and trends. As these issues become more cornpI% actuaries will be
increasingly called upon for their expertise.

Our responsiiities  include not only quantifying and projecting system costs, but also identifying the
causes and ‘drivers” behind these costs.  Pressures on insurance costs  include the economy, the legal
environment, the regulatory climate and judicial decisions. Specific examples may include changes
in interest rates, fraud,  the imposition of Federal regulation and health care reform legislation. Cost
drivers can impact on the frequency and/or  severity component of losses and on investment yields
which wuld have an impact on ultimate costs. As such we see that cost drivers may either increase
or decrease total losses and costs.  We cannot hope for a single, unique solution to the quantigcation
of cost drivers since their sources and impacts can vary by many factors, such as: line of insurance,
individual company procedures, and state/geographic location of risks. In addition, even if one is able
to quantify the cause it is not necessarily controllable.

The abiity of the private sector to adequately address broad social policy issues is generally limited.
The CAS, in a public policy role, should consider whether it wishes to be proactive in this area.
Among the topics to be addressed are health care reform, pay at the pump auto insurance, mandatory
insurance wverages,  private sector subsidies (e.g., assigned risk plan), public sector subsidies (e.g.;
insurance stamps), urban enterprise zones to encourage reinvestment in urban areas. and stripped
down policies, among others.

l The CAS should assist the AAA Casualty Practice Council to make sure the current mechanism
for public policy involvement works.

* The CAS. through the Continuing Education Committee, should encourage the submission of
papers on this topic, including possibly a bibliography of data sources.

l The Program Planning Committee should provide sessions on this issue at CAS timctions.

l The CAS should coordinate with the regional af6liates  to include this in their programs.



In the last decade, actuaries have become  increasingly iniluenced  by accounting rules and practices.
In certain situations actuaries have taken strong positions on such issues as discounting and risk
transfer, while in other cams the actuarial profession has remained relatively silent on issues that are
ambiious such as the use of a range of results. From time to time a CAS task force or committee
has responded to the NAIC, FASB, SEC, AICPA and other groups that deal with accounting. In
partiahr,  the Academy Committee on Property and Liabii Facial Reporting is charged with this
responsibiity.

The implications of various accounting principles and practices have had a greater impact on actuarial
work than was anticipated. In many cases the actuarial point of view has not been suSiciently
considered in accounting. The wnsequence  of this has been con&ion and, in some cases, misuse
in 6nancial  reporting.

Because of the snucture  of the rule-making bodies for eccourbing and financial reporting, it is diGcult
for the act&al  profession to become proactive and influential. Whether or not the CAS can change
the status of our profession in the accounting realm, it has become clear that the actuarial profession
is not generally recognized as being an integral part of the designing of accounting practices or
principles in the areas normally associated with actuaries.

l The CAS should promote activities that give actuaries a stronger voice in both the accounting
rules that are established and the interpretations and guides for compliance as they impact areas
of actuarial import.

a The CAS should direct its research activities to identify problems both within and outside the
insurance arena where actuarial approaches could be used to solve or manage such problems.

l The CAS should direct the appropriate wmmittees to identify current accounting or financial
reporting rules or practices that are ambiguous, vague or difficult to comply with corn an
actuarial viewpoint and pursue the development of solutions in those areas.
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Two of the primary responsibiities  of the CAS are to provide bssic actuarial education to its students
in order to qualify them as Fellows of the CAS, and to provide sufficient continuing education
opportunities to its members to meet professional standards,  keep knowledge current and provide for
individual growth.

In order to meet these responsibiities aggressive measures have been taken over the past several
years. The basic education limction  has been under intense scrutiny as it relates to the effect of
partitioning of exams and the ongoing review of the syllabus.

The Executive Committee was charged with developing parameters measuring the success or failure
of partitioning for a decision in 1994. A conclusion to the study of this issue should be reached in
1994-5.

The syllabus wmmittee has been reviewing the input corn the 1993 membership survey and should
be very responsive to member comments.

The wntinuing education program has been expanding each year. The post-fellowship course,
“Principles of Finance in Property Casualty Insurance”, received high praise and is a step towards
alternative methods of providing education to Fellows of the CAS. More opportunities for education
of members in the areas of asset management and dynamic solvency testing should be pursued. The
1995 syllabus will address these topics for fellowship candidates.

The CA.5  is at a point in its development where a distinction must be made between “core” and
“specialized” education. The next ten years will likely introduce more heterogeneity into our
professional lives and we need to establish a flexible, yet identifiable, basic educational curriculum.

* Partitioning should continue to be studied and preliminary conclusions and recommendations
made in 1995.

l The  CM should formally study the definition of the core learning necessary to become an FCAS
and relegate other topics to continuing education.

l The role of universities in the educational process, including using universities as a source for
continuing education opportunities, should be explored.

l The CAS through liaison with regional at%liates should take a more active role in supporting
exam preparatory courses.
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The CAS has always  taken great pride in the active involvement of its members. The willingness of
the members to volunteer large amounts of their time has enabled the organization to sta5a.n  ever
growing number of committees and to carry out its administrative functions, thereby sIlowing the
CAS to keep its dues at a very low level. Indeed it is only in the last few years that the emerging. .
adrmruswtive burden resuhing  from the burgeoning membership has dictated the need for a full time
Executive Director and a larger, though still modest-sized, office staff

New CAS members still are imbued with a feeling of responsibility to their profession and to the
CAS, which they express by giving of themselves in volunteering their time to the CAS and its
committees. At this point there is little or no evidence of a shortage of volunteers although any
change in this would greatly impact the CA%  ability to carry out its activities. In addition, there is
a question as to whether certain administrative activities could be better handled by professionals in
the CAS office and thereby ease the burden on some committees and make volunteering somewhat
more attractive. The CAS o5ce has already done an outstanding job in this regard for the
Examination and a number of other wmmittees.

As the number of issues facing the CAS grows, so do the number of committees and subcommittees.
While the great majority of committees do sn excellent job, the key to the effectiveness of a
wmminee  remains the Chairpersons, and those individuals are increasingly burdened by the number
of issues with which they must deal and the number of subcommittees they must manage. Other
approaches must be considered to organiring and managing the Committee work while still fostering
the valuable culture of volunteerism which has played a significant role in the success of the CAS.

l The Executive Director should study the committee workings and recommend additional areas
in which the CAS office could take over or support the non-technical responsibilities of the
committee.

l The CAS Executive Council should continue to monitor the supply of volunteers to identify any
emerging shortfalls.

l The CAS should consider utilizing Working Croups of interested members to undertake specific
studies or issues. These Working Croups would cease to exist when their assignment is
completed.
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Many m forces have had, and will continue to have. a profound influence on CAS members and
their careers.

l The development of m (such as Options, Derivatives and Fihancial Insurance)
has caused many professionals both inside and outside theP/C i&stry to re-evaltie the purpose
and effectiveness of traditional insurance coverage. It is clearly within the ti domain to
play a major role in the creation and pricing of these instruments as well as providing valuable
input to the appropriate regulatory and accounting authorities. We encourage the Continuing
Education Committee to keep the membership abreast of these issues.

l The general Consolidation  of the P/C Industry, in concert  with the significant growth of
A&m&&&& mechanisms has dramstically  changed the career opportunities available to our
members. The CAS must carefully monitor these developments and provide information which
will allow for prudent and professional decisions on both a corporate and personal level.

From an arpanizational  perspective,  the LRPC  felt that the CAS should continue to monitor a number
of signilicant  tictors:

l Although there has been noticeable improvement recently, the general characterization of an. . .
a c t u a r y  i s  s t i l l  t h a t  o f  a  t e c h n i c i a n  w h o  l a c k s - and an appreciation of a
Business Our abiity to lead our profession into the next century will largely be
based on the credibility we earn as wmnnmicators  who can blend technical knowledge with
business instinct. The recent Call Paper topic on this issue was a positive sign that the problem
has been identified. However, the CAS must continue to promote these qualities through
seminars, regional afiiliate meetings and general programs.

. The CAS membership witnessed its Srst public disciplinary action this year. As unfortunate an
event as this wss, it should promote a higher awareness of our Principles, Standards of Practice
and the Discipline process. As we seek to gain more prestige among our peers in the next
century, the CAS must demonstrate a high level of Professionalism. In this regard the LRPC
believes it is appropriate to create a Committee on Professionalism. Not only would this
Committee assume responsibility for the practical aspects of the Course on Professionalism, but
it would also coordinate the distribution of all educational material to the membership in a
uniform and focused manner.

. . . . .. m and v will serve as two crucial sources of intellectual
resources to the CAS during the next ten years. Role models and successfbl  experiences will
invariably lead to greater involvement of each of these groups.

.
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ABSTRACT

In 1994, the Committee on Property and Liability Financial Reporting of the

American Academy of Actuaries (COPLFR) surveyed actuaries representing 26 property-

casualty insurance companies to determine what factors contributed to adverse reserve

development in individual companies’ total loss and loss adjustment expense reserves. The

survey results indicated that the major causes of adverse reserve development during the

period covered by the survey were: (1) environmental and asbestos liabilities; (2) loss

development tail factors; (3) involuntary pool reserves; and (4) unwinding of discount.

COPLFR concluded that some recently adopted changes to the annual statement and

other regulatory initiatives under consideration can help identify and/or reduce the impacts

of some of these elements. However, COPLFR also concluded that the actuarial profession

needs to engage in further work on the appropriate treatment of reserves for environmental

and asbestos losses and possibly in the estimation of loss development tail factors.

The American Academy of Actuaries is the public policy voice of the actuarial profession,
providing the actuarial profession’s expertise to policy makers. This report was produced
under the direction of Jean K. Resales.  Assistant Director of Public Policy.
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Causes of Reserve Deficiencies among Property-Casualty Insurers:

A Survey

INTRODUCTION

It is the appointed actuary’s job to evaluate a company’s claims reserves. The

Statement of Actuarial Opinion (SAO), signed by the appointed actuary, is the document that

attests to the reasonableness of the company’s reserves.

“Adverse reserve development” indicates that the company did not set aside

sufficient reserves to meet its claims.

Adverse reserve development in any one year does not indicate that a company is in

financial trouble. Nonetheless, repeated problems with adverse reserve development could

signal the beginnings of financial distress. It is important, therefore, for the financial health

of the company that the analysis and evaluation of reserves in the SAO be as accurate and

dependable as possible.

SURVEY BACKGROUND

In the summer of 1994, the Committee on Property and Liability Financial Reporting

of the American Academy of Actuaries (COPLFR) undertook a survey of 52 property-

casualty insurance companies to better understand the causes of companies’ adverse reserve

development in the three-year period beginning year-end 1990 and ending year-end 1993.

The thought was that a greater understanding of the causes of adverse’reserve development

would help determine where improvements could be made. Possible areas of improvement
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might include enhancements to the SAO or more education of actuaries in the areas causing

adverse reserve development.

The survey was initiated because COPLFR observed that some industry analysts

concluded that industry reserves were deficient by lo%-15%  (on an undiscounted basis)

despite the fact that few companies received adverse SAOs. Beginning at year-end 1990,

most companies bad SAOs signed by qualified actuaries (members of the American Academy

of Actuaries and the Casualty Actuarial Society). Thus, concern developed that the overall

reserve deficiency of the property-casualty insurance industry asserted by some industry

analysts might indicate a credibility gap for actuaries signing SAOs.

It was not the intent of the COPLFR survey to test or validate studies of reserves by

industry analysts, nor were those observers’ conclusions accepted as fact by COPLFR.

However, the initial premise was to accept those conclusions and determine whether the

observations that industry reserves were deficient could be consistent with non-adverse

SAOs for the vast majority of companies. It was considered possible that h&.t  could be right

and that the adverse reserve development might be related to items outside the purview of

the SAO. Should that be true, the.recommendation might be to expand the areas covered

by the SAO.

Alternatively, if the adverse reserve development were determined to be related to

items already within the purview of the opining actuary, the recommended solution might

be to improve the training and education of the opining actuary. Courses of action might

include recommending changes to the opinion instructions and developing an explanatory

article for outside audiences.
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DESCRIPTION OF COMPANIES SURVEYED

Attached as Appendix A is the survey form used by COPLFR, which was mailed to

52 selected companies. Of these, 40 were chosen because they had the greatest adverse

reserve development in the industry during the three years, 1991 through 1993, measured

as a percent of surplus, percent of reserves, or dollar amount. Twelve companies that did

not demonstrate adverse reserve development were also included in the survey. Their size

or other unique characteristics led COPLFR to believe that their responses to questions on

reserve ranges and level of analysis, as well as their ideas on improving the SAO, would be

of value to tbe study.

As shown in Table 1, of the 26 survey responses, 20 came from the 40 companies

that had demonstrated adverse reserve development in the three-year period. Six of the

twelve companies selected for the other reasons responded. As shown in Table 2, the 26

companies responding held 61% of the total reserves at year-end 1993 for the 52 surveyed

companies. Those 52 companies,

in turn, accounted for 69% of

1993 total industry reserves.

Thus, 42% of total industry

reserves were represented by

respondents to the survey. Fifty-

seven percent of the total 1993

year-end reserves held by survey

respondents were attributable to

Table 1

Response Rates of Companies Surveyed

Companies Companies
Responding Surveyed

Adverse
Reserve
Development 20

Other
Companies

TOTAL

6

26

40

I2

52
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Tahle 2

1993 Reserves of Respondents Compared to
1993 Reserves of Companies Surveyed & Industry

Reserves of Companies Surveyed as a
Percent of Total Industry Reserves

69%

Respondents’ Reserves as a
Percent of Reserves of Companies Surveyed

61%

Respondents’ Reserves as a
Percent of Total Industry Reserves

42%

the 20 companies with adverse reserve development; the six other companies represented

43%.

Of the 40 companies surveyed that had adverse reserve development, 19 had 1990

SAOs signed by consultants and 21 had SAOs signed by company employees. The ratio of

responses from consultants to those from company employees parallels that of companies

surveyed overall. The consultant/non-consultant split is shown in Table 3

Table 3

Use of Consultants & Non-Consultants by Companies

Adverse Reserve Develapment Other Companies
Respondents Surveyed Respondents Surveyed

Consultants 9 19 I 4

Other Opiners 1 1 21 5 8
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Survey results follow, grouped by topic in the same order as the survey itself.

Causes of adverse reserve development are discussed first, followed by reserve ranges, cash

flow testing, and general respondent comments.

CAUSES OF ADVERSE RESERVE DEVELOPMENT

Of particular interest to COPLFR was the identification of the causes of adverse

reserve development. If causes could be identified, it might be possible to analyze the

treatment of those factors in SAOs  and to consider whether current reserving techniques are

adequate or whether further research is needed in this area.

Section l/Sheet 2 of the survey listed 24 possible causes of adverse reserve

development and asked respondents to allocate by percent (adding to 100%) the major causes

of their firms’ adverse reserve development. Nineteen of the 20 survey respondents with

adverse reserve development responded to this part of the survey.

Table 4 summarizes the responses to Section l/Sheet 2; Appendix B provides a more

detailed summary. Even though the total industry adverse reserve development from year-

end 1990 to year-end 1993 was approximately $9 billion, the 40 surveyed companies that

demonstrated adverse reserve development had over $14 billion of adverse reserve

development in the three-year period studied. Favorable reserve development exists for

many companies which caused the total adverse reserve development for the selected

companies to be greater than the industry total. The 19 companies responding to this

question had $7 billion of adverse reserve development in that period.

It should be noted that the survey focused on causes of adverse reserve development

over a three-year period. Should year-end 1990 reserves evaluated as of December 1993
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Table 4

Mqjor  Causes of Adverse Reserve Development

Per nt of
Qezxmm

Pollution, environmental,
asbestos, toxic
materials and other
similar items 12 70%

Loss development tail
factor underestimation 9 10%

Involuntary pool reserve
strengthening 8 8%

Unwinding of disclosed
discount 8 6%

All other listed causes N/A 17%

Write-ins 9 14%

All beneficial development 8 -25%

still not represent ultimate costs, further adverse reserve development might ensue.

Table 4 shows the major causes of adverse reserve development as identified by

survey respondents. Twelve of the 19 companies listed pollution, environmental, asbestos,

toxic materials, and other similar items as a major cause of adverse reserve development.

This category accounted for 70% of the total adverse reserve development for the 19

companies responding to this question.

The second greatest contributor to adverse reserve development was underestimation

of loss development tail factors. This cause, identified by nine of the 19 companies,
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represented 10% of total adverse reserve development.

The thud largest category, identified by eight companies, was reserve strengthening

in involuntary pools and associations and represented 8% of total survey development.

Unwinding of disclosed discount was the fourth largest category, noted by eight companies,

representing 6% of total development.

Nine companies used the “write-in” line to identify other sources of adverse reserve

development. Emergence of construction defect losses was identified by three companies.

Other areas mentioned as causes by one or two companies were changes in economic

conditions, poor stratification of data, and the impact of court or regulatory actions.

Another cause noted was booking reserves  at the low end of a reserve range.

Seventeen of the 19 companies experiencing adverse reserve development responded

to this question with one or more lines of business identified as the source of adverse reserve

development. The two lines of business most frequently identified with adverse reserve

Table 5

Companies’ Lines of Business

Number  of Co oarnq
J.ine of Buti Identify?&

Workers’ Compensation (apparently only 4 are WC only) 13

General Liability (including products and treaty casualty excess) 12

Medical Malpractice (specialty company) I

No line of business identified 2
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development were Workers’ Compensation and General Liability. Thirteen companies listed

Workers’ Compensation as a major source of development, Twelve listed General Liability,

Summary information on adverse reserve development by line of business is shown in

Table 5.

Summarv

Although COPLFR presented respondents with a list of 24 possible sources of

adverse reserve development, the companies surveyed demonstrated substantial consistency

in identifying what had led to this outcome. The causes most frequently mentioned were

pollution, environmental, asbestos, toxic materials and other similar items; loss development

tail factors; reserve strengthening in involuntary pools and associations; and unwinding of

disclosed discount. A discussion of ways the actuarial profession can follow up on this

information appears in the “Concluding Observations and Recommendations” section below.

LEVEL  OF RESERVE ANALYSIS

Section 2/Sheet  1 of the survey asked respondents to identify the level of actuarial

analysis performed for the reserves established in December 1993. Appendix C summarizes

the responses from all 26 survey

respondents on the level of analysis of

company reserves. As shown in Table

6. 88% of reserves for all companies

surveyed, and 82% of reserves for the

20 companies with adverse reserve

development were analyzed using

Table 6

Percentage of Reserves Analyzed Using
Standard Actuarial Techniques

All Respondents 88%

I Adverse Reserve
Development Respondents 82%
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standard actuarial techniques. The only other major categories of levels of analysis

mentioned were “involuntary pools” (7% of reserves) and “inestimable” (5% of reserves).

Responses for “other” are shown in Appendix D.

The identification of “invohnnary  pools” as amounts not subjected to standard

actuarial techniques is of interest, since eight companies identified this as a source of adverse

reserve development. Similarly, the “inestimable” amounts may relate to other items -

such as environmental and asbestos claims and the impact of court or regulatory actions -

mentioned in the previous section as causes of adverse reserve development.

RESERVE RANGES

In performing their reserve analysis, actuaries may elect to develop a range of

estimates for reserves. Section 2/Sheet  2 asked respondents to identify whether they used

a range and to provide

details on their use of

ranges.

Append ix E

summarizes the responses to

the questions on range

methodology and cash flow

analysis. Table 7 shows

that, of the 26 survey

respondents, 15 estimated

ranges as part of their

Table 7

Use of Ranges

Adverse
De eloow
CQiumks

qumber  using ranges 12 3

>ercentaee

itraight average 60% 50%

weighted’ average 77% 26%

Weighted based on held reserves by company.
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1

7

Number of respondents 13

Straight average 14%

Weighted’ average -
adverse development companies 16%

Weighted’ average - all companies 16%

‘Weighted based on held reserves by company

7

12 12

44% 49%

64% 47%

61% 44%

reserve analysis. Most of the companies with larger adverse reserve development used

Table 8

Range Methodology Used by Companies

ranges: 60% of these companies used ranges, representing 77% of the carried reserves

On average , the reserve width for the respondents was 16% of carried reserves, and

61% of surplus (Table 8). On average, carried reserves were between the 40th and 50th

percentile of the reserve range. Table 9 shows the stratification of reserve range widths.

Seven of the respondents had a range width representing 10% of carried reserves, two had

a range width representing 11% of carried reserves, one was 15 % of carried reserves, one

was 16%. one was 23%, and one was 30%. Many of the 13 companies appear to be using

a probabilistic criterion in their analysis rather than developing ranges based on alternative

methods.
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Table 8 also includes a column

representing the range as a percent of

surplus for the 12 companies that

responded to this question. For them,

the reserve range as a percent of surplus

went from a low of 7% to a high of

122%,  with a straight average of 44%

and a weighted average of 61%,

indicating that larger companies have a

/’

Table 9

Number of Companies by
Range to Carried Reserves

lh.l& Number of
m,arrte eserve m

10% . 7
11% 2
15% 1
16% 1
23% 1
30% 1

larger range relative to surplus. Most company-carried reserves are near the middle of the

range, perhaps because the range was established around a selected point estimate. One

company indicated that its carried reserves were 32% above the top of the reserve range.

Section 2ISheet 2 asked respondents whether actuaries should be required to include

a range in the SAO. Most respondents felt that including a range in the reserve opinion

would be more harmful than helpful, fearing misuse or lack of understanding on the part of

the reader and concern that the range might be used as a warranty or guaranty that acrual

results won’t develop outside the range. Further, respondents felt that there is at present a

lack of standards on the use of reserve ranges. They also believe that more research needs

to be done by the actuarial profession regarding the determination and understanding of a

reserve range.

Respondents also identified benefits of including a range in the reserve opinion

including: (1) publicizing the issue of the uncertainty in reserve estimates, (2) highlighting

the relative strength of the carried reserves, and (3) possibly leading to more adequate
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reserves.

CASH FLOW TESTING

In reviewing @e written responses to the questions on cash flow testing, COPLFR

members could not draw many conclusions. Only nine of the 26 respondents indicated that

they do some form of cash flow testing. Some respondents felt it was only an issue if a

company discounted reserves. A better definition of cash flow testing, or clearer phrasing

in the survey questions, was needed. (Perhaps this can be addressed in any future surveys.)

COMMENTS BY SURVEY RESPONDENTS

Section 3 of the survey form requested suggestions for strengthening the SAO, for

better educating actuaries, and other items. The responses to these questions provided useful

information to COPLFR. Summarizing and analyzing these responses is beyond the scope

of this report. Members of COPLFR have compiled the written responses and will be

communicating them to the Board of Directors of the Casualty Actuarial Society for their

use in furthering the education of casualty actuaries.

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The treatment of discounting, involuntary pools, and environmental and asbestos

liabilities within the SAO appear to be the major areas that account for the differences

between industry analysts’ perceptions of deficiencies in industry reserves and the generally

favorable SAOs issued by actuaries. Some recently adopted changes in these areas to the

annual statement and other regulatory initiatives under consideration can help identify and/or
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reduce these differences.

After studying the responses to its survey of the causes of reserve deficiency,

members of COPLFR identified the following observations and recommendations:

Pollution. Asbe-. Toxic Matetils. and other slrmlar This

item was cited most frequently as the cause of adverse reserve development. Estimating

required reserves for environmental and asbestos exposures is a major challenge for the

actuarial profession. Such exposures will likely continue as major contributors of adverse

development unless there are significant changes in federal or state legislation. Members

of COPLFR recommend that research efforts in estimating such reserves continue to be a

priority for the Casualty Actuarial Society.

Lpss Develw A second cause of adverse reserve development was

underestimation of loss develbpment  tail factors. More focus on methods for estimating loss

development tail factors estimation may be useful, as would surveys of historical data. This

should be considered by the Casualty Acruarial  Society Loss Reserve Committee and would

be an appropriate topic at the Casualty Loss Reserve Seminar. Discussion paper programs

could include tail factor estimation, and other industry studies and educational possibilities

for this topic area should be encouraged. The American Academy of Actuaries may wish

fo consider developing a practice note on tail factor esrimation methodology and testing.

EQQls  and Assoclatlons. The fact that strengthening of reserves of pools and

associations was cited as a cause of adverse reserve development leads members of COPLFR

to conclude that statements of actuarial opinion on reserves for pools and associations would

be helpful. Some major pools have recently begun developing SAOs and providing them

to members, but this is not required of most pools. However, COPLFR is working with the
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Casualty Actuarial Task Force of the National Association of Insurance Commissioners on

developing instructions for opinions for voluntary and involuntary pools and it is possible

that such opinions will become more common in the future.

p Although the unwinding of disclosed discount was

mentioned fairly frequently by survey respondents as a cause of adverse reserve

development, its impact on one important data source will be eliminated by the recent

change to record Schedule P - parts 2 and 4 gross of all discount, both tabular and non-

tabular.

Use of rm Review of the wide variation in use of ranges among survey

respondents and analysis of respondents’ comments regarding the use of ranges leads

members of COPLFR to conclude that development of definitions, procedures and practice

standards regarding range methodologies may be needed.

COPLFR wishes to thank the staff of the American Academy of Actuaries for their

help in putting the survey results together, and the respondents themselves for their time and

effort in responding to the survey.
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APPENDIX A

August 18, 1994

TO: Survey Recipients

The American  Academy of Actuaries Committee on Property and Liability
Financial Reporting (COPLFR) has previously  surveyed signers of
statements of actuarial opinion for large  insurers,  seeking to determine
the causes of runoff and suggestions for improvement to the statement of
opinion. A summary of the findings appeared in the May 1991 issue  of The
Actuarial  Review.

The Committee is again performing  this survey and we are seeking your
help. This survey has rhree  goals:  (1) determine the causes of runoff of
the 1990 reserves; (2) determine the degree of analysis applied by
actuaries in establishing  reserves;  and (3) obtain suggestions to improve
the loss reserve opinion document and other general suggestions to aid
in the establishment  of reasonable reserves.

The Committee's  motivation  for this survey results from the potential
impact of the following factors on actuarial credibility:

1. Industry analysts e s t i m a t e  that reserves were
deficient by 10% - 15% as of 12/90  and 12/91.

2. Since 1990, in most cases, loss reserve opinions
must  be signed by qualified  actuaries. Most of
these opinions have been interpreted  as
unqualified.

The Committee is attempting to determine (Section  1) the causes of past
runoff, believing  this would help explain the perceived  deficiency  in
recent reserves.  Also, the Committee wants to identify areas where
current procedures and requirements can be improved (Sections  2 and 3).

Companies were selected to participate  in this survey in two ways.

Using the NAIC data  base, the Committee identified forty company groups
that had adverse runoff, after 12/90, which was a large  dollar amount or
large percent of carried reserves.  Actuaries for these  40 company groups
are being asked to complete all three sections of the survey. The
Committee decided to send the survey to the signer of the 1993 Opinion
believing  this individual would best  understand  what has occurred since
1990 to cause the runoff.  In completing Section 1, it could be helpful
to discuss this with the signer of the 1990 Opinion,  if different.

Additionally, twelve  large  national company groups,  small  companies and
specialty  companies, whose runof f  d id  not  f i t  the  a b o v e  cr i ter ia  were
selected. These companies are being asked to complete the latter two
sections. These companies were selected to assure a broad sample of the
industry was included.
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APPENDIX A

Attached  are the 1990 reserves and runoff for your pooled companies and
the companies the NAIC data  base includes in the group. Similarly,
attached  are the 1993 reserves.  Please  verify that the data is correct.
If not, please explain in Attachment 2 the likely reasons for the
difference.

We do want to hear from you so that we can further improve the statement
of actuarial opinion, improve actuarial procedures and enhance the
credibility  of actuaries. Our findings will  not identify a company or
individual. Responses will  be kept  confidential  and will  be destroyed
after the results are tabulated.  Attachment  1 explains the procedure  the
Committee will  use to collect information, respect confidentiality  and
provide for contact of respondents if needed.

If you wish to discuss any portion of the survey,  please feel free  to
contact David Bryant (AAA staff) or me.

We are asking that the surJey be completed by September 15, 1994.

Sincerely,

Patrick J. Grannan
COPLFR Chairperson

Milliman & Robertson,  Inc.
259 Radnor-Chester  Road
Suite 300
Radnor. PA 19087
Phone (215) 975-8026
Fax (215) 687-4236

Return Survey To:

David Bryant
American  Academy  of Actuaries
1100 Seventeenth  Street,  NW
7th Floor
Washington, D.C. 20036
Phone  (202) 223-6196
Fax (202) 872-1948
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Survey Procedure

1. The survey will be returned to the American Academy of
Actuaries office.

2. Each response will be assigned a code and entered onto a
master list. The master list will be retained in the AAA
office. The AAA office will also retain Attachment 2, the
company group 12/90 Reserves, Runoff as of 12/93 and
12/93 Reserves.

3. Company names, logos, addresses, and other identification
will be deleted from the response. The response  will
then be forwarded to the Committee on Property and
Liability Financial  Reporting (COPLFR) for review.

4. If the Committee has questions regarding a response, AAA
staff will relay the questions to the respondent.
Respondents can discuss these questions  with AAA staff,
or with the Committee  chairperson, on a confidential
basis.

5. Summarization of company responses  (determining  averages
for all companies) will be done in the AAA office.

6. On December 15, 1994, approximately 3 months after
receipt, the AAA will destroy all survey forms submitted
to them.
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Attachment2

(From NAIC Data Base)

Company Group
Name

Code (AAA use)

12/90 Reserves

Runoff as of 12/93

12/93 Reserves

The amount of reserves  and runoff have been determined from the
NAIC data base. Explain if the NAIC numbers are incorrect and write
in the correct amounts.
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APPENDIXA

Section 1
Sheet 1

Section 1: Contribution to Runoff Since 1990 (for Accident Years
1990 and prior).

JLnstructions:  Identify the sources of the adverse runoff for
accident  years 1990 and prior which has occurred since 12/90. The
amount of reserves carried at 12/90 and runoff have been determined
from the NAIC data base and are shown on a separate sheet. It is
likely that portions of runoff are caused by two or more factors
(such-as Involuntary  Pool Strengthening and-unwinding of Discount
within the Pool). Select the predominant cause. Include in the
Comment section whether any portion of the runoff could have been
identified at 12/90 if current types of data bases and procedures
were available  at 12/90. Please quantify the percent of total
runoff to the extent possible  and provide your best judgment where
not quantifiable.
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APPENDIX A

Section 2
Sheet 2

Comnanv Code (A?AA to comnlete)

1. Is a range of reasonable  estimates  determined for the total
carried reserves? If no, go to question 6.

2. How wide is the range (from low point to high point) as
a percent of carried reserves?

3. How wide,is the range as a percent of surplus?

4. Where in the range are the carried reserves  at 12/93?

5. Would it be helpful/harmful to require a range to be
shown in the loss reserve opinion (and why)?

6. a. Do you perform cash flow testing? Yes - No -

b. If yes, how are the results used in the actuarial  opinion
process, specifically in determining whether or not the
opinion is qualified?
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S e c t i o n  2
S h e e t  1

Comoanv Code (AAA to comolete)

Section 2: Identify the level of analysis performed for the
reserves  established at 12/93. In the following, the term standard
techniques includes development of losses, lae, counts and average
amounts, Bornhuetter-Ferguson  or other methods you apply on a
regular basis. Attachment 2 provides the 12/93 reserves  shown in
the NAIC data base.

Level of Analvsis % of Reserves

1. Reviewed by an actuary but ultimate liability
deemed to be inestimable.

2. Not analyzed by the actuarial  area as too
variable or liability is in litigation.

3. Not analyzed with standard techniques  as
volume is too low.

4. Not analyzed with standard techniques as
line of business is new.

5. Amounts assigned by Involuntary Pools and
not analyzed.

6. Amounts assigned by Voluntary Pools and
not analyzed.

7. Foreign exposure  and not reviewed or limited
review.

8. Analyzed with standard actuarial  techniques.
9. Other (describe)

Total (should add to 100%)
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Section 3 >

Comnanv Code (AAA to comdete)

Section 3: In completing section 3, please consider the causes of
runoff you may have identified in Section 1.

Please provide suggestions to a) improve the statement  of actuarial
opinion, b) to aid in the establishment of reasonable reserves and
c) to improve actuarial  knowledge and procedures.  (Please suggest
areas in which you would like more guidance from the Actuarial
Standards Board.)

B)
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APPENDMA

Companv Code (AAA to comolete) Section 1
Sheet 2

Cause of Runoff b of Total Runoff

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

a.

9.
10.

11.

12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

18.

19.

20.

21.
22.

I 23.

Pollution, Environmental, Asbestos, toxic
materials or other similar items.
Other long tail, shock type situations  such as
landmark  court decisions  or new area of liability.
Reinsurance (Commutation or Insolvency).
Involuntary Pools strengthening.
Timing of the release of Involuntary
Pool information.
Voluntary Pools strengthening.
Timing of the release of Voluntary
Pool information.
Unwinding of disclosed discount  (including
tabular).
Unwinding of undisclosed discount.
Result of loss responsive  programs where
future premiums  were netted against future losses.
Management or Company Reorganization (other
than Claims Department).
(explain)
Claims Department  reorganization or changes in
practice.
Result of financial pressures.
Change in reserve procedures.
Data base detail deficient  or incomplete.
Data base error.
Other system problems.
(explain)
New area, where insufficient  historical
information was available.
Low volume line, where estimation
was difficult.
Catastrophic line (umbrella, excess)- -
too variable.
Area was not reviewed.
Tail factors were too low.
Other (explain).

24. All beneficial  runoff.

Total (should add to 100%)

Which lines contributed the most to the adverse runoff?

Other Comments:



RESPONSES TO SURVEY SECTION 1 SHEET 2

COMPANY CODES

CAUSE OF RUNOFF ANALYSIS APPENDIXq

Percent Responding
( 4SXI 52x1 4sXI 4SXI

Number 01 Companies -LOB Analysis

&@ Number No(es
W C 11 Four apparenlly  WC only, one company had (4)invol pool strengthening and (8)unvindmg  of discount  w/o  WC noted.
GL 12 Included products and treaty cas IS
Med Mal 1 Specialty company
None ID 2
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RESPONSES TO SURVEY SECTION 2 SHEET 1

LEVEL OF ANALYSIS

COMPANY CATEGORY NUMBER

APPENDIX C

NUMBER 1 2 5. e SUM

Remanding
RUNOFF

50%
53%
41%
50%

&
50%
53%
47%
61%
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APPENDIX D

RESPONSES TO SURVEY SECTION 2/SHEET  1

LEVEL OF ANALYSIS - CATEGORY 9 DETAIL

1. A loss ratio method technique was used, not considered to be a standard

actuarial technique by the respondent;

2. The reserve for asbestos was set by reserving at policy limits with a reduction

for the probability of not exhausting high layers and including a provision for

expense outside limits;

3. A non-standard technique was used for some areas including a limits

available method or a limits exposed method;

4. A method was used for ULAE other than standard techniques, known as the

“Wendy Johnson technique”;

5. Reserves were analyzed using other techniques due to substantial case reserve

strengthening in the most recent two years.
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RESPONSES TO SURVEY SECTION 2 SHEET 2

RANGE AND CASH FLOW ANALYSIS

(IN COLUMN  2 ORDER)

COMPANY ITEM NUMBER

APPENDIX E

LETTER 6 COMMENT ON 6

Not in opin.,in dynamic solvncy

Reserves undisc, no impact
+
+
i-l-

WC discountI+

lo?
tl--

I
0
0
0
1 A
0
0
I A
0
0
0
0
1
1 D
0
0
0
1 N

I
J
K
L 1 1 10% 1 7%1 132%

1 I lO%l I 20% s a check

t beginning stage

M
N
0

1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

P

Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

lisclosed disc. in opinion

lot used.

PERCENTAGE RESPONDING
RUNOFF ALL

0 . 3 5 50% 50%

53% 53%
47% 47%
50% 61%
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CHAPTER 1

PURPOSE

The purpose of this report is to discuss and provide guidance on the important issues and

considerations that confront actuaries when designing, building or selecting dynamic financial

models of property-casualty risks. It has been prepared by the Subcommittee on Dynamic

Financial Models of the Casualty Actuarial Society’s Valuation and Financial Analysis Committee.

It constitutes part of the Society’s ongoing educational efforts on issues affecting actuaries

responsible for the strategic and dynamic financial analysis of insurers.’

In writing this report, the Subcommittee has intentionally avoided placing requirements on

actuaries or the models used by actuaries. These requirements have been and will continue to be

addressed by the Actuarial Standards Board.

’ Other sources of information regarding dynamic financial models is included in Appendix A.
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CHAJI-BR 2

INTRODUCllON  AND BACKGROUND

What is Dynamic Financial Analysis?

One of the early references to dynamic financial analysis comes from Jay W. Forrester in

Industrial Dynamics. He defines it as “. . a way of studying the behavior of industrial systems

to show how policies, decisions, structure, and delays are interrelated to influence growth and

stability. It integrates the separate functional areas of management -- marketing, investment,

research, personnel, production and accounting. Each of these functions is reduced to a common

basis by recognizing that any economic or corporate activity consists of flows of money, orders,

materials, personnel, and capital equipment. These five flows are integrated by an information

network.“2

Models are the key tools in dynamic financial analysis. Such models are ‘I. . , a systematic way

to express our wealth of descriptive knowledge about industrial activity. The model tells us how

the behavior of the system results from the interactions of its component parts. “’

The Actuary’s Need for Dynamic Financial Models

Historically, casualty actuaries have focussed primarily on rates and loss and loss adjustment

expense reserves. As the portion of insurers’ liabilities arising from casualty insurance has

increased, their use of reinsurance has decreased and actuarial valuations of liabilities have

become increasingly important. Property-casualty actuaries, and in particular members of the

Casualty Actuarial Society, have had increasing responsibility to provide opinions on the loss and

2 MIT Press, 1961, p. vii.

’ Ibid.
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loss adjustment expense reserves of propertycasualty insurance companies in the U.S. since 1980,

when the first state introduced such requirements.

In more recent years, regulatory and competitive pressures, as well as the desire for a more

holistic understanding of the insurance process, have led and continue to lead to expansions of the

casualty actuary’s role. It is anticipated that, with the emergence of the Appointed Actuary

concept for property-casualty insurers in the United States, actuaries will be responsible for

understanding insurance company assets, cash flows and investment risks as well as liabilities.

Propertycasualty actuaries are expected to place increased reliance on dynamic financial models

similar to the mandated use of dynamic financial models in emerging standards for life insurers.

As such, it is becoming increasingly important that casualty actuaries become familiar with

dynamic financial models.

Concurrent with the changing role of the property-casualty actuary have been changes in computer

power and software ease that have made the use of dynamic financial models more practical.

Specifically, models that would have taken days to code a decade ago can now be implemented

in minutes and results can now be. expressed graphically using standard software, easing

interpretation.

Why Use Dynamic Financial Models?

Dynamic financial models generally reflect the interplay between assets and liabilities and the

resultant effects on income and cash flows. This explicit recognition of all of the insurer’s’

operations gives dynamic financial models the power to illustrate the links between strategies and

results. Therefore these models make a unique contribution to the actuary’s set of tools for

financial analysis.

’ Throughout this report, the application of dynamic financial models to insurers is discussed.
These models are equally useful for captives, risk retention groups, self-insurance pools and large
self-insureds.
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Dynamic financial models are characterized by the projection of both income and cash flows over

a period of time. The time delays between occurence  of claims and their payment in the property-

casualty insurance business make it difficult or impossible to evaluate strategies and decisions

without explicit consideration of their effects on flows of funds. Indeed, the results of

management decisions or the effects of outside forces may often be counter-intuitive unless a

dynamic financial model has clarified the situation.

A scenario is a set of assumptions about the,environment  in which the insurer’s operations will

take place. Scenarios are used to illustrate the implications of strategies and decisions in the

context of information about the risks that confront the insurer. The explicit consideration of

scenarios gives a dynamic financial model a unique role in helping management in identifying

profit opportunities and encouraging investment in the company. Such explicit consideration also

assists regulators in understanding problems before they grow to crisis size. Management can

often identify potential problems earlier, and regulators can distinguish short-term problems that

do not warrant intervention from long-term problems that require action.
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CHAFI’ER  3

USES, USERS AND RESOURCES

The design and/or selection of a dynamic financial model will depend heavily upon the purpose

of the engagement (use of the model), the users of the model and its results, and the available

resources.’

Dynamic financial models have many uses, including:

0

l

0

0

Determining the value of an insurance company or block of policies to a

potential buyer or seller.

Assessing how an insurer might fare in a range of future economic

environments.

Strategic planning, including asset-liability management, tax planning,

reinsurance planning and costing, and market strategy.

Feasibility studies.

Tactical decision-making, including product pricing. (Although dynamic

financial models are not yet widely used to price property-casualty

insurance products today, they are already widely used to price life

insurance products.)

’ These considerations, along with the others identified in this report, are summarized in
Appendix B.
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0 Identifying the kinds of risks that most threaten the solvency of the insurer.

The use of the model will be a key determinant of many of its requirements. Examples include:

(1) Model input and output depend.on  the use. For example, if modelling a

worst-case scenario for solvency testing, a complex tax module is not

important because the insurer is unlikely to pay substantial income taxes,

at least under current federal income tax laws,

(2) The use of the model helps determine the time frame and accounting basis.

For example, if regulators ask the actuary to model solvency over a two-

year time horizon and ensure that risk-based capital requirements are met,

then a minimum of two years of future statutory accounting statements is

required.

(3) The use of the model may determine whether a deterministic or stochastic

model is more appropriate. This decision in turn will greatly affect the

resources and data needed. the model structure and the form that output

will take. As an example, if the goal is to develop probability distributions

of results, then an actuary will be more likely to use a stochastic model.

Users

Future Appointed Actuaries and insurers that wish to anticipate the results of the Appointed

Actuary’s work are the users who are driving the CAS’s educational efforts on dynamic financial

analysis. Other users of dynamic financial models include consulting firms and insurers that

employ such models as tools for tactical and strategic decision-making, including pricing

decisions. Third-party users of the results of dynamic financial models can include regulators,
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reinsurers, investment bankers, financial intermediaries, institutional investors, securities rating

organizations, and financial analysts.

The intended users’ needs are a consideration in designing and selecting the model. The type of

model used and its structure depend on customers (users) and their needs. As an example,

regulators may focus mainly on the insurer in total. Company management may focus on the total

corporation or on each individual product.

Resoums

The choice of dynamic financial model will depend on the available resources, whether these

resources are people available for system design and programming, data from which to derive

assumptions and with which to initialize the model, money available to purchase an existing

software package, or computer architecture.

Detailed dynamic financial models require a significant investment of time for research to

determine assumptions, as well as for maintenance to keep the model’s logic current and to revise

assumptions in light of new data. Such models also require a significant expenditure of time in

interpreting the results.

The choice of computer architecture is often determined by the purpose of the analysis and the

level of detail of the projections. A simple spreadsheet might be appropriate if the purpose of the

study is to highlight the effects on financial results of one particular risk, such as adverse

development of loss reserves. At the other extreme, complex, report-generating software with

a user-friendly front-end and efficient coding of the detailed calculations might be appropriate if

the model is intended to cope with a wide range of different problems and be used by a wide

range of users.
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CHAPTER 4

RISKS OF THE PROPERTY-CASUALTY INSURANCE BUSINESS

The evaluation of risk is the focus of dynamic financial models. The relative importance of each

type of risk will determine the detail of assumptions and analyses built into any model. In this

chapter, the risks of the propertycasualty industry are described and the related modelling

considerations addressed.

Property-casualty insurance risks can be divided into many categories. In this paper, we will

follow the definitions originated by the Committee on Valuation and Related Matters of the

Society of Actuaries and will discuss these risks in the following four categories:

C-l risk - Uncertainty surrounding cash flows from invested assets other

than from uncertainty regarding interest rate risk.

C-2 risk - Uncertainty surrounding cash flows from the obligation or

underwriting aspects of an insurance company.

C-3 risk - Uncertainty surrounding cash flows from interest rate

fluctuations in the presence of a mismatch of assets and liabilities and the

risk of disintermediation caused by embedded options that are sensitive to

changes in interest rate.

C-4 risk - Uncertainty emanating from mismanagement, i.e., making -

incorrect or fraudulent actions in light of the available information.
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As do many discussions of insurance risks, this paper will focus on the first three of these risks.

At present, measuring the risk of mismanagement is beyond the scope of most actuarial

engagements.

Asset Risk

Asset risk, also known as C-l risk, is the risk that the amount or timing of items of cash flow

connected with assets will differ from expectations or assumptions as of the valuation date for

reasons other than a change in interest rates. It encompasses uncertainty regarding:

0 Default rates.

0 Future’market value of equity assets.

0 Liquidity of assets.

In addition to these inherent asset risks, there is also the risk that the character of the assets will

not be evident from their general descriptions. This problem is increasing as capital markets

develop a greater range of non-equity investments that have many of the risk characteristics of

equity investments.

Appropriate data and methods are critical to the development of ranges of assumptions to reflect

asset risk in the projected performance of the insurer. Historical data developed for investment

managers is readily available, including time series of default rates of various classes of assets as

a function of age.

Dynamic financial models can be used  to estimate the effects of these risks alone on the projected

performance of the insurer and can also be used to estimate the interrelationships between these

risks and other risks. In modelling, asset risks may be assumed to correlate with inflation or some

other variable or to be autoregressive.
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Obligation Risk

Obligation risk, also known as C-2 risk, is the risk that the amount or timing of items of cash flow

connected with the obligations considered will differ from expectations or assumptions. For

property casualty companies, obligation risk encompasses:

Reserve risk - the risk that the actual cost of losses for obligations incurred

before the valuation date will differ from expectations or assumptions.

Premium risk - the risk that premium for future obligations will differ from

expectations or assumptions.

Loss projection risk - the uncertainty regarding assumptions about future

loss costs.

Catastrophe risk - the uncertainty regarding the costs of natural disasters

and other catastrophes.

Reiitance  risk - the uncertainty regarding the cost, value, availability and

collectibility of reinsurance.

Expense risk - the risk that expenses and taxes will differ from those

projected.

Dynamic financial models can be used to estimate the effects of these risks individually on the

projected performance of the insurer and to evaluate the interrelationships between these risks and

other risks.
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Re33rve  risk may be a function of:
I

Inflation in medical costs and other determinants of claims costs.

The legal environment in which claims will be resolved, including the

environment in which claims are pursued by policyholders or third parties.

The possibility of a breakdown in some basic premise underlying the

reserves for a particular coverage (such as has occurred with environmental

impairment liability).

Past patterns of pricing adequacy which affect case reserves or financial

reserves.

Corporate culture, training, and incentives that affect the payment of claims

or the adequacy of case reserves.

Currency fluctuations which affect the costs of losses when expressed in

local currency.

The randomness of the claims process itself.6

Incompleteness of data bases.I

6 The randomness of the claims process itself can be studied by modelling the patterns of loss
development or by more detailed analysis of the claims process. Inevitably, however, data for
such models always include the effects of other factors affecting the claims process.
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Premium risk may be a function of:

a Competitive pressures that do not allow the insurer to achieve assumed

levels of exposure and/or rate adequacy.

0 Regulatory intervention that restrains premium increases or decreases or

that requires business to be underwritten that would not be underwritten in

the absence of such intervention.

0 Premiums for involuntary business underwritten at premium rates and in

volumes that differ from assumptions.

a Retrospective premiums or dividends that differ from assumptions.

0 Amounts collectible from agents that differ from assumptions.

If premium risk is expected to arise from a cyclical pattern of premium adequacy in the

competitive market, a cyclical component could be incorporated into the model or into the

premium adequacy assumptions.

Ines projection risk is a function of the factors that affect reserve risk and also of the uncertainty

regarding:

0 Changes in loss costs and exposures from the historical experience period.

0 Loss costs for the mix of new policies being underwritten, including the

effect of adverse selection.
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l Loss adjustment practices in the future that may differ from those in the

past.

Catastrophe risk can be considered a component of loss projection risk. It is a function of:

l The coverage being written.

l The concentration of insured values in specific geographic areas or legal

jurisdictions.

l Uncertainty regarding the frequency, seventy and nature of catastrophic

events.

Computerized models of the damage arising out of certain types of catastrophes are available

which may be of value in determining assumptions about the probabilities and sizes of catastrophic

losses. Output from these catastrophe models may be used as input to a dynamic financial model

or a link between the models may be established so as to include the impact of catastrophe risk

in dynamic financial models.

Reiimnce risk is a function of changes in the price and availability of desired reinsurance, and

of uncertainty regarding the collectibility of reinsurance recoverables arising from the financial

condition of the reinsurer or ambiguity about the coverage provided. Reinsurance risk exists in

each of the four obligation risks identified thus far. In many models, projections are made on a

net of reinsurance basis. Such projections incorporate implicit assumptions regarding reinsurance

risks, whereas projections made on a gross of reinsurance basis require explicit instructions

regarding the reinsurance mechanism. Reinsurance risk recognizes how reinsurance responds

under stress, such as a large catastrophe or other strain on collectibility, aggregates,

reinstatements and other reinsurance parameters.
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Expense risks, those associated with expenses (other than loss adjustment expenses) and taxes,

include uncertainty regarding:

l Contingent commissions to agents.

l Marginal expenses of adding new business.

l Overhead costs, including the risk that overhead costs will be changed by

regulatory intervention and the risk that there may be periods of changing

premium during which overhead costs will not change in proportion to

premium.

l Assigned risk overburdens, second injury funds and other assessments.

l Federal and local income taxes, both in interpreting the current Internal

Revenue Code and in anticipating changes in the code.

These lists of uncertainties regarding the major components of obligation risk are illustrative.

Other factors may affect obligation risk.

Interest Rate Risk

Interest rate risk, also known as C-3 risk, is the risk that net cash flows will depart from

expectations or assumptions as the result of interest rate fluctuations. Interest rate risk

encompasses uncertainty regarding cash flows from assets, including bond yields, mortgage

interest rates, real estate income, and dividends on equity investments. It also encompasses

uncertainty regarding cash flows related to borrowing, such as the interest rate on any loans taken

out by the company or cost of capital.
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Reinvestment risk is uncertainty regarding yields that will be. available on reinvestment of

proceeds from investments that are currently held. In many dynamic financial models, a set of

assumptions must be made about the yields that will be earned on future investments. Often in

practice the apparent solvency or insolvency of the enterprise will be sensitive to the choice of

interest rate (“reinvestment rate”).

Another component of C-3 risk is the uncertainty regarding the market value of any fixed-income

asscts  that must be sold prior to maturity to meet cash flow needs. C-3 risk includes market value

uncertainty related only to changes in interest rates; market value uncertainty related to changes

in perceived credit or default risk is a component of C-l risk. The reinvestment rates, discussed

above as being determinants of reinvestment risk, also determine market value risk for fixed-

income assets. Thus, the reinvestment rate can have a significant impact on the results of the

model, resulting in an under- or over-statement of risks because of an inexact choice of

reinvestment rate.
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CHAPTER 5

RISKS INHERENT IN THE MODELLING  PROCESS

Once the risks to be incorporated in the model have been identified and the model built, there are

a number of risks inherent in the modelling process to consider, including:

0 The range of scenarios may not reflect the user’s intent.

0 The model may be incorrectly or incompletely specified for the intended purpose.

0 The model’s results may be inappropriately interpreted.

Importance of Scenario Testing and Selection of Assumptions

Proper use of a model depends on the selection of appropriate scenarios to evaluate and the

development of consistent assumptions within each scenario. The purpose of the model will

influence the data and methods used to provide assumptions for understanding the projected

performance of the insurer. Scenarios permit links between assumptions for various parts of the

model. For example, a high interest rate scenario might include assumptions of high bond yields,

low common stock values with high dividends, high inflation in medical costs, and a low level of

unemployment.

Scenarios provide an especially relevant tool for determining the implications of risks on the

projected performance of an insurer. Observing the results for a variety of scenarios yields

information about the company’s response to risk. Careful selection of scenarios is essential.

One of the reasons for using dynamic financial models is that they can provide information about

the interactions among risks. Dynamic financial models can indicate the extent to which

components of the company interact with one another. Depending on the purpose of the model,

the actuary may have a responsibility to describe the ways in which several components appear
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to be interacting, particularly if they alter the risk that arises from uncertainty about the

assumptions or logic for a single component.

In many situations, the actuary will k constrained with respect to the choice of scenarios. At this

time, life insurance regulatory authorities specify certain scenarios to be modeled by the actuary,

at a minimum. Similarly, Canadian regulations provide general guidance regarding the choice

of scenarios. This kind of regulatory requirement may expand to U. S. property-casualty

actuarial work in the future. Sometimes the scenarios to be studied will be specified by company

management rather than by the actuary. However the range of scenarios is selected, its choice

will impact the results that the model  produces. It may be appropriate to observe the model under

scenarios other than those specified by regulators or management to adequately understand the

implications of the scenarios that were specified.

When the range of scenarios has been selected using only retrospective tests as a guide, the model

may be prone to be over-determined. For example, the risk that the probability distributions in

a stochastic model are incorrectly specified can be minimized by choosing probability distributions

that have greater uncertainty (central tendency, dispersion, and skewness) than historical data.

Model Specification

The risk that a model is incorrectly or insufficiently specified can be minimized by validation,

i.e., matching the model to the insurer’s own history over some period of time. A well-specified

model will reasonably reproduce past actual results. Actual results varying from projections may

not be an indication of a poor model. Rather, it is generally appropriate to investigate such

differences and reconcile the model’s results with the actual results. This process of reconciliation

may identify weaknesses in the model, or it may clarify ways in which the enterprise’s activities

departed from what would have been reasonably expected (e.g., writing more, rather than less,

unprofitable business to cover up poor experience).
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Interpreting the Resulta for a Range of Scenarios

Summarizing a range of outcomes includes development of measures of the performance of the

insurer, as well as description and explanation of anomalous results. Measures of performance

include:

0 Risk-adjusted present value of future cash flows.

0 Management-defined objectives.

0 Probability or cost of “ruin.”

l Option-adjusted pricing.

Other measures may also be appropriate. The method of summarizing results will depend on the

purpose of the model.

Under the first approach, value is calculated as the risk-adjusted present value of the future cash

flows. Calculations of risk-adjusted present value may include separate risk adjustments for

stochastic or process risk (random variation) and scenario or parameter risk (variation among

scenarios). This approach allows for specific consideration of the cost of risk, Similar results

may be obtained by observing the model’s results under a set of assumptions that are conservative

in light of the uncertainties indicated by the model and computing the present value of the

resulting flows of funds at a risk-free rate.

An insurer’s modeled performance may also be measured in terms of objectives defined by

company management. For example, management may set objectives such as maintaining

acceptable risk-based capital results, failing no more than two IRIS tests or maintaining a

combined ratio less than 100%.  The insurer’s performance relative to these benchmarks can be

measured by using a model that calculates these statistics.
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In the third of these measures, the probability and expected value of each outcome is estimated.

The actuary may decide on a threshold characterized as “ruin,” and use a stochastic model to

estimate the probability of ruin for a given set of assumptions. Alternatively, the actuary may

establish a cost of ruin (and perhaps establish nominal values for certain other types of outcomes

as well), and compute an average of the adjusted financial outcomes over a range of assumptions.

The actuary may also select a threshold much closer to the current financial condition, such as a

decline in financial rating by one level, and estimate the probability of such an outcome.

Under the fourth measure, the total value of the insurer is summarized as the current market price

of a set of investments available in the capital markets which has the same risk characteristics as

the model indicates for the insurer. Such a set of investments almost always includes a large

proportion of options because the insurer’s cash flows are typically inflows first and outflows

second, so the resulting value is called the option-adjusted price of the insurer’s assets and

liabilities. This value reflects the insurer’s strategies for investment and for handling unexpected

shortages of cash, at least as far as those strategies are reflected in the model.

There is an ongoing dialogue among actuaries about the appropriate basis for summarizing the

results of a model. The Combination of Risks Task Force of the Society of Actuaries’ Committee

on Valuation and Related Problems concluded that the appropriate basis for summarizing the

results of a dynamic financial model is the cash basis.’ According to this school of thought, the

other accounting bases (statutory, GAAP, and tax) are important only insofar as they serve to

identify constraints on the enterprise’s operations (e.g., tax payments).

On the other hand, the Actuarial Standard of Practice for Appraisals, promulgated by the

Actuarial Standards Board, suggests that statutory accounting is the appropriate basis for

measuring financial results. In this school of thought, the statutory and tax accounting rules place

real constraints on the cash flows that can be realized by the investor.

’ Transactions of the Society of Actuaries, 1991-92 Reports, p. 45 I.
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Depending on the purpose of the model, the actuary may need to describe anomalous results

indicated by the model. The results of the model may suggest that-either some assumptions are

incorrect (in which case the assumptions will likely be revised before results are presented) or that

the insurer’s strategies could be improved. As an example of the latter, the results of the model

may suggest that the insurer is particularly at risk due to one or more sources of risk.

The risk of inappropriate interpretation can be minimized by communicating the limited extent

of variation among scenarios compared to the potential range of variation in the results of the

insurer’s operations.
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CHAPTER 6

OTHER MODEL CHARACIWUSTICS

However simple or sophisticated, a model is no more than a metaphor for the insurer. Dynamic

financial models differ in the types of risks they are effective at measuring. A key consideration

in the selection of a dynamic financial model is its ability to evaluate material sources of solvency

risk for the case at hand.

Generalized vs. Tailor-Made

Generalized models, such as those developed by several consulting firms and software vendors,

usually permit the user to specify several different types of insurance products, or lines of

business, and a range of different investments. Other models are often tailor-made, such as one

that addresses the unique characteristics of a company or because a simple model is sufficient.

If a generalized model is used, it is important to consider whether results may be distorted by

features inapplicable to a particular application or because a characteristic of the particular

company is not addressed. For example, if a general purpose model is used for an insurer that

plans to invest only in bonds and cash equivalents. the model does nor need to include a strategy

that involves investment in other assets. If it does, the ramifications of that logic should not

distort the projections.

Logic vs. Input

Whatever computer hardware and software may be used to implement the model, there are always

tradeoffs between the coding of logic versus the selection of parameters. Dynamic financial

models differ in the choices the developers make about which assumptions will be represented by

variables and which will be fixed by the software or hardware. Also, the user will be able to

determine the values of certain variables used by the model, whereas others will have been pre-set
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by the developer. The mix between input and logic will be determined in part by the users of the

model (both the operator and the decision-maker), as models with extremely large numbers of

variables can be daunting to use and difficult to interpret.

In selecting or building a dynamic financial model, decisions must also be made about the level

of detail to be captured about the insurance coverage (by broad product group, statutory line of

business, individual form, etc.), the factual context (including the level of detail about accounting

and tax rules), and the precision with which strategies will be defined.

Strategies are inevitably a part of the logic of a model. The strategies incorporated in the model

should be reasonably consistent with its purpose. Some software allows the user to build in

explicit recognition of management strategies. Other software assumes certain strategies, even

to the extent of letting presumptions about strategies affect the architecture or modular design of

the model.

Time Frame

The time frame for the analysis is an important consideration in the choice and design of dynamic

financial models. For example, it may be appropriate to use a time frame of 24 months to

evaluate strategies for a property insurer (although a longer time frame may be needed to address

recovery from a large catastrophe), whereas a time frame of 24 years may be more appropriate

to evaluate the solvency of an underwriter of products’ liability. The choice of time frame will

also be a reflection of whether the model includes only the run-off of current business, a going

concern for some state,d  period, or a going concern in a long-range projection valuation.

In addition to the time horizon of the model, the model also reflects a choice about the length of

time intervals under study. While annual time intervals may be appropriate for some purposes,

quarterly or even monthly time intervals might be appropriate for other purposes.
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Comprehensive dynamic financial models of the corporate insurance enterprise usually include

accounts on at least four bases simultaneously: cash, statutory, GAAP, and tax’.  Doing so is the

only way to reflect the details of the interrelationships among constraints imposed by investment

opportunities, underwriting commitments, laws and regulations, generally accepted accounting

principles, and income tax laws. Less comprehensive models may be appropriate, however, for

some purposes.

Relationship between Parent and Subsidiaries

Parents and subsidiaries have a number of different effects on an enterprise. A consolidated

model of the entire organization can be developed, or the existence of the parent and subsidiaries

might simply show up as assumptions about flows of funds, tax calculations, and income. A

model  may explicitly reflect a range of scenarios regarding the availability of or drain on surplus

due to external influences. Alternatively, each entity may be modeled separately, with output

from one model serving as input for other models.

Feedback I,oops

Dynamic financial models may employ feedback loops (automatic conditional decisions) which

are algorithms that make calculations for each modeled time period dependent on values calculated

for earlier periods. Feedback loops provide for reactions to specific conditions. Models without

feedback loops may be underdetermined, showing excessive income under favorable scenarios and

excessive loss under unfavorable scenarios. Models with feedback loops, however, may be

overdetermined, showing little risk regardless of the scenario because the model builder often

assumes that management will respond quickly to increased risk with appropriate strategic or

operational responses.

’ Financial reporting, and therefore modelling, may be more complex for international users.
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stochastic Risk

Purely random fluctuations in the modelled  variables may be important for a particular

application. Stochastic features surrounding input assumptions can be added to a model. Random

fluctuations around projected losses, for example, may be incorporated into a model by

introducing probability distributions about loss costs or loss ratios, by modelling the collective risk

process, or by modelling the underlying claim settlement process.

A simple model of the collective risk process may assume, only a probability distribution for the

frequency of losses as a function of some assumptions and a probability distribution of the sizes

of losses as a function of other assumptions. A more complicated model of the collective risk

process may include estimates of the uncertainty of the parameters of frequency and size-of-loss,

and may include a number of different kinds of losses, each with its own frequency and size-of-

loss assumptions. A model of the underlying claim settlement process may be a multi-state

Markov chain model or some other appropriate model.

The importance of identifying and modelling the interactions among risks increases when

stochastic models are used. When assumptions are stochastically generated, a model that does not

reflect these interactions may produce meaningless results in certain scenarios. At best, the results

of such models would be difficult to interpret.
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CHAPTER 7

FORCES FOR CHANGE

Thus far, this report has focused on the state of art and practice at this time. There are sweeping

changes underway that may affect modelling in the future.

Proliferation of Insurance Products

Although regulation and custom tend to slow the creation of insurance products by entrepreneurs,

changes in the markets served by insurance enterprises constantly press for new products and

services. Dynamic financial models may need to be refined to adapt to these changes.

Competitive Pressures

In the past, pressures were perceived to arise from competition at the point of sale of the

insurance product. From at least as long ago as 1970,  competitive pressure has increasingly come

to mean competition at the point that capital is being raised. Dynamic financial models are

playing an increasingly visible role in corporate decisions regarding purchases and sales of

business units, means to tap capital markets, and trade-offs between capital and reinsurance. This

trend might reasonably be expected to continue.

~~ovatioo  in Assets

Recent innovations in asset design make it difficult to understand the riskiness of many

investments by looking at their designations for accounting purposes. For example, some bonds

have the risks of stock investments or mortgages and mortgages are backed by a wide range of

security. Existing accounting classifications may be misleading to tabulate information about

assets for input into dynamic financial models.
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New types of asset classes are emerging, some with purposes other than purely generation of

invistment  returns. For example, some assets, such as catastrophe futures, can hedge risks

undertaken by the insurer’s underwriting activities. More innovation can be expected, along with

the need to model these kinds of investments.

Regulatory, Accounting, and Tax Requirements

Dynamic financial models may need to be revised from time to time to reflect the latest

developments in regulation. Such changes may be as simple as adding a set of calculations, or

they may require modelling of the corporate response to the impact of the regulations (e.g., a shift

in marketing or investment strategy to accommodate surplus constraints of risk-based capital).

Projections of cash flow may react to changes in these constraints differently from projections of

statutory results, and dynamic financial models with feedback loops may react differently from

static models.

Hardware

Although changes in computer hardware over the past twenty years have in some ways increased

the speed with which tasks get done, they have had a fundamental and irreversible effect on the

kinds of problems that people address. For example, before data processing was available that

could prepare an extensive Schedule D (details of assets of insurers), regulators simply prohibited

and restricted investments outside a few narrow categories; today, they attempt to monitor

insurers’ investments. Models of corporate financial results were not considered to be important

tools for actuaries until computer hardware existed on which such models could be run, The

actuary can expect that the changes in hardware will transform both the problems the actuary will

be expected to address and the nature of actuarial work.

One major change on the horizon is distributed processing. In the future, the actuarial tool kit may

consist of essentially instant communication with a large number of models of a given insurance
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enterprise, each being updated with new information essentially in real time. Between that future

and to&y lies a time of rapid change in the power and distributions of hardware, software, and

data.

I Life Insutance  Models

Dynamic financial models of a high degree of sophistication now exist for life insurance

enterprises. These models are being used for product pricing and corporate valuation as well as

for strategic and tactical (e.g. tax) planning. These models, and the experiences of their users,

may have an important effect on the direction of development of models of property-casualty

insurance companies. Life insurance models affect the perceptions and expectations of regulators,

many of whom have responsibility for both life insurance regulation and property-casualty

insurance regulation.

I
Other Countries

The increasing degree of globalization of the national economies, and the long-standing trend to

lower economic borders between countries, suggest that actuarialwork  in the United States will

be affected by innovations developed outside the United States and vice versa.

For example, Canada recently introduced solvency regulation for property-casualty insurance

companies. All companies are required to designate an appointed actuary who is a Fellow of the

Canadian Institute of Actuaries (CIA). In addition to performing the valuation of loss reserves,

unearned premium reserves and deferred acquisition expenses for a company, the appointed

actuary is required to report to the Board of Directors at least once a year on the current and

expected future solvency of the company. To make this report, the appointed actuary is expected

to perform dynamic solvency testing in conformance with the standards of,practice  set by the CIA.

In cases in which a company is thought to be in difficulty, federal regulators can require that the
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appointed actuary submit a report on the results of a dynamic solvency test of the company’s

business plan over a planning horizon of one year.
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APPENDIX B

CHECKLIST OF CONSIDERATIONS

1. Is the model appropriate for the intended use?

2. Are the model and related communications appropriate for the expected users of its results?

3. Can the model be developed, purchased, maintained and/or used within the personnel, time,

hardware, software and budget resources available?

4. Does the model contain input, output and processing regarding each of the risks to be

evaluated in appropriate detail? Are the available historical data regarding these risks

sufficient to use to derive the assumptions needed by the model? These risks include:

0 Asset risk

0 Obligation risk

0 Reserve risk

0 Pricing risk

0 Loss projection risk

l Catastrophe risk

0 Reinsurance risk

0 Expense risk

l Interest rate risk

5. Is the range of scenarios broad enough to reasonably address the questions at hand?

6. Is the model specification accurate and appropriately complete?
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10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Are the measures used to summarize and interpret the range of results reasonable for the

application?

Have the limitations of the model and range of scenarios been communicated clearly to

reduce the risk of misinterpretation?

Is a generalized model reasonable for the application or would a tailor-made model better

address specific issues?

Does the model have a reasonable balance between input assumptions and hard-coded logic?

Is the model’s time horizon appropriate to the application?

Are the accounting bases upon which the model makes forecasts of appropriate breadth to

the application?

Does the model provide sufficient detail (input and output) with respect to interactions with

parents, subsidiaries and affiliates?

Will the value of the model results be enhanced enough by the presence of feedback loops

(automatic conditional decisions) to warrant a model with such features?

Is a deterministic or stochastic model better suited for the application?
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A SIMULATION PROCEDURE FOR COMPARING
DIFFERENT CLAIMS RESERVING METHODS

Teivo Pent&linen and Jukka Rantala

Abstract

The estimation of outstanding claims is one of the important aspects  in the management  of

the insurance business. Various metbods  have been widely dealt with in tie  actuarial literature.

Exploration of the inaccuracies involved is traditionally based on a post-J&to  comparison of the

estimates against the actual outcomes of the settled claims. However, until recent years it has not been

usual to consider the inaccuracies inherent in claims reserving in the context of more comprehensive

(risk theoretical) models, the purpose of which is to analyse the insurer as a whole. Important parts

of the technique which will be outlined in this paper can be incorporated into over-all risk theory

models to introduce the uncertainty involved with technical reserves as one of the componentF  in

solvency and other analyses (PENTWANEN  et al (1989)).

The idea in this paper is to describe a procedure by which one can explore how various

reserving methods react to fictitious variations, fluctuations. trends, etc. which might influence the

claims process, and, what is  most important, how they reflect on the variables indicating the financial

position of the insurer. For this purpose, a claims process is first postulated and claims are simulated

and ordered to correspond to an actual handling of the observed claims of a fictitious insurer. Next,

the simulation program will ‘mime’ an actuary who is calculating the claims reserve on the basis of

these ‘observed’ claims da!a.  Finally, the simulation is further continued thus generating the settlement

of the reserved  claims. The  difference between  reserved amounts and settled  amounts gives the

reserving (run*,Ff)  error in this  particular simulated case By repeating the simularion  numerous times

(Monte Carlo method) the distribution of the error can be estimated as well as its effect on the total

outcome of the insurer:

By varying the assumptions which control the claims process the sensitivity of Ihe  reserving

method visa-a-vis  the assumed phenomena can be tested. By applying the procedure to several

reserving methods in parallel a conception of their properties can be gained, in particular, how robust

they are against various variations and irregularities in the claims process.

It is useful to recognize and classify error sources which give rise to the reserving

inaccuracies (cf. PENTIKAINEN  et al (1989) item 2.4b):

I) Tbe model (often simply called reserving rule or formula or method) can be only a mure

or less idealized description of the real world and of the actual claims settlemems:  the deviations give

rise 10 what can be termed model errors.

2) The parameters used in calculations are subject  to parameter errors owing IO the fact lhar

they are 10 be estimated  from various data statistics or found from other rn,,re  or less uncertain

sources.

3) The actual claims and claims settlements are subject  10 stochastic tluctuations  causing
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deviations from the estimates, sfocbasfic  errors, even in those (theoretical) cases where the model atid

its parameters would be precisely correct.

The above procedure enables us to examine the effects of all these three errors, in fact, it is

very general, not being restricted to any specific reserving model or assumptions on the claims

process. It is intended for studies of the properties of the reserving methods on a general level.

However, it is not meant for post-facto analyses, i.e. in the investigation and estimation of the

inaccuracies in reserveS  in particular concrete cases, for those purposes well-known actuarial and

statistical approaches are needed.

It is still worth noting that the approach can find application to other estimations as well. We

have, for instance, also treated premiunis in an analogous way, although limited to simple examples

in this paper.

Afier having first described our method in general terms a number of numerical examples will

be given to illustrate some of its relevant features.  They are based oh some well-known elementary

reserving rules and simple assumptions on the claims process. Also some conclusions on the

properties of the reserving rules are derived therefrom. They should be understood merely as

examples of the use of our model, not as any real analyses of the reserving methods. Even though

our method is aimed at making such conclusions and comparisons between methods, their pertinent

performance would require quite extensive studies. Such have been fully beyond the possibilities in

this context.

KEYWORDS

Claims reserving. run-off errors, chain ladder, model errors, parameter errors, simulation

1. Basic concepts

1.1. References to related works. A summary of the c/aim reserving rechniques  was compiled by

VAN  EEGHEN (1981). Furthermore, the monograph by TAYLOR (1986) is referred to as is the recent

Claims Reserving Manual (1989) of the UK Institute of Actuaries. Enhanced methods for analyses,

among others regarding the above listed sources of errors, have been recently proposed, for example,

by ASHE  (1986),  NOWERG  (1986), SUNDT (1990) and WRIGHT  (1990).

The run-of-errors, as a source of uncertainty in solvency considerations, were dealt with by

the British Solvency Working Party in a series of reports: DAYKIN  & al (1984). . . . . DAYKIN  and

H E Y  ( 1 9 9 0 ) .  STANARII  (1986), R E N S H A W  (1989), V E R R A L L  (1989),  ( 1 9 9 0 )  h a v e  a n a l y s e d  t h e

properties of the chain ladder method.

The stochastic claim run-off error was analysed  by PENT~K~~INEN  and RANTALA  (1986) to

which this paper is a continuation. The results were incorporated as a suhmodel into the application-

orientated risk theoretical over-all model in PENIY~~INEN  et al (1989).

We are going to use, as far as possible, the notations and concepts used in the above-referred

papers. However, the terminology adopted in the Manual of IA (1989) is also taken into account. For
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the convenience of the reader the main features are recapitulated.

1.2. Claims cohorts. In order to clarify the terminology and the notation it is useful to note that the

claim process includes the following elements:

1) the event (accident) which causes a claim in year t.

2) The claim is reoorted  to the insurer in year t or later.
3) The claim is w in year t+s (~20) or possibly in several parts in years t+s,.  t+s2.  . .

4) If the claim is reported by the end of the accounting year but not yet fully settled, it is

called been and a provision is made to meet  the outstanding liability either as a case estimate or by
using some statistical technique.

5) The claims which are incurred  but not yet repotted by the end of the accounting year are

YBNR-claims’.

Following the terminology of Manual of IA (1989) (A 5.1) outstandinp  claims is an umbrella

concept for open and IBNR claims.

It is appropriate to group the claims originating in the same accident year, t, as a “a”.

The year t is also called the year of origin. Fig.1.l  illustrates the structure of a cohort and its

development.

FIG. I. I. The development of a claims cohort.
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The accumulated amount of settled claims from development years t, t+ I,  t+2,...,t$s

supplemented by the provision of the open claims at the end of year t+s is called, still following the

terminology of Manual of IA (1989),  p. A5.2, the incurred loss and is denoted by

(1.1) X(t;O,s) = claims originating from year t and paid in years t,t+ I,...,t+s  on settled or

partially settled claims plus reserve held for the open claims at the end of year t+s.

A notation for the increments of X is also needed:

(1.2) X(t;s,,s,) = X(t;O,d  - X(t;O,s,-I)

and especially

(I.31 X(t;s,s)  = X(t;O,s) - X(t;O,s-1)

which is the increment in the development year t+s (by convention, X(t;O,-l)=O).

It is assumed that after some period s, all claims of the origin year t are settled. The

parameter s, characterizes a feature of the portfolio which is called the length of the run-off tail.

Hence, the development time variable s can have values O.l....,s,.  and,

(I .4) X(t;O,Q  = is the final  total amount of claims of the cohort t.

It is also called the loss related to the cohort

1.3. The reserve for IBNR  claims of the cohort t at the end of year t+s is defined as:

(1.5) C(t,s)=  Estimate for (X(t;s+ 1,s-J).

Various methods, ‘reserving rules’, can be applied in this estimation. The purpose of this paper is to

find methods and measures for the evaluation of the uncenainry  involved with the rules.

Concept (I 5) is in conformity with the “London market” definition presented in the Manual

of IA (1989),  p. A5. I where the IBNR-reserve is defined to be equal to the estimated ultimate loss

on all outstanding claims less  the reserve at the accounting date for open claims. Hence, the

uncertainty in the reserve of open claims is included within that of the IBNR-reserve, as thus defined.

As stated in the next paragraph, this type of definition seems to be convenient in this context, because

it allows the collective handling of all kinds of uncertainties in claims process. Note that this

definition is different from the common accounting practice according to which the provisions for both

the open claims and IBNR’s  are included in the claims reserve. No safety margins are assumed to he

included in the reserve.
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I .4. Claims process. The model lo be employed is based on the facl  that tie increment X(t;s,s)  ‘is

made up of the sum of changes in the  status of individual claims. II is helpful to classify “drange-

causing events” as follows:

I) A claim is reported and added to the paid and/or  open claims.

2) An open claim, k, is fully or partly settled in year t+s, the amount being S,(t,s).  For it

(possibly) a reserve (case estimate) C,(t,s-I)  was made at the end of the  preceding year and now can

be released. Then

(I .6) X,&s) = S,(t,s) - C&-l) (s 2 I)

contributes to the change of the cohort’s aggregate loss X(t;s.s). If C,  were exactly correct, then X,

would, of course, be zero, but in practice it will often be non-zero (+).

3) The provision C, for an open claim is changed (possibly without any payment action), for

instance, if new information has been obtained.

Both 1) the number of evenrs  and 2) the amounf  of the changes involved in, &(t,s) above,

are random variables. Our techniques, both  simulation and others (PEKTIK~~NEN  and RANTALA

(1986)). are based on utilizing probability distributions for both of them. Note that the approach is

analogous to that of risk theory. Thanks to F~LIP  LUNDBERG ,  HARALD  CRAMER  and others the

collecrive  approach replaced the earlier “individual risk theory”. The number of claims and their size

are handled as a “risk process” without reference 10 the tiles of the individual policies which actually

are behind the claims. The philosophy proved enormously fruitful notwithstanding that the theory can

also be built on the individual bases.

As in general collective risk theory and even still more in the context of claims cohort

processes it is crucially important to account for the correlations between the development cells of

the cohorts as well as the correlations hetween consecutive cohorts.

Furthermore, note that the claim size variable X, may also be negative. This can be the case

particularly in classes 2) and 3) ahove. This feature should be kept in mind when the risk theory

formulae and distributions are built up (cf. BEARD et al (1984). Section 1.3 p, 7).

For illustration of the approach numerical examples will be exhibited in section 4, therefore,

some basic features of the claims process need to be specified. This is done in the  Appendix. We

recall that irrespective of which approach is applied in defining the concept of claim development the

technique we are going to present can, with obvious modifications, also be applied to claims processes

defined otherwise than the collective one. For example, the procedure allows for the use of  the

booKtrapping  technique for claims simulation (a$ was remarked by one of the referees of this paper),

1.5. The aggregate loss process related to the whole business of thk insurer cnnsists  of a the

sum of the cohort variables  X.

Following the practice adopted by NORBERG (1986) a diagram of the Lexis type is constructed

in Fig. I .2.  The data array representing a cohort develops az an ascending diagonal. The informarion

which the actuary, or in our simulation the computer, ha5 available for the reserve calculation is in
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the “run-off trapezium” (in the diagram the vertical pillar at the accounting year t and the area l&t

therefrom). The claims to be estimated for the  reserve for outstandings  are inherent in all of the still

open cohorts and are located in the “triangle of outstandings” right from the column at t:

(1.7) C(f) - c C(r-s.s).
,i,

FIG. I .2.  Claims process as a sum of cohorts. The current accounting year is denoted by t and the

cohort originating in the accident year t-s is represented by an ascending diagonal.

NOTE.  The problem in premium rating is basically the same as is the claims reserving. An

estimate for the amount of claims ofbrurc  cohorts is required. The difference in the claims reserving

is that only present and past cohorts are considered and that  a number of the earliest notified claims

are already known and the estimation is focused to the remaining ones only. It is a bit surprising that

the methods developed for premium rating are only little utilized in claims reserving.
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2. Run-off error

2.1. Run-off error, break-up consideration. The run-off error is the remainder (&) which is left

of the reserve C(t) when all the outstanding claims are ultimately settled:

,--I
(2.1) R(f) - C(r)- c X(r-s;s+l,s-).

,-0

In practice, of course, R can be determined only when the settlement of (practically) all of the

outstandings is completed. Our approach is to compute it by continuing the simulation until all of the

terms of the sum in (2.1) are obtained.

2.2. Going-concern consideration. Further, the effect of the runoff error on the  aggregare  loss

X(t) is examined. This  variable is the conventional entry for the total amount of the claims in the

profit and loss accounts of the  standard annual reports. In the terms of the definitions and notations

introduced in item 1.3 it is

(2.2) X(r)  - ‘gx(l-s;s,s)  + C(l)-C(r-1).

As was noted in item 1.3. in our considerations the provision for open claims is included in the X

terms, not in C, notwithstanding that this  does not accord with  the common accounting practice.

2.3. Properties of o good reserving melhod.  For the appreciation of the efficiency of the reserving

methods a great variety of optimality criteria are proposed in actuarial literature. From the point of

view of the company’s management the following features might be the  most important:

(I) Probability of insufficiency of the reserve should be small (E), more exactly

(2 .3 ) Prob(R + L < 0) S E

where L is a safety loading. (In practice it can either  be included in the claims reserve C(t) in addition

to the unbiased estimate (1.5) as an extra margin or e.g. as an equalisation provision or it can be

available otherwise as a part of the insurer’s solvency margin).

(2) The safety loading L should be as small as possible.

(3) The variation of the aggregate claims in the  profit and loss accountshould be as small as possible

(particularly in the going-concern approach).

In the next item some potential measures will be proposed for the comparison of different

reserving methods having regard for the  above criteria (I) - (3).
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2.4. Measures of uncertainty. The runoff error R and its impact on X depend self-evidently on

the reserving method. This  dependence varies with the different claims processes. We shall use as

primary measures in describing these effects both the direct values of R and X and their ratios and

the standard deviations ee and ex of these variables together with the ratios

(2 .4 ) o,lC,  aalP.  ox/P and oxlu,

where P is the premium income corresponding to the relevant X (more in item 3.3). Furthermore,

crO  is the standard deviation of h(t)  which is the incurred aggregate loss from which the runoff error

is removed. This is obtained from the simulated data, in terms of our notations, &d(t)  = X(t;O,sJ

(= the total loss related to the cohort t).  Hence, the difference ux-u,  is to be credited to run-off error.

Let us also recall that indicators based on the distribution of extreme deviations or confidence

intervals, are good candidates as measures (cf. PENTIKAINEN  and FCA~VTALA (1986)). but at this stage

of work we mainly used the standard deviations. They need less simulations, but involve the drawback

that the effect of skewness of the distributions is partly lost.

Note that when we in the following illustrate the comparison of two or more reserving rules,

the very same  cluim  partern X(t;s,s) is used  for all of them. Therefore, it can be expected that the
differences revealed in results can be credited to the differing structures of the rules. This is still

further verified by repeating the test after a change of the seed of the random generator.

3. Reserving methods used in the case studies

3.1. Chnin Ladder method. This well-known method is chosen as the first of our test examples. It

operates auxiliary development coefficients

(3 .1 ) d (s )  =  A , (s ) /&(s ) .

Where the A’s represent the sums of all X(t-u;v,v)  located in the areas marked by the same symbols

in Fig.3. la.
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I,

‘a) A,(s) is the parallelogram shaded in the

diagram, and A,,(s) is obtained by removing the

top-most row from A,.

b) Development of a cohort.

F1c.3.  I. Derivation of the Chain Ladder rule.

The claim sums to be estimated for the remaining parts of the cohorts are now obtained by

assuming that the cohorts grow in the same proportion as the parallelograms A, i.e.

X(t-s;O,s+  I) = X(t-s;O,s)  ad(s)

X(t-s;O,s+Z)  = X(t-s;O,s+  I) .d(s+ 1) = X(t-s;O,s)ad(s).d(s+  1)

etc. Hence. the claims reserve for the cohort t-s is

(3 .2 ) C(t-s,s)  = x(t-s;o,s)~c,.,(s),

where

P”“.l

(3 .3 ) c..,(s)  = II d(s +u)  - I
u-0

and the total claims reserve at the end of the accounting year t is

%..-1

(3 .4 ) c(t) = E qt-s,s)
1-o

Note that c,,(s) should be recalculated in each accounting year t (hence,  a notation c,.,(t,s)  would,

perhaps, be more advisable).

The Chain Ladder rule is at its best in the cases where the so-called structural (also called

mixing) variation is large. This is a well-known feature and is again confirmed by the numerical

example to be set out later as well as also in PENTIK~NEN  and RAKTALA  (1986. Appendix I). This
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is because the Chain Ladder assumes that the structure variation affects the total claims amount of

each cohort but no longer how these claims are distributed during the runoff of the cohort for

consecutive development years.

3.2. A variant. The chain ladder method can be amended by broadening the “runoff triangle” to a

trapezium from which the parallelograms A are cut, if this is available. The dotted line associated

with a “broadening parameter” T, (see Fig. 1.2 and 3. I) refers to this variant. Its effect will be tested

in Section 4.4 below.

3.3. The premium-based method is chosen as the second example for testing:

(3 .5 ) C(t-s,s) = P(t-s)  *c&s)

where P is the unloaded net premium applied for the cohort and the coefficient c, is an estimate for

the ratio of the still outstanding IBNR claims of the cohort to the total amount of the claims. This rule

theoretically is suitable for pure Poisson claims processes (see PEKTIKLINEN  and RANTALA  (1986),

Appendix 1).

The premium income P(t-s) in our simulation example was calculated by a simple formula of

the moving average type, determining P on the basis of the latest settled and open claims which are

known at the year of origin of the cohort t-s:

(3.6) P(f-s) - CX’iTA
1

where the sum stands for all of the simulated claims amounts X’ located in the rectangle A shadd

in Fig.3.2, and the amounts X’ are the claims increment variables X(t;s,s),  (see (1.3)). transformed

to match the value of money and business volume of the accounting year t having regard for the

simulated inflation and presumed growth of the business volume (details in Appendix).

In practice, the coefficients cs can either be fixed in advance or be derived from the pattern

of the known claims. We used a simple rule defining these coefftcients  as the ratios of the simulated

sums of the above X’ located in the rectangles B and A in Fig.3.2:

(3.7) c,(w) - ~x*/~x+.

F1o.3.2.  Derivation of the Premium-based reserving formula.
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3.4. The mixed method is constructed as a combination of the Chain Ladder and the Premium-based

reserves:

The idea is to assign to the coefficients z(t.s) such values that the premium-based C,, is predominant

at the beginning of the runoff of the cohort (s small)  and later, when s is approaching s,, the weight

moves to the chain ladder rule.

The intended purpose can be achieved by taking z to be the same as the premium-based

coefficient in (3.7):

(3 .9 ) Z(Q)  = c&s).

This formula was proposed by BENKTANDER  (1976). The logic is analogous to the BORNHUFITER-

FERGU~ON  (1972) approach, but it is applied to a different variable.

An alternative formula for z(t,s)  could be derived by using credibility considerations (see

PE~v~K~UNEN  and F~ANTALA (1986),  p. 127).

In order to keep the paper within reasonable limits we have restricted the application examples

to these simple rules, the more so because our purpose is to describe the test and comparison method,

not to arrive at any analysis of the reserving rules and their properties.

4. Numerical examples

4.1. Single realisations. We used the same  numerical basic data as in PEKTI~~NEN  and

kANTALA  (1986). For convenience of reading they are recapitulated in the Appendix. The run-off tail

s, is alternatively either 12 (long) or 3 (short) years (cf. Section 3.4 of the referred paper).

The model is programmed to give outputs both in tabular and graphic forms. Table 4.1

provides an example. The long-tailed claims pattern is simulated for 25 consecutive accounting years

t by using, in parallel, the three reserve methods specified above (C-L=Chain Ladder, Pr=Premium-

based, Mix=Mixed  Method, formulae (3.8) and (3.9)).
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TABLE 4. I. Simulated run&f  errors R and the aggregate losses X.

11 p XOJPI x-r-o, C(I) I P(f) I P(C),C(I,X  , X(f)/PI 1
, C-L PC "1" , C-L Pr "i" , C.L PT "i" , C-L PT "I" ,

..I _____.____.___.__.__.,.....................,...................,...................  ! ..'..'...'."'...'...,

0 65.7 81.8 ,756 I.%.L 109.8 ,&a.‘ 8.8 IL.2 12.8 Is.0 7.5 6.0 n.9 9s.1 77.0
I t-30  98.6 187.3  196.1 WI.,  19‘  2 0.8 10 0 6.9 L.5 5 1 3.6 98.6 92.5 90.0
2 71.0 89.6 195.0 186.4 205.2 19J.2 -8.6 10.2 . . .1.8 -‘.6 5.0 .9 65.1 89.9 77.1
3 73.L Pp.2 204.7 183.3 213.1 1 9 8 . 0  ,ZJ.L 6.G .8.6 -12.8 3.0 -‘.& 79.1 PG.0 BP.8

L 75.8 107 6 225.3  209.8 221.0  21L.I  -15.‘ -L., .1o.a -7.3 1 .P -5.0 110.1 93.5 lW.8
5 e-o.&  12O.L 2‘8.9 237.6 230.8  227.1 -11.2 .I.¶.! -21.2 -(.I .7.8 -9.3 125.6 10X.2 107.‘
6 85.0 loL.5 257.5 260.0 2‘1.5 Z‘J.3 2.6 -16.0 -1c.2 1.0 .6.6 -5.8 120.8 107.0 112.7

7 90.~ 117.9 2w.o  2nd 254.1  258.8 .IO.I -29.2 -25.2 .,.I .11.5 .9.7 103.9 103.3 105.8
a 96.6  100.1 2aa.2 271.6 270.1 279.8 3 . 3 -10.1 -1.5 1.1 .6., -3.0 114.I 111.6 117.‘

9 104.6 117.1 ,I,.‘  328.6 2e.s.9 300.0 11.2 .28.6 -17.5 3.h -9.9 .s.a 124.5 107.1 108.4
10 11L.5  11L.1  350.0 560.‘ 311.0 326.0 IO., -30.2 .21.0 2.9' .lZ.J -6.1 113.‘ lOI., 111.0

1'1 l2l.7 95.9 361.1 XL.1 3x.3 349.5 3.1 .25.8 -11.6 .8 -7.7 -3.3 89.9 106.1 10,.6
12 130.2 101.9 380.5 365.11 WI., ,70.9 -22.7 -20.3 .I,.6 -6.2 .,.a -&., 82.1 100.0 97.3

13 !‘S.Z  101.3 ‘15.9 345.9 JW.4 ,a,.& .*0.1 -25.6 -32.5 .1,.7 .6.5 -8.5 a.2 103.2 PO.9
1L 1 5 1 . 2  98.1 435.7 ‘31.‘ L23.8 a2.3 -c., -11.9 -3.‘ .I.0 -2.8 -.a 127.9 107.5 ,I,.,

15 169.2 98.2 ‘61.9 c.9.1 ‘5.9.‘ ‘t4.3 .0.9 -8.6 -3.6 -1.9 .I.9 -.a 95.5 100.2 98.1
16 ,a,., P,.‘ 491.7 ‘29.1 t&9., ‘85.5 -68.6 1.6 .12.2 -16.0 .3 -2.5 60.9 98.9 a.5.I

17 190.0 95.9 512.7 502.2 541.0 s1.7 .,O.L 0.b .P -6.1 1.6 -.2 115.1 99.3 101.5

10 z12.2  96.3 571.‘  577.1  535.0 5a6.a .7 13.6 15.‘ .I 2.1 2.6 113.0 100.8 106.0

19 220.9 1w.7 634.6 631.7 626.7  63J.5 -Z.P -8.0 .,.2 ..I -1.3 Y2 103.1 95.0 97.3
20 2n.9 0.0 652.0 x2.a t&.6 699.8 110 8 x.7 67-a 1L.P 5.2 9.7 136.7 106.3 117.5

21 2CI.P 950 681.3 69,.3 708.3 711.1 12.0 27.0 29.8 1.7 ,.a ‘.2 55.0 92.7 80.‘
22 256.7 89.3 695.8 713.1 7L5.9 7‘2.9 11.3 50.1 47.1 2 L 6.7 L., 91.) 98.3 96.0

73 275.2 100.6 7&L 3 727.9 788.0  75L.7  '16.‘ ‘3.7 10.L. .2.J 5.5 1.‘ ea.3 90.3 87.3
2‘ 284.0 M.G 762.8 7bL.6 828.8 793.8 1.a be.0 31.0 .2 8.0 3.9 94.8 96.2 95.6
25 2pI.J 92.9 786.3  817.0 865.0 822.3 ,0.7 78.7 3&o 3.8 9.1 L.‘ 102.T 91.2 PC.6

.._............___.........___..........._....

The variables P, R, X and C are given in monetary units (= $ million) and the ratios as percentages.

The growth of premium income P and other monetary quantities is due to inflation (average 5%) and

real growth (1%). Claims pattern is long-tailed. X-r-o is the *true”  value of the outstandings, i.e. the

simulated sum term in (2. I).

The loss ratios of columns 3 and 14 are plotted in Fig. 4.1. as well as the ratio R/P

corresponding to col. I I (Chain Ladder method) but expressed as a ratio to premium P.
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F I G .  4 .  I, The  ra t ios  X,,/P  ( -o - ) ,  X /P  ( - - )  and  R /P .  Cha in  Ladder  ru le .

The ratio R/P and the deviation of X/P from X.JP  are shaded in order to show the strong correlation

between them. When R is increasing, it worsens (increases) the loss ratio and vice versa. Note that

X/P ftuctuates  more than ‘original’ X,JP.

Fig.4.2 depicts the premium income P and the aggregate “no-runoff  affected” loss X, from

which P is derived according to (3.6) as a moving average with the range IO years and with a

necessary time lag. For clarity, the effect of inflation and growth is stripped away from the time

series by operating the variables in the initial value of money and volume (at t=O).

I00
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/ “/
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FIG. 4.2. The premium income P, deflated into the monetary value of the initial time point, as a

(delayed) moving average of the loss X,,.
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All the loss ratios X/P of Tahle 4. I and the ratios R/P  are plotted in Fig.4.3.

-.5(
I

0 5 I0 I5 20 25

FIG. 4.3. Loss ratios X/P and RIP calculated hy using Chain Ladder (marked hy c), Premium-based

(p) and Mixed (m) melhods,  respectively. The thick line represents XJP.

A smoother flow of X/P can be achieved at the expense of larger reserve errors R/P.

Simulations confirm the well-known fact (STANARD  (1986) and ZEHNWIRT’S  article in the

Manual of the IA (1989).  Vol. If) that the Chain Ladder method has a tendency to show a greater

v~olutility than the other rules compared.

4.2. Monle  Carlo simulations. In order IO get hroader insights into the hehaviour of the target

variables  the simulations exemplified  in Figures 4. I and 4.3 were repeated 50 times for each of the

three rules. “A stochastic hundle”  is generated in this way in Fig. 4.4.
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.5 Chain  Ladder

Premium-based

I

t
M i x e d

F1c.4.4. Monte Carlo simulation of loss ratios X/P and run-off errors d/P for the three reserve rules.

Short tail (S,= 3). Premium rule stochastic moving average (3.3 above). Sample size 50.

The breadth of the bundle of the simulated realisations  gives an idea of the volatility involved

with the reserving methods.
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A useful observation, seen in Fig.4.4, is that the bundles are stabilized at about a state of

equilibrium, i.e. the breadth of the bundles is approximately constant. This feature appeared to be

common in those cases we experimented with apart from some extreme situations (premiums defined

deterministically and kept unchanged for a long period), where the bundle could have some tendency

to diverge. If a reasonably satisfactory attainment of the equilibrium state can be achieved, then it is

possible to record the values of the relevant variables, X/P, etc. at each time point t of the run, and

to compute the required standard deviations as “steady-state” characteristics from the set of all of

them. This procedure greatly reduces the number of simulations needed compared with approaches

which might require a new simulation for each variable value.  Table 4.2 is obtained from Fig.4.4

in this way.

TABLE 4.2. Standard deviations of the simulated ratios.
- - - - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _

Chain Ladder  Premium-based Mixed

0 0 . 1 2 6 0.061 0 . 1 0 2

d% I . 7 4 9 0.851 I . 4 1 4

U,lP 0 . 0 7 9 0.062 0 . 0 6 6

Similar data will be given for a long-tail pattern in the next item. Therein the obviously

characteristic features of the methods are more clearly seen.

4.3. Error distributions. The X/P and R/P values simulated, as shown in Fig.4.4, can he recorded

and plotted, as is exhibited in Fig.4.5a  and in Fig.4.5h  which set out the critical tails of distributions.
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FIG. 4.5a. The cumulative distributions F(x) and F(r) for the ratios x=X/P and r=RIP,  respectively,

are obtained from the simulated patterns of these ratios. For clarity, F is plotted for  the left-hand tail

of the distributions and I-F for the right-hand tails in a semi-logarithmic scale. The number of sample

points is 15600 for each curve. Long tail s,-- 12. Premium method stochastic.

Confidence limits can be directly read from the picture. For instance, the limit which the

Chain Ladder ratio X/P exceeds by I % probability, is 1.57. Similarly, the limit, which the Premium-

based R/P falls  below by 1% probability, is -..58.

FlG.4.5b.  The tails of the distributionsof Fig.4.5a
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Note that the distributions exhibited in Fig.4.5 are based on the development tail of I2 years

which is rather long and, on the other hand, on the portfolio which is relatively small, the average

number of claims being 10000.

For a comparison of the exemplified reserving methods, the standard deviations derived from

the same simulation as Fig.4.5 are shown in Table 4.3.

TABLE 4.3. The b&sic  characteristics related to the distributions of Fig.4.5

r;=

i=====-=;==------=~===========~=====

Variable “mm Sf .dev Rcl.st.d.

i, . . . . ..-.......~...._._-__._______________~__  6 a/a0

) :yr:;:; 1.003 1.001 .087 ,240 2.7.59 1.000

I

X;pre/P .9&l ,065 .?I,5
X;mixlP .W3 .125 1.631
R;c-I,P -.002 .259 2.979
R;pre/P .039 .267 3.066
R:mixlP ,004 .221 2.53L

The mean values are shown in the table to verify that they are, as they theoretically should

be, close to unity for X/P’s and zero for RIP’s  (in order IO check thar  the simulation variahility and

programming are under control).

In extreme cases the skewness of the distribution may be considerable and might suggest that

it should be seriously regarded in order to avoid the caveat of understating the run-off risk. Some tests

(not set out in this paper) also indicated rather great volatility in the development of the tails. We had

to leave further studies on this problem for later work.

A feature of interest is the smoothing effecr  of rhe premium-based rule. The Premium-based

rule, in fact, reduces the range of flucmation  of the loss ratio X/P compared with the case XJP from

which the run-off error is eliminated. This happens, of course, at the expense of larger run-off errors

R/P,  as seen in Figures 4.3 - 4.5 and Table 4.3 when comparing the premium based rule to the mixed

one. The adverse tops of the fluctuation of X are spread over a lengthy period.

As expected, the performance of the chain ladder in these examples proved to be rather poor

in regard to both the loss ratio and run-off error.

4.4. Stability profiles. The tools developed in the preceding sections  are now readily available  for

the comparison of different reserving melhods.  We exemplify the idea by applying it to the three

methods which were specified in Section 3. For the purpose, the standard  deviations L$.  fla and 0,

are calculated in parallel. Fig.4.6 exhibits an example. The rclrvant indicators are ploued  as

columns in order to provide a clear view of their magnitudes. Varillus  patterns of the claim process

are simulated for all the three reserving methods. They are constructed from the standard data by

allowing options and inserted special variations, as explained in the captions of the figures. The
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standards are the same as we had in PEKTIK&NEN  and GALA (1986) and a summary is given ‘in

the Appendix below.

The left-hand displays of Fig.4.6 represent the relevant standard deviations as ratios to the

premium income P. In order to show more clearly the role of the run-off inaccuracy the 0,‘s are also

given as ratios to the “no-runoff standard deviation u, in the right-hand section of the figure.

0,/P

3

F IG .  4.6. Stability profiles. The numbered claims process options processed in parallel are as

follows:

1) Short tail, stochastic premium rule (the same as Fig.4.4 and Table 4.2)

2) Short tail, deterministic premium rule

3) Long tail, stochastic premium rule

4) Long tail, deterministic premium rule

5) Long tail, stochastic premium rule. Chain Ladder with trapezium T,,=5  (see Fig.l.2 and 3.la).

Fig. 4.6 gives rise to the following observations and comments:

* As expected, the short-tail portfolios (I and 2) are less vulnerable IO run-off inaccuracies than are

the long-tail patterns.

*The premium-hased rule reduces the fluctuations in the loss ratio below even that level which would

prevail if the run-off errors were stripped away, i.e. from the level which is shown by the “no-ro”

columns in the figure. But this may happen at the expense of the run-off error being buried in the loss

reserve (in particular the option 4 in the figure!).
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* The use of a stochastic premium basis reduces the volatility, especially, for the premium method

as seen in,comparing  the option 1 against 2 and the option 3 against 4 in the left-hand displays. The

remarkable differences in the magnitudes of these outcomes indicate that the premium calculation basis

is likely of primary concern and possibly its effect often outpaces  that of the run-off inaccuracies

inherent in the reserving method itself.

* The extension of the conventional runoff triangle of theChain  Ladder methods to a trapezium,

as expected, improved the stability, as seen by comparing the options 3 and 5 of the Chain Ladder

and Mixed columns.

* Note that in the cases 1, 3 and 5 the stochastic variation of the premium income also is involved.

4.S.Sensitivity  testings. The effects of various impulses, shocks and disturbances on these processes

can be studied by the same model outlined above.

As an example of these kinds of sensitivity testing an extra increment was given to the

structure variable q(t) in accounting years 3 and 4 as shown in Fig.4.7. The outcomes are simulated

as ‘single shots”, first without this extra increment, and then with it. The changes in the relevant

variables are shown by shading the area between the original and changed curves.

Both the ratios X/P and R/P are plotted for the three reserving methods as depicted in Figures

4.7 and 4.8. The effect is channeled in two ways: 1) via the premium income P, which was simulated

to be the moving average (3.6) and 2) via the reserve calculations. The change in &, of course,

wholly arises via the premium channel and the continued effect after the cease of the impulse at t=4

is due to the moving average rule of P which is based on a retroactive account for claims from a

lengthy period preceding the accounting year t.

Note that expectedly the q-impulse has (nearly) no effect on in R(t) in the case of the Chain

Ladder method. This is due to the well-known fact that the changes in both terms of the run-off error

formula (3.1) offset each other, i.e. the Chain Ladder method automatically adjusts for the change

in the level of X.
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Structure variable q(t)

X /P  Cha in  Ladder X /P  Premium-based X / P  M i x e d

R/P  Cha in  Ladder R/P  Premium-based R / P  M i x e d

F1c.4.7. The effects provoked by an impulse of magnitude 0.1 exerted on the structure function q(r)

in years 3 and 4.

Fig.4.8 displays the effects which are brought about when an extra shock is given to the

simulated flow of inflation, represented hy variable l,(t) The technique is the same as in Fig. 4.7.
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\

The rate of inflation index = I.(t)/l,(t-I)-1

X/P Chain Ladder

R/P Chain Ladder

.>
. I I.

X/P Premium-based X / P  M i x e d

R/P  I’remrum-based R / P  M i x e d

F1c.4.8. The effects provoked by an extra impulse of magnitude 0.14 exerted on the simulated rate

of inflation in years 2 and 3.

5 .  D iscuss ion

5.1. Reservation. Let us recall that this paper is intended to dcscrihe a simulation-hased  approach

of how to analyse  the various kinds of unccrtainries which are involved with claims reserving

methods. The numerical examples are only intended to illustrate the method and do not claim IO have

universal validity in the evaluation of the merits and demerits nut even of the exemplified rules,

though some observations can be made on the particular portfolios studied. However, we hope that
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the ideas outlined above might prove useful  and inspire further research efforts in acquiring insights

into the properties of the most common and often sophisticated reserving methods and, perhaps, to

find guidance for their future development.

5 . 2 .  O u r  p r i m a r y  nppraisal of the applicnbility  of the outlined testing procedure is positive.

Here, as quite commonly in many other contexts, the simulation approach seems to be flexible and

susceptible to extension also into the realm of very complex problems and models which otherwise

are beyond the tractability of conventional (rigorous) treatment. Obviously the simulation method can

compliment the conventional practices which are based on the post-facto recording and analyzing of

the observed runoff errors. This approach provides possibilities to separarely  reveal the effects of

specified background factors, such as inflation, catastrophes, changes in the portfolio, claims

handling, legislation, etc. Even circumstantial irregular impulses can easily be examined. These are

useful additional features to the conventional methods which are fully or, at least to a great degree,

restricted to deal with the data of total loss as a bulk, and seldom occurring events or combinations

of events may not appear at all.

5.3. The purpose of the procedure (when further experience on its usefulness is acquired) may

be to test the commonly used or proposed reserving techniques and qualify such on&  which prove

to be reasonably immune against variations in the structures of background factors, for instance, in

claims process, inflation, etc. and against the three sorts of errors referred to above. Possibly a

roughly scaled measure to rate the quality of the reserving methods can be found? Furthermore, the

testings can provide advance knowledge about reactions of the methods to adverse impulses such as,

for example, abruptly increasing inflation.

5.4. Discounting of the fulure claims settlements is another feature to be incorporated into the

analyses. It introduces the effects of the fluctuations and risks related to the investment income, which

can be substantial  particularly if the business is long-tailed (see DAYKIN et al(1987b)).

5.5. Effects to be credited to human bebaviour A comment, sometimes heard, is that the

reserves may have a tendency to excessive growth during the profitable phase of business cycles and,

on the other hand, to be largely reduced in years when the profitability is poor (see for example

Hewitt (1986)). Self-evidently, such kinds of “fluctuations” are beyond the scope of our testing

methods which presume a strict and consequent application of some specified reserving formula.

However, the possibility of the “human behaviour fluctuations” should be kept in mind as one of the

potential determinants of observed phenomena for instance in the cases where actual reserve

inaccuracies have been discovered.
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Appendix: Technical details

Abreviation: P&R = PEKTI~~NEN  and RANTALA  (1986)

1. Definitions and assumplions. We first simulate the “actual” claims in the areas depicted in Fig.

I .2. A random number representing the increment variable (cf. (I .3))  X(t;s.s)  is generated for each

cell, i.e. for all relevant pairs oft and s values.

The random number generator is the same as is represented in BEARD et al (1984). Section

6.8.3, however, using instead of the  NP-generator (BEARD et al (1984).  item 6.8.3b)  the so-called

WH-(WILSON-HILFERTY) generator, which is described in P&R, section 5.6. The generator is built

up on the assumption that the variable X to be simulated is of the (conditional) compound Poisson

type. It requires as input parameters the mean, standard deviation and skewness of X(t;s,s).  They can

be computed when the mean claim number and the lowest moments (not necessarily the whole

specified distribution function) of the individual claims are available, for instance, as estimates from

observed data or being suitably assumed. Though, in the cases where the number of claims is very

small both the number of claims as well as their individual sixes preferably can be directly generated.

For brevity, the formulae of mean  value only are outlined in what follows, because they reveal the

most relevant background factors and their formulation.

The mean of the increment X(t;s,s)  is defined, as in P&R, as the product of mean claim

number and mean claim size:

I (Al) E(X(t;s,s))  = n(t;s,s)  * m(t;s,s)

The first factor on the RHS stands for the expected number of the claims in the target cell:

W) nks,s) = n - I.(t) * q(t)  -g,(s)

where

- n is the mean claim number at the initial time t=O,

- I, is a function representing the growth (k) of the business volume,

- q is the structure (mixing) variable introducing into the model the stochastic fluctuation of the mean

claim number controlled by a (first  order) time series (see (A4) below), and

-g,  distributes n(t) to the development years I, tt I,...,tts-,  n(t) being the mean of the total claim

number of the cohort obtained as the product of the first three factors in (A2).

The mean claim size, the second factor in (Al), is ohtained from

I
( A 3 ) m(t;s,s)  = m * I,(t+s)  * g,(s)

where

- m is the mean claim size at t=O,
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- I, an index representing the changes of the mean claim sizes owing to inflation and possibly also to

other reasons. It is calibrated to be = 1 at t=O.

- Finally, g, allows the possibility to take into account changes in claim sizes which cannot be

explained by the index I,, for instance, if it is observed that the average value of delayed claims (s

large) has a tendency to differ from that of early paid claims.

Note: Instead of employing two development distributors g, and g, an alternative approach

is to build the model on the basis of their product g.=g:g, which represents the distribution of the

total claim swns  betweenthe cohort cells (cf. P&R, Section 1.7).

2.SpecXcations.

Porffolioparamerers:  Expected annual number of claims n= 10000 (see eq.(AZ))

Claim size distribution: the lowest moments about zero a,=0.006, +=O.OOl,  a,=O.OOOl  (Unit

suitably fmitlion,  then the average claim she is $6000).

StrucrurefLncfion  (also called mixing function):

(A4) q(t) = a&-l) + u,c(O

where a,=0.6, u,=O.O5  and E is a normally distributed (0,I)  random number (white noise).

7&e rate of inflation:

6-W i , ( t )  =  l,(t)fl,(t-1)-l  =  & +  a&(t-I)-&)  +  u&t)  2 V&

+ (an optional manually inserted) “shock”

where &,=  0.05, 4=0.7 and u,=O.OlS.

Real growrh  of fhe portfolio L(t)  = (I + i)’ with 4 = 0.0 I.

Developmetu disrriburion  g,(s) for s=O,  I.  2,... (see eq. (AS) and P&R. Section 3.4)

Short tail 0.6, 0.2, 0.15, 0.05

Long tail 0.15, 0.25, 0. IS,  0.15, 0. IO, 0.05, 0.05, 0.02, 0.02. 0.02, 0.02, 0.01. 0.01.

Formulae of the basic characteristics, see P&R, Section 5.1.

Random number generafor  is described in P&R, Section 5.6 and Pentikainen  et al (1989).

Appendix A

77re rransfomwd  amounr of loss (claims) in a development cell s of the cohort of the origin t-s (Item

3.3, eq. (3.6) and (3.7)).
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(A6) X’(t,s)  = X(t-s;s,s) * V(O)/V(t-s)

where V is an auxiliary variable representing the volume of the business with reference to simulated

inflation and assumed real growth of the portfolio:

647)  V(t) = UO~UO.

3. Discussion. The following features of our numerical simulation might be worth some special

comments:

* Parameter n introduces into the model allowance for changes in business volme.

* The structure variable q is stochastic and is generated as a first order time series (see

Appendix). Hence, the n-vahtes obtained for consecutive years are not independent (contrary to what

is mostly the case in the traditional risk theory). This correlation is one of the factors which can

crucially affect the range of fluctuations (cf. PENIX~INEN  et al (1989),  2.2).

* InjIarion  is stochastic and generated by using first order time series (AS).

* Also other backgound processes as the  structure variation and inflation could be assumed

to be srochasric.  in particular, the return ou investments.

* The model can be extended by introducing return on investments and discounting of the

future payments. Then a new component of stochasticity is incorporated into the model probably

having a significant effect in long-tailed business. However, we had to postpone this to later works.

Hence, in what follows, discounting is not performed.

* The portfolio of general insurers mostly consists of numerous lines and sublines,  and

reserves need to be made up for all of them. This feature is not dealt with in this paper, the

approaches, which are described, handle the claims as one single block which can either be any of

the lines separately or two or more of them combined. The multi-line problem is considered in

PENTIK~INEN  et al (1989).  Section 3.1.la,  p.27 and BEARD et al (1984) Section 3.7.
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When the Wind Blows:
An Introduction to Catastrophe Excess of Loss Reinsurance

by D.E.A. Sanders
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THE STORY OF A TILE

On 25th January 1990 a tile blew off my house  - luckily I managed to get a handyman in
who replaced  it - for f75.00 This may be exorbitant but they were busy and, in any case,
insurers  were paying claims up to f 1,000 without question.

I put in an insurance claim, and received f75.00.  By this time khe insurer - my own
company - had breached their deductible.  They themselves put in a claim totalling f67.50
(10% of the risk was retained). This cover was placed  with over 100 reinsurance
companies,  including  Munich Re. M 8 G Re and Syndicates  with Lloyds. By this lime these
reinsurers  had breached their limits and were passing  their excess  (f60.75)  to their
reinsurers.  The trail is now more difficult  to follow.  This f60.75 was passed  from Reinsurer
to Reinsurer  (including  Eagle Star’s  own reinsurance  operation) time and time again.

For convenience I will assume  it went 10 times round the system,  and generated some
f500 in transaction.  It then ended up at a Whole Account  protection programme  and went
into the Marine  market as an “incidental non-marine loss”. This went round the system  yet
again - and is still moving. My tile has been involved in over 20 financial transactions,  with
total amounts in excess  of El ,000.

If that storm  happened today, the situation  would be different  - there would possibly be only
two transactions since the secondary market has completely disappeared. The challenge
for the Actuary is to estimate the total cost  of this simple  transaction and to assist  in the
pricing of the products.  As the old age dies, and a new one arises,  I hope it is useful to put
down some of the methods  used in the past  to solve the problem  of tracking  the claim.
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THE POLICY

Excess  of Loss Policies  are split  into two distinct  types - Risk XL’s or working covers and
CATXL  or catastrophe covers.

A Risk XL covers the cost  of individual losses  above a certain specified  sum up to a
maximum  amount. The lower level is the deductible and the difference between the lower
level and the maximum  amount is the cover or line. Cover is sometimes expressed as a
number of lines which  equals cover/deductible, but this is more appropriate to surplus
treaties. The losses  may be unlimited  in amount or limited  by aggregate  amount.
Generally today policies  have limited aggregate amounts,  i.e. a reinsures exposure is
limited.

CATXL’s  covers the cost  of the aggregate claims  (after deduction of other reinsurance
recoveries) in excess of a specific  amount,  up to a maximum.  The type of risk and cover is
specified. For example the policy may cover losses  in excess of f5 million up to f25
million. The cover is called into play, and the insured  may receive up to f20 million. This
may be achieved by one loss of f25 million or 20 losses  of f6 million.

In the event of a loss, the cover is normally reinstated on a pro-rata basis  by the payment of
a reinstatement premium.  (The calculation may also be pro-temp I.e. related to remaining
exposure period).  Thus, in our example, a loss  of fl0 million will mean a f5 million payout,
less a reinstatement premium  of 5/20 x initial premium.

In general in Non-Marine Insurance  one reinstatement is given, and in Marine  insurance
two reinstatements are given. In effect,  the aggregate covers  are two and three times  the
stated  cover.  The policy may be specific  to the type of risk (e.g. UK windstorm) or general.
(All  losses  world-wide).

Other specific  considerations are two loss warranties (Le. for the cover to come into force
there must  be two losses).  Thus a single  vessel sinking  may be excluded.

Another important feature is the “hours clauses”. Under  this, in respect of most losses,  an
event is defined as a 72 hour period.  Thus  as a hurricane  hiis one part of the US causing
damage, and then another part four days later, this is categotised as two catastrophe
losses  and hence two deductibles apply. However,  if two separate events occur within a
specific  72 hour period,  each eyent is separate, despite the hours  clause,  and two
deductibles apply.

The exception is winter freeze losses  which apply over a 156 hour period. The art form in
this case is to pick the 7 days which  maximises  the loss - and hence the reinsurance
recoverable.

In 1990, it was difficult  to differentiate the losses  arising  from two storms  on 25th January
and 27th January. The market took a pragmatic view of this.
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THE PLACING OF CATASTROPHE REINSURANCE

Catastrophe Reinsurance is generally  placed  by Brokers  in the National and International
Reinsurance Market via a slip system.  Under  a slip system  a specific  percentage of the risk
is underwritten. For example, lf the risk Is for El0 million in excess of f2 million (i.e. to
cover losses  above f2 million up to an aggregate of f 10 million) an Underwriter may place
a line of 10%.  This gives him an initial exposure off 1 million (excluding reinstatement).

The Broker aims to try and place more than 100% of the risk. In the Non-Marine market,
the insured  normally retains 10% of the risk - but for the purpose of what follows this will be
ignored.  For Marine  risks 100% can still sometimes be placed.

If a Broker writes so the total “signings”  exceed lOO%,  then the slip is signed  down. In the
case  of the Broker placing 125%, the 10% line is signed down to 8%, and the exposure is
reduced  to f800,OOO.

If the Broker places 75% of the risk, there is no increasing  the line - the reinsurers’  limits are
set and the residual 25% is unplaced and hence retained by the insured.  Brokers  like
continuity, in that they always aim to place more than 100% of the risk,  and the renewal
business  is always given to the existing reinsurers  as a ftrst  refusal.  An example of a slip,
with the stamps  and lines Is attached as Appendix 1.

Now consider a major UK insurer. The exposure to property is astronomical. The
reinsurance it wishes to purchase  is f175  million In excess  of f25 million. It is extremely
difficult  - indeed impossible - to place such a risk in one tranche.  The largest reinsurer
would only want a small (2.5%)  line, and the very smallest would be writing  decimal point
lines. Note in the real slip some individuals are writing  only 0.15% of 95% of $25 million.

A Broker  would  spend an eternity trying to place the risk.  What  happens is that the
reinsurance is structured  into a placeable programme.  The f175  million over f25 million
could be structured  into, say, four separate categories:-

0) f25 million xs f 25 million

(ii) f25 million xs f 50 million

(iii)  f50 million xs f 75 million

(iv) f75 million xs f 125 million

The consequences of this are three fold:-

4 The business  has a greater possibility of being placed.  The smaller company which
only wants an exposure of f250,OOO  can write a 1% line on programme (i) or (ii).

b) Different reinsure6  like different types of risk.  Specialists  can be identified for each
contract.

c) The cost  of the programme theoretically  reduces.
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A simple  example will explain this last point (again reinstatements are ignored). Let us
consider a company with the following loss:-

0) 1 Loss of f60 million (4
(ii) 1 Loss of f40 million (B)
(iii) 3 Losses  of f 30 million (Ch (D) and (El

Under  the one policy structure  the insurer  received f35 million from A, f 15 million from B
and f5 million each from  C, D and E - a total of f65 million. Under  the new structure  he
receives f35 million from  A, (f25 million from the first  policy and f 10 million from the
second)  and nothing from B. C, D and E. If one reinstatement is allowed, he will also
receive f 15 million from  B, f5 million from  C and D and nothing from  El As the expected
receipt is lower,  so should  the theoretical premium.

The consequences of the above restructuring  lead to innovative  products  which  increase
the exposure of the actual programme.  These  include cascade programmes and top and
drop, where unused  parts  of the vertical programme (i.e. the higher value programme) is
used to cover a horizontal exposure (more losses  of lower value). Under  the example, an
insurers  cover (say f 50 m xs f 150 m) can be used to cover the losses  in (iii).

The important issue to note is that the price for CATXL  has changed radically in the last
three years.  This is due to recent  major losses.  Losses  in the CATXL  market are usually
given a name (e.g. Hurricane  Andrew)  or a CAT code (e.g. 87J). This is the ‘J’th  event of
year 1987. This storm  is .the event of 15th October when Michael  Fish,  the Weatherman,
got it all wrong!  Illustrations  of how, for example, Sevenoaks became one oak can be
found in [S].

The storm  of 1990 on 25 January is 90A. This is followed by 9OD  and 90G - 9OB  was an
aviation loss. Recent  losses  are given in the graphs  attached to this section.  Catastrophe
cover costs  have jumped by a factor of nearly 4.

The policy is rated on Premium  Income  i.e. as a percentage of premium  income of the
cedant company. There is normally a Minimum and Deposit  premium  which relates to the
expected premium income of the cedant.  However,  this premium  is usually expressed as a
Rate on Line, the Line being the exposure. The graphs  following this section illustrate the
point. In the rating  section  the issues  will be explained in greater depth.  The following
graphs  indicate the cost  as a mid point in a spread  of layers,  and indicate how the cover,
expressed as a percentage of premium  income,  has changed.

A company with a premium  income  of f 100 million wanting cover from f10 million to f30
million would, therefore, expect to pay a price above the 20% of premium  income on this
graph.  In 1990 this would have been about 5% (5% x f20 million line gives f 1 million). In
1992 this would be 25% on f 5 million.

This massive increase in rates  has created  new problems  for insurers.  When rates  were
cheap the philosophy was to place as much as you can. Why have rates increased
substantially?
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THE RETROCESSION  MARKET AND THE SPIRAL

Although pronounced dead, the spiral  and retrocessionary (reinsurance of reinsurance)
markets  are just alive - prices  have increased  tenfold.  The key phrase is LMX; which is
Excess  of Loss placed on London Market Excess  of Loss business.  The pnnciples  of
writing this business  are simple.

I have a series  of risks for which  I received a premium  of (say) f 100. If I can place these
risks with someone for (say) f98, I will have a guaranteed profit  of f2l Also,  in direct
reinsurance. the higher up the programme the cheaper per unit the risk. It was thought that
the same applied to Retrocessionary market,  this led to considerable misprlcing.  As long
as I could  sell my book of business  cheaper than I bought it. the basic  reinsurance product
itself was being priced too cheaply.

Take two reinsurers. Let us assume  both have fl0 million of inwards  reinsurance
exposure. Insurer  A reinsures  its whole portfolio with B and vice versa.  Both now,
individually, have f20 million of gross  exposure of which f 10 million is reinsured. (The first
program is f 10 million xs f0 million). They then place this second  level (f 10 million xs 810
million) with each other.

Their individual total exposure is f30 million of which  f20 million is reinsured. We  continue
this for, say 10 times,  giving us a comfortable f 110 million exposure of which f 100 million is
reinsured.  Of course,  the higher levels of reinsurance  are more remote for the loss and
accordingly are cheaper!  The Broker takes 10% of each placing  as brokerage.

A loss of f 10 million occurs  to each insurer. Insurer  A passes  f 10 million to Insurer  B. A
has f 10 million loss which he recovers. B has f 20 million loss, which  he recovers from A;
A has f30 million loss, f 10 million of which  is recovered, so he asks B for f20 million and
so on. An initial loss of fl0 million for each company produces  payments for A of fll0
million - and a net loss off 10 million.

This example is simplified.  In practice  there were hundreds  of companies and Lloyds
syndicates playing the game.

The rules of the game were quite simple  - understand  the total aggregate  exposure and
make sure you had more reinsurance than your rival. For example, if A had written one
more reinsurance its exposure would be f 110 mlllion with reinsurance of f 110 million, and
B would be f 120 million with reinsurance off 100 million. In the case  of no loss B would be
the winner - the premium  from A would be its profit. In the event of a claim, however A
would be the winner.  Several syndicates at Lloyds were the B players - reporting profit  to
names.  Since  the top layer was misprtced,  when a catastrophe occurred  the results  for
company B would be bankruptcy.

How would a prudent reinsurer have behaved in the Spiral  market? I will assume the
aggregate exposure is flO0  million (i.e. the total of all reinsurance written).  It would be
inefficienVimpossible  to reinsure  the total exposure. A prudent reinsurer should  have
purchased f60 million excess of f5 million. This would have cost  a considerable amount of
the incoming premium.

This gives a perceived retention of f 5 million and a “hidden” retention of f35 million (f 1 OO-
f60-f5).  In practice  what was happening was that either insurers  were not aware of their
aggregate  exposure or were being imprudent.  They were reinsuring  f25 million excess of
f2 million. The hidden retention was f73 million (i.e. an unreinsured exposure of f73
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million). A series  of losses  would devastate the market - which turned  out to be the case.
A lot of the criticisms  by Lloyds have been the lack of understanding of aggregate.

The turning  events for the market were the following losses:-

(1) Pber Abha

Press reports  regarding major professional  reinsurers  indicate  how they got their
reserves and recoveries wrong.

1999 Losses

Hugo, Exxon Valdez. Phillips Petroleum  and Arco  Platform.  Their  losses  are not yet
fully developed.

(3)

1989 was also hit by smaller losses  such the San Francisco  Earthquake (17.1099)
and Newcastle  (Australian)  Earthquake  (28.1299).

The European  Storms of 1990

For further details of this topic see either the “C.A.S.  Loss Reserving  Talk” [S] or
read Cathy Gunn’s  excellent book “Nightmare on Lime Street” 1111.
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There  are three basic  methods of assessing  ratios  for the rlsks:-

(1) Some form  of simulation relating storms  to a portfolio of risks.  The risks are usually
categorised by type (Household,  Property,  Shops,  Offices  etc.)  by value and by
postal code.  Old storms  or hypothetical new storms  are then simulated on the
portfolio.

Examples of this type of estimation may be found  In the GISG paper “Storm  Rating
in the Nineties”  (8). This type of method is often revealing about the area by area
exposure, but the estimation of losses  Is extremely  subjective. A windstorm loss
may vary between 0.5% to 2% of Sum Insured  and the uncertainty is enormous.
Key factors  are often excluded from the databases, for example, construction type.
On ordinary household policies,  no account is taken of the square footage and
number of stories.  We  rate policies  by Sum Insured  (a linear type rating),  yet
Danish  experience  indicates storm  exposure increases  with increased square
footage (square  footage is a rating  factor in Danish  household policies).

The information given by such simulations should  not, however, be discounted.

(2) Rumina Cost Rating

(3)

Under  Burning  Cost  Rating actual  losses  incurred  are used to determine the cost.
The keys to assessing  these rates are:-

(a) Loss Freauency

A burning  cost  method  is only suitable if there are a sufficient  number of
losses  to obtain a suitable loss frequency.

08 lndexatlon

Losses  should  be revalued into current terms.  This involves both inflation
and the increase In number of policies.  A suitable index could  be premium
income adjusted for any rate changes.

(4 Chanaes  In Policv  Conditions

(d) Changes  In Retentions

Emosure  Rating

Simulation is one fom of Exposure Rating. Normally,  exposure rating  is intended to
provide a comparison with the burning cost  rate - particularly if changes to the
portfolio have taken place.

Exposure rating is used to rate areas and covers with little or no loss experience.
There are three stages:-

(1) Establish  a Catastrophe Estimated  Maxlmum  Loss (E.M.L.).
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(2) Establish  a Catastrophe Premium  - this is normally From The Ground  Up -
(F.G.U.).

(3) Establish  a suitable Loss Distribution  Curve. In the example I will use a
Pareto type distribution.

As an alternative  to this type of approach,  formula could be used. In my ASTIN  paper,  I
use formulae from  Financial  Mathematics and Option  Pricing (Black-Scholes)  to derive
consistent price  rating  for certain classes  of loss. This involves the estimation of three
parameters, the return  period if an event being one of them and implied volatility  is another.
A similar approach is made by using Pareto formulae. These methods involve difficult
mathematics and are beyond the scope  of this paper.

Set out below is an example of a calculation for a UK direct writer requiring  a quote of f25
million excess of f50 million. Reinstatements and brokerage are ignored.

The estimated Gross  Premium  income  for 1992 is f 230 million and the data is as follows:-

1991

1990

1989

1988

1987

1986

Premium

220,000.000

200,000,000

180,000,000

170,000.000

160.000,000

155000.000

Losses
F.G.U.

Nil

95,000,OOO (90A)
22,000,OOO (90G)

Nil

Nil

65,000,OOO (87J)

Nil

Indexed

Nil

109,250,000
25300,000

Nil

Nil

96.451,612

Nil

1985 150,000.000 Nil Nil

1984 145,000,000 6500,000 10,310,344

1983 120,000,000 Nil Nil

1982 100,000,000 Nil Nil

We  first  calculate the Maximum  Possible  loss.  This is taken as twice  the 90A Loss Indexed
i.e. f220  million (2 x 109.250).  Thls is the current  market practice.

Next, we calculate a loss for a specific  layer. I use 90% xs of 10% of the largest loss
(109,250.OOO)  say f 90 million xs f 10 million.

The losses  are larger and in this treaty today would be f90 million + f15.3 million +
f86.451 million + fO.310 million = f 192.151 million. (This Is similar to the burning cost).
The average cost  is f19.215 million per annum.
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This cost, from  the Pareto curve,  represents  about 50% of the total cost.  This is taken from
the size of loss curve looking at the size of loss  of 10 (giving 20%) and 50 giving 70%).
Therefore,  the total catastrophe programme  should cost  f38.42 million.

The f50 million point represents  about 22.5% of the E.M.L. of f220.000.000  and f75
million (i.e. f25 million xs of f50 million) is about 34% of E.M.L. Using the lower graph
22.5% is about 45% of loss cost, 34% is 60% of loss cost  and so the premium  is 15% of the
total cost  of f38.42 million or f5.73 million (before  expense, commission  and safety
loading).

The basic  problem  is that the market is not applying this type of rating, and reinsurance
costs  are substantially higher than those derived by the above calculations or any pure
exposure basis. They are trying to recover the rest  of the early losses  to re-establish
capital.

The Capacity of Reinsurance  has been devastated. Lloyds names  have ceased to be
members  of syndicates and Reinsurers  have ceased  to trade.  Accordingly,  premium  rates
are substantially above the theoretical calculated  rate, due to demand exceeding supply
and the absence of any real retrocession  or spiral market.

Let us consider the need.  I will relate everything to 90A as this is the market norm
(remember PML is 2x Indexed 90A loss).

I will consider nine companies,  A-l. These  are all UK composite insurers.  In the first  graph
90A losses  are expressed as a proportion of Premium  Income.  Thus for Company A, 90A
loss F.G.U.  represents 40% of its total property premium  income.

The next graph represents the deductible as a proportion of premium.  The average
deductible is about 10% of property premium,  although there is wide fluctuation.

Finally, I give the cover purchased  From The Ground  Up. Thus Company A purchased
reinsurance between about 12.5% and 87.5% of its premium  income,  90A accounted for
about 40% of its premium  income,  so in an event which is twice as damaging it should  still
have protection.  Company B, however is only purchasing  up to its 90A cover and it is,
therefore, more exposed to possibly higher losses.  The rate on Line, as a Proportion  of
90A, is given for 1992 reinsurance costs.

In the example I calculate a premium  for f25 million xs f50 million at f5.73 million or about
23% rate on line.

Based on this, we have exposure from 45.5% (5OHO9.25)  to 68.6% (75HO9.25).  This has
an average of 57.2. From the graph for 1992, the Market  would be charging  a rate on Line
of slightly more than 30% or f7.5  million.

There are clearly many considerations that need to be taken into account:-

(4 If the actual price is loaded by 25% to 40% over expected values should  the cover
be bought? The answer to this depends  on the shareholders resources  and/or
future employment prospects  for the Managers.  Should  an event occur  what would
be the impact  on the P 8 L account.

04 What  should  be done about the retention? If only 75% of the business  is placed,
how should  the reinsurance  of the 25% be planned for. Losses  need to be
financed. Should  the “loaded” or “real” premium  be transferred  to the Internal
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Funding  mechanism,  if that route is chosen. The loading represents brokerage
(10%) and safety margins  (15%).

(c) What  about losses  below the retention? In previous years retentions were set as
low as 2%-3% of premium  income.  Freeze and other losses  were reinsured  as part
of the overall programme.  How should  they be financed or planned?

In simulations made for the ASTIN  paper it is not unusual  to find the catastrophe
attrition losses  (i.e. those below the deductible) to be. on average, a factor of
between 100% and 150% of the deductible.  The reasons for this are as follows:-

0) We  have a considerable number of small losses  (e.g. floods,  freeze etc.)
below the catastrophe. The recent 1993 January storms  and floods have
cost  many insurers  f 10 million or more.

(ii) When the big catastrophe hits,  a prior charge of the deductible is made
before any reinsurance  can be recovered.

These issues  need careful  planning.

Finally, pre 1990, the cost  of reinsurance  for the UK property account was small compared
with the premium  income  and deductibles were considerably lower.  Premiums  were based
on gross  experience, and profit  made on reinsurance.  Nowadays, the cost  of catastrophe
claims  via catastrophe premium,  deductible,  retained percentage of programme and so on
is considerably higher.

The basis  for premium  rates  should  be the larger of:-

(0 Gross  premium.

0) Net premium  plus catastrophe costs.

I believe the rating  basis  has switched  i.e. (ii) is larger than (i); yet the insurance market has
not reacted.  I also believe that the UK property account could be suffering  because the
market has not addressed this problem.  The reinsurance or catastrophe costs  are not yet
fully costed  in the premium  basis.
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RESERVING FOR CATASTROPHES

It is normal to review a book of Excess  of Loss Reinsurance  Business  in two parts:-

1. The attrition losses  arising  from working covers.

2. The individual (main)  catastrophes separately.

For the catastrophe, the losses  can be reviewed either in aggregate or the cover to which
they relate (Reinsurance,  Retrocession  business,  Spiral business,  Specific,  International,
Whole  Account).

1 The purpose  of reserving is hvo-fold:-

1. To ensure adequate  reserves are placed,  and the account is not under or over
reserved.

2. To provide management  information at specific  points  of time.

This management  information may be used to purchase  additional reinsurance
cover.

The method I use is curve fitting  a three parameter curve to the paid and incurred  claims:-

Y = A (l-EXP (-t/B)  c,

This is a monatonic increasing  curve.

The parameters are:-

A = Anticipated ultimate loss.

B = Parameter for slope of the curve.

c = Parameter for the shape of the curve.

t = Period  (in days).

For pre 1992 catastrophes B was in general about 600 and C = 2. For modem
catastrophes (Typhoon 19 and Hurricane  Andrew)  B is much lower.

Reserving is not just curve fitting. Several other factors  need to be taken into account

0) Estimation  is based on Paid Claims and Incurred  (i.e. Paid plus Reported
Outstanding Claims).

In most  catastrophes there is a gap between these paid and incurred.  The first
three graphs attached to this section  show  the gaps for Hurricanes  ALICIA,  GLORIA
and GILBERT.  The amounts have been normalised  so that today’s incurred  claims
are f 100.000.000.

The most  developed  is ALICIA  when a gap of about f10.000,000  has been
apparent for a number of years.  The possible  explanation  is that there are a
residual  amount of outstanding losses  reported by Brokers,  which  have not been
released as the catastrophe claims are made. These  are possibly redundant.
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When reserving, one needs to be aware of this 5%-10% gap. The incurred  position
should  unwind as these reserves are released. ALICIA  occurred  in 1983; GLORIA
In 1985 and GILBERT  in 1987. Gilbert  is primarily a Jamaican loss and reporting
standards for Caribbean countries  may reflect  the wider gap. All the losses  are
expressed in one currency.
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(ii) Curve fitting  is statistical  by nature,  and one should  be aware of standard errors.
The best  fit curve may give an Ultimate  below the current  paid or incurred.  This
feature should  be taken into account  when undertaking the reserves Whereas
incurred  unwinds,  paid claims increase.

(iii) The use of a single curve may not be appropriate. Certain  loss payments come in
two distinct  surges.  The first is normally the physlcal  damage (Loss  of Rig - Piper
Alpha;  Loss of Aircraft - Japanese 747; Earthquake - San Francisco  - Plant
Destruction  - Phillips).

This is followed by liability or business  interruption losses:-

Employers Liability - Piper  Alpha

Passengers  Liability - Japanese747

Architects  Liability San Francisco  Earthquake

Business  Interruption - Phillips

It may be appropriate to superimpose  a second  (later)  curve for this final surge.
Examples are clearer in the development  curves  at the end of this section.

(iii) Underwriters  judgement  and exposures should  be taken into account.  although
based  on crude  estimates,  the exposure multiplied  by a probable maximum  loss
(80% say) may be the only guidelines available.

Attached is a typical exposure for Hurricane  Andrew:(Amounts  are artificial).
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(iv) The difference  between  Marine  end Non-Marine  Losses

In general a Non-Marine loss such as Hurricane  Hugo will rise rather rapidly in the
-Non-Marine account.  As the Non-Marine  Specific  reinsurance is absorbed the

Whole  Account protections (with associated spiral) come into play. Non-Marine
losses  are normally settled  first  and the CAT  developments  reach  a stable position
fairly early. Marine  Excess  of Loss and Whole  Account claims  then take up.

My estimation for parameter S for Hugo is 232 days Non-Marine and 744 days
Marine.

Marine  Gross  Losses  also tend to be substantially higher than Non-Marine  Gross
Losses.  This Is due to the more effective spiral (no 10% retention). A 30 times
spiral (i.e. gross  to net) is not unusual.

(4 The Special  Impact  of 1999

In 1969 there were a number of losses  which  have had a substantial impact on the
CATXL  market - particularly the Marine  market.  There  are only three large losses
allowed for on most  treaties - yet we have four major losses  - Hurricane  Hugo,
Exxon Valdez, Phillips Petroleum (an explosion) and Arcc  Platform  (a dtilllng rig).
For a large number of reinsurers  one of these three is redundant - and the smallest
is Arco  Platform.

To put these figures  into perspective the Marine  Market losses:  Hurricane  Hugo
(total $4 billion of which about $2.4 million is non Marine  and the Marine  losses  are
likely to be $1.6 billion) $1 billion Exxon Valdez,  $1 billion Phillips and $0.4 billion
Arco  Platform.  A consequence of this is that in the book of incurred  claims there is
likely to be some double counting (i.e. the sum of all the notified  losses  per cedant is
likely to exceed the aggregate exposure). The paid losses  are controlled by
physical  checks  on amounts recovered under treaties, but aggregate  exposures are
not. As a result  the smallest losses  are likely to have higher than average
redundancy as the incurred  position  unwinds.

Secondly, Phillips Petroleum is a very confusing  loss In that it is one of the few
losses  which  the model fails to fit. The reason is that it is , in reality, three different
types of loss which behave differently - namely a material damage loss, a business
interruption loss and a US liability loss.  It is, in practice  slower to develop than its
peer losses.

On the attached sheets I calculate the factors  for these losses.  I have nom-talised
the losses  so that today’s incurred  losses  are flO0 million.

Note that Non-Marine Hugo has stopped  and Marine  Hugo has nearly completed its
development,  and Arco  and Exxon are near complete development.  Considerable
uncertainty surrounds  Phillips so an alternative method  may be required.

The figure in brackets  is the standard  error.
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CATASTROPHE

HUGO NON-MARINE

HUGO NON-MARINE

HUGO MARINE

HUGO MARINE

E
ARC0 MARINE

ARC0 MARINE

EXXON MARINE

EXXON MARINE

PHILLIPS MARINE (PHIL) INCURRED 211.421 (9.678)

PHILLIPS MARINE (PHIL) PAID 95.57 (3.610)

(NMHUGO)

BASIS

INCURRED

A

100.050 (0.323)

s
232 (2.03)

(NMHUGO) PAID 94.763 (1.532) 429 (10.58)

(HUGO) INCURRED 102.508 (1.721) 744 (11.08)

(HUGO) PAID 90.833 (1.055) 786 (6.81)

(ARCO) INCURRED 105.419 (3.259) 960 (21.44)

(ARCO) PAID 80.514 (1.887) 933 (15.5)

(EXXON) INCURRED 108.97 (5.628) 897 (43.19)

(EXXON) PAID 83.93 (7.284) 988

1,341

995

(62.21)

(404.80)

(22.73)

CATS OF 1989

C

1

1.8

3

3.4

3.0

3.4

2.0

2.9

2.0

3.0

(0.19)

(0.08)

(0.08)

(0.08)

(0.14)

(0.15)

(0.15)

(0.30)
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Finally,  I set out some further examples of Windstomt  Losses. Note how different the
Development of Typhoon 19 (Merielle) is when compared with the other losses.

Hurricane  Andrew also has the same features.  The amounts in the brackets  are standard
errors  to the parameter  estimation.

Several points  need to be noted:-

0)

(ii)

(iii)

04

In Lloyds and many London Market Companies Reserves are only reviewed
annually. This leads to a lack of ongoing  data. Furthermore,  accounts  are not
finalised until three years’ losses  have occurred.  The lower the number of data
points,  the less information is available. This leads to a large error potential  in the
parameter estimations. Frequent data points  are needed for better estimations.

The estimation process  is only the first  stage of establishing the reserves.  The
estimate may exceed the aggregate exposure and special features may need to be
brought into consideration.

The reserves are gross  reserves.  Net reserves are calculated by super-imposing
the reinsurance programme on anticipated ultimate loss to obtain the net reserves.

There is no need to fit the curve over the whole period. Recent developments  can
also be fitted  to highlight any local shot-l  term variation in the data. Errors  may occur
due to information not being put in the database in a uniform  manner which  can
distort the picture.
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CATASTROPHE

GILBERT (1987)

GILBERT (1992)

GLORIA (1988)

GLORIA (1989)

MERIELLE  (1991)

g MERIELLE  (1991)

STORM 90A

STORM 90A

STORM 90D

STORM 90D

STORM 90G

MARINE/
NON
MARINE

(NM)

(NW

V-W

(NM)

VW

VW

(W

(W

(Ml

(Ml

04

BASIS

INCURRED

PAID

INCURRED

PAID

INCURRED

PAID

INCURRED
(STSOM)

PAID
(STSOA)

INCURRED
(STSOD)

PAID
(STSOD)

INCURRED
(STSOG)

LOSSES

A

101.363

96.537

124.837

161.726

97.204

93.717

106.823

(0.781)

(4.110)

(7.822)

(31.326)

(1.359)

(1.059)

(6.163)

B

405

1063.2

1555

3091

762

81.2

810

(7.08)

(53.04)

(184.6)

(777.6)

(2.59)

(1.90)

(26.78)

C

1

1.5

1

1

3.1

3.7

4.0

91.079 (2.217) 841.7 (9.79) 4.7

113.690 (6.156) 464 (46.42) 1.0

69.796 (1.092) 521.8 8.21 2.8

110.001 (4.456) 567 (29.0) 2.0

(0.019)

(0.04)

(0.05)

(0.1)

(0.40)

(0.39)

(0.28)

(0.15)

(0.07)

(0.12)

(0.07)



STORM

STORM

STORM

STORM

5 STORM

STORM

STORM

STORM

STORM

90G

87J

87J

90A

90A

90D

90D

90G

90G

(4

I I

(NM)

VW

(NM)

(NM)

PAID
(STSOG)

INCURRED

PAID

INCURRED

PAID

INCURRED

PAID

INCURRED

PAID

85.566

96.516

89.377

100.163

89.267

100.163

68.593

110.513

83.248

(9.231)

(0.422)

(0.045)

(0.815)

(1.721)

(3.211)

(1.055)

(4.317)

(6.994)

798.9 (66.39)

320.1 (4.39)

512.1 (11.15)

331 (4.44)

439 (8.92)

402 (22.64)

529 (8.43)

589 (29.42)

799 (52.83)

2.3 (0.13)

1.4 (0.04)

1.6 (0.06)

2.0 (0.06)

3.3 (0.02)

1 (0.08)

2.8 (0.12)

2 (0.06)

2.3 (0.11)
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SOME THOUGHTS ON THE FUTURE;

What  type of losses  should  we look for in the future? There is a time bomb of potential
losses  out there,  and I will try and give an indication of the magnitude:-

a) Meteorite Hit

These  events are not rare. It is possible  that once every 65 million years a
meteorite large enough hits the earth and causes  mass extinctions.  A large meteor,
big enough to devastate a substantial  part of Europe  is expected once every million
years.  We  have no recent experience of such events. An underwriter said that they
gave the cover for free!

b) Earthauaka

The potential for “big ones” are:-

Tokyo - due any time.

Los Angeles

San Francisco/Hayward  Fault

Central  Europe  - about one every 10,000 years

The Market has not had a significant  earthquake in recent times. The Loma Prieta
(San Francisco)  earthquake insurance  was largely retained in the US and very little
found  its way to London.  A Tokyo earthquake on the scale of the one In 1923 is
anticipated to cost  $400 billion and reduce  world  GNP.  The Japanese have insured
for thls event by buying assets  outside Japan (e.g. Manhattan) and the reallsation
of these assets  and the impact  on the Yen are difficult  to assess  [see 121.

A Californian earthquake will not be as expensive, the main factor of loss being the
wind speed and direction  at the lime and its effect  on the fires. The maximum  cost
is of the order of $60 billion. California  has tried to create an earthquake  fund to
finance this cost, but realised  that the cost  of payments would break the State if any
event should  occur.

A Central/North European earthquake would be devastating because construction
standards do not take into account earthquake exposures.

c) Hurricanes

Saffir - Simpson Hurricane Scale:-
Index 0 Winds less than 74 m.p.h.

Index 1 Winds 74-95  m.p.h.

Index 2 Winds 96-l 10 m.p.h.

Index 3 Winds 111-130 m.p.h.

Index 4 Winds 131-155 m.p.h.

Index 5 Winds over 155 m.p.h.

All measurements are standard anemometer  elevations.
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Whilst  the number of storms  seems to be fairly consistent,  the number of powerful
Hurricanes  and Windstorms  has increased.  On the graphs  appended to this section I set
out details on an annual basis, of the number of Storm  and Hurricanes  per annum over
period of 120 and 105 years respectively. Details  are found in [g]. These  indicate a steady
number of storms,  but a cyclic  frequency (80 year cycle)  in Hurricanes. Local  fluctuation
could  possibly be attributed to El Nino events.

We  are seeing an increase in storm intensity.  Hunicanes Hugo and Andrew were given
Index 5 (although the Andrew damage seemed to indicate it was about Index 3.5). Index 5
storms  are due to occur  only once in 100 years.  In the UK we have seen our once in 300
year storm  twice  in the past  few years. The actual  number of storms  appear  to be constant
(see [a]). Is this the impact of Global Warming7  Has the new volcanic dust  from Mount
Pinatoba affected  weather  for a short  period - particularly as It came  with an El Nino event.
Have we been lucky? Certainly if Andrew had struck  Florida  10 miles further North, the
cost  of the loss is estimated to have been $40 billion as opposed to the current estimate of
$12 billion (and rising!).

The cost of such storm  damage has been increased by two factors:-

(i) The inflationary value of property.

(ii) The population wishing  to live in more exposed areas (e.g. sea fronts).

Buildings  have been constructed  to inadequate standards for the newer weather  patterns’
energy.

For more details see [7), [8] and [lo].

If the Thames barrier falls, what would be the consequence?

If the Thames banter  doesn’t fail, what happens to Essex?1

The Future

It is clear from the above that reserves need to be built out of current income to provide for
the cost  of these events. The Revenue puts the UK Market at a potential disadvantage  to
its European competitors by taxing such reserves.

CATXL  is accordingly becoming  more and more difficult  to purchase.  Alternative forms  of
insurance  are being introduced  to meet the shortfall.  These  fall into the stable of Financial
(or Finite)  Reinsurance.  A classic  example Is a “spread loss”  contact when losses  from one
event are spread forward over many years. Actuaries  are becoming.more  involved with
such contracts  because of the need to get future cash flows  correct to minimise  loss. How
long will it be before such contracts  are traded and a “spread  loss”  spiral  is created?

Other insurers  are using quota share  as a form of catastrophe cover.  The Proportional
Treaty Reinsurer is waking up to this,

Actuaries will become more involved with Catastrophe Reinsurance  as a result of the new
alternative.
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CONCLUSIONS

The Catastrophe XL Market  is one of the most  interesting  and stimulating  markets  open to
Actuaries.  This paper briefly touches the surface  of many of the issues involved. The
greater challenge is to find methods  of managing the uncertainty and profitaglity  of a
market where demand exceeds supply, and where profits,  though great,  can be just as
easily blown away with the wind.

I have kept this paper brief for two reasons.  The first is a personal one in that I have no
intention of giving all my secrets  away. The second  is to stimulate interest  in the expanding
role of the Actuary in Non-life  Insurance.

Next time a major catastrophe event occurs,  many UK insures may be exposed to
considerable toss.  The challenge is to find methods  of managing and funding  for these
potential losses. If the tile should  fall today, the claim paid by the direct  insurer  is going to
impact  more substantially on the Profit  and Loss Account.  In addition,  the cost  to the
individual can only increase  as the impact  of storm damage is felt by UK. insurers.
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Which Stochastic Model is Underlying the Chain Ladder Method?
by Thomas Mack, Ph.D.
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W H I C H  S T O C H A S T I C  M O D E L  I S  U N D E R L Y I N G  T H E  C H A I N  L A D D E R  M E T H O D ?
\

BY THOMAS  MACK. PH.D.,  hlUNlCH KE

Editor’s Note: This  paper wns  presented to the XXIV ASTIN Colloqrrim. in Cambridge in
1993.  Also. this  paper  wns  mvarded the first-ever  CA.5 Chnrles  A. Huchemeisrer  Prize in
November 1994.

Abstract:

The usual  chain  ladder metlwd is a deterministic claims  reserving method.  In the last  years.
o stochastic  loglineor  approximation  to the chain ladder method  hav  been u~rl  by several
authors especially  in order  to quantify the variability  of the estimated  claims  reserves.
Although  the reserves  estimated  by both  merAo&  are clenrly diflerent.  rk logknenrapproxi-
mation has been  called “chain ladder.”  too.  by these  nrcthors.

In this  note,  we  show  that D different  distribution-free  stochusric  model i.v underlying the

chain ladder method; i.e. yie1d.s  exactly  the some claims  reserves  as the usual  chain ladder
method.  Moreover.  D comparison  of this  stochavic  model with the above-mentioned lo-
glinear  approximation  reveals  that the nvo models  rely on dtrerent philosophies on the
claims  process.  Because  of these  fundamental  diflercnces  the loglinear  approximation
deviates  from  the usual  chain  ladder method in LI decisive  way  and should therefore not be
called “chain  ladder”  any  more.

Finally,  in the appendi.r  it is shon:n  that the loglinear  approximation  is much  more volatile
than  the usual  chain ladder method.

I. The USI& dererministic  chain /odder method

LCI C;k dcnok Lhc accumulated claims amoum of accidcnl  year i. I 5 i 5 n. cilhcr  paid or incurred up IO

dcvclopment  year k. 1 2 k I n. The values of C,r:  for i + k 5 n + I arc known IO us (run-off uianglc)  and we

wan1 to cstima1e  1hc  values  of Cik for i + k > n + I, in particular 1hc  uhimatc  claims amount Ci,  of each

accident  year i= 2. _... n.

The chain ladder method consis  of cslimating  lhc unknown amounts  C,k. i + k > n + I, by

(1)

whcrc

n-k n-k

(2) fk = z Cj. k+ 1 / z cjk, 1 2 k 5 n - 1.
j= I j= I

For many years this has ken used as a self-explaining  dcrcrminisk  algorithm which was no1 derived
from a s1ochastic model.  In order  10 quantify Ihe  variability of 1hc  cstimatcd  ultimate claims amounts. thcrc
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UNDERLYING ‘TIC+  CHAIN LADDER METHOD?

have been several attempts to find  a stochastic model underlying the chain ladder method. Some  of these wiU
be reviewed in the following chapter. I

2. Some srocharric models  related  to the chain ladder  method

In order to find a stochastic model underlying the chain ladder method we have to cast the central equation
(1) of the chain ladder method into stochastic terms. One way of doing this runs along the following lines:
We conclude from (I) that

lhis  is generafizd  IO the stochastic model

(3 ) E(Ci, k + 1) = E(Cik)  JL lSkSn-1,

where all Cn am considered IO be random variables and!),  . . ..f.,-t  to be unknown  parameters.

Introducing the incremental amounts

with the convention Cio  = 0. one can show that model (3) is equivalent to the following model for S& :

(4 ) E(Sik)  = xiyk. 1 I i. k 5 n,

with unknown parameters  Xi* 1 2 i 4 n. and yk, lSk5n,withyt+...+y,=l.

Proofof  the equivalence of (3) and (4):

(3)==> (4): Successive application of (3) yields

E(Cin)=E(Cik)  fkx ... Xfn- I

Because

Wd = E(Ci.d - E(Ci, k - I)

=ycjn)((fkx...xfn-,)-'-(fk-,x...xfn-I)-')

we obtain (4) by defining
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I-

yk=(fkx...Xfn-l)-l-(fk_,X...Xfn-,)-l,  21;kSn-1.

yn= 1 -(fn- I)-‘.

lhisdefinition  htLfiUsyt  + . +y,,= 1.

(4) => (3): we have

=&@I+  +yd

and therefore

E(~~~,~l)_Yl+...+Yk+yk+l=:fk,  ,<k,n-,,

1 Yl + . +Yk

The stochastic model (4) clearly has %I-1  free parameters Xi.  yk. Due to the equivalence of (3) and (4)

one concludes that also  model (3) must have 2n - 1 parameters. One immediately sees n - 1 parameters

fi, . . .f,,-  t. The other n parameters become visible if we look at the proof (3) => (4). It shows that the

level of each accident year i. here measured by Xi = E (C&.  has to be considered a parameter, too.

Now, one additionally assumes that the variables Sk,  1 5 i. k 5 n. arc independent. Then  the parameters

xi, yk of model (4) can be estimated (e.g. by the method of maximum likelihood) if we assume any distribution

function for Sp;  e.g.. a one-parametric one with expected value x& or a twoparametric one with the second

parameter being constant over all cells (i.k). For example, we can take one of the following possibilities:

(49 & = Normal (X&.  0’)

W Sa = Exponential (I/(x&))
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(Observe that (4a) and (4~) introduce even a further parameter 2).  Possibility (4a) has been introduced
into the literature by de Vylder 1978 using least squares estimation of the parameters. The fact that claims
variables are usually skewed to the right is taken into account by possibilities (4b) and (4c) but at the price
that all incremental variables gik must be positive (which is not the case with the original chain ladder method

and ohen  restricts the use of (4b)  and (4c) to triangles of paid amounts).

Possibility (4b) has been used by Mack 1991. Possibility (4c) was introduced by Kremer 1982 and
extended by Zehnwirth 1989 and 1991. Renshaw 1989, Christofides 1990. Vernll  1990 and 1991. It has the
advantage that it leads to a linear model for log(&).  namely to a two-way analysis of variance, and that the

patameters  can therefore be estimated  using ordinary regression analysis.

Although model (4c) seems to be the most popular possibility of model class (4). we want to emphasize
that it is only one of many different ways of stochastifying mode.1  (4). Moreover, possibilities (4a), (4b).  (4c).
yield different estimators for the parameters Xi. yk, and for the claims reserves and ah of thcsc arc different

from the result of the original chain ladder method. Therefore this author finds it to be misleading that in the
papers by Zehnwirth  1989 and 1991.  Renshaw 1989. Christotides  1990. Vcrrall 1990  and 1991 model (4~)
explicitly or implicitly is called  “rhe scholastic model underlying the chain ladder”  or even directly “chain
ladder model.” In fact, it is something different. In order  to not efface this difference.  model (4c) should better
lx caUed”loglinearcross-classified  claims reserving mcthod.“ln  the next chapter we show that this difference
does not only rely on a different parametric assumption or on different estimators but stems from a different
underlying philosophy.

3. A distribution-free  stochastic  modelfor  the original  chain ladder method

lhe stochastic models (4a). (4b).  (4c) described  in the last chapter did not lead us to a model which yields
the same reserve formula as the original chain ladder method. But we will now dcvclop  such a model.

If we compare model (3) with the chain ladder projection (I). we may get the impression that the transition

6% E.1.11+2-f-.-C. 3t.n+l-I n+l-i

in (1) from the most recent observed amount Ci, “+ t -i to the estimator for the first unknown amount

Ci.n+l-i has not been captured very well by model (3) which uses

W ~i.n+Z-i=E(Ci..+,-i)f,+l-i.

The crucial difference between (A) and (B) is the fact that (A) uses the actual observation C,. ,, + t - i

itself as basis for the projection whereas (B) takes its expected  value.  This  means that the chain ladder method
implicitly must use an assumption which states that the information contained in the most recent observation

Ci,n+l-i is more relevant than that of the average E(Ci,  ,, + t _ , ,) This is duly taken into account by the

model

(3 E(Ci.k+lICiI.....C,k)=Cikfk. l<iSn,  l<kSn-I
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which is (due to the iterative rule for expectations) more restrictive than (3). Moreover, using (5) we ate able
to calculate the conditional expectation E(CikID),  i + k > n + I , given the data

observed so far, and knowing this conditional expectation is more useful  than knowing the unconditional

expectation E(Cik)  which ignores the observation D. Finally,  the following theorem shows that using (5) we

additionally need only to assume the independence  of the accident years, i.e. to assume that

(6) {Cit. . . . . Gin}. (Cjl, . . . . Cjn), i *j,

are independent, whereas under (4a),  (4b). (4~)  we had to assume the independence of both. the accident
years and the development year increments.

Theorem: Under assumptions (5) and (6) we have fork > n + 1 - i

(7) E(CikID)=Ci,,+t-if”+t-iX...xfk-t.

Proof:  Using the abbreviation

E;(x)  = E(XICit,  ...I Ci, n+ t -i)

we have due to (6) and by repeated application of (5)

E(C,K’)  = E,(cik)

=&(E(CiklCil.  . . . . ci.k-  I))

=Ei(C,,k-I)  fk-  I

= etc.

=WCi,n+2-d fn+2-ix..,xfk- I

The theorem shows that the stochastic model (5) produces exactly the same reserves as the original chain
ladder method if we estimate the model  paramctersfk  by (2). Moreover. WC see that the projection  basis

Ci,n+l-8 in formulae  (7) and (1) is not an estimator  of the paramctcr  E$Ci,  ,, + t -i) but stems  from working

on condition of the data observed so far. Altogcthcr. m&cl  (5) employs  only n-l parameters f,. . . . . f+,. The
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price for having less parameters than models (3) or (4) is the fact that in model (5) we do not have a good
estimator for E(Ca)  which are the additional parameters of models (3) and (4).

But even models (4) do not use E(CJ as estimator for the ultimate claims amount because this would

not be meaningful in view of the fact that the knowledge of E(Ct,)  is completely useless (because we already

know Ct, exactly) and that one might have E(Ci,)  < Ci, n + t _ r (e.g. for i = 2) which would lead to a negative

claims reserve even if that is not possible. Instead models (4) estimate the ultimate claims amount by
estimating

i.e. they estimate the claims resctve  Ri = Gin - Ci. n + t - i = Si, n + 2 - i + + Sin  by estimating

E(Ri)=E(Si.“+2-;+...  +SiJ-

lf we assume that we know  the true parameters Xi,  yk of model (4) andfk  of model (5). we can clarify tbe

essential difference between both  models in the following way: The claims reserve for model  (4) would then
be

E(Ri)=xion+2-i+  . . +YJ

independently of the observed data D. i.e.  it will  not change if we simulate diffcrcnt  data sets D from the
underlying distribution. On the other hand, due to the above theorem, model (5) will each time yield a different

claims reserve

E(RiID)=Ci..+t-i Vn+I-ix ,.. xfn-l-l)

asCi,n+l-i changes from one simulation to the next.

For the practice, this means that we should use the chain ladder method (I) or (5) if we believe that the
deviation

Ci,n+t-i-E(Ci.n+t-i)

is indicative for the future development of the claims. If not, we can think on applying a model  (4) although
doubling the number of parameters is a high price and may lcad to high instabiiity of the estimated reserves
as is shown in the appendix.

4. Final  Remark

‘lhe aim of this note was to show that the loglinear cross-classiticd model (4c) used by Renshaw.
Christotidcs. Vernll  and Zehnwirth  is nor a model underlying  the usual chain ladder method because it
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requires independent and strictly positive increments and produces different reserves. We have also shown
that model (5) is a stochastic model underlying the chain ladder method. Moreover, model (5) has only
n - 1 parameters-as opposed to 2, _ t (or even 2n)  in case of model (4c)-and  is therefore more robust than

model (4c).

Finally. one might argue that one advantage ofthe Ioglinearmodel(4c)  is the factthatit attows to catcufate
the standarderrors  ofthe reserveestimators  as has beendone  by Renshaw 1989. Christofides 1990 and Verrah
1991. But this is possible for model (5). too. as is shown in a separate paper (Mack 1993).
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A P P E N D I X

NUMERAL EXAMPLE WHICH SHOWS THATTHE LOGLINEAR  MODEL (4C) Is MORE VOLATILE THAN THE

USUAL CHAIN  LADDER MmoD

The data for the following example are taken from the “Historical Loss Development Study,” 1991
Edition, published by the Reinsurance Association of America (RAA).  There,  we fmd on page 96 the
following run-off triangle of Automatic Facultative  business in General  Liability (excluding Asbestos &
Environmental):

i=l

i=2

i=J

i=4

i=S

i=6

i=7

i=8

i=9

i= 10

Gil Cl7

5012 8269

106 4285

3410 8992

5655 I IS55

1092 9565

1513 a45

557 4020

1351 6947

3133 5395

2063

C#3 ci.4 G CO6 Gil Cd CA9 G O

10907 II805 13539 16181 IKKN 18608 18662 18834

5396 10666 13782 15599 15496 16169 16704

I3873 16141 18735 22214 22863 23466

IS766 2126.5 23425 26083 27067

15836 22169 25955 26180

11702 12935 15852

10946 12314

13112

The above figures are cumulative incurrcd case losses in 6 1000. WC have taken the accident years from
1981 (i=l) to  1990  (i=IO).  The  fo l low ing  tab le  shows  the  corresponding  incrementa l  amounts

S& = C& - Ci.  t-1 1

i=l

i=2

i=3

i=4

i=S

i=6

i=7

i=8

i=9

i= IO

&I

5012

106

3410

5655

1092

1513

557

1351

3133

2063

s9. s83
3257 2638

4179 1111

5582 488 I

5900 4211

8473 627 I

4932 5257

3463 6926

5596 6165

2262

x4

898

5270

2268

5500

6333

1233

1368

S 15

1734

3116

2594

2159

3786

2917

S 16

2642

1817

379

2658

22s

S 87

1828

-103

619

984

S 18 S 19 SilO

599 54 172

673 535

603

N o t e  t h a t  i n  d e v e l o p m e n t  y e a r  7  o f  a c c i d e n t  y e a r  2  w e  h a v e  a  n e g a t i v e  i n c r e m e n t

s2.7 = c2.7 - c2,6=  -103.  Because model (4~)  works with tOgatilhmSofthe  inCretIIentti  amounts~~it  can1101

handle the negative increments $7. In order to apply model (4c).  we therefore must change $7 artiticially

or leave it out. We have tried the following possibilities:
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(a) S2,7=1,i.e.C~~7=l5496+1~=lS6O.C2~s=16169+1~

= 16273,C?,9=  16704+ l&l=  16808

(h) C2.7  = 16OOO.i.c.  S2.7  = 401, S2.s  = 169

(bz) S2.7  = missing value.  i.e. C2.7  = missing value

When  estimating the msctvcs for thcsc possibilities  and looking a~ UIC  residuals  for model (4~).  WC will
identify S2.t = C2.t  = 106 as an outlicr. WC have thcrcforc also tried:

Cl like (bt) but additionally S2.t = C2.t  = 1500.  i.c. all CZJ:  arc augmentedby 1X0-  106 = 1394

C2 like  (b)  butadditionally S2.t = C2.1  = missing value.

This yields the following resuhs (the calculations for model (4~)  wcrc done  using Ben  Zchnwirth’s
ICRFS.  version 6.1):

Total Estimawd Rcscwcs

Possibiliw Chain  Ladder Lqlincnr Model  (4C)

unchanged  dam 52.135 no, p,ssihle

(2) 52.274 190.754

(bl) 51.523 IO2.065

(9) 52,963 107.354

(Cl) 49.720 69,9W

(q) 51.834 70.032

This comparison clearly  shows that the IWO mcrhods arc complctcly  diffcrcnt  and that the usual chain
ladder  method is much less volatile  than the loglincar cross-classified  method  (4~).

For the sake  of completcncss.  rhc following two rablcs give the results for the above calculations per
accident year:
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WHICH STocliASTlC  MODEL Is
WDERLYTNG  THE  CHAIN  UIDDER  bfET”OD7

CHAIN LADDER METHOI~ESTIMATU)  RESERVES PER ACCIDENT YEAR

Act. Ycllr Unchqcd--
1981 0

1982 154

1983 617

1984 1,636

I985 2,747

1986 3.649

1987 5.435

1988 10.907

1989 10.650

1990 16.339

1981-90 52.135

(4 (4)

0 0

I55 154

616 617

1,633 1.382

2.780 2,664

3.671 3593

5.455 5.384

10,935 10.838

10.668 10.604

16360A 16287L
52374 51523

(9, (Cl)

0 0

154 167

617 602

1,529 I ,348

2.964 2.606

3.795 3.S26

5568 5,286

11,087 10.622

10,770 10,322

I6 477L IS 242L
52.963 49.720

ccz,

0

154

617

1529

2.964

3.795

5568

11,087

10.770

15349A
51,834

LOGLINMR MEIHOD-ESTIMATED  RESERVES PER ACClDEh7  YEAR

Act. Year

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1981.90

(0)

0

309

2.088

6.114

3.773

6.917

9.648

24.790

36.374

100739I
190.754

k’d
0

249

949

2,139

2,649

4.658

6,312

IS.648

21.429

48 033A
102.065

0 (Cl)
0 0

313 282

893 749

2.683 I.675

3.286 2,086

5,263 3,684

6.780 4.968

16.468 12fKQ

22.213 15,545

49 454A 29 010L
107.354 699.999

(Cd
0

387

674

1.993

2.602

4,097

5.188

12.174

15.343

27575

70.032
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Using expected loss ratios in reserving

1. Introduclion

This paper  prcsrnts a method of using es-
petted  loss ratios. together with prior and paste-

rior  distributions. tn order IO estimate  loss rc-
serves.  This Bay&an method  is especially  useful
fur recent accident  years and lor lines of businesr
with slo\v  development. It incorporates. in a rig-
orous way. the degree  of rcliabillty  of the  cx-
petted  loss ratio  and of the loss development
ixrors. Estimates of ultimate  loss ratios for re-
cenr  accident years can bc important  factors in
undcnrriting  decisions.

A method  of using expected  loss ratios which
is nuw  well-known was prcxnted  by Bornhuetrer
and Ferguaon  (1972).  The ultimafe  losses of an
accident year are estimated by usmg  the prior
expectation  of ultimate losses (expected  lows) as
Well  a\ the reported lusses  and the selected dcvel-
opmcnt factor to ultimate. The  ultimate IOSSCS
are estimated  as

repor~cd  Iosw  + ( I - L )( expected  lows), (1)
where I is the reciprocal  of the development
factor to ultimate.

II is implicit in this method  of estimation  that
the  cxpecred development  for an accident year in
csch  future  year is independent of the reported
IOSKS.

If ‘developed losses’ is defined  as the product
of the rcportcd  losses  and the development factor
IO ultimate. then formula (I) can bc expressed  as

z( developed  losses) + (I - z)(expccted  losses).

(2)
Boinhuerter-Fcrguson  and Bayesian estimates

of loss reserves will be compared in an example
later in this paper.

2. The model

In a Bayesian approach, the prior expectation
of ultimate losses for an exposure period E may
bc an cstimatc  made several  years  after rhc be-
ginning of E. If ultimate loss ratios are estimated
for the same line of business for the insurer for
previous  periods.  and industry-wide data as well
as the insurer‘s changes in premium adequacy are
taken into accounl.  an estimate  of the ultimate
loss ratio for the  period E can be made prior to
considering the reported losses  for E.

The following direct application of Bayes’ the-
“rem is basic to this discussion. Let f(x) be the
probability density function of the distribution of
ultimate losses for exposure period  E prior to
considering the losses  for E. Let g(yJ  x) be the
probability density function of the  distribution of
y. the developed  losses defined previously, for E
as of I months, given that the ultimate losses are
x. Assume that this distribution has mean r. Let
/I(.v  I .v)  be the probability density function of the
distribution of the  ultimate lores given that the
developed losses  arc y, Then

In order to use the above proposition. it is
necessary to estimate g(y I x) and f(x). The mean
of the distribution given by h(x I y) will be the
estimate of ultimate losses.
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The variance of the distribution given by
gfylx)  can be estimated from a study of the
historical variability of developed loss ratios at
different stages of development. The variance of
the distribution given by f(x) can be estimated
from the differences between prior expectations
of ultimate losses for previous periods, based on
the current method of predicting, and the latest
developed losses for those periods. The estimated
variances between the latest developed losses and
the ultimate losses for those periods will also be
considered. Historical data of the above types
should be supplemented by judgement, experi-
ence, and related data.

If a method other than development factors is
used for projecting the loss data to ultimate,
Bayes’ theorem can still be applied as above with
g(y I x) defined as necessary.

In order to apply Bayes’ theorem to a set of
accident years, a single development factor to
ultimate for the period can be selected as follows.
Estimate the ratios between the ultimate losses
for each accident year by using the premium and
the estimated relative rate adequacy for each
year. Then use the reciprocal of the development
factor for each year to estimate the ratio of the
total ultimate losses for the period to the ex-
pected losses for the period at the stage of devel-
opment. See Biihlmann’s Cape Cod method
[Schnieper (1991),  Straub (1988)].

Biihlmann’s (1967)  formula for the least
squares line estimate of the Bayesian estimates
could be used to estimate the credibility of the
actual developed losses. [This credibility approxi-
mation is exact Bayesian in certain useful cases.
In the proof of formula (4).  below, we use a
special case of Jewell’s  result that credible means
are exact Bayesian for exponential families. See
Jewel1  (1974, 1975X1  This method has the advan-
tage of simplicity since ‘it does not require the
choice of particular distributions.

3. Lognormal  distributions

Let f(x), g(y I x), and h(x I y) be defined as
for formula (3).  For certain choices of f(x) and
g(y Ix).  an explicit formula for the mean of
hfr I y) is known. An important example is the
case in which f(x) and gfy I x) represent lognor-

mal distributions. This is a reasonably good  fit in
many cases.

Suppose that the prior probability distribution
of logs of ultimate losses has mean ~1 and vari-
ance u2.  Suppose that for all X, the distribution,
given ultimate losses x, of logs of actual devel-
oped losses has variance o*. Note that if x is the
mean of a lognormal distribution and m and s2
are the mean and variance of the distribution of
the logs, then log x = m + s2/2. Therefore, for
all x the distribution of logs of actual developed
losses has mean log x - aZ/2. Then the mean of
the distribution given by h(x I y) (and thus the
estimate of ultimate losses) is

w(p, + d/2),
where

(4)

/L, =(I  -2)/l +z(log  y+ti2/2). (5)

.:=u*z, (6)
2=“2/(u2+“2). (7)
The derivation is given in the appendix.

Example. Assume that, based on historical ex-
perience as described previously, the prior distri-
bution for an insurer’s overall ultimate loss ratio
for 1987-91  for medical malpractice has a mean
of 0.90 (i.e. 90%) and a variance of 0.16. Suppose
the selected development factor to ultimate for
1987-91 reported losses as of 12/31/91 is 2.065
and the probability distribution for the ratio of
the developed losses to the ultimate losses has a
variance of 0.075.

If both of the above distributions are lognor-
mal.  then p, Y’ and u2 in equations (5) and (6)
can be found by solving the following equations
for the mean and variance of lognormal distribu-
tions:

0.90 = exp(  F + “a/Z), (8)
0.16 = exp(2p  + u’)(exp(  va)  - I), (9)

1 .OO = exp(  m + 4’/2), (W

0.075 = exp(2m  + u2)(exp(u2)  - I). (11)

By squaring both sides of equation (8) and
then dividing by the corresponding sides of equa-
tion (9), we get

(0.90)2/0.16  = I/(exp(v’)  - 1). (12)
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Tnblc  I

Compariron  of methods of estimation.

developed of uhimatc estimate  of

loss  ratlo loss  ralio ultimate  loss  ratio

20% 32% 56%

40% 52% 66%
80% 85% 85%

16090 139% 124%

320% 229% 201%

Solving for Y* and p is then immediate. The
same method can be used for u2 and m. The
sol;tions  are 0.180, -0.195, and 0.072, respec-
tively, for Y’,  p. and (T*, so formula 4 becomes
exd-0.004  + 0.714 log y). So, if y = 20%. for
example, the estimated ultimate loss ratio is 32%.
Table I compares three methods of estimation.

Appendix: Derivation of formula  (4)

Tbe following lemma will be used.

Lemma. Suppose that an element is chosen at
random from a normal distribution for which the
value  of the mean 19  is unknown ( - m < 0 < m) and
the value  of the variance  u2 is known (a2 > 0).
Suppose also that the prior distribution of 0 ii a
normal  distribution with given ualues  of the mean
p and the variance v2.  Then the postenbr  distrtbu-
tion of 8, given  that thp element chosen equals  x,,
is a normal distribution for which the mean g, and

the uanance  vi are as follows:

p, = (&I + Y*x,)/(u*  + I?), (A.11
“f = (c7*“*)/(~*  + “2). (A4
See DeGroot  (1986) for the-proof of the above.

Proof of formula (4). The mean and variance of
the distribution, given ultimate losses x. of ~r’/2
+ log(developed  losses). are log x and c2,  re-
spectively. The prior distribution of logtultimate
losses) has mean p and variance Y’.  Therefore,
the posterior distribution of logtultimate  losses),
given (r’/2 + logtdeveloped  losses) = .tI, has
mean ~I and variance v: given in the Lemma,
where x, = 0*/2 + IogCdeveloped  losses). There-
fore, the distribution of ultimate losses has mean
exdp, + v:/2).
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Expected Loss Development: A Shift in Credibility

Christopher J. Poteet

This paper is a commentary on the previously published paper “Partial Loss Development Based
On Expected Losses For Workers’ Compensation Class Ratemaking”, Casualtv  Actuarial Societv
Forum. Special Edition. 1993 Ratemakine.  Call Papers.

This paper shows that expected loss development is equivalent to adjusting the full credibility
standard and applying credibility by policy period.

Copyright 0 1994 National Council on Compensation Insurance, Inc. All rights reserved.
Reproduction in whole or in pan of any text, graph or chart without prior written permission
is strictly forbidden.
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Expected Loss Development: A Shift in Credibility

Concerns with the current loss development method used in Workers’ Compensation class
ratemaking have been raised. If a class has zero losses at a first report, using a first to ultimate
loss development factor produces zero ultimate losses as well. One possible solution that has
been proposed is to use expected loss development. To simplify the illustration, assume that all
losses are at the same benefit level etc., so as to only look at loss development. The other
factors can easily be taken into account later. Also for simplicity assume that there is only one
policy period used and national pure premiums are not used. The following arguments will then
be extended to include more policy periods and the use of national pure premiums.

Workers’ compensation classification ratemaking relies on several estimates of class pure
premiums. One estimate is based on the latest available data for the class and state. This is
called the indicated pure premium. Another estimate is the pure premium underlying current
rates brought up to the level of the indicated pure premiums. This estimate is called the present
on rate level pure premium. A third estimate is a national pure premium which includes data
from other states adjusted to reflect conditions in the reviewed state. A formula pure premium
to be used in calculating rates, is obtained by credibility weighting these estimates.

Here is a brief description of expected loss development. Initially, expected losses E (present
on rate level pure premium times payroll in hundreds) is the estimate of ultimate losses used to
calculate the indicated pure premium. At a first report the actual losses A which have emerged
at that point can replace the losses that were expected to have emerged by then, namely (l/D)E,
where D is the first to ultimate loss development factor. This method relies less on actual losses
and more on expected losses than the current method. It is important to note that if the
development factor is less than one, the estimate of ultimate, losses might be negative.

Credibility weighting produces the losses used in the formula pure premium:

Expected Loss Development: Losses used in Formula Pure Premium

ZtA+(l-+)E] + (l;Z)E

= ZA + ZE - $E + E - ZE

Z=ZA--E+E
D
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zAD=-
D

+ (l-+,E

Current Method: Losses used in Formula Pure Premium

ZAD + (l-Z)E

These two formulas are equivalent where Z/D is substituted for Z. Using Z/D instead of Z is
equivalent to changing the full credibility standard which already limits fluctuations of formula
pure premiums to a desired amount. For example. if Z=(nlnJ”‘and  D=3. then Z/D=(n/9nJ”*.
The expected loss development method implicitly lowers credibility by l/D. when D> 1.
Expected loss development is a shift in credibility, giving less weight to actual losses and more
weight to expected losses.

The equation which shows that expected loss development is equivalent to changing the full
credibility standard can be expanded to include more policy periods and the use of national pure
premiums. The relationship holds if the credibility of indicated data is calculated by policy
period and the national credibility is allowed to remain unchanged as one switches from one
method to the other.

Attached is a detailed algebraic proof of the equivalence relationship (Attachment I). The proof
shows that the serious (or nonserious or medical) formula pure premium calculated using
expected loss development is equal to the serious (or nonserious or medical) formula pure
premium calculated by using credibility by policy period. where the credibility one would
normally use is divided by the policy period’s development to ultimate factor and multiplied by
a factor reflecting the contribution of the policy period’s exposure to the total. These individual
credibilities are then used as weights for the indicted pure premiums calculated separately for
each individual policy period.

Also attached is a specific illustration (Attachment 2) of the equivalence relationship which uses
the example from exhibit I of the paper “Partial Loss Development Based On Expected Losses
For Workers’ Compensation Class Ratemaking”. Casualty Actuarial Societv Forum. Snecial
Edition. 1993 Ratemakine Call Paners,  as well as the development factors listed in the paper on
page 321 (See attachment 3). Note that, as a separate issue, the state credibilities in the paper
are calculated using a square root rule instead of NCCI’s old two thirds rule so that the serious
state credibility of .67 is equal to .59 to the three fourths power [.67=(.593n)“2]. \

The illustration focuses on the calculation of the serious formula pure premium. More recent
years have higher development factors so credibility is lowered more for them. This could be
considered a reliability factor. Each year’s credibility also gets multiplied by a weight equal to
the year’s proportion of exposure to the total of all years. This could be considered a relevance
factor since more recent years would tend to have higher exposures due to wage inflation, all
else being constant.
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Expected loss development can be thought of as a shift in credibility from the indicated pure
premiums to the present on rate level pure premium (See table below). Note that expected loss
development relies heavily on the present on rate level pure premium to the extent that  the
indicated is not considered credible, whereas the new NCCI full credibility standard and partial
credibility formula give equal weight to the present on rate level pure premium and the national
pure premium.

NCCI now uses higher full credibility standards and a .4 power partial credibility formula to
recognize the need for stability. Note that the credibility given to the indicated data using the
new NCCI standard and formula is about the same as the credibility for expected loss
development, therefore limiting fluctuations by about the same amount as expected loss
development, An advantage to the expected loss development scheme is the consideration of
different credibilities by policy period.

Credibilities - Class 7600

Serious Pure Prem

Current
Loss Development

Expected
Loss Development

New NCCI
Standard
And Formula

Indicated National

.67 .16

.33 .16

.38 .31

PORL

.17

Sl

.31
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I

Attachment 1

A,=actual first report losses, A,=second  report, A,=third report
D, =fust  to ultimate loss development factor, D,=second  to ultimate, D,=third to ultimate
E, =ultimate expected losses for first report, $=second report, E3=third  report
E=E,+$+E,
P, =first report payroll in hundreds, P,=second  report, P, =third repon
P=P,+P*+P,
Z = state indicated credibility
Z,=national  credibility
N/P =national  pure premium
E/P=present  on rate level pure premium -
E,=(E/P)P,, &=(E/P)P,,  E,=(E/P)P,

Expected Loss Development: Formula Pure Premium

zr
(A,+(l-~)E,)+(A,+(l-~)EI)+(A,+(l-$)E,)

I 2 3
P

I +(1-Z-Z,) ($1 +z,rg,

Z(A,+A,tA,) +Z(E,+E2+E,)-$E,-SE,-$E,+E-ZE-Z,E+Z>
= 1 2 3

P

~A,D,+~A,D~+~A,D~+ZE-~EI-~E -ZE3+(EI+E2+E,,-ZE-Z,E+Z>
1 1 2 3 I z ' 4

P

~AID,t(l-~)~,]-Z,E+Z~
= 3 3

+,,1+~+(l+ $ +(1-Fz,
1 2 3

+I ($) -ZJ$) +z,$,
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Attachment 1

Current Method: Formula Pure Premium

z[ AlDl+A2D2+AIDq  +(1-Z-Z,) [$I tz,+
P
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Serious pure premium - class 7600

st cred 3rd rpt pay
0.67 42,616,748 3rd rpt cred

___---_-___-_ * -_---_--___--_-  = 0.15
1.417 135,892,859

3rd-ult  dev total pay

st cred 2nd rpt pay
0.67 49.728.462 2nd rpt cred

__-------_--- * _-_--------__--  = 0.12
I .993 135,892,859

2nd-ult  dev total pay

st cred 1st rpt pay
0.67 43,547,649 1st rpt cred

____------___ * _--------_----- z 0.06
3.773 135.892.859

Ist-ult dev total pay

nat cred nat pure prem
0.16 1.287

remaining
cred porl pure prem
0.51 1.203

Attachment 2

3rd rpt dev loss
393,906 3rd rpt ind pp

___-----_-____--_____ = 0.924
42.616,748/100
3rd rpt pay

2nd rpt dev loss
145,463 2nd rpt ind pp

-------__--_----_-___ = 0.293
49,728,462/  100
2nd rpt pay

1st rpt dev loss
1,731,862 1st rpt ind pp

-------____-----_----  = 3.977
43.547,649/100
1st rpt pay

form pure prem
0.15*0.924+0.12+0.293+0.06*3.977+0.16*1.287+0.51*1.203= 1.221

(float from the start to eliminate rounding difference)
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Attachment 3 

&992859) 2271231 T1c993 (463372 1943P55 788810 1524965 

NAI-L COUNClL PROCEDURE 
sm-lws Mn-ser 
1.67( 0.587 

MedICaI 
-T¿E 

0.637 1.243 
0.917 1.769 

0.78 1.00 
lOtOI 0.20 0.11 0.00 
3.19 1.496 0.613 1.077 

l.ooa l.CC@ 1.008 
1 .w7 l.ca 10X 
1.092 1.092 0.976 

3.39 
1.007 
l.ca 

3.41 
-nO 296 
Umlts: 

3% abwe 3.41 
14x t-alow 19.2% 

Indkated Furo Franlumr 
P.P. vrasent on lasta Leve(” 
P.P. lnd. by WI Rel<VY 
Stab Cmdlblllty 
Natlonal Clsdlblllty 
Formula Pum Premlum 
CompmIta Factor 

RevlE.ED PRoCEmJRe 
&s&g 

1.210 
0 0 0.87 0.63 1.00 

0.16 0.06 0.00 
1.221 0.600 1.122 

Ettect ot Banettt Changa 
Chango In Tnnd Factor 
R0und.d Total 
Rmtb 01 hrmd to Eamad Pmmlum 

3.12 
1 .m7 

Conbnctlng Fmm AdI Pmgml ansa 
6peclnc DI- Loang 
Calculutad Furo Pnmlum Rate 
cumnt Pura Premlum Rata 

l.ax, 

3.14 
288 

SwlnqUmltad Puro Pmmhlm Rat* 
Pelwltage chango 
Dl-tlwnNartOundl 

3.1. 
9.8% 

:7.g9&. 

*(;59)3” = .67 
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An Algebraic Reserving Method for Paid Loss Data 
by Alfred 0. Weller 
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AN ALGEBRAIC RESERVING METHOD 

FOR PAID LOSS DATA 

by Alfred 0. Weller 

Sooner or later a casualty actuary is confronted by the question, “Given a history 

of paid loss amounts by calendar year, what should reserves be?” Often, it is not 

possible to accurately gather and analyze additional data within the time constraints for 

the reserving decision. The algebraic reserving method presented in this paper offers 

one approach to rapidly addressing this problem. The paper consists of four sections - 

General Considerations, Formulas, Examples, and Conclusion. 

General Considerations 

In general, reserve estimates will prove more accurate to the extent that they 

reflect information from a variety oí sources and severa1 actuarial methods. In any 

reserving situation, available data and information is limited by practica1 constraints 

(e.g., design of systems) and time constraints (e.g., financia1 reporting deadlines). In 

addition, the question of whether the benefits of better actuarial estimates are worth the 

costs of gathering better information is implicit in any reserving situation. 

The situation to which the algebraic reserving method applies is one in which 

available information is pdid losses by calendar year and there is some basis on which 

the actuary can assess the annual change in the level of incurred losses hy accident year. 
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For example, a history of earned premiums might be used to Credte an index of loss 

levels by accident year. Or, the assumption regarding loss levels by accident year might 

even be weaker. For example, losses for similar business might have increased an 

average of 10% per year for the period for which pdid losses are availahle. 

The information on loss levels need not be detailed to afford an algebraic solution 

to the reserving problem. However, in general the more accurate the assumed relative 

loss levels, the more accurate the estimated reserves will be. 

In addition to requiring ti11 assumption regarding relative loss levels by accident 

year, the method assumes that there is a stable development pattern across all accident 

years. Thus, as the number of calendar years increases or the numhers of claims whose 

payments comprise calendar yedr paid amounts decreases, the possibility of fluctuations 

in actual payment patterns becomes more important in evaluating the results of the 

algehraic method. 

The information on paid losses should cover all calendar years from the inception 

of the program. Othenvise, the method cannot estimate reserves without ad hoc 

adjustments. For example, if data started with the third year of the program, the 

method would estiniate Ihe portion of accident year losses paid through 36 monlhs 

maturity instead of 12 monlhs. Since the most recent accident year would be at 12 

months maturity, the estimate through 36 months would have lo be allocated to Ihe 

maturities O-12 months, 12-24 months. and 24-36 monlhs using other techniques in order 

to derive reserve estimates for all accident years. 
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Tail factors are beyond the scope of the algebraic method. For n calendar year 

periods, the algebraic method derives development through maturity n years and leaves 

the tail factor to further analysis. Unless a parameterized payment pattern is assumed 

and the structure of the equations changed, the tail factor will require separate actuarial 

analysis. 

Finally, the method is called the “algebraic method” because it is based on the 

algebraic solution of n linear equations in n unknowns. Thus, for any set of assumed 

relative loss levels, there is a unique solution for unpaid (unreported) losses that will be 

paid (reported) on or before accident years attain maturity n years. Reserve estimates 

based on successful mathematical solutions of the equations may differ from reasonable 

actuarial estimates. The algebraic method can provide useful input into actuarial 

decisions on appropriate reserves, hut should not be used as an algorithm without 

professional scrutiny. 

Formulas 

The following equations define the “algebraic method.” 

Ij = Incutred amount for accident year j. (1) 

n = Number of calendar years for whfch data is available 
= Number of accident years affecting data (2) 
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f 1 = Fkaction of accident year loss 
paid during year i after start 
of accident year. 

(3) 

Because the algebraic method estimates development through maturity n and because 
the sum of the fractions of losses at maturity n paid in each calendar year must total 
unity (Le., lOO%), 

n-1 

f, =l-Cf, 
f -1 

(4) 

Calendar year payments can now be expressed in terms of accident year components. 

Pj = Amount paid during calendar 
year j for al1 accident years 
i 

(5) 

So that, if j=n, Pj. = C f, I"+~-, + (1 - c f, ) I, 1-1 i-1 

Introducing loss level indices facilitates solving equation (5). We define indices as 
follows: 

g j = Index for accident year j loss leve1 

+ 

sotbatg, = 1IOOO 

91 = g,'f-') for uniform growth 

(6) 

Equation (5) can now be rewritten as: 
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Pj =i fi 9j.l~1 11 ifjcn 

n-1 
Pj = 1, + 5 f, (g.-,-1) 1, ifj=n 

In order to generate II linear equations in n unknowns, we introduce a variable equal to 
tbe reciprocal of incurred losses. 

1 
Rj = I; (8) 

= Reciprocal of incurred loss for accident year j 

The resulting n linear equations are: 

0 = -PjR, f, 9j.l.1 if j<n 

"-1 
-1 = -PjR, + is f, (gn-1-l) ifj =n 

Thus, the algebraic reserving method solves the II equations 

0 = -P,R, + 1 f, + 0 f, + 0 f, -t . . . 1 0 fn-1 
0 = -P,R, + 92 fl + 1 f, + 0 f, + . . . + 0 fu-1 
0 = -P,R, + g, f, + 91 f, + 1 f, + . . . + 0 f,-,(W 

. . . = . . . 
-1 = -P,,R1 + (g,,-l)f, + (gn-1-1)f2 + (On.,-l)f, ' . ..' (ga-l)f,-, 

for R,, f,, . . . . fe,. 
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Examnles 

In the attached exhibits, data for private passenger automobile liability/medical 

from pages 63 and 79 of the 1993 edition of Best’s Aeereqtafes & Averaoes is used to 

ilhtstrate the algebraic method. For conveniente, loss and allocated loss adjustment 

expense is called “loss” iu this discussion. 

Exhibit 1 presents a link ratio approdch to establish a henchmark for comparison 

to the results of the algebraic method. Weighted three point average development 

factors are employed. Other link ratio calculations are possible, but only one is used for 

comparison purposes in this paper. Exhibit I-l presenfs raw data. Exhibit l-2 derives 

development factors. Exhihit l-3 derives reserve estimates using the development 

pattern from Exhibit I-2. 

Exhibit ll derives values for use in subsequent algebrdic method calculations. 

Exhibit II-1 derives calendar year paid loss as if accident year 1983 were the Brst year 

of a program. Exhibit Il-2 uses earned premiums to estimate loss level indices. Distinct 

indices by year are used in Exhibit III and a rough average annual growth rate is used 

in Exhibit IV. 

Exhibit DI applies the algebraic method using distinct indices by year. Exhibit 

DI-1 presents the matrix detining the simultaneous equations. Exhibit III-2 presents the 

inverted matrix and the estimated parameters R,, f,, . . . . f,,. Exhibit III-3 compares the 

paid amounts based on the parameters Lo the actual paid amounts by accident year 

component as well as hy calendar year total. Exhibit III-4 adjusts the development 

pattern for negative values and derives corresponding reserve estimates. 
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Negative values might be attributable to severa1 causes (e.g., influente of 

particular large claims, shifts in development patterns over time). Consideration of 

alternative possible adjustments will vary with available data and reserving context, and 

is, therefore, beyond the scope of this paper. 

Exhibits IV are organized identically to Exhibits Ill. The difference is that a 

uniform annual change in loss level is used in lieu of individual annual indices. 

Following Exhibits IV are four graphs. Graph 1 presents the three cumulative 

development patterns tit using the above techniques. Graph 2 presents the same 

development patterns on an interval basis. Graph 3 compares reserves estimates by 

accident year. Grapb 4 presents the components of accident year losses using the three 

methods. 

For tbe data used in tbe example, the algebraic method presented above produced 

reserve estimates quite close (within 105%) to reserve estimates based on a link ratio 

method. Tberefore, it might prove useful in situations in which detailed data is 

unavailable. In particular, it might prove useful in reserving situations for which only 

calendar year paid loss data is available. 

For the example, the method required elimination of some negative values from 

the development pattern. Also, the algebr;lic reserving method is quite sensitive to the 

selection of loss level indices. Therefore, although it can prove useful in particular 
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situations, it is not well suited to use as an algorithm without professional scrutiny by a 

casualty actuary. 
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ALGEBXAIC RESERVIIG EXHIBIT l-l 

vcsr 1 2 3 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _. 

:z 
1985 
1VM 
1987 
1988 

1z 
1991 
1992 

.__..._----._.. 
6.33b.W 
7.115.534 
7.816.829 
fi.701.618 
9.b97.4b7 

10.916.881 
'12.051.811 
13,320,&7 
13.320.110 
1b.400.031 

_-. 

,__. 

--....-----... 
12,037,849 
13.753.038 
15.637.173 
17.269,bbT 
19.b00.685 

‘21.7b3.312 
24,101.505 
26.oL3.240 
25.851.612 

II 
.___...----_... 

Total lO3.677.2e4 175.793.159 185.4bl.5m 
3 Pt Ylm n.99b.437 MI.870,548 89.463.bW 
3 P<Oul 38.692.768 71,9M,l37 80.933.156 

l 1993 Edltlm ot Best's .Awre9atn I Averwes Pa9e 79 

__ 
14,81e.,110 
16.93b.543 
19.146.806 
21.541.709 
2b.lb7.766 
26.980.2~1 
29.805,169 
32.083.138 

xx 
XI 

b 5 6 7 8 9 10 .-.. . . 
16.3lB.Ob3 17,116,020 17.537.521 17,709.879 17.801.~59 17,&59.922 !7,914.459 
18.711.542 19.694.316 2O.led.931 20,439,114 20.585.a26 20.b63.b74 xx 
21.281.67p 22.106.157 22.974.802 23.280.050 23.633.065 
23.930.252 25.211.125 25.858.777 2b.lb9,lU u 
26.M5.181 28.@26,913 28.910.978 aa 
29.807.907 31.28O.b92 II II 
32.850.611 II XI xx 

II II xx II 
II II al. II 
xx xx xx II .._____..___________.~~~..~~~~.~.~~~...~~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~.....~~~~~~.~~.~~~~~~~~~~.---.-----..~----..-~- 

169.m5.235 lU.535,223 115,471.ow B7.598.187 61.820.350 38.533.39b 17.91b.~59 
85.318.730 Tr.754.557 69,.5fJ&3M 61.820.350 3a.533.39b 17.914,459 XI 
en.543.340 7b.U6,195 69.022.510 bl.b29,Ob3 38.387.285 17,8b9,922 u 



ALGEBRAIC RESERVIMG 
I 

EXHIGIT I-2 
/ 

Llnt Ilatlos - 0mlopPcnt 

h?.r 1 2 3 4 5 
..~~~.~..._~~~_~_._.~~~.~~...~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~.~~.~~~~.~.~~~~~~.~...~.~..~._.___________.___. 

1983 E-! 1.226 1.101 1.049 1.025 
lW4 1.231 1.105 1.053 1.025 

z 1.975 1.935 1.210 1.247 1.111 1.112 1.053 1.054 1.025 1.026 
1987 2.001 1.215 1.110 1.075 1.003 
1988 1.240 1.105 1.049 xx 
1989 

:zl 

E 
1:E.s 

1.237 1.102 xx II 
1.232 IX xx II 

1.941 II II xx II 
lW2 u xx II xx II 

6 7 6 9 10 
._.._..___.__.....__.....~.---.-...-...----...-..-.-...-~.~..~-~-... 

1.010 1.005 1.00) 1.002 II 
1.012 1.007 l.Oo( u xx 
1.013 1.007 u Ka xx 
1.012 XI u XX u 

xx u II II II 
II xx II XI xx 
xx xx xx XI xx 
u UI xx II II 
xx u ix II XI 
II u II II II 

Arcragc 
3 Pt AVG 
3 Pt Ytd 
se1ected 

CM factor 
CM x 
Int x 

1.966 
1.%5 
1.E 

2:x4 
33.7c4 
33.7bX 

1.237 1.106 
1.256 l.lOb 
1.256 1.105 
1.236 1.105 
1.509 1.221 
66.26% 81.89% 
32.52% 15.63% 

1.055 1.021 1.012 
1.059 1 .OlS 1.013 
1.059 1.017 1.013 
1.059 1.017 1.013 
1.105 1.043 1.025 
90.52x R.avx 97.52s 

8.631 5.37% 1.63% 

1% 
l.OW 1.002 II 
1.004 1.002 u 

1.006 1.004 1.002 II 
1.006 1.004 1.002 
1.01s 1.006 1.002 1.0: 
98.74% W.37X W.TsX 100.00% 

1.22x 0.63X 0.3.3X 0.25X 
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ALCEBRAIC RESERVIYC EXHIBIT I-3 

Llnk Ratia - Rcacrvc E8tlmtes 

vear Paid Lms 

1983 l7.91b.A59 
1984 ZO.bbS.ATb 
1985 23.b33,ObS 
1986 Zb,lbV,lU 
1987 28.910.978 
:E 31.280.692 

32.850.611 
lZ 32.085.138 

25,851,612 
1992 14,400.031 

íactoI- Eat Inc Es< Rn 
_. ____.-.-.---___. 

1.000 
1.002 
1.006 
1.013, 
1.025 
1.043 
1.105 
1.221 
1.509 
2.w 

.___..-____ ___ 
17.91b,659 
20,71b,9n 
23.5Bo.LLBl 
26.501.970 
2v.645.93a 
32,621.524 
36.269.927 
39.lb9.22b 
39,014,898 
62.61u.bSl 

.__. - .---._.._ 

_.....-_-___- 
514 

147,816 
332,826 

l,~% 
S.b39:316 
7.095.=3 

lS.lb3.286 
28.2ak.420 

._._._____.__ -_ 
7otsl 253.559.2w 1.215 3Oa.lb9.247 54,590,oAs 
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ALbEaRAIC RESERVIIG EXHIBIT II-1 

I . _  __.__ - -  ..._____ 

6.33b6.156 
u 
xx 
an 
aA 
xx 
u 
xx 
aa 
II. 

1985 1986 19117 19aE 1989 1990 lW1 199-i 

2,M,Zb9 
b.b37,501 
7.816.829 

l.IW.965 
3.185.505 
7.b20.YL 
8.ml.bla 

an 

,...___________. 
797,957 

l.TII.999 
3.709.b33 
8.568.059 
9.697.467 

u 

421,501 
982.m 

2,134,a73 
6,ZR.YZ 
9.m3.216 

10.916.881 
u 
xx 
u 
II 

.__-____-__.._-. .-.__________.._ 
lR.358 91.5ao 
Nb.615 250. las 

1.124.47a 5ba.615 
2.3bB.543 1.2aO.an 
6.7b7.Ob3 2.657.bS5 

lO.e4b,LSl 5.216.929 
12.051.811 12,wv.n4 

xx 13.32O.a47 
xx u 
u aa 

______._____._ 
1ZN 
305:2&5 
6L7.652 

2.021.752 
2.a27.W 
5,ms.sLu 

12.722,393 
13.320.110 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..------.--.----.-----.-.---------.-.--------...---------------..-----.------.-----...----------------...---------.------.-.------------------~---- 
lotal 6.33b.156 12.lL57.217 17,lab,bOZ 2l,m5,412 24.5CB.105 2a.bsl.287 Sl.a25,299 35.b3b.266 37.7b3.5ä) 38.161.29Q 

Th-, Pl = 
PZ = 
PS . 
P4 = 
PS = 
Pb = 
PT = 
Pa = 
P9 = 
PlO = 

6.33b.13b 
12.867.2b7 
17.1bb.602 
21.005.412 
24.54b.105 
2.5.bsl.za7 
31.a25.299 
35,b3.5.2bb 
37.7b3.5bO 
38.161.290 



ALGEaRAIC RESERVIIG 

E 
W 

Loss level itdiccs byyear 

EXHIaIT II-2 

1983 
19ab 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1wyI 
1989 

1z 
1992 

22.3a2.7ao 
23,vb.s.om 
26,608,Ul 
31,3bo,w4 
55.aol.5m 
39.732.868 
43.038.375 
4b.aw.zw 
50.069.836 
54.197.133 

1 Eard prcniun tor 1992 
2 Eard premirn for 1985 
3 Rocio: Il)/<Z) 
4 R2 = Yinth root of (3) 
5 Indiceo bylziSr 

E 
19ab 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
lW1 
1992 

54.197.133 
ZZ.SBz.zBD 

2.4214 
1.1032 

l.OOW 
1.1032 
l.ZlR 
1.342~ 
1.4.815 
1.6344 
1.8032 

::E 
2.4214 

l.OooO 
1.07o.s 
l.laaa 
1.4011 
1.5995 
i.mz 
1.922a 
2.0953 
2.2370 
Z.bZlb 



ALCEBRAIC RESERVIYG Extllall III-1 

Cafflcimts of 
Rl fl f2 1s fb 

-..___--________________________________--------------.-...-----------.--.-. 
-6336136 l.Om9 0.0000 o.oom 0.0000 

-128bRb7 1.07oa 1.mm 0.0000 0.0000 
-17lab602 l.lmS 1.07m 1.0000 0.0000 
-21005412 1.4011 l.lm.5 1.07oa 1.0000 
-2walo5 1.5995 1.4011 l.laaa 1.0708 
-28131287 l.mz 1.59B 1.4011 1.1a.m 
-3la25299 1.9228 l.mz 1.5995 1.4011 
-35b3bZbb 2.0953 l.922~ l.mt 1.5995 
-37763560 2.23m 2.W53 1.9228 l.mz 
-38161290 1.4214 1.23m 1.0953 0.9228 

f5 fb f7 fa 19 s Value 
.._...._._._....___.._..___. . . .._._._....____....~~~~~..~.~.~.~~~~~~~~.~...~~...~. __..._.___ 
o.omo o.omo 0.0000 o.moo o.oom = O.WW 
O.WW 0.0000 o.oom 0.0000 0.0000 = 0.0000 
0.0000 o.oooQ 0.0000 0.0000 o.moo . o.Moo 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Ei 
0.0000 = 0.0000 

1.0000 0.0000 o.omo 0.0000 = 0.0000 
1.0708 1 .oooo o.oom o:oow o.oom - O.WW 
1.1888 1.0708 l.OWO 0.0000 0.0000 8 0.0000 
1.4011 l.lam 1.07011 l.OWO o.owo = o.oom 
1.5995 1.4011 1.1888 1.07oa l.WW = 0.0000 
o.mz 0.5w5 0.4011 O.laM o.om = -1.0000 



ALGEBRAIC REPRVIYG 

Alpebrsic Hethod tuin TcArlV Indlce# - Inversc Ratrfx erd Solutlm 
--mu-- ---- 

Iu Rl fl f2 f3 16 f5 fb f7 fa 19 
-1 . . . . . ..------.........-------......--~.-----...-----------...-------------.----------~.-------------.-----------.-...---~-------...-.~--------...--------. 
õ o.mmo0m3s o.mmmmlo o.ooommo35 o.moowoo29 o.mmoo0om o.moooom99 o.oomoool24 o.moommn o.mmoom45 -0.mooma634 

1.024y171w6 O.O06u)50585 0.0219296252 O.Ola26ODfZll O.Ml52a7133 0.0626983m3 O.OT1168w;1m O.Ob53516bbO O.O2&y16579 -0.4015266761 
-1.Ob7blm276 1.0w2253031 0.0210992423 0.01752867la 0.0398653051 0.060186~3 0.0255377657 0.o435351105 0.0272995&2 -0.3asu37605 
-0.OSW395396 -1.0676134154 1.01086%151 0 .OOWbbZ74 0.0205716657 O.OSlOb7.7t¿7 0.038985ss*3 0.022Ml6690 0.014689429i -0.1989292822 
-0.077117631% -O.Q05499&7 -1.06549936m l.OOU2549bO O.OlOOAbm24 0.01519550&3 0.0190711497 O.OlOWl38bA O.OC4.3923&31 -0.m73136520 

0.0610089213 -0.m25mB529 -0.0403348031 -l.m934lalao 1.0033761w1 0.005w72392 o.om3972997 o.m3buw22 o.mz312m24 -0.032,%32651 
0.0553379117 0.0405217265 -0.mab710901 -0.0401b35e.19 -1.0653729923 1.0067234513 0.0m4382803 o.ooba632a23 o.oo3wwla7 -0.01305no17 
0.9592292651 0.053062829% O.ObW78aa67 -0.~0705381 -0.039963983b -1.m7538c980 l.OOblZA39m 0.0023TBlab3 0.00149128% -0.0210555812 

-0.m714395n 0.05a51407ba o.o5b6330919 0.0414133519 -0.0794186593 -0.03667235~ -1.063987114o l.ms94lmo2 0.0024717w6 -0.03ba9aln3 
0.0359a2o107 -0.m9956a2 10 0.0556006888 0.05OTm6570 0.0353S46bS3 -0.08973m76J -0.050534Of41 -1.Onb746%37 0.9%9597474 0.0429254613 

Il = 
11 = 
f2 = 
f3 . 

m 
:: = 
fb . 

. 
:: = 
f9 = 
110 - 

: 
EXllIEIl III-2 

Solutlal \ 
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, 
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rotal 

.___.______.... 
15.780.112 
16,8Q?.760 
18.759.251 
22.109.854 
25.2bO.510 
28.012.106 
30,342.540 
33.064,532 
35.2W.Ipp 
38Jw.590 

--_..---.-_--. ._ UI 6.336.136 

1985 
.___-____.-._. 

3.139,126 
6.513.136 
7.532.340 

IU 
xn 
xx 
aa 
xx 
u 
u 

0iffcrcncn - Estleted leu Actual 
-- 

rear 

1%33 
1981 
1985 
1986 
1987 

:z 
1WO 
1991 
lW2 

._.__._____..___..._-. 
rota1 

12.867.2b7 17,16b,602 

198L 1985 
.---__----___--____-____ 

330633 408857 
-330633 -12b3a 

xx -284689 

XR xx 
._-___--.___--.____.---. 

0 -0 

1986 lwl7 1988 
_....___.______ ---___--____.. ,._.__- ..___.. 

1.535.620 515,114 67Q.455 
3.361.b59 1.w.= 551,598 
7.230.636 3.n1.764 1.825.531 
8.8n.bvb 8.522.105 4.398.297 

xx 10.134.738 9.728.??7 
xx xx 11.247.608 
IX xx u 
xx u II 
u II xx 
xx u NI 

__-__-_____ .'... ______.______. _.___-_____-- 
21.005.412 24,%8.105 28.431.267 

1986 ,____ - ._-__ 
35675 

177954 
-38v708 

176078 
aa 
xx 

-. 
-282843 
-13C.516 

22131 
-65% 
437271 

II 
u 
u 
aa 
Iu 

.--- ..__ --. 
257954 

431176 
-309342 

126255 
25581 

330727 
"11 
xx 
IX 
xx 

-0 0 

WW 1WO 
_____---___--_. .____.____..___ 

332,õP 550,697 
727.57P 355,792 
612.363 807.730 

2.151.591 Rl,TYI 
5.021.on 2,456.2*6 - 

10.7w.w1 5.572.428 
12.183.339 ll.695.343 

#A 13.276.2VZ 
u x.x 
xx xa 

1Wl 
...____.__-__ 

‘“3z” 
3v4:v87 
G52.m 
823.933 

2.R5.960 
6.036.020 

12.744.516 
lL.173.811 

xx 

lW2 
_-_______._-- 

";g.z~; 

bY:bb4 
465,536 

1.086.~ 
914,407 

2.V52.743 
6.577.506 

13,6a,M7 
15.342.170 

31.825.2W 35,4366.266 37.763.160 38.161.290 

_-.--___--___-. 
159901 

-EE 
-236m2 

274014 
4340 
131528 

II 
u 
xx 

-0 

_ - _ _ _ _ . . _ 
459117 
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239085 

-559135 
-20118-9 

355499 
-35u31 
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xx 
xx 

0 

1991 
,._____ ---_. 

-765832 
u2989 

en39 
306348 

-11977W 
-101706 
332136 

22125 
853701 

xx 

-0 

lW2 
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ALPBRAIC RESEIIVIYC EXHI8IT III-4 

Algetoic I)cthod rnln,~ tcarly Indlccs - Omlopat Pattern m-d Reserve Estintes 
---------e------w- --_-_-___-_-_ 

RmJrlty Pattem Yeg Val bd Pntt CM Patt 

: 
40.15x 

i:" 
33.05x 33.05% 

38.5bL 31.73x 64.78% 

: 
lV.Bpx o.om 16.3n 81.15% 
V.73L o.om 8.01X 89.16% 

2 
3.26X o.om 2.691 91.85% 
4.31X 

0":" 
3.541 95.39X 

7 2.11% i.nx 97.1311 

i 
3.6% o.am 2.87X 1oo.oOX 

-4.7.m 
1::z 

o.om 100.001 
10 -17.19X 0.00% 100.00x 

Total 100.002 21.4VX 1oo.oox xx lota1 263.716.053 19.57X 51.614.681 

“Izar Est Imz X lbpid Est Unpaid 
_____._.._____..____~.~.~~~.~~~~.~.~~....-.----~~--..--- 

1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
lW0 
1991 
1992 

15.280.112 
16.897.760 
18.759.251 
22,109.854 
25.240.510 
28;012;106 
30.342.540 .~ -.. 
33.06c.532 
35.2w.7w 
38.209.590 

o.om 
0.00% 
0.00% 
2.87X 
4.61% 
8.15X 

lO.MI: 
18.85X 
35.22X 
66.95% 

_ _ _ _ . . - - . 

0 
0 

635.1; 
1.162,514 
2.282.980 
3.288.208 
6.231.732 

12.433.203 
25.580.919 

.__-_________ 

. 
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ALGESRAIC RESERVIXG EXHIUIT IV-1 

19 . 
Catflcimtm of 

Il 11 f2 13 f4 
_. . 

-lZ.SbRLT 
-171&602 
-21005412 
-24548105 
-28431287 
-318252w 
-35636266 
-37763560 
-38161290 

1.oooo 
1.1032 
1.2172 
1.W28 
1.b815 
1.6344 
1.8032 

::z 
1.4214 

_____.______ 
O.GQOO 
1.0000 
1.1032 
1.2172 
1.3428 
1.4815 
1.6344 
1.8032 
1.9894 
1.1948 

__-.---_... 
0.0000 
0.0000 
1.0000 
1.1032 
1.2172 
1.3428 
1.4815 
1.6344 
1.8032 
0.989~ 

O.GOOO 
0.0000 
0.0000 
1.0000 
1.1032 
1.2172 
1.3428 
1.4815 
1.63u 
0.8032 

f5 f6 17 f8 

0.0000 o.oooo 0.0000 o.oow G.OWO - 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 o.woo G.0000 = 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 o.ofloo o.omm = 
0.0000 0.0000 o.owo 0.0000 o.woo - 
1.0000 0.0000 o.woo o.owo G.WGO = 
1.1032 1.0000 0.0000 o.oooo 0.0000 = 
1.2172 1.1032 1 .oooo O.OGOO 0.0000 = 
1.3428 1.2172 1.1032 1.0000 o.oow = 
l.LSl5 1.Y28 1.2172 1.1032 1.0000 . 
0.6)44 O.b815 0.3428 0.2172 0.1032 = 

0.0000 
0.0000 
o.owo 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
o.woo 
0.0000 
0.0000 

-1.oow 



ALGE8RAIC RESERVIYG 

Algebrdc ltethcd usi,,g "dfom ,~r.ml P.tc - I"w?r,c Ratrir d SoltilQo 

Il 
___._..-_____. 
O.OOWOOGo65 
1.0410887432 

-1.06513.caw 
0.0193819Wa 
0.0132712953 
O.OGWW5215 
0.0097455143 
pcQ9”~ 

-0:0086343441 

11 12 f3 f4 f5 f6 
._____.....---. .____--... __.- -_-__.________ ___-_--._...--. - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . ._______...__._ 

o.OOGwoMä5 O.WGWOUO65 o.WGGOGuOf.5 o.wOOWGG65 o.oGwooGO65 O.WGOGGOM5 
0.0410887432 0.0410887432 O.oLlG857432 0.0410887432 O.C!41OM7432 0.041GM7432 
1.0381107459 0.0381107459 0.0381107459 0.0381107459 0.0381107459 0.0381107459 

-1.GS38671145 1.0193819998 0.0193819998 0.0193819998 0.0193819998 0.019381999a 
0.0132712953 -1.W997m19G 1.0132712953 0.0132712953 0.0132712953 0.0132712953 
O.GG89W5215 0.008W75215 -1.w43395928 1.0089095215 0.0089095215 O.GG8W95215 
0.0087455143 0.0087455143 o.OM7455143 .1.0945036G00 1.0087455143 o.oG87455143 
0.0029733371 0.0029733371 0.0029733371 0.w29733371 -1.100275m i.0029733371 
0.0u210m331 G.WZ1077831 O.W21G77831 0.w21077831 0.0021077831 -1.1011413312 

-0.0066343461 -0.0086343461 -0.0Oz.6343461 .O.G086343461 -0.0086343461 -0.0086343461 

f7 _______.___ __. . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ 
0.0000000065 O.GWGM)owMS 
0.0410887432 G.G4108G7432 
0.0381107459 G.G381107459 
0.0193819998 0.0193819998 
0.0132712953 G.0132712953 
O.OGG9095215 O.GG89W5215 
0.0087455143 0.0087455143 
0.0029n337i O.GO29733371 
1.0021077831 G.0021077831 

-1.1118834604 O.Wl3656539 

f8 f9 
__..__---_.-...... 

-0.0000OuG628 
-G.3979573429 
-0.3691145G68 
-0.18TZO7365 
-0.1285566503 
-0.0862915054 
-0.&347G3G444 
-0.0287977OG6 
-0.02041453W 

0.0836263452 

EXHI8Il IV-2 

Solutim 
___._.___.___-------..--- 

Il = 6.28073GE-08 
fl . 39.80% 

. 
:: - 

36.911 

. 
:: = 
f6 . 
17 - 
f8 = 
f9 = 
f10 = 

:~z \ 
8:63X 
8.47% 

:-iii 
-8:36X 

-21.99% 



ALCEBIUIC REGERVIIG EXHI811 IV-3 

Al#bralc Mcthcd usln~ Llnlfom Amnml Rato - Emtlmted Calendsr Year Pald Awmmts by Accldmt Icar Cqmmts 
----- 

vcar Est 11% 1983 1984 1985 1986 lpB7 --is 1989 
____.___.....______..-------.-----------...---.-----------..---------...----------.---------.-.---------.----------..---------.. 

E 
1985 

z 
lV83 
1989 
1WO 
-1991 
1992 

- _ _ . _ -. . 
Total 

15.921,& 
17.565.542 
19.379.169 
21J80.051 
&587,522 
26.022.913 
28.7w.755 
31.674.012 
Y.W.32b 
38.552.297 . . 

,_____...___._-- 
xx 

6J3.5.136 
xx 
u 
u 
xx 
aa 
UI 
u 
xx 
xx 

__.___--.--__ 
6.334.136 

5.876.911 
6.W0.M 

xx 
xx 
u 
xx 
KW 
xx 
xx 
u 

_----..-__---- 
12.M7.247 

2.988.825 
6.483.696 
7.712.082 

LI 
xx 
IU 
11 
xx 
xx 
XI 

__..._______-. 
17.184.602 

2.016.515 i,3n,w3 1.348,612 
3.297.416 yp; 1.515.n7 
7.153.132 2.4W.933 
8,5oB,3&8 7:891:607 4.013,479 

u 9.386.82s 8.706.197 
10.356.004 

” 

. . 
u 
xx 
xx 
aa 
u . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ 

21.005.412 

458.507 
1.487.855 
1.612.258 
2.748.120 
4.427.867 
9.605.435 

11.425.258 
xx 
xx 
u 

24.548.lM 28.431.287 31.Ei25.299 

19W 
.______~_____. 

325,033 
505,847 

1.641.475 
1,844,917 
3,031,&51 
4,@.5,040 

10.597,187 
12.6w.906 

u( 
u 

.-__.___ _ ____.. 
35.43¿,2& 

1Wl 
.__-_...___ --- 

"#pg) 

558:07I 
1.810.955 
2.035.403 
3.344.898 
5.389.416 

11.691.337 
13.906.351 

u 
_. _ _ _ _ - . . . _ _ . 
37.763.5611 

WV2 
_._..________ 

y&324; 

'395:617 
615.696 

1.w7.935 
2.245.556 
3.690.256 
5.9L5.869 

12.898.458 
15.342.17G 

_.___-..__-__ 
38,161,290 

Dlffcrmn - Estlmted leso Actml 
---- 

vcar 1983 1984 1985 19% lpB7 1988 1939 lpñ) 1Wl 1992 
___________.________-..-.--------.-.--. 

:z 
0 5876911 
xx 69W335 

1985 xx u 
1986 xx xx 
1987 II xx 
198G u xx 
1989 xx xx 

z 
xx xx 
u xx 

1992 Ix xx 

__---....--. 
2988823 
bM33bW 
7712081 

2W6515 i3nw3 1348612 
3297416 2257816 1515757 
7153132 34378R 249W33 
8508347 7891687 4013479 

XI 9386827 87OU97 
IX xx 10356008 
II u II 
u u II 
xx ha aa 
11 u XI 

___.---..__. 
458507 

1487855 
1672258 
2748120 
4427867 
96G5435 

ll425257 
xx 
xx 
xx 

325033 
505847 

1641475 
1844917 
3031861 
UU15040 

10597187 
126G4W5 

xx 
xx 

-1331469 
358593 
558076 

1810955 
2035403 
3344898 
5389416 

11691337 
13906551 

II 
.._______--. 

_.__----.--_. 
-3501324 
-14M942 

395617 
6156% 

lW7935 
22455% 
3690256 
5945869 

12898458 
1534217G 

,_ 
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Algebraic Method upim Unlfom Amual Irte - Omlqmmt Pattern atd Rcserrc Estlmtes 
---- _____-_-------------I___ 

ltaturlty 
___________...__ 

1 

: 
4 

z 
7 
8 
9 

10 

Psttern Yea va1 lnd Patt CM Patt 
___..___________________________________-.------.----. 

39.80% 0.00% 30.53x 30.53x 
36.911 0.00% 28.32X 58.85X 
1a.m 0.00% 14.40X n.25x 
12.85X 0.00% 9.8611. 83.11X 
8.63% 0.00% sv.nx 
8.4rx 0.00x fc% 

::E 
0.00% 2:21x 

96.22X 
98.431 

0.00% 1.57X 1oo.oOX 
-8.361 8.36% 0.00% 100.0m 

-21.m 21.99X 0.00% 100.00% 

Est II-K Xlllpald Est Upaid 

IV83 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1Wl 
WV2 

Total 100.0OX 30.35% 1oo.oOX IX Iot~l 

15.921.646 0.00X 
17.565.542 0.00% 
19,379,169 0.00% 
21J80.051 2.87X 
23.587.522 4.61X 
26.022.913 8.15X 
28.7W.7S5 10.84% 
31.674,012 18.85% 
34,944,326 35.22X 
38.552.297 66.9511 

____..._____________. - _ _ . . . . - 
257.737.233 19.80X 

G 
0 

61L.16: 
1,Q=.= 
2.120.eel1 
3.111.264 
5.969.658 

12.307.9W 
25.810.357 . _ _ . . _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ 
51.020.682 

-- \ 
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Cumulative Development Patterns 
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Development Patterns by Interval 
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Reserve Estimates 
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Incurred Loss Estimates 
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Hiawatha Designs An Experimeot 

by Maurice G. Kendall 

1. Hiawatha, mighty hunter 
He could shoot ten arrows upwards 
Shoot them with such strength and swiftaess 
That the last had left the bowstring 
Ere the first to earth descended. 
This was commonly regarded 
As a fea1 of skill and cunning. 

2. One or two sarcastic spirits 
Pointed out to him, however, 
That it might be much more useful 
If he sometimes hit the target. 
Why not shoot a little straighter 
And employ a smaller sample? 

3. Hiawatha, who at college 
Majored in applied statistics 
Consequently felt entitled 
To instruct his fellow mea on 
Any subject whatsoever 
Waxed exceedingly indignan1 
Talkcd about the law of error, 
Talked about truncated normals, 
Talked about loss of information, 
Talked about his lack of bias 
Pointed out that in the long run 
Independent observations 
Even though they missed the target 
Had an average point of impact 
Very near the spot he aimed at 
(With the possiblc. exception 
Of a set of measure zero.) 

4. This, they said, was ratber doubtful. 
Anyway, it didn’t matter 
What resulted in the long run; 
Either he must hit the target 
Mucb more often than at present 
Or himself would have to pay for 
Al1 the arrows that he wasted. 

282 

5. Hiawatha, in a temper 
Ouoted parts of R.A. Fisher 
Ouoted Yates and quoted Finney 
Ouoted yards of Oscar Kcmpthornc 
Ouoted reams of Cox and Cochran 
Ouoted Andersen and Bancroft 
Practically in extenso 
Trying to impress upon them 
That what really mattered 
Was to estimate the error. 

6. One or two of them admitted 
Such a thing might have its uses 
Still, tbey said. he might do better 
ff he shot a little straighter. 

7. Hiawatba, to convince them, 
Organized a shooting contest 
Laid out in proper manner 
Of designs experimental 
Recommended in the textbooks 
(Mainly used for tasting tea, but 
Sometimes uscd in other cases) 
Randomized bis shooting arder 
In factoral arrangements 
Used in tbe tbeory of Galois 
Fields of ideal polynomials 
Got a nicely balanced layout 
And successfully confounded 
Second-arder interaction. 

8. All the other tribal marksmen 
fgnorant, benighted creatures, 
Of experimental set-ups 
Spent their time of preparation 
Putting in a lot of practice 
Merely shooting at a target. 



9. Tbus it happeoed in tbe contest 
That thc scorcs werc most imprcssivc 
With onc solitary exccption. 
This (1 hate to havc to say it) 
Was thc scorc of Hiawatha, 
Who, as usual. shot his arrows 
Shot thcm with great strength and swiftncss 
Managing to be unbiascd 
Not. howcvcr, with his salvo 
Managing to hit thc target. 

10. Thcrc, they said to Hiawatha, 
That is what we all cxpectcd. 

11. Hiawatha, nothing daunted, 
Callcd for pcn and callcd for papcr 
Did analyscs of variancc 
Finally produccd the figures 
Showing bcyond prcadventure 
Everybody clsc was biased 
And the variancc componeats 
Did not diffcr from cach other 
Or from Hiawatha’s 
(This last point, one should acknowlcdgc 
Might have beca much more convincing 
If hc hada? bcen compellcd to 
Estimatc his own component 
From experimental plots in 
Which the values all were missing. 
Still, they didn’t understand it 
So thcy couldn’t raisc objcctions. 
This is what oftcn happcns 
With analyscs of variance.) 

12. All the same, his fellow tribesmeo 
Ignorant, henightcd heatheos, 
Took away his bow and arrows, 
Said that though my Hiawatha 
Was a brilliant statistician 
He was useless as a bowman, 
As for variance components 
Severa1 of thc more outspoken 
Made primeva1 observatioos 
Hurtful to thc fincr feeliogs 
Even of a statistician. 

13. In a corncr of thc forest 
Dwells alone my Hiawatha 
Permanently cogitating 
On thc normal law of error 
Wonderiog io idle momeots 
Whctbcr an iocreased precision 
Might perhaps be rather better 
Even at the risk of bias 
If thcreby one, now and then, could 
Registcr upon the targct. 

Rcprintcd with permission from The Americen Srofisficion. Copyright 1959 by the Ameritan 
Statistical Association. Al1 rights reservcd. 
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Introduction 

c 

This paper is called credihility for Hiawatha hecause it is ahout 

expected tJalne ratemaking. Like Hiawatha. and unlike users of 

“classical” credibility. we are concerned todav with makins good estimates. 

that is. minimum variance unbiased estimates of the espected value of the 

outcome of a stochastic process. Our first point is that Bayesian credihility 

is alumnos hetter than classical credihility if the goal is to estimate future 

loss costs. 

Nonetheless. like Hiawatha. we must consider that: “... an increased 

precision / Might perhaps he rather better / Even at the risk of bias / ff 

therehy one. now and then. could / Register upon the target.” Our second 

point is that there are tricks you can use to make Bayesian credihility 

computations easily. Each trick introduces a little bias. but the tricks 

improve the precision of your estimates as well as making them easy to 

calculate. 

Definition of the Problem 
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Consider a hig urn with an 

unknown number of red and 

white balls. Each red hall has 

a number on it (called a “loss 

amount”). 



_-. - --- - 

A sprite has drawn balls atrandom from the big urn and put them 

into four small urns. The sprite mav have put a greater proportion of red 

balls into some urns. and a lesser proportion into others. 

The small urns correspond to various classes, various territories, 

various years. or any other way the universe of risks is divided into 

experience groups. 

Problem 1: 

Examine the entire contents of each of the four small urns. 

Estimate i?, , the expected rate of loss per draw, for each small 

Urn 1 Urn 2 Urn 3 Urn 4 

Number of balls Ni 10 20 30 40 

Total losses Li 10 40 90 160 

g=Li 
Ni 

1 2 3 4 
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Problem 2: 

Examine the entire contents of each of the four small urns. Estimate 

R. . the expected rate of draw for the big urn. 

Big Urn 

Number of balls CN, 100 

Total losses CLi 

3.0 

ZiNi 
This is equivalent to cN, . That is, the various Ri’s are 

weighted according to their number of balls (their sample sizes). 

Problem 3: 

Sample the contents of each small urn N, times with replacement. 

Estimate E1 , the expected rate of loss per draw from each small 

urn, as a linear combination of the observed rates of loss. 

This is the Bayesian formulation of the insurance rating problem. 

It represents the insurance rating problem because the observed accidents 

are a random sample of the accidents that might have happened. 
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We use a linear combination of the observed rates of loss because 

this is the simplest way to reflect the information about the means of the 

various classes. Graphically. the process is as follows: 

Historically. the general results have been in use since they were first 

published in 1914. 

Hans Bühlmann showed that the best linear unbiased estimate of 

gi is a weighted average of: 

1. The observed average. Xi. with weight: 

ei 
var[ SI 

(the reciprocal of the process variance for the urn) 

where: 

e, = number of units of exposure in the observed average 

var[S] = variance of the claims process for one unit of exposure 
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2. The estimated grand average. Iî. . with weight 

(the reciprocal of the variance of the distribution of means ümong 

the urns). 

These weights correspond to the “number of balls” in Problem 2 

because the number of balls is proportional to the reciprocal of the 

estimated variance of the estimate of I?, . 

Bühlmann showed this result in terms of credihility: 

BAY.ESIAN ESTIMATES OF LOSS RATES 

c- ^i x, 
Iî.= 

ei+K 

gL 
ei+K 

The constant K is the expected value of the process variance for one 

draw divided by the variance of the means among the small urns. 

The quantity -& is called the credibility of X,. It is often 
1 

denoted Z,. 
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The expected loss rate for the average of all classes for Problem 3 

is the expected loss rate for the big urn. The formula says that when we 

only observe a sample from each small urn, the best estimate of the IOSS 

rate for the big urn is a weighted average of the observed averages of the 

small urns. with weights equal to the credibility of each urn’s average IOSS 

cate. The complement of the credibility goes to the credibility-weighted 

average of the observed average loss rates. 

Bayesian, or expected-value, credibility says that K depends on the 

expected value of the process variance for one unit of exposure and the 

variance of unknown class means. 

“Classical” credibility says that K is a function of the process 

variance. the choice of a tolerable percentage error, such as 2 5%, and the 

choice of a tolerable probability of unacceptable error. 

Therefore classical credibility theory will only be correct when the 

percentage error and probability of error are chosen to yield the same 

credibility value as expected-value credibility. In all other cases, classical 

credibility theory will give the wrong credibility weight, if the objective is 

l to estimate the expected loss rates. 

Implicit Assumptions: 

1. All classes have some process variance per unit of exposure. 

That is. all classes have measures of process variance and 

exposure, and process variance decreases as exposure 

increases. 

2. The underlyìng mean for any particular class is a random 

variable from a certain process, and that process is applicable 

to all classes. (Le., don? credibility-weight malpractice loss 

rates with homeowners loss rates.) 
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A Practica1 Understandiag of K 

1. The Three Components of K 

The “credibility constant”, K, is the number of times we must sample 

from a small urn to have enough experience to give the observed average, 

X,, a credibility of 50%. That is, when 

E[R,IXJ =+xi+. , 

then: 

and: 

e. 1 1=- 
ei+K 2 

K=ei 

The purpose of this presentation is to show that K is the product of 

the average exposure per claim and two dimensionless quantities that 

reflect the predictability of claim sizes and the relevance of the grand 

mean to the prediction of individual means. 

K= var[N (E[YI )2+J!zml var[Yl 
var [pl 

var[Nl + var[ Yl 

.E[JJl 1 - (E[fl)" 
ENI var [pl 

(E[Jd E[Yl 1’ 
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1 =-* 
1+p+cv; 

E[Nl cv2 
P 

= dvg Exposureper Claim. Dispersion of the Loss Pzocess 
Dispersion of the Vnknowa Means 

For a Poisson frequency distribution: 

The credibility of frequency relativities is: 

Notation: 

ElNI. varIN/: Claim frequencv process 

El Y 1, var/ Y /: Claim severitv process 

EIN/EIYI = Expected value of class means 

1 
E[Nl 

P 

CV 2 " 

= Average exposure per claim 

= Dispersion of the claim frequencies among 

risks within the classes. (The coefficient of 

variation, or CV. of a probability 

distribution is the ratio of its standard 

deviation to its mean.) 

= Dispersion of claim si& 
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CV,’ = Dispersion of mean loss rates 

This result is exact only if frequency and severity are independent. In 

practice. a lack of indepcndence is usually a negative correlation between 

frequency and severity and can he reflected by increasing K slightly. 

2. Averaee Exoosure Der Claim 

The starting point for determining K is the average exposure per 

claim. This could be: 

Auto Insurance 60 car-years in a given class 

Worker’s Compensation %; 120.000 of pavroll in a given class. 

Property. wind exposure. 100 billion dollar-years 
claims over % 10 million of insured value. 

The average exposure per claim is defined hy the prohlem. It is 

easily determined from loss experience. and it is known with considerable 

accuracy. evcn if the expected claim frequency is small. 

One quality of a good choice of exposure unit is that hoth expected 

IOSS costs and expected process variance increase in proportion to rhe 

number of units of exposure. Alternatively. the average loss rate is 

unaffected by the volume of exposure. and the variance of the ohserved 

IOSS ratc decreases in proportion to the exposure. 

3. Estimatin p the Dhrsion of Claim Sizes 

The next point is the determination of the dimensionless quality 

reflecting the volatility of the claims process. The dispersion of 

P 
frequencies. . is usually small and can usually he ignored. The qunntity 

(I+ CVvï) can be computed from claim size data. For a group of claims 

valued at Y,. i = I... II. and n sufficiently large. this can be estimated from: 
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CY,” 

=n(CYi)’ 

Another estimate, more stable for claim size distributions that are 

highly skewed (including but not limited to the lognormal) is eO’ , where 

o2 is the variance of the logs of the claim sizes. The value of (I + CV,‘) 

may be any number greater than .l, but it is usually between 5 (for claims 

that are not widely dispersed) and 35 (for claims that are very widely 

dispersed). 

The following table shows values from my experience. It also shows 

the effect on K of truncatingvarious claim sizes. Truncating really unusual 

claims sizes reduces (I+ CV,*) and K, but truncating more common 

values, such as worker’s compensation claims between $25,000 and 

$100,000, has little effect. 
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Examples of Dispersion of Claim Sizes 

Line of Business Approximate Value (I + CV,‘) 

California School District 

Worker’s Compensation 

Unlimited 40 

Limited to S 100.000 15 

Limited to $25.000 10 

Private Passenger Automobile Collision 3 

Commercial Truck Liability 

Limited to $250.000 15 

Limited to $600,000 25 

Limited to %l,OOO.OOO 35 

Hospital Professional Liability 

Unlimited 45 

California Municipal Liability 

24 mm. Excess of 1 mm. 5 

Physician Medical Malpractice 

Limited to $250.000 3 

Limited to $2.500,000 10 

Automobile Products Liability 

Unlimited 80 
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4. Estimatinp CV,! 

Estimatinp CV..’ from Data 

One way to estimate CV, ’ is to use the data from the problem at 

hand. If there are enough “urns” (classes. regions. etc.). and a sufficient 

number of them have a credible volume of experience, then a value of 

CV,> can be found by trial and error which gives estimates of 2;. J?. , and 

When these simultaneous equations are solved, the credibilities are 

underestimated because of the dependence upon data for estimates of 

unkown intermediate quantities. For k classes, the unbiased estimates of 

the zi are: 

zi - l-- kk3 (1 -zi) 

Often in practice the Xi are by chance close to J?. and this formula 

gives an unreliable estimate of CV,‘. This is particularly a problem if 

there are few classes or the classes have low credibility. 

Estimatinp CV,p 

In most cases of actuarial interest, the various class means must be 

greater than zero. As a result, the mean class mean, or grand average, is 

greater than the modal class mean, or most common class average. The 
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greater the variance of the distribution, the greater the ratio of the mean 

to the mode. 

CV,’ = .06 

lAll 

Although your understanding of the classification process and the 

resulting means might be sketchy, you might be able to make your estimate 

of the CV,’ consistent with your understanding of the extent by which the 

mean class mean exceeds the mode. 

For example, for a gamma distribution of unknown class means, the 

results are as follows. A gamma is a reasonable choice because of its 

genesis as mixture of exponentials. 

Gamma Distribution 
of Unknown Means 

Ratio of Mean 
to Mode 

2.00 

1.50 

1.25 

1.11 

1.06 

1.03 

CV,’ 

SO 

.33 

.2 

.l 

.06 

.03 

2 

3 

5 

10 

18 

34 
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The reciprocal of CV,’ is usually between 2 and 25. A tabulation of 

data that divides good risks from bad will lead to a high ratio of the mean 

to the mode and a CV,’ of as much as 0.50. A tabulation that does not 

meaningfully distinguish one group from another (such as tabulation by 

accident year of on-level premiums and losses) will lead to a low ratio of 

mean to mode and a low CV,' of 0.03 or less. 

5. mtion of B& 

These estimates of loss rates are biased (in statistical terms) because 

they rely on outside data. This is unimportant. In practice, the gain in 

accuracy more than makes up for the bias that is introduced. Like 

Hiawatha’s tribesmen, we are introducing some bias in order to hit the 

target more often. Even more important, we are aiming our arrows at the 

target of expected-value estimation. 

Credibility of Claim-Free Experience 

A simple example of the usefulness of Bayesian credibility is the 

calculation of the credit for claim-free experience for a particular risk. 

One such credit is offered by reinsurers whose risks present seven years of 

claim-free experience. Another such credit is offered by auto insurers who 

give lower rates to claim-free drivers. 

E[loss rate,O 

where rî. = a priori estimate of expected rate 

= 1.0, for determining a credit for claim-free experience. 
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Charge = 

Credit = 
ei 

ei+K 

We define our exposure period to be 1.0 units. Then: 

Credit = ‘1 

= E[IV] CV; 

l+P+E[N] *CV; 

Where: 

E[N) = The expected number of claims in the exposure period,. 

CV,2 = The dispersion of means of claim frequencies from risk 

to risk. 

&i.!q& 

The credit is: 

If the risks are believed to be different from one another the credit 

is more than if the risks are believed to be similar to one another. The 

greater the number of expected claims, the greater the creditfor claim-free 

experience. 
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The Valuation of a Pure Risk Element 
by David Ruhm 
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The Vrdurtion of II Pure Risk Element 

Abs~ac~ It is a generally accepted principie of fmanacial theory that an assumption of risk 
entitles the assuming party to a higher expected return on investment. This is paralleled in 
propertylcasualty insurance by the concept of a risk/contingency loading, or underwtiting profit 
margin, which varies directly with the riskiness of the business written. A risky liability can be 
separated into two distinct components: a tixed liability, and a pure-risk element which is neither 
an asset nor a liability, but which negatively impacts net Worth. It is demonstrated that, under 
certain assumptions: 1) the dollar value of a given risky liability is inversely related to the net 
capitalization of the entity assuming or retaining it, and 2) the transfer of risk from a lower- 
capitalized entity to a higher-capitalized entity for an appropriate premium results in gain for both 
patties, allowing them to achieve higher rates of return than would otherwise be available. This 
implies that insurance offered at an appropriate premium creates net economic value for both 
parties, aside from the value created by the “pooling” of risks. A fair premium is defined to be the 
premium which equalizes the gains to both parties. 

Introdlrction 

Insurance is a transaction which is designed to generate economic value for both parties, the 
customer and the insurer. Implicit to an inzurance transaction’s creation ofvalue is that the 
economic cost of the risk being transferred is greater to the insured than to the insurer This is in 
contrast to a fixed, riskless liability which has the same discounted cost to all parties. In analyzing 
the cost of a risky liability, it is useful to separately identify the portion of the liability which is 
pure risk, apatt from the portion which is a definite, fixed liability. We will present an analysis of 
risk value and a method which calculates the difference in risk values between the cwomer and 
the insurer. apart from diversification or risk-pooling considerations. 

Mersuring the Economic Value Created by nn Insurnnce Trsnsnction 

Suppose that, at l/l/95, Party C (Customer) has cash assets of $600, and Party N (Insurer) has 
cash assets of$l,OOO. In addition, C has a risk which will come 10 fruition at 111196 (no timing 
tisk involved). The tisk consists of either a gain of $ I OO or a loss of S I OO, each with probability 
50%. For this example, N has assets only, with no risks. Assume the risk-free rate is constant at 
8% per year. Then, if no transfer of risk takes place, N will have asseIs of $1,080 on l/l/96, and 
C will have assets of either $748 or $548, each with probability 50%. The rates of return are 
8.00%, 24.67%. and -8.67%, respectively. 

If an investor invests $100,000 for two years, at 5% for one year and 9% for the orher year, he 
will end up with ($lOO,OOO)( 1.05)( 1.09) = SI 14,450. If instead the invetment had been at 7% for 
both years, the result would be (SlOO.OOO)( 1.07)( 1 07) = $1 14.490 Thus, there is a loss of 
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income associated with deviation from the arithmetic mean. If the investor makes a long-term 
investment in which the annual return is either 5% or 9% each year, always with 50% probability, 
and dividends are reinvested for compounding, then the effective annual rate will approach: 

Ji1.0500)(1.0900) - 1 = 6.98% 

with near certainty. This is just the principie that the geometric mean is less than the arithmetic 
mean and recognition of the fact that compound interest is geometric. (A tüller technical 
discussion of tbis aspect of the model appears in Appendix I ,) 

If we apply the above principie to Party C’s position, we get a long-term effective annual rate of 

J(1.2467)(0.9133)- 1 = 6.71% 

a 6.7 1% retum-including-risk. Receiving an effective 6.71% return when the available risk-free 
rate is 8.00% is equivalent to the Customer’s having risk-discounted capital of 

(600.00)(l.0671)/(1.0800) = $592.81 

Thus, the value of ceding the risk from C’s standpoint is 8600.00 - %592.8! = 87.19. By ceding 
the risk for a premium that is less than 87.19, C will be able to invest the remaining assets (net of 
premium), and obtain a better return than by retaining the risk. If C cedes the risk for a premium 
of $6.10, the long-term effective rate of return will be: 

(600.00-6.10)( I .0800)/(592.8 1) = 8.20%. 

Suppose N assumes the risk on l/l/95 for a premium of $6. I 0. Then, N invests $1,006. I 0 at 8% 
and has assets of either 8986.59 or $1186.59 at 1/1/96, for a long-term enèctive rate of return of, 

J(O.98659)(1.186S9)- 1 = 8.20% 

This is an improvement over the 8.00% rate available without assuming any risk. To the two 
decimal places calculated, the returns to both parties are equal - therefore, the premium is “fair”. 
The transaction has made it possible for both panies to realize a higher effective rate of return 
than would be available without the risk transfer. 

Each pany’s net economic gain can be calculated directly. Customer C has ceded a risk Worth 
$7.19 for a premium of $6.10, realizing a gain of $ I .09, or +O. 1 S% on initial risk-discounted 
capital. Insurer N began with assets of Sl,OOO.OO and no liabilities. ARer the transaction , N has 
assets of %1,006.10 and the assumed risky liability. for $l,OOl.83 in risk-discounted capital, a 8ain 
of $1.83, or +O. 18%. Note that the parties’ gains are equal as ratios to their respective pre- 
transaction risk-discounted capital. This trnnsnction gsin combined with the annual yield of 
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8.00% gives the post-transaction rate-of-retum of 8.20% calculated earlier. 

One point of this analysis is that risk should be evaluated in terms of rate-of-return on capital 
against which the risk is assumed, rather than independently of supporting capital. The point 
carries with it the concept that the value of risk is relutive to the net capitalization of the party 
assuming or retaining the risk, and does not have a flxed value independent of supporting capital. 
This model does not use a discounting of future liabilities with an adjusted discount rate in order 
to valuate risk. The “risk element” liability in the example above has expected value of zero, and 
therefore cannot be assigned a nonzero value via the application of a discount factor, yet it has a 
negative value since a rational investor would not accept it without an accompanying premium. 

The economic cost of the risk element in the above example can be calculated for both the 
customer and the insurer. It has already been shown that, for the customer. the risk element has a 
cost, or negative value, of $7.19 For the insurer, the negative value of the risk element following 
the transaction is: 

$1,006.10 - $l,OOl.83 = S4.27 

The difference between the customer’s and insurer’s risk values is $7.19 - $4.27 = $2.92 It is this 
risk-value gap that allows the insurance transaction to generate net value by the transfer of risk. 
If the “fair premium” condition is met, the risk-value gap is split between the customer and the 
insurer, in proportion to the pre-transaction risk-discounted net capital of each; thus the economic 
gains as percentages of risk-discounted capital are equalized. 

Theoreticrl Considerations 

Any risky loss liability can be split into two par&: 1) a definite fixed linbility, equal to the 
expected loss amount (discounted at the risk-free rate for time value), and 2) a pure-risk element 
with expected value of zero. equal to the loss distribution (also discounted for time value) minus 
the expected loss amount. For example: a loss liability with possible values $100 and $300, each 
with probability 50%. is equivalent to a lixed $200 liability (the expected value of the loss) 
combined with the zero-expected-value pure risk element from the above example. The same 
principles apply - the “fair” premium is calculated so as to equalize transaction gains for customer 
and insurer. The results are shown on Exhibit 1. Afler the premium calculation, the premium 
amount can be allocated into two patts: the discounted $200 fixed liability, and the premium for 
the risk element. The value of the discounted fixed liability is 200.0011.0800 = $185.19. If C 
begins with assets of $785.19 ($600.00 as before, plus $185.19 to offset the lixed liability), the 
risk element’s values and the fair risk premium are the same as calculated in th,e earlier example. 
This equivalent example is shown in Exhibit 2. The case is identical to the prior pure-risk case, 
with the addition of a tixed liability and offsetting assets to be transferred along with the pure-risk 
element. 
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Mnthemrticrl Develonment 

Notation; We begin by defining the risk-discounted assets of an entity, X, as: 

where: x = assets of entity X (assume no asset risk for simpli@ty) 
j = index for loss distribution 
S = discounted loss amount 
p = probability of loss amount 
4, p> = loss distribution 

This is the general formula associated with the above analysis. Next, define liability vrlue by: 

L, = X-II, 

Liability value is the difference between unadjusted capital and risk-discounted capital. It is also 
the sum of the fixed component of liability, F=expected loss amount, and the risk value, V: 

LI = F, + V*, where Fz = &,Sj 

IfP represents the premium paid for the transfer ofthe liability. then the uet trnnsnclion gnin as 
a percentage of risk-discounted assets can be calculated for both C (customer) and N (insurer): 

l-l k, = -- 1. kN = L- 1, where l-I,,= n(n+P,<$,$,>) 
nc n 

Note that n,is a post-transaction value. 

The “fair premium” as defined above is the value of P for which k, = kN. When this 
is the case, solving the k, equation for P yields: 

p = c - (1 +k)fl, 

It can be shown that: 
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k= *’ -, where AV= V,- V, 
n+rI, 

A V is the risk-value grp - the difference in risk values between the insurer and the customer. 
The risk-value gap actually quantifies the total net value generated by the risk-transfer transaction. 
It can be shown (Appendix 2) that A V is closely approximated by: 

AY= n(n+L,,<S&)-n = .(n+V,,<r,,))-n, where r, = S, - Fc. (Note: b,rj = 0.) 

The distribution R = <r,,pf represent the pure risk element associated with the discounted loss 
distribution <SPp). As noted above, E[R] = Zr,p, = 0. 

Both P and k can be calculated by iteration, but close approximations can be obtained without 
iteration by using the above three formulae. Substituting from the earlier example, 

A V= (l,OOO.OO + 7.19 + ~)~‘2.(1~000.00 + 7.19 + S)I” - 1,ooo.oo = 52.92 

Then, 

k= 2.92 = 0.18%, P = 600.00-592.81(1.0018) = 56.12 
l,OOO.OO +592.81 

closely approximating the exact answers obtained by iteration. 

Generrlizrtion of Model 

The geometric fimction used to evaluate risk comes from a model which assumes: 1) at any given 
time, a party will assume or acquire risk which is proportional in magnitude to the party’s assets, 
and 2) the shape of the pure risk density function is always the same. The model does not 
consider any extemally generated infusions of capital. This is the simplest model for performing 
calculations and illustrating the concepts being presented. Other functions based on alternative 
modeling assumptions can be used to value risk as a function of capitalization. 

To generalize the mathematics above, let VR(x) be a risk-value function which maps 
capitalization net of discounted expected losses to risk value, for a given pure risk element (R). 
Thus V is parameterized by & and: 

VR(X) =x-x’, 
where x’ = risk-discounted value of net capital x combined with pure risk R. 

Two basic tenets of this paper are: 1) VR(x) > 0 for all x and all R. and 2) VR(r) is a decreasing 
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íünction of x for any fixed R. The formulas given Garlier for the geometric model generalize to: 

VR(C) - P k, - - 
c - VR(C) 

kN = 
P-VR(n+P) 

n 

P = VR(c) - kc’ 

k- *v 
n+c’ 

A V = VR(c)- VR(n +P) (bydejinitior$ 

AV- VR(c)- VR[n + VR(c)] 

The last formula is significant, because it gives the approximate value of an insurance transaction 
using only the capitalization ofboth parties, the risk-value tünction V, and the risk element R. 

Let V= PR(c)and B’= Va(n +P). Then, from the above detinition, A V = V- W. Also, c’= c - V. 
Combining the above formulas for k and P and reintroducing discounted espected losses (F), 
algebra yields: 

vn+wc’ P=-+F 
n+c’ 

This is the general premium formula for pricing a risky liability, based on estimates of the pure 
tisk element’s respective values to the customer and insurer (V and W). capitalizations net of 
discounted expected losses (c and n), and the amount of discounted expccted losses being 
transferred (F). The fraction term is the risk load. It is a cross-weighted average of the 
customer’s and insurer’s risk values, each weighted on the other party’s net capitalization. This 
creates the even split of the insurance transaction gain. 
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Example: Consider the following situatiqn: 

Customer Assets = 2,500 
Discounted Exp.‘d Losses (F) = 500 
Customer Net Assets (c) = 2,500 - 500 = 2,000 
Insurer Assets (n) = 10,000 
Risk Value to Customer (V) = 400 
Risk Value to Insurer (W) = 250 

Then c’ = c - V = 1,600, and: 

p = (400)(10,000) + (250)(1,600) + 500 
10.000 + 1,600 

P = $879.3 1 
Risk Load = $879.31 - $500.00 = $379.3 I 

Customer Transaction Gain = $400.00 - $379.3 1 = $20.69 = 1.29% of SI ,600 
Insurer Transaction Gain = $379 3 1 - $250.00 = $129.3 I = 1.29% of $10.000 

Premium VS. Trrnsrction Ch 

For the customer, the transaction gain is inversely related to the premium paid. For the insurer, 
the transaction gain is directly related to the premium received. This relationship is depicted in 
Exhibit 3, which shows gain VS. premium for both the customer (the downsloping curve) and the 
insurer (upsloping curve). The point of intersection indicates the “fair” premium P and gain k 
described earlier. A mutually profitable transaction can occur at any premium in the range 
between the two points where the cuNes intersect the x-axis. This competitive premium range 
varies with the two parties’ capitalizations. The width ofthe competitive premium range equals 
the risk-value gap. The plot of the customer and insurer gain-vs.-premium curves provides a 
picture of the risk-value gap. 

Car>italizrtion rnd Price Comnetition 

As insurer capitalization increases, the cost to the insurer of assuming a given risk decreases, 
creating a larger risk value gap. At tirsf, it appears that higher insurer capitalization would imply 
greater potential for total net (customer plus insurer) transaction gain, and therefore a lower fair 
premium. In fact, this is true only up to a point As Exhibir 4 shows, there is an amount of 
insurer capitalization which minimizes the fair premium. This is because the insurer’s transaction 
gain is equal to premium minus assumed risk value, dividcd by initial assets. Therefore, a larger 
insurer must receive more premium net of assumed risk value to achieve the same return as a 
smaller insurer. Up to a certain capitalization. the risk value decreases at a rate which is fast 
enough to provide additional return to both the customer and the insurer. Beyond thar point, the 
decrease in risk value is not suffcient to support the increased insurer capitalization, and 
additional premium must be collected. 
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Exhibit 5 shows the gain VS. premium curves for two insurers, L (low capitalized) and H (high 
capitalized). For higher premium values, L has an advantage since the same amount of premium 
received produces a larger percentage retum on capital. For lower premium values, H shows an 
advantage over L due to the lower risk value. There is a range of premiums for which H shows a 
gain whereas L shows a loss. By offering a premium in this range, H provides the customer with 
a lower premium than L can afford to offer. This advantage is present whenever H’s capital 
exceeds L’s capital. To exercise this competitive pricing advantage, H might have to accept a 
smaller transaction gain than the fair premium would give. The conclusion is that the dynamic of 
capacity and demand in the competitive marketplace may preclude equal transaction gains. The 
transaction can still be financially beneficial to both parties, and can be considered “fair” from a 
supply-and-demand perspective. 

Reducing Risk bv Combinine Independent Risks 

The discussion so far has focused exclusively on the value generated by a single insurance 
transaction between two parties, and the value generated by transferring risk from a party with 
less capital to a party with more capital, for an appropriate premium. It is also possible for value 
to be generated by an insurance transaction through the combining of two or more independent 
risk elements. When the resulting combined risk element is supponed by capitalization equal to 
the total of the original capitalizations that supported the individual risk elements, the risk value 
will be less than the sum of the individual elements’ risk values, creating a risk-value gap. 

Examnle: Consider two identical customers A and B. Each customer has assets of $2,000.00 and 
a tislcy liability which will cost $l,OOO.OO (discounted to present value) with probability SO%, or 
$0.00 with probability 50%. The liabilities’ füture outcomes are independent of each other. Then. 
each liability has a fixed component of $500.00 in expected losses and a pure risk element of 

+$500.00 @ 50% 
-$500.00 @ 50% 

Calculation of the pure risk element’s value relative to either customer yields V=SS5.79 per 
liability, or $171.58 in total for both. 

Suppose N is an insurer with assets of $2,870.38 and no liabilities. A and B both agree to transfer 
their liabilities to N along with a premium of $564.81 each - $500.00 for the fixed component, 
and $64.81 for the risk element. Mer the transaction, N has assers of $2.870.38 + 2(%564.81), or 
exactly $4.000.00. This is equal to the combined original assets of the two customers Thus, N is 
in the same position that would have been created if A and B had merged their assets and risky 
liabilities into one entity. The new pure risk element is: 

+$ I ,ooo.oo @ 25% 
$0.00 @ 50% 

-$1,000.00 @ 25% 
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The $l,OOO.OO amount equals the sum of the original risk elements’ amounts, but at half of their 
original 50% probability. Qualitatively, half of the original risk has been replaced by a 50% 
probability of no change. This is one advantage of viewing the loss distribution as a fixed liability 
plus a pure risk element - different pure risk elements can be compared to each other directly for 
qualitative evaluation. The risk value for N is $87.05, which is about half of the original total risk 
value. The transaction gain in this example is equal for all parties, at 1.48%. 

Altematively, A and B could have agreed to reinsure each other for 50% of their respective 
liabilities. No premium would be involved in this symmetric liability “swap”. The result is 
approximately the same - the risk elements are reduced similarly and the risk value is reduced by 
about half. 

If the insurer in this example had less capital, the gain from combining independent risks would 
have been partially or completely offset by the reduction in total capital supponing the total risk. 
At some point, the capital limitations of an insurer create a “diminishing returns” effect with 
regard to the assumption of additional pure risk, even when the additional risk is independent of 
all risk currently retained by the insurer. 

Conclusion 

An uncertain Mure liability can be viewed as the sum of two components: a fixed component 
equal to discounted expected losses, and a pure risk component that is a distribution of outcomes 
with expected value of zero. Since the pure risk element has an expected value of zero, it is 
neither a true asset nor a true liability, but it has a discounting effect on net capital (assets minus 
liabilities). The cost associated with a risk element is a function of the amount of net capital 
against which the risk is retained or assumed. 

The cost of a given risk element is inversely related to the net capital of the entity Transferring 
risk from a lesser-capitalized entity to a greater-capitalized entity by an insurance transaction 
generates economic value equal to the difference in the values of the risk to the panies. This total 
gain, the “risk-value gap”, is divided between the panies via the risk load in the premium. AII 
equitable premium sets the risk load so that the panies’ transaction gains (as percentages of initial 
net capitalization) are equal. 

A tisk value function is a function parameterized by a pure risk element, which maps net capital to 
risk value. A risk value function should be a decreasing, positive function of net capital for any 
given pure risk element parameter. There are an unlimited number of possible candidates for risk 
value íünctions, one of which is the geometric mean fimction presented in this paper. 
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Annendix 1 : Technicrl Discussion of Geometric-Mean Model 

Let I, represent an outcome (expressed as a percentage of initial capital) obtained by a risk- 
retaining entity in year k. Assume the f, are independent and identically distributed. Then, define 
the equivalent level retum j by: 

(1 +j)” - i (1 +iJ - 1 
k-l 

The variable j represents the effective annual return that is achieved by the risk-retaining entity 
over the time period k=l to n. It follows that: 

b!(l +j) = ‘2 log(l +f&) -Normol(log(l+g),a’) 
n h-1 

where l+g represents the geometric mean of the ( I+i,). Therefore, the distribution of l+j is 
approximately lognormal for large n, with mode equal to 1 +g. 

The mean of the lognormal is higher than the mode because the lognormal is skewed, and the 
mean includes extreme, low-probability results in the tail As n gets large. the standard deviation 
d decreases, and the probability of actual results falling within a fixed interval around the mode 
I+g increases toward unity. Therefore. the mode is most representative of the anticipated long- 
term return for a single entity. In particular, it is more representative than the mean which is 
distoned by extreme values that are unlikely to be realized. The mean would be representative of 
average aggregate results for many independent entities (e.g., an entire indusrry), because a small 
but positive percentage of the entities could reasonably be expected to obtain the extreme results 
in the distribution’s tail. Also, a single entity which can obtain new capital after a negative or low 
result could be expected to achieve an overall result closer to the mean, since such capital 
infusions would effectively generate repeated trials. 

An Alternative Risk-Value Function for Shorter Term Results 

The model presented in this paper assumes that the hypothetical insurer will always follow a 
consistent policy of assuming risk in constant proportion to current capiralization. So, if the 
insurer’s capital increases, it will assume more risk, and if capital declines, less risk will be 
assumed. While somewhai simplilied, this assumption probably corresponds in some degree to 
actual conditions, since writings are dependent on surplus 

In the model, if the insurer never places 100% of capital at risk. it can never go broke However, 
if the insurer does risk 100% of capital, even with a very small probability of total loss, the 
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geometric model discounts insurer capital to zero, because long-term pursuit of such a policy 
would inevitably lead to ruin. 

Suppose a customer has a 99% probability of no loss for a single time period, and a 1% chance of 
total loss. According to the geometric model, the customer has risk-discounted assets of zero. 
This is counterintuitive, since the customer’s assets combined with the low-probability risk should 
have positive value. Moreover, they should have more value than if the probability of total loss 
were higher (say 80%). Therefore, for a shorter-term scenario such as this one, an altemative 
risk-value fimction would be appropriate. One possibility is: 

VR(C) = c-[rg+(1 -r)m] 

where m is the arithmetic mean, and t is a weìghting parameter between 0 and 1. The probability 
of severe or total loss is incorporated in this formula by including the arithmetic mean, m. One 
way to calculate a value for the t parameter is to exclude the extreme upper and lower tails 
(selecting a percential cutoff point) of a lognormal distribution, take the mean M of the resulting 
distribution. set M equal to the expression in brackets in the above equation, and solve for t. 

To the extent that a given insurer risks insolvency, the insurance transaction includes an implicit 
assumption of credit risk by the customer. Additionally, insurers assume and retain risk on a 
regular and controlled basis over many years. This is in contrast to customers, who are exposed 
to risk in what may be a more volatile or temporary manner. It is therefore reasonable for a risk- 
value model to severely discount insurer capital when a significant risk of insolvency exists, in 
relation to the probability of insolvency risk. 
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Aooendix 2 : Derivation of Risk-Vnlue GII, Acmroximntion Formula 

Bydefinition, Vc=L,-Fc, V,,-n+P-II,-Fc, ll,,-x(n+P,<S,gf-), AY- Ve-V,,. 

Approximate P in the V,, and II,, formulas by P = L, = c-ll,. Then, 

V,,=n+L,-n(n+L,,<S,,pf)-Fc 

AY= V,-[n+L,-7[(n+L,,<S,,pf)-Fc] 

and since VC = L, - Fc the result follows: 

AY= n(n+L,,<Sj,p))-n 
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Exhibit 1 
Falr Premium and Risk Values Calculation 

CUSTOMER POSITION 
Pre-Transaction 

Assets: $600.00 

Amount Probab’lty 
Liabilitv: $100.00 50% 

$300.00 50% 

Risk-Disct’d Assets: $404.35 

INSURER POSITION 
Pre-Transaction 

Assets: $1 ,OOO.OO 

Liability: (None) 

Risk-Disct’d Assets: $1.000.00 _-.-__ -___ 

Fair Premium: $193.86 
Fixed Liabilitv Comoonent KWXd& $185.19 

Fair Risk Premium Comoonent : $8.67 

CUSTOMER POSITION 
Post-Transaction 

Assets b 1 Il 195: $406.14 
Interest Rate: 8.00% 

Assets d 111196: $438.63 

Liabilitv: (None) 

Risk-Disct’d Assets: $438.63 
Rate of Retum: 8.48% 

Transaction Gain: 0.44% 

~--_- .--- 
INSURER POSITION 

Post-Transaction 

Assets @ 1/1/95: .-__ $1,193.86 
Interest Rate: 8.00% 

Ass& @ jLIl-1. $1,289.37 

Amount PobabJty 
Liability: $100.00 50% 

$300.00 50% 

Risk-Disct’d Assets: $1,084.77 
Rate of Retum: 8.48% 

Transaction Gain: 0.44% - 



Fair Premlum and Rlsk Values Calculatlon 
Exhibit 2 

CUSTOMFR POSITION 
Pre-Transactlon 

Assets: $785.19 

Amount Probab’lty 
Liability: g;lO;.t 50% 

50% 

INSURER POSITION 
Pre-Transaction 

Assets; $1 ,OOO.OO 

Liability: (None) 

Risk-Disc’td Assets: $592.81 Risk-Disc’td Assets: $1 ,OOO.OO 

Fair Premium: $191.29 
Fixed Liability Comoonent IDisct’d): $185.19 

Fair Risk Premium ComDonent : $6.10 

CUSTOMER POSITION 
Post-Transaction 

Assets b 111195: $593 90 
Interest Rate: 8.00% 

Assets b 1/1/3& $641.41 

Liability: (None) 

Risk-Disc’td Assets: $641.41 
Rate of Retum: 8.20% 

Transaction Gain; 0.18% 

INSURER POSITION 
Post-Transaction 

Assets b ll1195 $1,191.29 
Interest Rate: 8.00% 

Assets Q 111196: $1,286.59 

Liabilitv: 
Amount Probab’lty 

$100.00 50% 
$300.00 50% 

Risk-Disc’td Assets: $1,081.98 
Rate of Retum: 8.20% 

Transaction Gain: 0.18% 
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Exhibit 3 
Gain VS.. Premium for Customer and Insurer 
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Exhibit 4 
Fair Premium vs. Insurer Capitalization 
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Exhibit 5 
Gain vs. Premium. Customer and 2 Insurers I 
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POST - REFORM RATEMAKING 
AOJUSTMENT OF PRE-REFORM TO POST-REFORM LOSS OEVELOPMENT PATTERNS 

Objecrive Ratemaking data, particularly loss development pattems, for a state which has 
enacted major workers compensation reform is not available for a number of 
years following reform. As a result adjustment, or actuarial judgment, needs to be 
applied to historical pre-reform data to reflect expected post-refotm loss 
development pattems. The adjusted pattem can then be incorporated into 
traditional ratemaking methodolgies.This paper offers a model to calculate 
actuarially appropriate adjustments for this situation. 

Background Colorado enacted workers compensation reform SB 218 effective July 1, 1991. 
This reform resulted in a savings of 32.8% in indemnity loss costs based on the 
initial pricing by National Council On Compensation Insurance (NCCI). The bulk 
of the quantitied savings came fiom Permanent Total and Permanent Pardal 
benefits. The law memo in the June 27, 1991 Colorado fXng outlines the details 
of SB 218. 

Data - Ratemaking utilizes aggregate data 6om annual financial calIs to derive rate level 
(loss costs) adequacy. These calls, while comprised of more recent data, do not 
provide detailed breakdown of benefits by injury type. Financial data is currently 
reported to a thirteenth report. 
. Unit StatisticaJ Plan (USP) data, which lags financial data in reporting, contains 
claim counts and incurred (paid+case) losses by benefit type. The benefit types 
are Fatal (F), Permanent Total (PT), Permanent Partial - major (PP-majar), 
Permanent Pardal - minar (PP-minar) and Temporary Total (TT). 
The USP data is reported from a first to fifth reporting. 

Assumptions From the actuarial law memo analyzing SB 218, the following assumptions are 
, under incorporated into the model : 

SB 218 1) Fatal: No impact. 
2) Permanent Total: Tightened definition of PTs, hence severity not irnpacted, but 

I frequency reduced by 75%. 
The claims that used to be PT under pre-refotm will now shifl to PP-majar. 

3) Permanent Partial - major: These are considered Non-Scheduled benefits. SB 
218 impacted both severity and frequency. 
Some PP-major claims would shifi to PP-minar (Scheduled) benefits. 

4) Permanent Partial - minar: These are considered Scheduled benefits. There is a 
frequency increase from PP-major, but no severity change. 

5) Physician Choice: Reduces PP and TT severity by 1.4%. 
6) Overall claim counts do not change. 
7) There is no reform impact on development (for paid+case outstadiig reserves) 

/ beyond fifth report. It is assumed that the cases are adequately reserved 
beyond this report 
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POST - REFORM RATEMAKING 
ADJUSTMENT OF PRE-REFORM TO POST-REFORM LOS.5 DEVELOPMENT PAVERNS 

MelIroMogy The derivation of adjustments is accomphshed in five steps. The model is outlined 

Step One: 

Step Two: 

Step Zkfee. 

on Exhibit A. 

Compilation of dora 
USP data was compiled for the latest five policy periods endmg with period 
3/89-2/90. All of tbis data is pre-reform and includes paid plus case losses. 
From this data ultimate claim counts (frequency) and sevetity were cakulated for 
policy period 3/89-2190. (Note that the severity reconciles with that in the 1993 
Annual Statistical Bulletin, Exhibit XI, page 282.) 
The data was tabulated by benefit type and reporting age, i.e. at first report, 
second report, etc. The pre-reform claim counts represent the tluee-year average 
excluding high/low data points from the latest five periods of data. 

Incotporation of SB 218 assumptions. 
The impact of SB 218 by type of benefit is apphed to pre-reform frequency and 
sevexity to obtain corresponding post-reform fkequency and severity. 
Exhibit A dispiays the assumptions and procedure. 
Barred on the assumptions stated. PT tkquency is reducecl by 75%. 
The PP-major f?equency is reduced by 35%. Exbacted f?om Exhibit IV of the law 
memo, this figure is derived fiom the number of claims shitbng 6om 
Non-Scheduled (193 claims) to Scheduled (363 claims). This results in a decrease 
in frequency of 35% [0.65 = 363/(363+193)]. 
These PP-major ciaims shift to PP-minar thus resulting in an increase in frequency 
of 35% (Boom 3,450 PP-minor claims to 4,639 claims. This difference comes fiom 
the 35% decrease of PP-major claims (0.35 x 3,397 = 1,189). 
The overall impact on all benefits is 32.8%. The impact on combined PP (major + 
minor) is 26.3%. Thus the missing piece, the severity component of PP-major, is 
determined by a trial-and-error approach to ensure that the overall savings of 
32.8% and about 26% of PP savings are obtained. A decrease in severity of 6% 
yields these desired impacts. 

Pre-reform loss development. 
Claim counts by type of benefit at each report are then multiplied by pre-refonn 
severity. This produces the amount of losses at that particular report. For 
example, the 54 Fatal claims at first report are multiplied by the Fatal severity of 
$220,780 amounting to %11,920,000 (rounded to the nearest thousand) of Fatal 
losses at first report. Liiewise, at second report the Fatal losses amount to 
%13,688,000 (62 x $220,780). 
The losses by benefit are aggregated at each report. This produces pre-reform 
report-to-report loss development factors, i.e. fkom lst-to-2nd (1:2), 2:3, 3:4 and 
415. 
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POST - REFORM RATEMAKING 
ADJUSTMENT OF PRE-REFORM TO POST-REFORM LOSS DEVELOPMENT PAlTERNS 

Step Four: Post-refotm loss development. 
(a) Claim counts from pre-refomr are adjusted by the SB 218 impacts. These 
adjusted claims are then multiplied by the adjusted (post-reform) severity amount 
to obtain the losses at each report by benefit type. 

For example, PT cIaims were reduced by 75%, with no severity impact. Thus, at 
flrst repon, the 35 pre-reform PT claims are reduced by 75% fiom 35 to 9. 
Likewise, at second report the 90 pre-reform PT claims are reduced by 75% to 23 
claims, etc. These claims are then multiplied by PT post-reform severity 
(unchanged) of $327,791 generating PT losses of $2,950,000 (9 x $327,791) and 
$7,539,000 (23 x $327,791) at tirst and second reports, respectively. This process 
is continued for the other repottings, up to the fi!Ih report. 
For PP-majar, the 2,179 claims at first report are adjusted by the 35% decrease in 
frequency (0.65 x 2,179 = 1,416) and the shifted PT claims (75% of 35 = 26) are 
added to obtain post-reform claims of 1,442 (1416 + 26). These 1,442 PP-major 
claims are tinally muhiplied by the post-reform severity of $73,222 producing 
PP-major losses at first report of $105,586,000. 

(b) The losses by benefit are aggregated at each report This produces 
post-refirm report-to-report loss development factors, i.e. from 1 st-to-2nd (1:2), 
2:3, 314 and 415. 

Step Five: Pre- andpost-reform loss development compartson. 
As can be seen on Exhibit A, the pre-refonn and post-reform loss development 
factors (LDF) at each repon can now be compared. Post-reform development 
pattems can now be derived by adjusting the Ist-to-2nd loss development factor 
(1:2 LDF) by -6.8%, 2:3 LDF by -2.8%. 3:4 LDF by -l.l%, and 4:5 LDF by 
0.6%. The resultant repon-to-ultimate adjustments to pre-reform LDF are 
-10.4% for l:ULT, -3.9% for 2:ULT, -1.1% for 3:ULT and 0.6% for 4:ULT. By 
assumption (7) there is no impact on development beyond fifth report. 
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POST - REFORM RATEMAKING 
ADJUSTMENT OF PRE-REFORM TO POST-REFORM LOSS DEVELOPMENT PAlTERNS 

Applicution The report-to-report loss development factors (LDF) adjustments are applied to 
ofLDF pre-refomt loss development pattems from the aggregate iinancial calls. Loss 
adjustments development factors are as follows: 

Indemnity Paid+Case Loss Development Factors 

Policv Year 1;2 - 0 4;5- 

1984 1.036 
1985 1.057 1.052 l 
1986 1.149 1.069 1.058 
1987 1.307 1.162 1.090 1.038 
1988 1.312 1.155 1.061 1.016 
1989 1.310 1.137 1.045 
1990 1.281 1.139 
1991 1.235 

5-year average 
5-year ex biIl0 average 
latest 2-year average 

1.289 1.148 1.064 1.040 1.130 
1.299 1.148 1.062 1.042 1.130 
1.258 1.138 1.053 1.027 1.123 

Pre-reform LDF selected 1.300 1.145 1.060 1.040 1.125 
Adjustment Factor 0.932 0.972 0.983 1.006 1.000 
Post-reform LDF 1.122 1.113 1.042 1.046 1.125 

Report-to-ultimate I:ULT 2:ULT 3:ULT 4:ULT 5:ULT 
----- 

Pre-reform 1.844 1.419 1.240 1.170 1.125 
Post-reform 1.651 1.363 1.225 1.176 1.125 
% change -10.3% -3.9% -1.2% 0.5% 0% 

Conclusion As experience unfolds under the post-reform environment, assumptions 
underlying the model and the original pricing can be tested and re-evaluated. So 
far, these assumptions have proven valid, or have not been conclusively 
disproven, by special aggregate financiaI caUs collected to monitor this reform. 
While actuarial judgment, supported by claim adjusters’ impressions, can be 
substituted to establish post-reform development pattems, this model can be 
employed, in addition to actuarial judgment, to determine a more statistically and 
actuarially appropriate pattem. 
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LOSS LIEVELOPMENT FACTOR ADJUSTMEW MOOEL : PRE-REFORM TO F’O?,T-REFORM 
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ABSTRACT 

THE COMPLEMENT OF CREDIBILITY 

This paper explains the most commonly used complements of credibility and offers a 
comparison of the effectiveness of the various methods. It includes numerous examples. 
It covers credibility complements used in excess ratemaking as well as those used in tirst 
dollar ratemaking. It also offers six criteria for judging the effectiveness of various 
credibility complements. One criterion, statistical independence, has not previously been 
covered in the actuarial literature. This paper should explain all the common credibility 
complements to the actuarial student. 
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THE COMPLEMENT OF CREDIBILITY 

Many actuarial papers discuss credibility. Actuaries use credibility when data is sparse 
and lacks statistical reliability. Specifically, actuaries use it when historical losses have a 
large error around the underlying expected losses (average of the distribution of potential 
loss costs) the actuary is estimating. In those circumstances, the statistic that receives the 
remainder of the credibility can be more important than the credibility attached to the 
data. For example, if the ratemaking statistic varies around the true expected losses with 
a standard deviation equal to its mean, it will probably receive a very low credibility. So, 
the vast majority of the rate (in this context, expected loss estimate) will come from 
whatever statistic receives the complement of credibility. So, it is very importan1 to use 
an effective statistic for the complement of credibility. -This paper will discuss 
fundamental principles to use in choosing the complement. And, it will discuss severa1 
methods actuaries use regularly. 

1. Fundamental Princbles- What Should The Actuary Consider? 

There are four types of issues that any actuary must consider when choosing the 
complement: practica1 issues; competitive market issues; regulatory issues; and, 
statistical issues. 

A. Pructical Issues 

The easiest statistic to use is one that is readily available. For example, the best possible 
statistic is next year’s loss costs. Unfortunately, that statistic is not available (otherwise, 
companies would not need actuaties). The actuary must choose from the statistics that 
are available to him. Since some statistics require more complicated programming or 
expensive processing than others, some statistics are more readily available than others. 

Ease of computation is another factor to consider. If a statistic is easy to compute, it is 
often easier to explain to management and customers. Since few actuaries have 
unlimited budgets, they usually weigh the time involved in computing a very accurate 
statistic against the accuracy improvement it generates. Also, when computations are 
easy to do there is less chance of error. 

8. Competitive Market Issues 

Rates are rarely made in a vacuum. Generally, whatever rate the actuary produces will 
be subject to market competition. If the rate is too high, competitors can undercut the 
tate and still make a profít. That will cosí the actuary’s employer customers and profít 
opportunities. If the rate is toa low, the employer will lose money. So, in mathematical 
terms, the rate should be unbiased (neither too high nor too low over a large number of 
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loss cost estimates) and accurate (the rate should have as low an error variance as 
possible around the future expected losses being estimated). Hence the complement of 
the credibility should help make the rate as unbiased and accurate as possible. 

C. Renularoty Issues 

Usually, rates require some level of approval from insurance regulators. The classic rate 
regulatory law requires that rates be ‘not inadequate, not excessive, and not unfairly 
discriminatory.’ The principles of adequacy and non-excessiveness imply that rates 
should be as unbiased as possible. 

Those principles could be stretched to imply that rates should be accurate. The argument 
goes as follows. Highly inaccurate rates create a much greater risk of insolvency through 
random inadequacies. The law is concemed with inadequacy because tt seeks to prevent 
insolvencies. So, law suggests rates should be as accurate as possiblc. For most 
purposes, actuaries interpret ‘unfairly discriminatory’ in the ratemaking context as 
‘unbiased’. Many believe that if a rate truly reflects a class’s probable loss experience, it 
is fair by defínition. 

The actuary can mitigate regulatory concems by choosing a complement that has some 
logical relationship to the loss costs of the class OT individual being rated. That means it 
is easier to explain a high rate for a class or individual in light of thc related loss costs. 

B. Stulistical I.5me.v 

Clearly, the actuar-y must attempt to produce the most accurate rate that is practical. If the 
complement of the credibility is accurate in its own right and relatively indepcndent of 
the base statistic (which receives the credibility), the resulting rate will be more accurate. 
The rationale involves statistical properties of credibility-weighted estimates. As 
Appendix A shows, if the optimum credibility for two unbiased statistics is used, then the 
prediction error of the credibility-weighted estimate is 

r:r:<1 -p2) 

r: + r; - Zpr,r, 

where 

r: is the average squared error (inaccuracy) of the base statistic as a stand-alone 

predictor of next years’ loss costs; 
7: is the average squared error (inaccuracy) of the complement of the credibility as a 
stand-alone predictor of next year’s mean loss costs; 
p is the correlation (interdependence) between the fírst statistic’s prediction error (error 
in predicting next year’s mean loss costs) and the second statistic’s prediction error. 
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Reviewing that error expression shows that greater inaccuracy in either the base statistic 
g the compiement of credibility will yield greater inaccuracy in rhe rrsulting prediction. 
The expresslon is symmetric in the two errors. So, the accuracy of the complement of 
credibility is just as importanl as the accuracy of the base statistic. 

The benefíts of independence are more subtle. As it tums out, independence is most 
important when credihilitv is most important. That is indcpendencc is most importan1 for 
the intermediate credibil&es (Z hetween IW 10 and 90%). Following Appendix B, that 

occurs when the largest standard predicting error (dE= r ) is within two to 

three times’ the smaller error. Consider the following graphs of the total prediction error 
by correlation for r2 = one, two. and three times r,. 

-_. _ _ . _ _. _ _ _ . - - 

Predlctlon Error asa Functlon of Comlation 

-0.20 -cTauZ=Taul 

Correlation 
-m- Tau2 = 27~3~1 

‘d-Tau2 = 1’Taul 

. .._ 

Figure 1 

As you can see, thr predictions are generally best when there is actually a negative 
correlation between thr two crrors (that IS. they offset). But, that rarely occurs in 
practice. Generally, the complement ol‘credibility will have some weak correlation with 
the base statistic. In that range the prediction error is clearly lowest as the correlation is 
smaller. Further. the graph heyond the maximum error (correlations near unity) is 
misleading. Appcndix B shows that the downward slope near unity brings negative 
credibilities. Those negative credibllities are clearly outside the general actuarial 
philosophy of credibitity. So, a complement of credibitity is best when it is statisticalty 
independent (that is. not related to) the base statistic. 

- --- 
’ Since Boor[ 11 shows that credibility is roughly proponional to the relative f2 ‘s. [hese examples cover 
credibilities between lO?k and 90%. That range covers mosts instances where credibility matters most. 
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The previous sections show six desirable qualities for a complement of credibility: 

- Accuracy as a predictor of next year’s mean loss costs; 

- Unbiasedness as a predictor of next year’s mean subject expected losses; 

- Independence from the base statistic; 

- Availability of data; 

- Ease of computation; and 

- Explainable relationship to the subject loss costs 

II. First Dollar Ratemaking 

First dollar (that is, not pricing losses excess above a very high deductible) ratemaking 
credibility complements are affected by a common characteristic of fírst dollar 
ratemaking. First dotlar ratemaking generally uses historical loss data for the base 
statistic. And, in tirst dollar ratemaking the historical losses are usually roughly the same 
magnitude as the true expected losses. The regulatory quality of an explainable 
relationship to the subject loss costs is more important for first dollar than excess 
ratemaking. 

There are a wide variety of techniques actuaries use to develop credibility complements. 
The following pages discuss some of the major methods in use. 

A. Loss Costs of a Lurger Group Includinp rhe Class -- Classic Bayesian Credibility 

The most basic credibility complement comes from the most classic casualty actuarial 
technique ___ Bayesian credibility. In Bayesian credibility actuaries are typically either 
making rates for a large group of classes or making rates for a number of large insureds 
that belong to a single class. The classes (or individual insureds) do not contain enough 
exposure units for their historical loss data to reliably predict next year’s mean loss costs. 
So, actuaries supplement the class’s historical loss data by credibility weighting them 
with the loss costs of the entire group. 
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In mathematical terms, we use 

where 

L, is the historical loss costs for the subject class, c; 

E, is the historical exposure units for class c; 

Li is the historical loss costs for the ith class in the group; 

Ei is the historical exposure units for the ith class in the group; and 

Z is the credibility. 

(For the rest of this paper P, will denote the historical loss rate for class c (LJE,). P, will 
do the same for the group’s historical loss cost rate.) 

This complement has problems in two areas, accuracy and unbiasedness. The group 
mean loss costs may be the best available substitute. And they may be unbiased with 
respect to all the information the actuary has when making the rate (e.g., historical loss 
data - the real means remain unknown). But, the actuary should believe that the true 
expected class losses will take a different value than the group expected losses. So, this 
method contains an intrinsic bias and inaccuracy that is unknown. 

This complement generally has some independence from the base statistic. As long as 
thè base class does not predominate in the whole group, the process errors of all the other 
classes should be independent from that of the base class. And the error created by using 
the group mean instead of the class mean is independent of the base class process 
variance (error). To the extent that the actuary uses the same loss development, trend, 
and current level factors on the class and group, the error from those factors is 
interdependent between the class and group loss costs. But, you could view the 
ratemaking process as first estimating undeveloped, untrended historical expected losses 
at previous rates; then applying adjustment factors. In the first part of that process, the 
predicting errors are nearly independent. 

This complement performs well on availability and ease of computation. Generally, 
actuaties compute the group mean and group rate indication as the tirst stage of the 
pricing process for the entire line of business. 
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As long as all the classes in the group have something in common that puts them in the 
group, that forrns the logical connection between the class’s loss costs and those of the 
group. However, that does not totally eliminate controversy from this credibility 
complement. Customers may often complain that they are treated ‘just like everyone 
else’ when their historical losses are below average. Overall, this has an average degree 
of relationship to the expected subject losses. 

Choosina the Lamer Groun 

An actuary should be careful when choosing which larger group to use. For example, 
given a choice between using same class data from other states (provinces) or other class 
data from the same state. the actuar-y should consider: Whether the differences by state 
in loss levels are more signnifícant than the differences between class costs in the same 
state? (Usually, class differences are larger); Can the other state’s class data be adjusted 
to reflect the base state loss levels? (reducing bias); Is there a group of classes in the state 
that the actuaty would expect to have about the same loss costs? (small bias.) All those 
factors merit consideration. The actuary should attempt to find the larger group statistic 
that has the least expected bias. 

Consider the data table below. 

Data for Bayesian Credibility Complement 

Rate 
Group Class 

Pure 
Premium 

Las1 Three Year’s Data 
Pure 

Exposures Losser Premium 

A 1 100 5000 $50 250 16000 $64 
2 300 20000 S67 850 55000 $65 
3 400 19000 $48 1100 55000 $50 

Subtotal 800 44000 $55 2200 126000 $57 

B Subtotal 600 29000 $48 1700 55000 $32 
C Subtotal 500 36000 $72 1400 120000 586 
D Subtotal 800 75000 $94 2300 200000 $87 

Total 2700 184000 $68 7600 501000 $66 

Table 1 

If one is making rates for class 1 in rate group A, one must tirst consider whether to use 
the one year or three year historical losses. One must consider that the three year pure 
premiums will be less affected by process variance (year-to-year fluctuations in 
experience due to small samples from the distribution of potential claims). On the other 
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hand, sometimes the exposure base is large enough to minimize process variance and 
societal events are causing pure premiums to change (changes in the potential losses one 
is sampling from). In that situation the one year pure premiums are preferable. 

Suppose one chooses the one year pure premium (SSO) for historical data. Then using 
the three year pure premiums of the class ($64) for the complement would be 
inappropriate. That is because the thrce year pure prcmiums are heavily interdependent 
with the one year class pure premium. Also, presumably the actuary has already decided 
that the three year data is biased because of changes in loss cost levels. So, the actuary 
believes the three year data does not add accuracy -to the prediction. For the same 
reasons, the three year rate group and grand total pure premiums would bc inappropriate 
complements. 

The next decision is between the rate bToup and grand total pure premiums. The choice 
between these involvcs a tradeofl bctwecn bias reduction and process variance 
reduction. The rate group data should rcflect risks that are more similar to class 1. So, it 
should have less bias. On the other hand, the grand total data is spread over more risks, 
so it has less process variance. This example makes the choice difticult. The one year 
and threc year rate group purc premiums are vcry similar ($55 versus $57). But the other 
rate groups show more pronounced inconsistencies (i.e. $32 versus $48 for rate group B). 
The grand total shows it has little process variance. But it appears to contain roughly $15 
of bias. The one year rate group A pure premium ($55) is probably the best choice. 

One could also consider using the three year pure premium for historical losses. That 
does not preclude using the one year rate group data as a complement. Using the one 
year rate group A pure premium would simply assume that the entire rate group A 
exposures were sufticient to minimize process variance. ‘So, it may be appropriate IO use 
one year data as a complement to three year data. 

Actuaries sometimes use the loss costs of a larger, but related class for the complement 
of credibility. For example, if a company writes very few picture framing stores but 
writes a large number of art stores. the actuary may choose to use the art store loss costs 
for the framing store complement of credibility. He may or may not make some 
adjustments to the art store loss costs to make them more applicable to framing stores. 
For example, he may wish to adjust for the minor woodworking exposure. Actuaries 
pricing General Liability often use this ‘base class’ (meaning the larger related class in 
this context) approach. 
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Comnlement’s Oualities 

This approach has qualities similar to the large group complement. lt is biased (though 
the bias and its direction are unknown) and so it is inaccurate. The more the actuary 
adjusts the related class loss data to match the loss exposure in the subject base class; the 
more the bias is reduced. The independence may be slightly less if the factor relating the 
classes generates high losses for the hvo classes simultaneously. But the actuary must be 
careful that this seeming independence is not just a simultaneous shil? in the expected 
losses (which is not prediction error, it is an increase in expected losses). It is usually the 
latter. 

This complement does not fare quite a.,well as the group mean in other categories. Data 
is not as readily available for this complement as the group mean. But, if the company 
writes some related class, data should be available and already computed for that class’s 
rates. 

The computations involved in adjusting related class data may be more difticult. Any 
loss cost adjustments will require some extra work. Since there is some relationship 
between the base class and the related class (they must be related some way by 
defínition), explaining this complement may be easier than explaining the larger group 
complement. 

Consider the case of the framing stores. Suppose the actuary wishes to estimate a fire 
rate for framing stores and already has a well-established rate for art stores. Perhaps the 
actuary sees that the only visible difference in exposure is the presente of substantial 
wood and sawdust. So he might choose to add a judgmental 10% of the excess of the fire 
rate for lumberyards over the fire rate for att stores. 

C. Harwavne’s Method 

Harwayne’s method[3] uses a specilic type of data from a related class. Usually it is also 
a case of using loss costs from the larger group. In Harwayne’s method actuaries use 
countrywide (excepting the base state being reviewed) class data to supplement the loss 
cost data for each class. But we adjust countrywide data to remove overall loss cost 
differences between states (or provinces). 

The process is as follows. First we determine what the total countrywide average pure 
premium would be if the countrywide data had the same percentage mixture of classes 
(class distribution) as the base state. The result reflects the base state class distribution 
but probably reflects the differences in overall loss costs differences between states. 
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Next, actuaries use that difference in overall loss costs to adjust the countrywide class 
data to match the base state overall loss cost levels. We determine the ratio of overall 
state loss costs to overall (all classes) adjusted countrywide loss costs. Then we multiply 
that ratio times the counhywide base class loss costs to get the complement of credibility. 

That is Harwayne’s basic method. In a variant forrn, actuaries may adjust each state’s 
loss costs individually to the base state level to eliminate biases due to different state 
distributions between classes (Harwayne used this variant). Then, actuaries compute the 
average class complement by weighting the individual. state’s adjusted loss costs. In 
another variant, actuaries adjust other state’s historical loss ratios by class to match the 
base state’s overall loss ratio. In either variant, the basic principles are the same. 

Formulas 

The simplified formula for Harwayne’s method is as follows. Let 

L,, denote the historical losses for class c in the base state s; 
E,, denote the associated exposure units; 
P,. denote tbe state pure premium for class c 
L,, denote the historical losses for an arbitrary class ‘i’ in some state j; and 
bJ w-ill denote the associated exposure units; and 
P,j will denote the state j pure premium for class i. 

First, actuaries compute the countrywide pure premium adjusted to the state class 
distribution. The first step is to compute the “state s” average pure premium (rate) 

The next step is to compute the countrywide rates by class 

Pi = 1 L, / 1 Eij, 
jzs j*s 

Then, actuaries compute the counttywide rate using the state s distribution of exposures 

So, the overall pure premium adjustment factor is 

And the complement of the credibility for class c is assigned to F x P, 
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Hatwayne’s more complicated (and more accurate) formula replaces the overall 
adjustments to countrywide data with separate adjustments for each state. That is, 
actuaries compute state overall means with the base state (2.“) class distribution. 

Then, we compute individual state adjustment factors 

And then we adjust each state’s class c historical rates using the Fj’s. That is, we 
compute the adjusted “state j” rates 

Pi,, = Fj Pcj. 

and then we weight them with the countrywide distribution betwecn states 

Complement = C = J 
‘Ec.j 

The result is Harwayne’s more complicated complement of credibility 

Comulement’s Oualities 

This complement has very high statistical quality. Because Harwayne’s method uses data 
from the same class in other states and attempts to adjust for state-to-state differences, it 
is very unbiased. It is also reasonably accurate as long as there is sufftcient countrywide 
data to minimize process variance. Since the loss costs are from other states, their 
prediction errors (remaining bias) should be fairly independent of the base class process 
error in the base state. One exception might be where there is an across-the-board jump 
in all class’s loss costs in state s that alter the adjustment to the state experience level. 
But, across-the-board jumps usually flow through into the next year’s expected losses, so 
they are rarely prediction errors. 

This complement has a mixed performance on the less mathematical qualities. Data are 
usually available for this process. But the computations do take time and are 
complicated. Thankfully, they do bear a much more logical relationship to class loss 
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costs in individual states than unadjusted countrywide statistics. On the other hand, this 
may be harder to esplain because of complesity. 

Example 

Consider the data below. II is for Hanvayne’s method on class 1 in state S. 

State 
“S” 

S 

T 

U 

All 

Data for Harwayne’s hlethod 

Class Esposure Losses 
‘IC,’ “E” “L” 

I 100 200 
2 180 600 

Subtotal 280 800 

.I 150 550 
2 300 1200 

Subtotal 450 1750 

I 90 200 
2 220 900 

Subtotal 310 ll00 

1 340 950 
2 700 2700 

Total 1040 3650 

Table 2 

For Hanvayne’s full mcthod, onc fìrst computes 

F, = 
100x3.67+180x4.00 

lOO+ 180 
= 3.88, And 

Pure 
Premium 

“P” 

2.00 
3.33 
2.86 

3.67 
4.00 
3.89 

7 37 -.-u 
4.09 
3.55 

2.19 
3.86 
3.51 

F 100 x 2.22 + 180 x 4.09 
II 

= = 3,43 

lOO+ 180 
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Then, one computes the state adjustment factors FT = 2.86/3.88 =.737 and 

F,, = 2.86/3.42 =.836. The next step is to compute the other state’s adjusted class 1 rates 
PI’,-, =.737 x 3.67 = 2.70 and PI’,” =.836 x 2.22 = 1.86. The last step is to weight the two 

state’s adjusted rates with their class 1 exposures to produce 

c = 2.70x 150+1.86x90 
= 2.39 

150+90 

That is Harwayne’s complement of the credibility. 

In some cases, most notably countrywide rate indications, there is no larger group to use 
for the complement. So, actuaries use present rates adjusted for inflation (trend) since 
the last rate change. If there was a difference between the last actuarial indication and 
the charged rate, we build that in too. Essentially, this test allows some credibility 
procedure to dampen swings in the historical loss data yet still forces the manual rates to 
keep up with inflation. 

The formula for this complement of credibility is 

T’ x R, x P, t Pc , where 

T is the annual trend factor, expressed as one plus the rate of inflation (this will usually 
be the same as the trend factor in the base indication); 

t is the number of years between the original target effective date of the current rates (not 
necessarily the date they actually went into effect) and the target effective date of the 
new rates (This will often be different than the nurnber of years in the base class trend. 
It is also usually different than the number of years between the experience period and 
the effective date of the new rates); 

RI. represents the loss costs presently in the rate manual; 

PL represents the last indicated pure premium (loss costs); and 

Pc represents the pure premiums actually being charged in the current manual. This may 
differ from RL because PL and Pc may be taken overa broader group. 
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This complement is not as desirable as the previous complements but sometimes it may 
‘be the only altemative. It is less accurate for loss costs with high process variance. That 
is because that process variance is presumably reflected in last year’s rate.’ That is why it 
is primarily used for countrywide indications or state indications with voluminous data. 
It is unbiased in the sense that pure trended loss costs (Le., with no updating for more 
current loss costs) are unbiased. Since it includes no process variance, it is fairly 
independent from the base statistic. 

On the less mathematical side, this statistic performs fairly well. Evetything an actuary 
needs to compute it is already in the base rate filing. So, it is available and easy. There 
is one exception to this. Should you wish to analyze the effects of rate changes the 
company did not achieve at the level of individual classes, this may require more data 
than companies typically maintain. This statistic is also very logically related to the loss 
costs being analyzed. After all, the present rates are based on this complement. 

Example 

Consider the following data for 1996 policy ratea: 

Present pure premium rate -- $120; 

Annual inflation (trend) -- 10%; 

Amount requested in last rate change - +20%; 

Effective date requested for last rate change -- 1/1/94; 

Amount approved by state regulators -- + 15%; 

Effective date actually implemented -- 3/1/94. 

The complement of the credibility would be 

c = $120x1.1* x1.20 = $152. 
1.15 

E. Rate Channe from the Lurner Grour, Auulied to Present Rates 

This complement is very similar to the Bayesian complement. But it does not have the 
substantial (though unknown) bias of the Bayesian complement. That is because the true 
class expected losses may be very different from the large group expected losses. This 
larger group test uses the large group rate change applied to present rates instead of the 
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large group historical loss data (Bayesian complement). Presumably, present rates are an 
unbiased predictor of the prior (i.e., before changes reflected in current ratemaking data) 
loss costs. And, as long as both rates need reasonably small changes, any bias in the 
overall larger group rate change as a predictor of the class rate change should be small. 
Also, using large group rate changes instead of straight trend allows the rate to mirror 
broad changes in loss cost levels that may not be reflected in trend. 

Examole 

An example may help to illustrate how eliminating bias improves rate accuracy over 
time. In the graph bclow the group experience was simulated by successively applying 
N(l0%,0.25%) (normal distribution with a mean of 10% and a standard deviation of 

m = 5%) trends to a value starting at one. The true class expected losses were set 
at exactly half the group expected losses each and every year (a slightly unrealistic 
assumption). The historical class losses have a standard deviation of one-third the true 
expected losses for the class. A detailed chart of the values actually simulated is m 
Appendix C. 
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Figure 2 

As the graph shows, the classic complement results in rates with consistent bias above 
the true expected losses. The complement based on applying group changes to present 
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rates starts too high but very quickly becomes unbiased. It is almost always a better 
estimate. 

Formula 

This complement has a fairly straightforward formula. It is 

R, is the presrnt manual loss cost rate for class c; 

P, is the present indicated loss cost rate for the entire group of classes; and 

R, is the present average Ioss cost ratc for the entire group. 

Complement’s Qualifies 

This is a significant improvement over the Bayesian complement. It is largely unbiased. 
If the year-to-year changes are fairly small, it is very accurate over the long term (though 
otien not as accurate as Iianvayne’s complement in practice). And since the complement 
is based on group variance. it is fairly independent. Since this requires a group rate 
change that must be calculated anyway. it is both available and easy to compute. Since it 
includes the prcsent rate, it has a logical relationship to the class loss costs. 
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Numerical Examnle 

Consider the following data. 

Data for Applyiog Group Rate Change to Class Data 

Class Exposure Losses 

Indicated 
Pure 

Premium 

Present 
Pure 

Premium 

Underlying 

Losses 

1 100 $70,000 $700 $750 - $75,000 

2 200 SI 80,000 $900 $920 $184,000 

3 300 $200,000 $667 $700 $2 10,000 
Total 600 $450,000 $750 $782 $469,000 

Notes : -Both indicated and present pure premiums are at current cost levels. 
- Underlying losses are extension of exposures by present premiums 
-Total present premium is ratio of total underlying to total exposures. 

Table 3 

Using this data, the complement for class 1 would be 

$750 x (1 + ($750 - $782) / $782) = $719, 

New companies and companies with small volumes of data ofien find their own data too 
unreliable for ratemaking. So their actuaries use competitor’s rates for the complement 
of credibility. They rationalize that if the competitor has a much larger number of 
exposures, the competitor’s statistics have less process error. An actuary in this situation 
must consider that manual rates reflect marketing considerations, judgment, and the 
effects of the regulatory process as well as loss cost statistics. So competitor’s rates have 
significant inaccuracies. They are also affected by differences in unde’rwriting and claim 
practices between the subject company and its competitors. So, competitor’s rates 
probably have systematic bias as well. The actuary will often attempt to correct for those 
differences by using judgment. But those corrections and their size and direction may 
generate controversy. However, using competitor’s rates may be the best viable 
altemative in some situations. 
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Complement’s Oualities 

Competitor’s rates generally have prediction errors that are independent of the subject 
class loss costs. That is because their errors stem more from inter-company differences 
that are unrelated to subject company loss cost errors. They are ofIen available from 
regulators, although the process may take some work. They are harder to use since they 
usually must be posted manually. 

Regulators may complain that competitor’s rates are unrelated to the subject company’s 
own loss costs. But, if the company’s own data is too unreliable, competitor’s rates may 
be the only altemative. 

Example 

Consider a competitor’s rate of $100. Suppose a Schedule P analysis suggests the 
competitor will t-un a 75% loss ratio. Further, suppose one’s own company has less 
underwriting expertise. So, one’s company expects 10% more losses per exposure than 
the competitor. The complement would be $100~.75 x 1.1 = $83. 

G. Loss Ratio Methodv 

This paper discussed all the previous complements in terms of pure premium ratemaking. 
But all the methods except the loss costs from a larger related class and competitor’s 
rates also work with loss ratio methods. All the actuary needs to do is consider eamed 
premium to be the exposure base. Replacing the exposure units with eamed premium 
yields usable formulas. 

III. Specific Excess Ratemaking 

Complements for excess ratemaking are structured around the special problems of excess 
ratemaking. Since specitic excess policies only cover losses that exceed a very high per 
claim deductible (attachment point), there usually are very few actual claims in the 
historical loss data. So, actuaries will try to predict the volume of excess loss costs using 
the loss costs below the attachment point. For liability coverages, the loss development 
of excess claims may be very slow. That accentuates the sparsity of ratemaking data. 
Also, the inflation inherent in excess layers is different (usually higher) than that of total 
limits losses (see [2]). Since the ‘buming cost’ (historical loss data) is an unreliable 
predictor, the statistic that receives the complement of credibility is especially important. 
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A. Increased Limits Facfor 

When loss costs for the first dollar coverage up to the insurer’s limit of liability are 
available, actuaries may use an increased limits factor approach. Actuaries multiply the 
‘capped’ loss costs by the increased limits factor for the attachment point plus the limit 
of liability. Then, we divide the result by the increased limits factor for the attachment 
point. That produces an estimate of loss costs from the first dollar up to the limit of 
liability. Then we subtract the loss costs below the original attachment point. The 
remainder estimates the expected losses in the specifíc excess layer. 

Actuaries use a variety of sources for increased limits factors. The Insurance Services 
Offíce publishes tables of estimated increased limits factors for products, completed 
operations, premises and operations liability, and manufacturers and contractors liability. 
The National Council on Compensation Insurance publishes excess loss pure premium 
factors that allow actuaries to compute increased limits factors for workers 
compensation. The Proceedings of the Casualty Actuar-ial Society may contain tables of 
property losses by ratio to probable maximum loss. Those can be converted to increased 
limits factors by using the factors for the ratio of the attachment point to the probable 
maximum loss (and the ratio of the attachment point plus the limit of liability to the 
probable maximum loss). Actuaries may compute increased limits factor tables using a 
company’s own data (if the company sells enough specifíc excess). Actuaries may 
modify industry tables to reflect their company’s loss cost history. Competitor prices may 
allow actuaries to estimate increased limits factors for obscure coverages. We would 
consider the ratios between competitor prices for various limits of liability. 

Formula 

The formula is as follows: 

(PA x ILF,., + ILF,)- P, or P, x(*-l) 

And in this case 

PA is the loss costs capped at the attachment point (A) (by convention, it usually 
premium capped at the attachment point multiplied by the loss ratio the actuary 
projects.); 

W,+I. is the increased limits factor for the sum of the attachment point and the limit of 
liability(L); and 

lLFA is the increased limits factor for the attachment point. 
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Comolement’s Qualities 

As long as the insured being rated has a different loss severity distribution than the norm, 
this complement contains bias. In that fairly likely event, it is also inaccurate. But. 
actuaries must weigh those facts against the greater maccuracy of burning cost statistics. 
When pricing specific excess insurance, actuaries must usually settle for less accurate 
and potentially biased estimators. That is because there are few highly accurate 
estimators available. 

This complement’s error is fairly independent of the buming cost error. This 
complement tends to contain a systematic (parameter-type) error rather than the process 
error inherent in buming cost. It is dependent on burning cost only to the extent that both 
are highly related to the losses below the attachment point. 

Very few specific excess statistics are readily available or easy to compute. Considering 
the altcmatives. the availability of industry increased limits tables (in the United States) 
makes this the easiest specific excess complement to compute. Also. the data for this test 
is available as long as premiums or loss costs capped at the attachment point are 
available. 

The excess loss cost estimates this complement produces are more logically related to the 
losses below the attachment point than those above. That can be controversia1 with 
customers. But that is a common problem with excess insurance pricing. However, 
buming cost is unreliable in isolation. And that problem is common to all excess 
complements. 

Examole 

Consider the following table of increased limits factors. 

Increased Limits Factors 

Limit of Liability Increased Limits Factor 

$50.000 1 .oo 
$100,000 1.50 
S250.000 1.90 
6500,000 2.50 

6 I ,ooo.ooo 3.50 

Table4 
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r ’ 

Suppose one tishes to estimate the layer between $500,000 and $1 ,OOO,OOO given losses 
capped at $500,000 of $2,000,000. The complement using increased limits would be 

= $800,000 

U. l,ower Limirs Analvsrs 

Sometimes the historical losses near the attachment point may be too sparse to be 
reliable. So an actuary may wish to base his complement on basic limits losses, where 
the basic limit is some fairly low loss cap. In this case the formula is almost exactly the 
same as that of the previous analysis. The actuary simply multiplies the historical basic 
limits losses by a difference of increased limits factors. Specifically, he multiplies basic 
limits losses by the difference between the increased limits factor for the attachment 
point plus the limit of liability and the increased limits factor for the attachment point. 
The result is the complement of credibility. 

Formula 

The formula is 

P, x (ILF,+ - ILF,) ; where 

Pb represents the historical loss data with each loss capped at the basic limit (b); and 

lLFA+L and ILFA are as before. 

Altemately, the actuary might choose to use a low capping limit (d) that is different from 
the basic limit underlying the increased limits table. Then, the formula would be 

Comolement’s Qualities 

Actuaries must usually use judgnient to decide whether loss costs capped at the 
attachment point or some lower limit are more accurate and unbiased predictors of the 
excess loss. Estimates made using the lower cap are more prone to bias. That is because 
using losses far below the attachment point accentuates the impact of variations in loss 
sevetity distributions. But, when there are few losses near the attachment point, 
historical losses limited to the attachment point may be unreliable and inaccurate 
predictors of future losses. So, using higher loss caps may produce even more inaccurate 
predictors of excess losses. 
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By an argument similar to that of the previous test. this complement’s errors are fairly 
independent of those of buming cost. 

Generally, this complement features more available statistics and a slightly greater 
complexity. Basic limits losses may need to be ceded for statistical reporting. So, they 
may be readily available for this complement. On the other hand, since insureds and 
reinsureds may place a higher prior@ on accounting for the total losses they retain, they 
are not as available as losses limited to the attachment point. The calculations are no 
more complicated for basic limits analysis than retained limits (attachment point) 
analysis. The only exception would where actuaries must manually compute the loss 
costs between basic limits and the attachment point from a claims list. 

As with the straight increased limits factor approach, this complement may generate 
controversy with customers because it is not based on actual buming cost. 

Examole 

Suppose an actuary is estimating the losses between $500,000 and $l,OOO,OOO and the 
actuary feels he can only rely on historical losses limited to $100,000. The estimated 
historical losses limited to $100,000 are $1,000,000. Then, using the increased limits 
factors from Table 4, he would calculate the complement at 

c = $1 ,ooo,ooo x = $666,667 

C. Limits AM~VS¡S 

The previous approaches work well when losses limited to a single capping point are 
available, but sometimes they are not. Reinsurance customers generally sell policies with 
a wide variety of policy limits. Some ofthe policy limits will fall below (not expose) the 
attachment point. Some limits may extend beyond the sum of the attachment point and 
the reinsurer’s limit of liability. In any event, each subject (first dollar) policy limit will 
require its own increased limits factor. 

So, actuaties analyze each limit of coverage separately. Generally, we assume that all the 
limits will experience the same loss ratio. So, we multiply the all limits combined (total 
limits) first dollar loss ratio times the premium in each first dollar limit to estimate the 
loss costs for that limit. Then, we perform an increased limits factor analysis on each 
first dollar limit’s loss costs separately. The formula is as follows: 
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Formula 

LRr is the estimated total limits loss ratio; 

The ‘d’ are all the policy limits the customer sells that exceed the attachment point ( t A); 
and 

each Wd is the premium volume the customer sells with policy limits of ‘d’. 

The ILF’s have the same meaning as previously. 

Comolement’s Qualities 

Actuaries use this approach because it may be all that is available. Reinsureds may be 
unable to split their histotical losses any more finely than losses that would have pierced 
the cover in the past versus all other losses. Since the total limits loss costs (which are 
almost always available, at least as an estimate) may include claims beyond the layer, it 
may be impossible to calculate losses limited to the attachment point. In any event, if 
some of the reinsured’s policy limits are below the attachment point, they do not expose 
the layer and should be excluded from an increased limits factor calculation. So, this 
may the only available complement with low bias. 

It is biased and inaccurate to the same extent that the previous increased limits factor- 
based complements were biased or inaccurate. It is more time-consuming to compute 
(unless the altemative is computing limited claims from claims lists). And it generates 
the same controversy as the other methods since it is not the same as the actual buming 
cost. 

Examole 

Suppose an actuary is estimating the losses in a layer between $250,000 and $500,000. 
Breakdowns of losses by size are unavailable. But, the actuary believes the loss ratio of 
the customer’s entire business to be 70%. He does have a breakdown of premiums by 
limit of liability. Using that breakdown and the increased limits factors from Table 4, he 
computes the losses in the layer below. 
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Limits Analysis for Layer Between $250,000 and %SOO,OOO 

Times 70% Increased 
Limit of Loss Limits % i n Loss in 
Liability Premium Rano Factor Layer Layer 

S250,OOO % 600,000 $ 420,000 1.9 0.00% $ - 
$500,000 9 300,000 â 210,000 2.5 24.00% $ 50,400 

$1 ,ooo,ooo s 300,000 8 2 10,000 3.5 17.14% % 36,000 

Total % 1,200,000 $ 840,000 $ 86,400 

Table 5 

So, he estimates the losscs in the layer at $86.400. 

The problem with most of the previous complements is that they do not give special 
attention to the claims above or near the attachment point. So, they miss differences in 
loss severity distributions between insureds. But of course that must be counterbalanced 
against the fact that individual insured’s large claims histories usually lack credibility 

By fitting a family of loss severity curves to the distribution, actuaries make the most of 
the large claim data that is available. If the loss history shows no claims beyond the 
attachment point but many claims that are very near to the attachment point, a fitted 
curve will usually reflect that and project high loss costs in the subject layer. On the 
other hand, if there are few large claims close to the attachment point, the fítted curve 
will project low loss costs for the layer. 

The details of how to fit curves are beyond the scope of this paper(see [4]), but’ it will 
provide an outline of how to use fítted curves in practice. After fítting and trending the 
curve, an actuary will use the curve to estimate what percentage of the curve’s total loss 
costs lie in the subject layer. He may do this by evaluating the difference between the 

limited mean function ~~~(.r)dx+(l-/~(L))L at the attachment point and the 

attachment point plus the limit of liability He would then divide the result by the total 
mean (or the mean when claims are capped at the typical policy limit) to get the 
percentage of the total loss costs that lie in the layer. Multiplying that percentage by the 
total claims cost yields the estimate of claim costs in the layer (for details, see [4]). 
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Of course, excess values from curve fits need extensive loss development just like 
buming costs. Actuaries may use excess loss development factors such as those 
published by the Reinsurance Association of America, or they may triangulare the fítted 
loss costs. 

Comolement’s Oualities 

This method is generally unbiased (except for concems that the general shape of a family 
of curves may predispose the results for the family to estimated costs in particular layers 
that are either too high or too low.) When there are few large claims, it is more accurate 
than buming cost. It is often more accurate than increased limits factors simply because 
it does a better job reflecting any general tendency towards large or small claims. On the 
hand, fítting curves forces data into a mold that may not fit the data. The actual loss 
severity distribution will almost cettainly look very different from all the members of the 
family of curves, This ‘super-parameter’ risk introduces error of its own. The ‘super- 
parameter’ risk is totally distinct from process risk. and that makes the complement fairly 
independent. On the other hand, the presente or absence of burning cost claims in the 
layer can influente the curve fit heavily. So, this complement has somewhat more 
dcpendent (relative to buming cost) errors than the increased limits approaches. 

Data availability and computational complexity are problems here. To fit a loss severity 
curve an actuary must either use a detailed breakdown of all the claims into size ranges 
or use a listing of every single claim. Usually, that data is not readily available. Further, 
the processing required to ftt curves requires fairly complex mathematical calculations. 
Besides the fact that complex calculations require special personnel, the complexity 
makes the results difftcult to explain to lay people. 

On one hand, this complement uses more of the insured’s own data in and near the layer 
than any other excess complement. On the other hand, its complexity may make that fact 
dificult to communicate. 

Iv. Summary 

The complement of the credibility deserves at least as much actuatial attention as the 
base statistic (historical loss data). Actuaries owe special attention to its unbiasedness 
and accuracy. In some cases, interdependence must be avoided. And any actuarial 
method must be implemented using reasonable labor on available statistics. Meeting 
those qualities may require stattstics that make less explainable sense to lay people, but 
explainability must be considered, too. 

This paper has detailed severa1 statistics that are commonly used for the complement of 
credibility. Their use improves many actuarial projections considerably. 
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Appendix A 

THE ERROR IN CREDIBILITY ESTIMATES 

This appendix will show that the error in an optimum ciedibility weighted estimate is 

W,,x,) = 
5;r;(I-p2) 

r: +5; -2pr,r,. 

The proof involves three equations from Boor[ 1): 

(1) O(x,,x,)=ZrF +(l-Z)ri +(Z2 -Z)& (p.182, the simplified error of the 

credibility-weighted estimate); 

2 2 * 
(2) z = 52 y-g+42 (p. 183, the formula for the optimum credibility); and 

1.2 

(3) Sf,, = rf + r: - ZCov(x, ,xJ (p. 179, the formula relating 6:: to the correlation). 

In this case r,,r2, andp are the same as they were in the body of thc papcr (the 

prediction errors of buming cost and the credibility complement and their correlation): 
O(x,,x,) is the minimum possible average squared prediction error from credibility 

weighting buming cost (x1) and the credibility complement (.x2); and Si,, is the average 

squared difference between buming cost and the credibility complement. 

Simple algebra on (1) allows one to pull out severa1 terms that will create the numerator 
of (2). 

O(x,,x,) = -Z(r:-s;+6;,,) + r; + Z26f,,; 

Using the detinition of Z (equation (2)) once again with some algebra gives 

= 2 
5, - 

(5: - rf +6f,,)* 

4% 
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Appendix A 

Using (3) and the relationship between the covariance and correlation gives 

= ri _ (4 - rt + rf + r: -~COV(X,.X,))~ ; 

4% 

= ri _ (4 - 5: + 5: + r: -2pr,r,)’ 

46, 

= *- r2 (24 -2pr,r2)2 
4c2 ’ 

= 2 
r2 - 

(6 -pr,r212 
8.2 

Then, more algebra gives 

= 5: l- 
( 

tr2 -Pr,)* 

1 rf+r:-Zpr,r, ’ 

2 
= r2 

5: +r: -2pr,r, 
x(rf t ri -2pr,r, -5: +2pr,r, -p2r:); 

2 
= r2 

rt + ri - 2pr,r, 
x(rf -p2rf); 

= r:rf(l-p2) 

rf+r:-2pr,r, 

and that is the error formula we sought to prove. 
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Appendix B 

FOR CORRELATIONS NEAR UNITY, 
CREDIBILITY IS NEGATIVE 

This appendix will show that whenever the correlation exceeds the point of maximum 
error, the credibility of one statistic is negative. To explain this principie, reviewing the 
graph of error by correlation will help. 

Pradktion Error 88 a Function of Correlatlon 1 

/ Fig. 1 (reprinted) 

As one can see, the prediction error is initially minimized when the correlation is 
negative. Then it increases until the error is maximized. Then the error decreases again 
beyond that maximum point. This section will show that the one credibility is actually 
negative beyond that maximurn point. 

As it happens, when r2 2 7,. that maximum point is wherep = r,/r2. And all 

correlations beyond that yield negative credibility fo; the complement. Altemately, when 
r, 2 r2, p = r2/r, 5 1 is the point of maximum prediction error. Beyond that, the 
buming cost’s credibility will be negative. But, this appendix must prove that. 
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Appendix B 

It is easy to show that 0 has a maximum where p = r,/r2 One need only note that 

the function ú>(p) has a maximum where 

o= E = 2P(7f +rZ -2pr,r,) - 27,7,(1-p2) 
JP (7: +5: -2p7,7,)2 

(using the definition of Q(p) from appendix 1). Using some algebra, that is equivalent to 

0= 2prf +2pri -4p2r,r2 -25,~~ +2p2r,r2;or 

0 = (7, - ~7~)(7~ -PT,). 

So. the maximum is at T, /r, or r2 /T, , whichever is less than one 

To show that correlations beyond that maximum point result in negative credibilities, it 
suffices to show that they firlfill Boor’s condition for negative credibility ([ 11, p. 183) 

7: t 7: +s;,,. 

But that follows directly from Boor’s equation relating the credibility and covariance 
([ 11, p. 179). That is, since 

si.2 = 7; +7; -2cOV(X,,X,) = 7: +T; -2pT,T,, 

Boor’s condition is equivalent to 

T~k-T~+T;+T:-2pT,T2. 

Or, 

that is, Boor’s condition for negative credibility is fulfilled and fulfilled only for p 

beyond the point of maximum error. So, the correlations near unity yield negative 
credibilities. 
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Appendix C 

DATA FOR EXAMPLE APPLYING COMPLEMENT 
TO GROUP RATE CHANGE 

ta) (b) Cc) 

3 
4 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

GrOUP GKUp 
N(.I,.OO25) Loss 

Trend Cost 
0 115 1.000 
0 101 1 ll5 
0021 1 228 
0.107 1.254 
0.137 1.389 
0.091 1.579 
0.082 1.723 
0 082 1.865 
0.143 2.017 
0.188 2.305 
0.075 2 739 
0.000 2 945 
0 093 2.946 
0.192 3 220 
0.075 3.839 
0.009 4.128 
0.077 4.167 
0.136 4.487 
0.062 5.096 
0.133 5411 
0.093 6.128 

Cd) 
Mean 
Cias5 
Loss 
cost 

(el (9 
Class with 

Process 
Variance Classic 

W.WYW2) Z 

(8) 00 
Estimate 
w/( 1 -Z) 

Classic Applied 
Estimate to Change 

0.500 0 188 0.692 I 000 1.000 
0.558 0.256 0.692 0.481 0.438 
0.614 0.825 0 692 0.572 0.306 
0.627 0.695 0.692 1.044 0 724 
0.694 0.782 0.692 0.954 0731 
0790 1037 0.692 1.065 0.792 
0.862 0.747 0.692 1 324 1.025 
0.932 I 034 0.692 1.153 0.885 
1.009 0.468 0.692 1418 1.056 
1.153 1.759 0.692 1.039 0.659 
1.369 1.393 0 692 2.119 1 498 
1.472 1.653 0 692 1.988 I 545 
1.473 0 992 0.692 2.256 1.782 
1610 1.516 0.692 1.753 1.315 
1919 3.501 0.692 2.244 1 527 
2.064 2.358 0.692 3 966 3.162 
2.083 2.213 0.692 3.193 2.862 
2.244 2.225 0.692 3.096 2 616 
2.548 2.733 0.692 3.214 2 525 
2.705 2.394 0.692 3.806 2.917 
3.064 2.819 0.692 3.654 2.752 

Notes - COIU~ (g) is [(,f)*(previous column (e) + (1 -(f))(previous column (c)l * (1 t 10% trend) 
- COIU~ (h) is {(f)*[previous column (e) - previous column (h)] + (1-(f))*[previous column (b) 
*previous column (c) -1, I l previous column (c)] + previous column (h) I l ( 1 + 10% rrend) 
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Portfolio ODtimizntion nnd the Caoitrl Asset Pricinp: Model: A Matrix ADaroach 

Leigh J. Halliwell 

A bstract 

Actuaries are acquainted with lhe basic ideas of Modem Porlfolio í’heory and the 

Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM). Briejly, porljolios are formed by weighting rishy 

assets with va@ng means, variances. and covariances. fich porlfolio can be plotled in 

the X-Yplane by its total return, with the standard devialion as the x-coordinate and lhe 

mean CLF the y-coordinate. II is plausibly verted that lhe resulting subspace of relums 

has an envelope, which is called lhe eljcicientfiontier. í%e efficientfrontier contains the 

retums which offer the grealesl mean for a given standard deviation, or the least 

standard deviation for a given mean, and lherefore would correspond to portfolios 

chosen by perfectly informed and rational investors. However, when a riskless asset is 

introduced, represenled by R, = (0, pII), one point on lhe efficient frontier becomes 

preferable IO the others, lhe point at which a Iine through Rf becomes tangent lo lhe 

ejjìcient frontier. Since this point is optimal, it will be chosen by all informed and 

rational investors. which is lo say that it will correspond IO lhe portfolio of an efjícient 

market. íSs markel point, R, , is the point (a, ,p;); and lhe CAPM equation for the 

ith asset is readily derived: p, = p, +flb, - p,), where fl= cov(R, 1 RJ 
WR,) . 

fiis 

article shows how lhe aforemenlioned argument can be made rigorous through fairly 

simple malrix algebra, which willfosler a deeper underslanding,of and appreciation for 

the theory. Moreover, lhe article offers an easy methodfor delermining the optimal, or 

market, portfolio, Finally, there will be a few rema& as to why CAPM theory may falter 

under empirical lesting. 
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1. Portfolio Optimization and the CAPM in Theory 

Consider a universe of n risky assets. The retum of the ith asset, denoted Rt, is a random 

variable with E(Ri) = ui and Var(Ri) = o$, for i = 1, 2, , n. Let Cov& Rj) = uij, 

which implies that ti,¡ = oi2. Now, instead of regarding the Rjls individually as random 

scalars, consider the (n x 1) column vector whose elements are the R$. Let LIS call this 

random vector R, using bold type for vectors and matrices; and let us represent it by 

writing a typical element within matrix brackets. So R = [ R,t 1, or just [ R, 1. t 

Define the expectation of a matrix as the matrix of the expectations, or E(X) = [ E(&j) 1. 

Therefore, E(R) = [ E&) ] = [ ui ] = M. Also, if X and Y are two column vectors, define 

CO+, Y) = E( (X-E(X)) (Y-E(Y))’ ) = [ E( (Xi - E(Xi) ) (Yj - E(Yj) ) } 1, where the 

prime ( ’ ) is the operator for matrix transposition. IfX is (n x 1) and Y is (m x l), then 

their covariance is an (n x m) matrix. SO Var(R) = [ E( (Ri - ui) (Rj - uj) ) ] = [ oi ] = C. 

Obviously, variances of column vectors are symrnetric matrices. We will write R - [M, E] 

as shorthand for saying that R is distributed witlftiiean M and variance L. 

IfA is a non-stochastic matrix conformable with X, so that Y = AX is defined, then E(Y) 

= [ E(Y$ ] = [ E( c aik xkj ) ] = [ 2 aik EO ] = A E(X). Similarly, if XA is defined, 

then E(XA) = E(X) A. Therefore, given the meaning of Cov(X, Y) above, if AX and BY 

are defined, then Cov(AX, BY) = E( (AX-E(AX)) (BY-E(BY))’ ) 

= Et N+(X)) (WY-E(Y))’ 1 

= E( A(X-E(X)) (Y-E(Y))’ B’) 

= A E( (X-E(X)) (Y-E(Y))’ ) B 

=A Cov(X,Y) B’. 

Therefore. if a non-stochastic matrix 0’ is conformable with R then R’R has mean R’M 

and variance fiVar(R)(fI’)’ = nLf.I, or a'R - [NM, C!‘T.Q]. 
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The goal of portfolio optimization is to find an (n x 1) vector fi*, given R - [w L] , such 

that f2*‘R offers the greatest ratio of expected retum in excess of the risk-free retum u0 

to its standard deviation. Let RO - [q = 0, MO] denote the risk-free retum, which is a 

trivial (1 x 1) random vector. XO = 0 = [0] and MO = [uO] are (1 x 1) matrices. To be 

precise, a (1 x 1) matrii is not the same as a scalar. since a scalar can multiply any matrix, 

whereas a (1 x 1) matrix can only premultiply a (1 x n) matrix or postmultiply an (n x 1) 

matrix. 

Let J be the (n x 1) vector all of whose elements are ones. Then R - JRo = [ Ri - uO 1, 

which represents the retum in excess of the risk-fiee retum. The optimization problem is 

thus to maximize (E(C!‘R) - NJR.0) (Var(Q’R))-1’2, or equivalently, E(CI’(R - JRO)) 

Var(R’(R - JRo))-‘/~, for some R = C!*. To simplify fbrther calculations, we may 

relativize uO as 0, which is in effect to substitute R + JRo for R. This will not affect the 

maximization, and later we can convert our results back into absolute form by substituting 

R - JRO for R. 

So, in relative form, we wish to maximize E(Q’R) (Var(NR))-“2. Now Var(!ZR) = 

Cl”CR is a (1 x 1) matrix, whose only element must be nonnegative since it represents the 

variance of a scalar random variable. In matrix theory, C is said to be nonnegative 

definite. A symmetric matrix C such that f2’XI > [0] for any non-zero column vector n is 

said to be positive definite. We make the assumption that C is positive definite; otherwise, 

our universe of risky assets would not be risky in some combination. Texts in elementary 

matrix theory show the proof that if C is positive definite,.then C-l exists and is also 

positive definite. The other assumption which we will make is that (C-tA4)’ J is non-zero, 

which implies that M is non-zero. The purpose of the second assumption will become 

apparent below. 
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Therefore, for all non-zero CI, Var(R’R) > [O], and (Var(S2’R))-1/2 exists. We will make 

one more modification by seeking optimize the square: E(f2’R)2 (Var(S2’R))-1. One 

might think that this would lead to the worst Q* if E(Q*‘R) < [O]; however, it will tum 

out that in such a case the optima1 investment will be negative, or a disinvestment. Hence, 

the goal is to maximize some tünction of Q @(SYZ) = E(CI’R)2 (Var(fZR))-t = (f2’M)2 

(am)-‘. 

Although the derivation is too involved to be presented here, an optimala* is C-lM. 

Now ~-1 must exist since Z is positive definite. Futtherrnore, E(n*‘R) = @M)’ M = 

M’(X-t)‘M = ME-tM. And Var(CI*‘R) = (GQvf)‘~(c-t~) = @I’L-~)z(x-~M) = MX--1M = 

E(C?*‘R). Since M’CtM > [0] for our non-zero M, Var(fi*‘R)-1 exists. Therefore, @((n*) 

= M”L-1M. Also note that E(LPR) 5 [O], h-respective of how many negative elements M 
w 

contains. However, negative elements in Mare likely to produce negative investment 

elements in R+. 

Now consider: U)(Q) = (CI’M)2 (fXX2)-t 

= (i2My (nm)-l (MwMy’ @fc-w) 

= (X2%4)2 Var(SZ’R)-t Var(fP’R)-t @(II*) 

= (C¿‘z’cZ-‘h4)2 Var(NR)-1 Var(C2*‘R)-1 @(a*) 

= @‘X2*)2 Var(fI’R)-1 Var(CI*‘R)-1 U@Z*) 

= Cov(CI’R, S3*‘R)2 Var(R’R)-t Var(Q*‘R)-l @(fi*) 

= p(Q’Ft, n*‘R)2 @(a*), 

which is less than or equal to @@2*), since [0] <= ti,<= [ 11. Thus there is no investment 

strategy superior to fl*. 
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2IM is not the only optimal value, since @(ka) = @((sz) for any non-zero scalar k. This 

shows that the optimization is not affected by the total amount of the investment, which in 

matrix terms is kn*‘J = kM’2tJ. Since a retum is relative to the initial investment, we 

may define the optimal retum R* as CP’R (CI*‘J)-t. By our second assumption, C!*‘J = 

(Z%) J is nonsin&lar, so the inverse exists. 

Before investigating the properties of R* we should ask about the practicality of a 

singular CI*‘J, i.e., what if M’ZIJ = [O]? Ifthis were the case, then the optima1 retum 

would be attained by a total investment of zero (dollars, or other units of money), whether 

this meant that zero would be invested in every asset or that positive and negative 

investments would net to zero. Either way, each investor would have a net position in the 

market of zero, which means that the value of the whole market of risky assets would be 

zero. Because this is unrealistic, we may assume f2*‘J to be nonsingular. 

Since R* = Q*‘R (SZ¿*‘J)-*, R* - [M’B-tM(IZ*‘J)-1, M’L-lM(n*‘J)-2]. Notice that 

Var(R*) = E(R*) (n*‘J)-1. Also, Co@, R’) = Co+, n*!R (Q*‘J)-‘) = 

Cov(& R) nL (a*‘J)-’ = z Q* (a+‘J-)-1 = z j=‘M (n*‘J)-1 = M (a*‘J)-1 = 

E(R) (fl*‘J)-l. 

As an (n x1) vector we may write the CAPM beta as follows: 

B = Cov(R, R*) (Var(R*))-t 

= E(R) (Q*‘J-)-l (E(R*) (a*‘J)-‘)-’ 

= E(R) (f2*‘J)-’ ((Q*‘J)-‘)-’ (E(R*))-’ 

= E(R) E(R*)-‘. 

Therefore, yR) = B E(R+). which is the CAPM equation in relative form. As mentioned 

earlier, the absolute form of the equation is obtained by substitutiig R - JRO for R. So 

E(R - JRu) = B E(!A*‘(R - JR,-,}(f2*3)-‘) = B (B(R*) - f.Z*‘JR,-,(.n*‘J-)-‘) 
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= B (E(R*) - Ro). Therefore, E(R) = JRO + B (E(R*) - Re).’ 

Although R* has been called the optimal return, it is also represents the m&er retum. 

The argument for this is theoretical: namely, that if every investor is fully informed and 

rational, then everylnvestor will combine assets propottionately to R*. This means that 

the whole market itself of risky assets will allocate value according to n*, and will have 

the retum characteristics of R*. Reasons why this may not happen in practice will be 

presentad later. 

In concluding this section, let us derive the familiar theorem that the beta of a portfolio is 

the weighted average of the betas of the portfolio’s assets. Letting R be the asset 

allocation, the portfolio’s beta is Cov(KZR, R*)(Var(R*))-l = PCov(R, R*) (Varol*))-I 

= C!‘B. 

II. An Illustration of the Theory 

If the authoh argument has not been clear enough, perhaps an example will be of help. 

Consider the simple case of a two-asset universe. Suppose asset A to be priced so as to 

have an expected retum of 0.08, or 8 percent. We regard retum as a dimensionless 

number: XI- 1, where 
x0 

Xoand J-, represent initial and terminal wealth respectively. 

Rute of retum is retum per time, and has units of (time)-‘. It makes no diierence to the 

example whether we deal with retums or with rates of retum; however, actuaries should 

ensure the dimensional consistency of their formulae. Suppose that the variance of asset 

A’s retum is 0.10. Next, let asset B have an expected retum of 0.02 and a variance of 
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0.04. And let the covariance of A and B be -0.06. Finally, suppose the risk-free retum to 

be 0.04. 

The retums in excess of the risk-free retum are 0.04 and -0.02 respectively. One might 

wonder why asset I3 with its substandard retum would exist in the market. The answer 

lies in the negative covariance. Asset B has value not in itself, but in its tendency to cancel 

out the variance of asset A. Using notation fiom above, we write: 

M is expressed in relative form; Z is a positive definite matrix. The numbers were chosen 

so that the example would not be cluttered with fractions or repeating decimals: 

z-1 = 
100 150 [ 1 150 250 

, and 

Therefore, the market, in order to obtain the optima1 retum, will allocate value among 

assets A and B in equal proportions. Hence, the optima1 retum is: 

R*=[O.S O.S]R 

-[[0.5 O.S]M,[O.5 0.5]E[;:;]] 

- [[0.01],[0.005]]. 
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Also, cov(R,R*) = cov(R,[O.S O.S]R) 

= cov(R,R) 

=L 
0.5 [ 1 0.5 

0.02 

= -0.01 i 1 
Therefore, B = cov(R, R*) var(R*)-1 = [_~:~~][o.oo~~‘=[_~:~]. So, the CAPM 

equation in relative forrn is true: E(R) = [l:ii]=[-~:~][O.Ol]=BE(R*),aswellaathe 

equation in absolute form: 

= JR,, +B(E(R*) - R,). 

Also, note that the market-weighted beta is [0.5 0.51 [ 1 -21: =[l.O], as expected.2 

The econometric material in the CAS part 10 exam induced the author to study matrix 

theory from an econometric perspective. 3 This effort has repaid me with a generous 
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dividend, and 1 hope that many readers will have their appetites whetted to undertake 

similar studies. In my first draft of this atticle 1 had not seen the matrix application, and 

was tediously proving just the two-asset case of the CAPM by considering the efficient 

6ontier as a parametric equation in one parameter. 4 1 am convinced that matrix theory is 

a powerful tool in its’ own right, rather than just a convenient shorthand, and that in 

statistics the econometricians are far aheád of us actuaries precisely because of their 

matrix approach to this subject. 

III. Portfolio Optimization and the CAPM in Practice 

Throughout the article we have been speaking of a perfectly informed and rational 

investor. However, we know that no two investors have the same beliefs about the future, 

and no hvo have the same utilities. For example, a socially conscious investor who refuses 

to purchase tobacco stocks, or South Afiican gold stocks, is undoubtedly shaving from the 

optimal retum. However, the loss is compensated by his perceived loyahy to virtue. No 

two investors are alike; and perhaps the perfectly tnformed and rational investor is a far- 

away ideal. 

Furthermore, we cannot obtain the needed M and Z matrices. Indeed, the first problem is 

to deline what belongs to the universe of assets. In the standard applications of the 

CAPM “the market” is proxied by the S&P 500 index. Granted that the S&P 500 makes 

up about two-thirds of the market value of US. stocks, what about the stocks of the rest 

of the world? And what about the other risky assets of the world. which is just about 

everything except US. treasury securities? What about real estate? And perhaps 

commodities, such as wheat, oil, and gold, should be included -- perhaps even collectibles, 

such as rare coins and art. In other words, although we speak glibly of “the market,” no 

one really knows its extent. Anything that can traded, perhaps even insurance loss 
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portfolios, might be part of the market. So probably our proxies are rather bad ones, and 

partly responsible for the mixed results of CAPM tests. 

And even with a limited universe of say 500 stocks, there remains a problem in estimating 

500 betas and one e$tity risk premium ( r,-rf). The problem is well known to actuaries 

as the dilemma between stability and responsiveness, viz., that by the time you have 

enough observations to perform a good estimatiort, the underlying parameters have more 

or less drifted. So the CAPM might be perfectly corroborated, ifonly we knew the 

current parameters, rather than the outdated ones. Perhaps “the market” has some great 

collective intuition, which transcends the knowledge of individual investors. The logical 

positivist would balk at such a statement, which is more or less the capitalist’s credo. 

However, the notion that there really is an “invisible hand” in human affairs which directs 

toward the greatest good is somewhat reasonable, even ifdifficult to verify -- as difficult 

to verify as the CAPM itself. 

The CAPM is qf one piece with the efficient market hypothesis. It is of no help in the 

selection of stocks or of any other asset. In fact, it dictates that evety investor’s portfolio 

be a microcosm of the whole market. If the market really were the S&P 500, for example, 

then the CAPM would have everyone invested in a mutual fimd indexed to the S&P 500, 

which is called passive investing. Herein lies a parting conundrum: although passive 

investing should be optimal, the market needs to be winnowed and sifted by active 

investors endeavoring to outperform it. 
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Notes 

t It is presumed that the reader has some familiarity with matrix algebra. Therefore, 
some of the steps in the derivations may involve the application of multiple matrix 
theorems. Some of the basic properties of matricies are stated here, and may be of help if 
the reader is puzzled by a derivation: 

A. Matrix multiplication is associative: A(BC)=(AB)C. 
B. Matrix multiplication is not commutative; however, (1 x 1) matrices commute. 
C. Matrix multiplication is distributive: A(B+C)=AB+AC. 
D. Transposition of a product behaves thus: (AB)’ = B’A’. 
E. Similarly, with matrix inversion, (AB)-l=B-‘A-1, if A and B are nonsingular. 
F. By defmition, A is symmetric if and only if A’=A. 
G. Every (1 x 1) matrix is symmetric. 
H. If A is nonsingular. then (A1)-t = A. Also, (A-l)‘=(A)-1. 

2 For those who wonder if the example might be contrived in that the optima1 
combination of assets was 50/50, we modify the example by changing the risk-free retum 
from 0.04 to 0.03. The reader can verify: 

R*=[7/17 10/17]R 

-[[1/68],[1/578]] 

cov(R,R*)=cov(R,[7/17 10/17]R) 

7117 
= cov(RR) [ 1 1o,l7 

7117 
= z [ 1 lOll 

11170 

= [ 1 -11850 
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So R=cov(R R*) var(R*)-t = [-~~~:~][1/578~ = [-::;i,]. The CAPMequation 

in relative form checks: E(R) = [~:B:]=[-~:::s][l,6*~=BE(R*). Also, the 

market-weighted beta is [7/17 

3 For those interested in studying econometrics, the author recommends Introduction to 
the Theorv and Practice of Econometrics, 2nd edition, by G. G. Judge. R. C. Hill, er al. 
(New York: John Wiey Br Sons, 1988). The seventy-five page appendix on matrix theory 
alone makes the book Worth reading. 

4 See the following Appendii for a speadsheet of the two-asset example. 
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APPENDIX 
CAPM Illustraäon showina Optima1 Mix at 50/50 

Asset A 
Asset 8 
Risk-free 

Mu Sigma*2 Cov(A,B) 
0.08 0.1 -0.06 
0.02 0.04 
0.04 

(Mu-0.04)/ 
Wgt(A) wgm Sigma MU Sigma 

0% 100% 0.2 0.02 -0.1 
10% 90% 0.150333 0.026 -0.09313 
20% 80% 0.10198 0.032 -0.07645 
30% 70% 0.05831 0.038 -0.0343 
40% 60% 0.04 0.044 0.1 
50% 50% 0.070711 0.05(0.1414211 
60% 40% 0.116619 0.056 0.137199 
70% 30% 0.165529 0.062 0.132907 
80% 20% 0.215407 0.068 0.129987 
90% 10% 0.285707 0.074 0.127961 

100% 0% 0.316228 0.08 0.126491 

0.08 - 

0.07 -. 

0.06 .. 

0.05 .. 

g 0.04 -. 

0.03 .’ 

0.02 .. 

Efficient Frontier 

O.O:, t 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 

Sigma 

Mu = Wgt(Al’MuIA) +Wgt(B)‘Mu(B) 
Sigma=SQRT{Wgt(A)^2*SigmalAl~2+2*Wgt(A)*Wgt(B)*Cov(A, B)+Wgt(B)^2*Sigma(B)-2) 



Ratemaking 1993: A Hay “Not Ready for a Stable Market” 
by Nolan E. Asch 
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DRAFT 

In April, 1993, the "Not Ready For A Stable Market Players" 

(Dave Skurnick, Jerry Tuttle, Helen Exarhos, Nolan Asch) presented 

a 3 Act Play at a CAS Special Interest Seminar in Raleigh/Durham, 

North Carolina. It looked at 3 Mythical Companies; Mindless 

Mutual, Global Galactic and Cowboy Casualty. It concentrated on 

explaining some of the behavioral forces that might influente the 

UW Cycle and how they interact with certain Actuarial factors. 

1 repeated the 1989 Play and then revisited the same three 

fimrs in 1993 with a topical update. Perhaps four years later (or 

sooner) the Author will try to update the Play. There seems to be 

a need, in my opinion, for Actuaries to test the accuracy and 

appropriateness of their modela and assumptions in the real world 

over the long run. 
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The Play 

We are revisiting the three firms we looked in on in 1989 
again in 1993. We (The "Not Ready For A Stable Market Players") 
feel there are serious causative factors for the Underwriting 
Cycles being addressed between the lines of this exercise. Note 
that we have tried to be consistent in our second incarnation of 

our 3 act play. Note that we are using actual industry statistics 
in many of the 1993 updates slides. There are sections meant to 

reflect what the person is really thinking, but not saying. The 

speaker will turn to the audience and preface those remarks with 
"well folks." We will visit each of our three mythical firms 

first, in 1989, to repeat the drama they faced then - And then 

their updated 1993 situation. Of course, we are describing 

mythical firma and not advocating any particular course of action 
for any firm today. 
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ilCL!i (1989) 

GLOBAL GALACTIC 
CAST 
NolanAs&. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .CHAIRMAN 
Jerome Tuttle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .PLANNER 
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ACT 1 (1989) 
GLOBAL GALACTIC 

PLANNER: ,. .As you can clearly see -- the trend in pricing 
(J. Tuttlel for al1 .lines is clear via our monthly monitoring 

systems. 

Price Levels 
See Chart 1 1 (Slide 89-l-l) 

June 1984 June 1986 
The decline continues . ..although at 
a less severe slope this month... 

CBAIRMAN: 1 know al1 this -- what 1 must know is where the 
(N. Asch) break-even profit position for these rates is -- 1 am 

the chainnan and the final strategic decision must be 
mine. 

io 
PLANNBR: Break-even levels are, as you know, a result of 
(J. Tuttle) many factors -- the payment pattern and loss rat 

outcomes, investment returns -- 

CBAIR: Yes, 1 know al1 this. It's clear the June 1984 
(N. Asch) rates were ruinously low and the trend had to change. 

In 1986, rates peaked out at high profit margins, and 
rates have pl-eted ever since. --. My actuary 

keeps telling me about claims cost inflation, "shock" 

awards, the next "pollution fiasco" -- while my 

marketing VP keeps telling me about the market share 
and anti-selection. But what 1 want to know is... 

PLANNER: Yes - 1 know - you want to know which strategy will 

(J. Tuttle) have the better impact on long-term Earning Per Share. 
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CHAIR: 

(N. Asch) 

PLANNER: 
(J. Tuttle) 

CHAIR: 
(N. Asch) 

PLANNER: 

(J. Tuttle) 

CHAIR: 
(N. Asch) 

PLANNER: 
(J. Tuttlel 

And Short-term EPS. 

Well, here 1 can maintain a simple position. Given our 
large casualty distribution of business, the easiest 
way to improve short term earnings is-- 

1 know - maximize current premium volume. The losses 
cannot appear immediately, but the premiums do. Let's 

look at those premium numbers again. 

(SLIDE 89-l-2) 

As you know, premiums exploded from 1985 thru mid-1987, 
due to price increase. As you can see, (SHOW 89-l-l) 
our commitment to high standards led to flat premiums 

through 1988 and signs of premium shrinkage in 1989. 

However, our actuarial analysis shows clearly, that on 

the "1985 standards basis," the percentage of premiums 
written to that standard has dropped consistently -- 
from 1985 - 100%. 
TO 1987 - Jan. 90% Dec. 70% (SLIDE 89-l-3) 

1988 - July 50% Dec. 25% 

In other words - only. 

Yes, 1 know -- 

Don't interrupt! 
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CHAIR: 
(N. Asch) 

PLANNER: 

(J. Tuttle) 

CHAIR: 
(N. Asch) 

PLANNER: 
(J. Tuttle) 

CHAIR: 
(N. Asch) 

Damn those actuaries, their logic is irrefutable. 
They're like my consciente! So... the only certain way 

to achieve the desired EPS increase is to increase 
premiums - by writing more business whose rates, terms 
and conditions today are marginal and appear to be 

still deteriorating. 

We don't have to kow-tow to Wall Street. We're a Top 

Ten firm in this industry and we have credibility with 
most on Wall Street. 

It's not just Wall Street I'm worried about... 
It's our parent company. The cereal people. 

1 thought they said . . . 

Yes -- 1 have their total confidente. Since they 
bought us in 1984, 1 showed them nothing but massive 

earnings increase in 1985 and 1986. In 1987, they saw 
that EPS was increasing, but at a much slower rate. In 
1988, they didn't like flat earnings, with severa1 
"down" quarters, AT ALL. Now , 1-m afraid, if 1989 
isn't up to expectations they'll be eating me for 
breakfast. They don't totally understand al1 the ' 

techni'cal nuances of this business -- like we do. I'm 
afraid if EPS doesn't move up, 1'11 be replaced; Aside 
from ego and selfish motives, replacing me with a less 
responsible or less competent CEO will be bad for the 
whole industry . . . and the public. Wbat should 1 do? 



. - 

Act One (1993) 

GLOBAL GALACTIC 

PLANNER: . . . As you can clearly see -- the trend in pricing for 
(J. Tuttle) al1 Commercial Lines is clear via our monthly 

monitoring systems. (SLIDE 93-l-l) 

we maintain price stability..... 

CHAIRMAN: 1 know al1 this --- what 1 need to know is how long we 

(N. Asch) can continue viably in this environment. We made the 
hard choice in 1989 to maximize currentpremium volume, 
focus on rate of return rather than targeting an 

underwriting profit in every pricing exercise (Well 
Folks that's why I'm still here) but our ROES have 
plununeted. 
SHOW Exhibit 93-l-2 ROE in industry 
We never thought the downturn would be this Sharp or 

this long. We never planned on Cat losses like 

Andrew. We had secure Cat Reinsurance for that one but 
if it happens again we do not have that leve1 of 
coverage. Also, this year we mitigated our Andrew 

losses though taking capital gains, but that's a one- 
time thing! 

OH MY GOD! NOT AGAIN! 

PLANNER: Yes and the Actuaries are getting more vocal about it! 
(J. Tuttle) 

CHAIRMAN: Cari''' you get a room deodorizer? 

(N. Asch) 
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PLANNER: 

(J. Tuttle) 

CBAIRMAW: 

(N. Asch) 

PLAWNER: 
(J. Tuttle) 

CHAIR: 

(N. Asch) 

PLANNER: 
(J. Tuttle) 

You know how the wind gets a hold of those Asbestos and 
Pollution claim files in the basement. They have to go 
down there to pay some of the Asbestos claims and that 
stirs the air down there. Al1 those $1 Environmental 

claim files there must be thousands of them... 

11,857 by the latest weekly count. If only the smell 

were the only consequence. We have been forthright. 
We have established a fund and begun to build. We have 
made the appropriate caveats in our opinions.... 

And we have reams of studies that show our reserve 
problem here is less than our three major 

competitors... 

Yes. We're under reserved by 30% of our surplus while 
they average 60% of their surplus. Sometimes 1 wish we 
didn't know so much about it. Perhaps we would have 

been better off with a "pay as you gen approach? When 

will this mad competitive cycle end? When we ’ re al1 

technically bankrupt? 

Perhaps. You see here a retrospective test of the 
industry's surplus at 12/84 if our current best 

estimate of needed 1984 reserves is used. As you can 
see the reinsurance industry (by this measure) was 
technically insolvent and the primary industry was 

close. Slides 93-l-3, 93-l-4 
According to an ISO analysis of 12/91 industry loss 
reserves they estimate $50 Billion of under reserving 

on a $160 Billion sur-plus base, up from a $36 Billion 
estimate last year. 
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CHAIR: Thanks for your advice. 1 will see ya later. 

(N. Asch) 

PLANNER: Yeah. See ya later. 
(J. Tuttle) 

CRAIR: Well folks, what do 1 do now? Come clean about our 
(N. Asch) reserve problems? Te11 everyone that our current 

pricing implies to me even worse true levels of current 
profitability than we're reporting or --- slog ahead, 
and muddle through, putting the best possible public 

face on al1 this? What would you do? 
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ACT II (1989) 

COWBOY CASUALTY 

Nolan Asch. ................ .CHAIRMAN 
Jerome Tuttle ............... .PLANNER & STAFF MAN 
Helen Exarhos ............... .STAF'F PERSON 2 

Dave Skurnick ............... .ACTUARY 
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ACT II (1989) 
CAFETERIA OF COWBOY CASUALTY 

(THE CHAIRMAN IS HOLDING ONE OF HIS "KITCHEN 
CABINETS" WITH SEVERAL KEY EXECUTIVES) 

CHAIR: YOU know... We have a motto here at Cowboy Casualty -- 
(N. Asch) "NO one has a job here unless somebody out there makes 

a sale." It's taken us from a medium-sized regional 
insurer to a major national insurance company in less 
than 5 years. We have had a compound premium growth 

rate of over 30% a year throughout the period. 
(SHOW SLIDE 89-2-l) 

STAFF: But to continue that growth rate we'd need to become a 
(J. Tuttle) $450 Million company in 1993. 

(SHOW SLIDE 89-2-2) 

CHAIR: Why not? It's just perpetuating the same growth 

(N. Asch) rate of the last 4 years. 

STAFF: Because, sooner or later there are limits to our 

(J. Tuttle) size. We cari''' write almost every risk. And by 

continuing to cut rates we are helping to reduce 
the total Industry Premium pie every year. 

CHAIR: 1 know you worry about our recent rate reductions -- 
(N. Asch) but let's look at the "big picture" (SHOW SLIDE 89-l-l 

AGAIN ON IND RATES). Even though rates are declining. 
They are still well above 1983/84 rate levels. . . . 
Also, you forget our 3 secret weapons . . . 

STAFF: 1 know 

(J. 'Futtle) 
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CHAIR: But do you really believe? We have a saying here at 

(N. Asch) Cowboy Casualty . . . 

STAFF: 1 know . . "Knowledge without belief is a barren 
(J. Tuttle) tree." 

CBAIR: Well -- Let's review our 3 weapons: 

(N. Asch) #l - you no longer need underwriting profits to 
realize a profit on business. Our investment 

department has consistently earned returns 2 to 3 
points better than the industry. 

STAFF: Only over 5 years, after investing in riskier 

(J. Tuttle) instruments than our competitors. 

CHAIR: But you agree we've been earning 10% per annum. 
(N. Asch) Our average payout is 3 years after premium 

collection. That means we can break even at a 133% 

combined ratio. (SLIDE 89-2-3) 

STAFF: If the 10% holds up. Also, you're ignoring the 

(J. Tuttle) new tax law and the fact that at 20% commission 
you only earn interest on 80%. and you are w alwavs 
going to earn investment income faster than loss 

payments materialize. (SLIDE 89-2-4) 

CHAIR: Your 80% point is well taken . . . (SLIDE 89-2-5) But we 

(N. Asch) still break even at 1.0648 - .80 = .2648 + 1 = 126.48%. 
Also, our new plan is write even longer-tail business 

to increase our investment leverage. 

Our second weapon is our superior portfolio. We have 
had a clientele of smaller, loyal risks in rural 
locales. Their freguency characteristics have always 
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been superior to industry averages. And we avoid anti- 
selection by being the lowest priced market in each of 
our target sectors. 

STAFF: This weapon is eroding. We're now a national company 

(J. Tuttle) with a slightly less select book and our target sectors 
now cover 50% of our premium volume . ..‘not 10% as when 
we started the program. Also our rate is eroding. 

CHAIR: How are we going to lose money on people who never file 

(N. Asch) claims? My claims-free discount system has been 
praised by many industry experts. 

STAFF: Giving a 5% discount on renewal to a claims-free 
(J. Tuttle) risk the first year is fine, even for a 2nd or 3rd 

year -- but extending it up to 10 years for a maximal 

50% discount!!! It didn't matter in the early years 
when no one had earned many discounts -- but we're now 
in year 4 and 90% of those policyholders have earned a 
20% discount. 

CHAIR: That's great! We've kept them loss free and with us 

(N. Asch) for 4 years! 90% claims-free!!! Just imagine if 10% 
or 20% more had left us?! We'd have lost al1 that 
clean premium ! These people are going to think twice 
about leaving us, or filing any small claims to forfeit 
their claims free discount! 

STAFF 2: Mr. Chainnan - we've got a large risk new 
(H. Exarhos) business submission that needs your immediate 

attention. 

CHAIR: 

(N. Asch) 

YA HOO - There's nothing like new business. 
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STAFF 2: 

(H. Exarhos) 

CHAIR: 
(N. Asch) 

STAFF 2: 
(H. Exarhos) 

CHAIR: 

(N. Asch) 

STAFF 1: 

(J. Tuttle) 

It's a fairly large firm. The key to the risk is 

their products liability for automobile parts. 
(SHOW 89-l-l) As you can see -- with loss 
development, their rate per exposure has been 
climbing slowly. (SLIDE 89-2-6) 
With current trends, it seems next year's ultimate 

net loss cost should be $322,000 grossed up for 25% 

Expenses by 100/75ths; (SLIDE 89-2-7) that's a 
$430,000 Premium. That's probably not enough since 
their latest loss control report fromtheir existing 
carrier has caused them to q-uote a renewal rate 
higher than this designed to lose the renéwal. 

Maybe -- Maybe not. Aleo, what's the policy 
limit and policy aggregate? Let's see, with a 5- 
year average payout at 10% . . . that's a 161% 
combined to break-even. so -- We don't need 
$430,000. We need 4?.0/1.61 = $267,000. 

(SLIDE 89-2-8) 

It's a $lM occurrence policy with a $2M general 
policy aggregate but the LAE is in addition to 
limits. (SLIDE 89-2-9) The 5-year average 
indication is $326,000 not $430,000 but the risk 

manager is looking for a premiumof around $150,000. 
Last year, they paid $250,000 andMindless Mutualis 
competing also. 

(TO STAFF 1) We haven't yet factored in our 3rd and 

strongest secret weapon . . . (PAUSE) 

What's that? 
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CHAIR: RICKETTY RE 
(N. Asch) If memory serves me well, we have a 750 xs 250 

treaty with Ricketty Re and a 1M xs 1M treaty.' We 
pay a rate of 10% for both covers combined. 

Aggregate excess & included for products. That 

means we are writing a policy with a $250,000 Net 
Aggregate loss-limit and 5-year average pay-out lag. 

STAFF 1: But -- I've told you how shaky Ricketty Re is 
(J. Tuttle) getting. Also, we know we'll suffer that ful1 250K 

loas for certain -- and the payout pattem for us 
will be far shorter than 5 years, since we're paying 
the first losses -- our reinsurer will be paying the 
later losses. We cari''' just assume 10% interest 
rates. 

CHAIR: 
(N. Asch) 

Hmm - This sounds like a tough one -- well -- Let's 
cal1 our actuary in on this one. Why don't you both 

go get him. (BOTH STAFF PEOPLE GET ACTUARY WHEEL 
HIM OIJT AND UNTIE HIM) (ACTUARY IS WHEELED OIJT -- 
BODND AND GAGGED) 
(CHAIR SPEAKS WHILE STAFF UNTIES ACTUARY) 

Let's summarize -- let him look at al1 the data on 
this risk -- then give him 3 minutes to speak. 

As 1 see it, it's a golden opportunity. This is 

precisely the kind of longer tail business we now 

want to write. With our reinsurance arrangements at 

a $150,000 Premium and a 10% treaty cost . . . (well 

folks, that's the price the risk manager wanted) 
That's $135,000 leftand 1.61 for investment income, 
that's $217,000 to pay a maximum loss of $250,000. 
That's good odds to me. (SLIDE 89-2-10) 
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ACTUARY: This is nonsense! You need to subtract at least 25% 
(D. Skurnick) for commissions, taxes and,expenses up front! Even 

using al1 your assumptions that generates (217) 
times t.75) = $163. && 217. (SLIDE 89-2-11) 
The 250 ti expected to be paid every year. Remember 
our reinsurance does not include LAE! Also, there 
is generally 40 cents of LAE for every dollar of 
loss - (SLIDE 89-2-7, again) so expect 322 x .40 
= $129,000 of LAE per annum to fund. That yields 
an ultimate loss and LAE of $451,000 per annum to 
pay for. Our payout pattern & going to be shorter 

than 5 years! Most importantly -- my security 
review of Ricketty Re finds them very Ricketty 

indeed. 

CHAIR: 

(N. Asch) 

That's enough. I'm beginning not to like you -- 

Boy. Ricketty Re is solid! Highly regarded by al1 

the rating agencies. 

ACTUARY: They're growing too fast in relation to their 

(D. Skurnick) surplusl They're at 2.5 to l! Their loss reserving 
is consistently testing inadequate. 

CHAIR: 

(N. Asch) 
Hell! That's what everybody's whispering about us - 
- Growing to fast!! Over leveraged! We've got 

positive cash flow up our ying-yang! ! ! See you 

later! 
(ACTUARY IS REBOUND AND REGAGGED) 

CHAIR: 
(N. Asch) 

(ALONE) Well folks, that actuary is a smart guy. 
Stands up to me. 1 like that. Got to think about 

that angle. Still -- these technicians just somehow 
cannot grasp the BIG PICTURE. 
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CHAIRMAN: 

(N. Asch) 

STAFF: 

(J. Tuttle) 

CHAIR: 

(N. Asch) 

STAFF: 
(J. Tuttle) 

CHAIR: 
(N. Asch) 

STAFF: 
(J. Tuttle) 

CHAIR: 
(N. Asch) 

STAFF: 
(J. Tuttle) 

ACT TWO (1993) 
CAFETERIA OF COWBOY CASUALTY 

My isn't that satisfying?! Way back in 1989,We 

planned to be at $450 Mil in 1992 and here we are, 
in black and white, right on the money! And you 

said it couldn't be done! 

1 did not say that. 1 said there were risks 

involved in this type of rapid growth. We have 
failed to even approach an underwriting profit in 
any year. Look at thisl 
SHOW slide 93-2-l Industry (c lines) UW ratios 

I've been telling you for years you don't need UW 

profits! Look at our rate of return! 
SHOW slide 93-2-2 Industry ROE 

That rate of return line is nothing to write home 
about, especially in recent years. 

There's that smell again! Didn't we figure out what 
it was? 

It's just those old claims files in the basement. 

That MGA was a nice guy. HOW could his business 
smell so bad when it looked so good in the years he 
wrote it? 

Don't worry about that! We have more troubles 
coming from the state of Despair. 
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CHAIR: 
(N. Asch) 

STAFF: 
(J. Tuttle) 

CHAIR: 
(N. Asch) 

ACTUARY: 
(D. Skurnick) 

CHAIR: 
(N. Asch) 

ACTUARY: 
(D. Skurnick) 

CHAIR: 
(N. Asch) 

ACTDARY: 
(D. Skurnick) 

CHAIR: 
(N. Asch) 

Not that state again! They're the real thieves! 
Didn't the courts just rule on our industry appeal? 

Yes. They ruled in our favor on confiscatory rate 
levels but upheld them on the residual market issue. 

That's not good! But, those actuaries must be ful1 
of it again! How could we lose $40 mil1 on just $10 

mil1 of voluntary writings in the state! We shrunk 
by 50% that year in that statel You know how that 
goes against my grain but 1 fully agreed to it! 

Wheel that Actuary in! 
(Actuary is wheeled in, bound and gagged.) 

That's better! You know, we need an employee health 
plan for dental work! 

Enough of that! HOW could your projections be 
right? 

Well sir, in fact, they are wrong! 

1 knew it! 

We won't lose $40M, we'll lose $SOM! 

What! 
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ACTUARY: The actual sise of the residual market turned out to 
(D. Skurnick) be 80% of the market on audit, not 60%. That means 

the voluntary market is only 20% ($20M) and not 40% 

($40M) as originally thought. That means that the 

$160 Mill residual market loss goes 50% to us, since 
we wrote $lOM (10%) rather than only 25% to us as 
we thought. And it gets worse! 

CHAIR: 

(N. Asch) 

WORSEI 

ACTUARY: Yes. The auditors are finding irregularities. 1 
(D. Skumick) predict the ultimate loss will be far greater than 

$160M and we will assume 50% of the loss no matter 
how large it is! 

CHAIRMAN: How bad do you think it will get? 
(N. Asch) 

ACTUARY: Honestly? 

(D. Skumick) 

CHAIR: 
(N. Asch) 

Yes, honestly. This talk about my temper is 
exaggerated. You know that you've been here 15 

years! 

ACTUARY : Only 7 years! 
(D. Skurnick) 

CHAIR: 
(N. Asch) 

Seems like 15 to me! 

ACTUARY: In addition to al1 these problems, we have the 
(D. Skurnick) problems related to reinsurance recoverables. 
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CHAIRMAN: What reinsurer are we worried about? 

(N. Asch) 

ACTUARY: Ricketty Re --- We have $150 million of recoverable 
(D. Skurnick) from Ricketty on paid losses over 90 days and 1 

don't think we will ever collect that money. By the 
way , that is equal to our total statutory surplus. 
We also have another $300 million of reinsurance 
recoverable from Ricketty Re on unpaid losses, and 
1 don't think we're going to collect that money 
either. 

CHAIRMAN: Wait a secondl What are they rated by the rating 

(N. Asch) agencies for security. 

STA!?F: You don't want to know! 

(J. Tuttle) 

CHAIRMAN: You better te11 me. 
(N. Asch) 

STAFF: The Best's rating has just been reduced from C- to 

(J. Tuttle) NA7. Below minimum standards. 

ACTDARY: The Insurance Department has just secretly started 

(D. Skurnick) an audit of Ricketty Re - and it's not a normal tri- 
annual examination! 

ACTUARY: Whew ! What's that smell? 
(D. Skurnick) 

CHAIR: 
(N. Asch) 

Oh nothing! 
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CHAIRMAN: We do have a problem here. How quickly can we begin 
(N. Asch) negotiations for a commutation of al1 our 

reinsurance treaties with Ricketty Re? 

STAFF: Immediately, Boss! 
(J. Tuttle) 

ACTUARY : The tougher question is, how many pennies on the 
(D. Skurnick) dollar can we realistically expect to negotiate out 

of Ricketty Re. 

CHAIRMAN: OK - You raised the question - give me a range! 
(N. Asch) 

ACTUARY: Given their circumstances and condition, 1 honestly 

(D. Skurnick) feel that it could not be any better than 40c on the 
dollar and could be as bad as 10c on the dollar, if 
we can get anv commutation at all. 

CHAIRMAN: Do you know what that means to our solvency?!!! 

(N. Asch) 

ACTUARY: Of course, we would be anywhere from $120 million to 

(D. Skurnick) $255 million in the hole! 

CHAIRMAN: What! Who asked you! Tie him up again! Get him 

(N. Asch) Out! ACTUARY IS THEN WHEELED AWAY. 

STAFF: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Chairman! Boss! There is perhaps 
(J. Tuttle) another way out of this mess! 

CHAIRMAN: Right now, I'm willing to listen to ANYTHING! 

(N. Asch) 
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STAFF: 
(J. Tuttle) 

CHAIRMAN: 
(N. Asch) 

CHAIR: 
(N. Asch) 

STAFF: 
(J. Tuttle) 

CBAIR: 
(N. Asch) 

STAFF: 
(J. Tuttle) 

CHAIR: 
(N. Asch) 

STAFF: 
(J. Tuttle) 

1 have heard rumors that Ricketty Re is for sale! 

That's great! Maybe some highly solvent 
organization will buy them and we will still get 
ful1 recovery! Make .sure that pessimistic Actuar-y 

doesn't wt toa eager in any conunutation 
negotiations! 10 cents on the dollar my foot! 

By the way, you don't think he realized where that 
smell came from? 

No. But he has to review the reserves just like 
every year. 

Couldn't you sign that loss reserve opinion this 
year? 

No. It must be signed by a qualified Actuar-y. 
Further, subject to new rules you went to the Board 
and made him the Appointed Actuary this year. 
(WBEWI) (Well folks - that's good news for mel) 

Why the he11 did 1 do that?! 

You had to appoint someone and we did not think we 
could find another Actuary loyal or reliable 

enough. 
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CHAIR: 

(N. Asch) 
Why not shop around for a nice compliant consulting 
actuar-y? Some other CEOS have given me a couple of 
names... 
Well, let's go back to looking up our daily stock 

price. Wall St. knows quality! Look at those 
numbers! 
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ACT III (1989) 

MINDLESS MUTUAL 

Nolan Asch. ................ .CHAIRMAN 
David Skurnick. .............. .ACTUARY 

Jerome Tuttle ............... .SAM SALES 
Helen Exarhos ............... .NEW PLAYER 
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ACT III 
MINDLESS MUTUAL 

Last, but not least of our 3 outstanding insurance organizations is 
the firm of Mindless Mutual. We will first repeat our 1989 

dramatization and then visit them again in 1993. 

CHAIRMAN: 
(N. Asch) 

ACTUARY: 

(D. Skurnick) 

CHAIRMAW: 
(N. Asch) 

ACTUAF¿Y: 

(D. Skurnick) 

Old Weight 

Rate Change 
Planned PIF 

Well, 1 can see here that premiums are not meeting 
our growth plans. 

1 told you that accepting the sales department's 

proposal of a 20% rate decrease would generate less 
premium rather than more ---. 

But they guaranteed us a 50% increase in policies 
in-forte at those rates to create 20% premium 

growth. 

And once again they failed us al1 -- And -- the 

analysis shows us that they only wrote more business 
in the "preferred category" -- where rates are down 
40%, and less business than ever in the one-third of 

the former portfolio with no rate change. So the 

original plan was as follows: 

CHARTl (SLIDE 89-3-l) 
TERRTY 1 TERRTY 2 TERRTY 3 AVERAGE 

1/3 1/3 1/3 
-40% t.60) -20% (.ElO) 0% (1.00) -20% l.80) 

1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 

Planned New Weight 1/3 1/3 1/3 
Premium Volume Change +20.0% 
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WHAT WE GOT LAST YEAR WAS TRIS 
CHART2 (SLIDE 89-3-2) 

TERRTY 1 TERRTY 2 TERRTY 3 AVERAGE 

Old Weight 1/3 I/3 1/3 
Rate Change -40% c-60) -20% c.80) 0% (1.00) -20% c.80) 

Act. PIF Change +20% +O% -20% 
Premium Volume Change -23% 

A 23.2% PREMIUM DECREASE WITH SAMR POLICY COUNT 
AND EXPOSURE LRVRL 

SAM SALES: Helio everyone 

(J. Tuttle) 

OTHERS: Helio Sam!!! 

SAM SALES: Still trying to brainwash our chairman against 

(J. Tuttle) the "tried and true" techniques that this fin 
has used for 30 years. 

ACTUARY: And should have stopped using 30 years ago --- 
(D. Skurnick) 

SAM: When Charlie's dad founded this firm 70 years 
(J. Tuttle) ago -- its intent was to supply low cost and 

reliable insurance to people no one else would 

insure. We're not a greedy stock firm -- a 
prisoner of Wall Street's expectations. We are 

not in existence for greed and profit. We represent 
a way of life. 

ACTUARY: Yes -- we al1 know -- 
(D. Skurnick) THE MIWDLESS WAY 
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SAM: 

(J. Tuttle) 

ACTUARY: 
(N. Asch) 

SAM: 

(J. Tuttle) 

Well -- 1 know the 23% premium drop was a 

disappointment to us all. Our sales reps worked like 

mad last year -- but as 1 told you last year -- even 
with that measly 20% rate decrease, our rates are 
still not competitive. Our high rate levels cause 

only the poorer risks to stay with us and the good 

ones to leave -- perpetuating poor loss ratios that 
justify more rate increases that drive away more 
"good" business. 

This is ridiculous! We took a rate decrease -- not 

a rate increase. Not competitive!!! With whom?! 

I'm glad you asked -- Look at these figures -- You 

can see we're never the lowest rated. Podunk Mutual 

is beating our brains out ín most places -- 

SLIDE 89-3-3 PREMIUM COMPARISON 
TER'TY TER'TY TER'TY 

Podunk Mutual 100 80 80 

Global Galactic 80 110 80 
Cowboy Casualty 60 60 60 
Mindless Mtl - Before 100 100 100 
Mindless Mtl - After 60 80 100 

Actuarially Indicated 100 100 100 
Weight 1/3 1/3 1/3 

Policy Count Change +20% 0 -2-% 

-.-L- 2 3 AVG 

96 
104 

60 
100 

80 
100 

(100) 
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ACTUARY: 
(N. Asch) 

Welve been through al1 this -- These three firms; 
Podunk Mutual, Global and Cowboy, only represent 20% 
of the market. Our tables always use the 5 largest 
firms in the market for comparison. Global Galactic 
has 80% of their portfolio in Territory 2 so their 

average rate is (110) c.80) + (.2) (80) = 88 + 16 = 
104. (SLIDE 89-3-3) Podunk Mutual writes 80% ín 
Territory 1 -- so they come to (100) c.8) + c.2) 
(80) = 96. 

SAM: What about Cowboy Casualty? They're the "hot 

(J. Tuttle) market," -- They're big and getting bigger fast! 
They beat us everywhere. Also -- rumor has it that 
even Global Galactic is about to get more 

competitive. Their field offices get so many mixed 
signals fromtheir Home Office -- everyone's dizzy. 

ACTUARY: Cowboy Casualty will be bankrupt within 5 years -- 
(D. Skurnick) 

SAM: Says you -- They're A-rated and surplus goes up 
(J. Tuttle) every year -- 

ACTUARY: Yeah -- much faster than their absurdly understated 
(N. Asch) loss reserves ! 

SAM: So emotional! By the way, Charlie -- How's the golf 
(J. Tuttle) gane? 

CHAIRMAN: 

(N. Asch) 
Fine -- We really need to get together soon. You 

know 1 love to play with you. 

ACTUARY: Let's go back to business. 
(D. Skurnick) 
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CHAIR: 

(N. Asch) 
Must we?! It's a lovely day. 

ACTUARY: Look at the situation we've put ourselves in! Our 

(D. Skurnick) average rate is only 80 now! Our premium is 

dropping! Our loss ratios are booming! 

CHAIR: 

(N. Asch) 

You know -- you really should take up golf. You I re 

far too emotional and serious about al1 this. We've 
yotten by for 70 years without al1 this advanced 
Actuarial analysis. It was my idea -- over Sam's 

objections, to start Actuarial 5 years ago. How are 

you going to get us the sales we need? 

ACTUARY: What! Sam’s the sales VP, not me! I've already 

(D. Skurnick) bent over backwards to accommodate him. 

NEW PLAYER: (TIMIDLY) Excuse me -- 1 thought it important to 

(H. Exarhos) show you a new business proposition just in from 
Fearless Freddie. 

SAM: See -- Sales once again can save the day. 
(J. Tuttle) (SAM READS THE NEW BUSINESS PROPOSAL) 

We're up against Cowboy Casualty on this one -- It 

will be tough. However, we've had the property 

insurance on this account for 20 years! It has had 

a 30% loss ratio at $100,000 per year. That's 2 

Million in Premium with a profit of (30% + 30% Exp 
= 60% $800,000. If Cowboy gets the Casualty the 

Property will be next. We need to defend this core 

account. 

ACTUARY: Don't get emotional! Why don't you go to your 
(D. Skurnick) normal Office at the golf course. 
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SAM: It can be done! We can quote $100,000 and use our 
(J. Tuttle) Property profits on the risk to make it profitable 

on a joint basis. 
(EVERYONE LEAVES BUT THE CEO) 

CEO: 
(N. Asch) 

What should 1 do? Well folks, Sam has been with the 

finn for ever. The Actuaries appear to be so smart, 
with al1 their logic and numbers. I'm going to have 
to make a policy decision, sooner or later. The 
status quo or this new "scientific" Actuarial 
approach to pricing? 
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ACT III (1993) 
MINDLESS MUTUAL 

CHAIFXAN: Well, 1 can see here that premiums are not meeting 
(N. Asch) our growth plans. 

ACTUARY: 1 told you before, in a market as soft and 
(D. Skurnick) unprofitable as this one. We should not have any 

growth plans. 

CHAIRMAN: 

(N. Asch) 
Yes, 1 know only sur-viva1 plans 

ACTUARY: What's that smell! !?? 

(D. Skurnick) 

CHAIRMAN: 

(N. Asch) 
1 don't know. Eivery once in a while it seems to 

come here from the general direction of the Claims 

Department. Charlie's been in charge there for 30 

years. You know dad hired him. He tells me there's 
nothing to worry about. Anyway, 1 have called you 

here to hear the solution to our premium problem... 

ACTUARY: We don't have a premium problem!!! 
(D. Skurnick) 

CBAIRMAN: A distinquished reinsurance broker will be showinq 
(N. Asch) us ways of massively increasing our premium volume 

with the assumption of virtually no risk. It 
relates to these new Financia1 lines of business and 
some other things. 

BROKER: .HELLO!!! It is an honor to meet such an exalted 
(J. Tuttle) insurance executive!! 
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CHAIR: 
(N. Asch) 

BROKER: 
(J. Tuttle) 

CBAIR: 
(N. Asch) 

BROKER: 
(J. Tuttle) 

ACTUARY: 

The pleasure is mine! 1 have invited my Chief 
Actuary to join us.... 

1s that really necessary? These technical types 
often do not understand the big picture strategic 
considerations... 

But you told me these were highly technical product 
lines so 1 have my best technician with me. 

Al1 right! The basic concept of these products is 

really quite simple although the mechanics can be 
complex. You will be using your statutory surplus 
in transactions that will look like you are losing 
money, while, in reality, you are earning a very 

high rate of return with almost no risk. The profit 

margins on each deal are ver-y small but the risk you 
assume is even smaller. Of course, on paper it has 

to look like you are assuming a lot of risk (risk 
transfer) so the limits are very large but the 
aggregate loss scenarios it would take to trigger 
these events would be so massive... 

You mean, like Hurricane Andrew... 
(D. Skurnick) 

BROKER: Well, sometimes the unexpected does happen. 
(J. Tuttle) 
CBAIR: But 1 really don't understand.... 
(N. Asch) 

BROKER: (TO AUDIENCEI Well folks, that's what I'm counting 

(J. Tuttle) on! 1 can see they don't cal1 this place "mindless" 

for nothing! 
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BROKER: 
(J. Tuttle) 

CHAIR: 
(N. Asch) 

BROKER: 

(J. Tuttle) 

ACTUARY: 
(D. Skurnick) 

BROKER: 

(J. Tuttle) 

CHAIRMAN: 

(N. Asch) 

ACTUARY: 
(D. Skurnick) 

BROKER: 

(J. Tuttle) 

CBAIR: 

(N. Asch) 

It's really quite simple you are involved in a 

disguised banking arrangement. 

That's why there's a 99% profit commission - 
Doesn't that mean in al1 outcomes favorable to us we 
realize almost no underwriting income. 

Yes -- but you get to keep 10% of al1 the 
accumulated investment income! 

But, if the 500 million aggregate deductible is 
pierced, we could lose 100 million in real money, 
while our upside potential in the best case is only 
$2 million. 

1 calculate it to be $4 Million. 

But can we book this transaction as $100 Million in 

premium volume? 

That depends on the accounting treatment . . . with 
the new FASB pronouncements 1 doubt .._ 

Let's leave that to the CPAs. Where is SAM SALES? 

He'd know what to do! 1 must have your answer 

within 29 hours or this deal will be placed with 

someone else? 

SAM's in the hospital. He had a serious coronary at 

the 16th hole tee! Well --- Thank you! Why don't 

you both leave me. 1 will give you my decision 

tomorrow. 
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CHAIR: 
(N. Asch) 

Well folks - what should 1 do? After Andrew, we've 
had a major surplus hit and we rnx reduce our 
Property business accumulations. 1 agree with our 

casualty underwriters that prospects and prices 
there today are abysmal. 1 don't totally understand 

these new finite products but there's a lot of 
premiums there with very little need for additional 
staffing or expense. Everybody seems to be doing 

these "deals." 1 know growth in al1 my traditional 

insurance Unes is ill advised. What would you do? 

NARRATOR: 
(N. Asch) 

Well - we will have to wait a few years to learn 
what decisions our mythical CEOS made in 1993. 1 do 
know decisions and corporate actions like these will 
influente the future course of the underwriting 

cycle. 
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1984 
1985 
1986 

1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 

200 
220 
242 
266 
293 

200 
220 
242 
266 
293 

3.0 Years 
3.5 Years 
4.0 Years 
4.0 Years 
4.5 Years 

5YEARAVERAGE: 244 
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SUBMISSION 
XYZ Auto Parts 

Year Exposure 
Ultimate 
Loss Cost 

Ultímate 
Cost Per 
Exposure 

Estimated 
Average 
Payout 

1982 1,000 200 
1983 1,000 220 
1984 1,000 242 
1985 1,000 266 
1986 1,000 293 

EXPECTED ‘87 
VIA TREND ANALYSIS: 322 

200 
220 
242 
266 
293 

3.0 Years 
3.5 Years 
4.0 Years 
4.0,Years 
4.5 Years 

$322,000 X (100/75ths) = $430,000 
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SUBMISSION 
XYZ Auto Parts 

Year Exposures 
Ultimate 

LOS Costs 

Ultimate 
Cost Per 
Exposure 

Estimated 
Average 
Payout 

1982 1,000 200 
1983 1,000 220 
1984 1,000 242 
1985 1,000 266 
1986 1,000 293 

EXPECTED ‘87 
VIA TREND ANALYSIS: 322 

200 
220 
242 
266 
293 

3.0 Years 
3.5 Years 
4.0 Years 
4.0 Years 
4.5 Years 

$322,000 X (100/75ths) = $430,000 
(Lly= 1.61051 $430,000 = $267,000 

1.61051 
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SUBMISSION 
XYZ Auto Parts 1 

Year Exposures 
Ultímate 

Loss Costs 

Ultimate 
Cost Per 
Exposure 

Estimated 
Average 
Payout 

1982 1,000 200 200 3.0 Years 
1983 1,000 220 220 3.5 Years 
1984 1,000 242 242 4.0 Years 
1985 1,000 266 266 4.0 Years 
1986 1,000 293 293 4.5 Years 

5 YEAR AVERAGE: 244 
$244,000 X (100/75ths) = $326,000 



Slide 89-2- 10 

RICKETTY RE 

Written Premium $150,000 

Treaty Cost 10% 

Net Investable Funds $135,000 

5 Yr Compounded Interest Income 1.61 

Cumulative Fund After 5 Years = $217,000 



RICKETTY RE 

Slìde 89-2-11 

Actuarial Analysis 

Commissions, Taxes, & Expenses 25% 

Adjusted Cumulative Fund After 5 Yrs $217,000 (.75) = $163,000 

Expected Ultimate Losses $322,000 

Expected LAE Per Annum 40% 

Expected LAE Amount Per Annum $129,000 

Total Expected Losses $451,000 
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INDUSTRY (COMMERCIAL LINES) UW RATIOS 
.  .  .  

c..-.- 
?Aij 

---1-____ ____. - _.__...._ --___- -.--.. 
(Combined Ratios After Dívidends) 

8% 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 
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AVERAGE ANNUAL RATES OF RETURN ON 
NET INCOME AFTER TAXES 

as % of Net Worth for the Property-Casualty Industry 
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72 74 76 78 80 82 84 86 88 90 92 
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MINDLESS MUTUAL 
art 1 

TERFU TERR2 TERR3 
Old Weight v3 113 113 

Rate Change -4O%( .60) -20% (.80) 0%( 1.00) 

Planned PIF Change 1.5 1.5 1.5 

Planned New Weight v3 113 113 

PREMIUM VOLUME CHANGE- 

AVERAGE 

-2O%( .80) 

1.5 

+20.0% 
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MINDLESS MUTUAL 
Chad 2 

Old Weight 

TERRl TERlX2 TERR3 AVERAGE 

v3 113 l/3 

Rate Change -4O%( .60) -20% (.80) O%(l .OO) -2O%( .80) 

Actual PIF Change +20% +O% -20% 

PREMIUM VOLUME CHANGE- -23% 



-ì____ 
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PREMIUM COMPARISON 
i 
L 

Podunk Mutual 
Global Galactic 
Cowboy Casualty 
Mindless Mutual- 
Before Rate Change 
Mind.less Mutual- 
After Rate Change 
Actuarially Indicated 

Weight 

-1 
TERR 1 TERR 2 TERR3 

100 80 80 
80 110 80 
60 60 60 

100 100 

60 80 100 80 
100 100 100 100 

1/3 ll3 ll3 1/3 

100 

AVERAGE 

96 
104 

60 

100 

PIF Change +20% 0% -20% -110% 



430 



431 



432 


